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BRITISH MINSTREL;

MUSICAL AND LITERARY MISCELLANY.

ADDRESS TO OUR READERS.

TUE MINSTREL SPEAKETH TO THE POBLIC AND

LOOKETH BACKWARD.

During that short period of seeming inaction,

which comes hetween the close of our first and the

beginning of our second volume, we cannot refrain

from addressing our patrons, the Public, in a few

short sentences.

When n-e commenced our task we had much

hope, and many fears ; but this uncertainty was to

a great extent inseparable from the character of our

publication. For although cheap selections of

music have at different periods been published, and

many of them excellent, still a work like ours,

which, while it would bring vocal music of all

kinds into the hands of the amateur, promised to

do much more, and that was, to unite with the

musical selections literary notices of composers and

their works, of performers and their various orders

of talent, remained a desideratum to be supplied.

It was this union of Music and Literature in the

same sheet, and at an exceedingly low rate of charge,

which constituted the novelty of our publication.

While we knew that such a work was wanted, and

hoped that it would meet with a ready sale, we feared

lest the public should pronounce it to be either too

musical or too literary. But the event has proven

our idea a good one, and our fear unfounded, for the

public has silently answered with the kindest, and

to us most grateful, approval, by supporting us

liberally. For your patronage, respected public,

the Minstrel offers kind thanks, and promises con-

tinued and unwearied industry.

THE MINSTREL SPEAKETH OF HIMSELF, AND

FINDETH REASONS OF SELF-GRATDLATION.

Having achieved the first part of our labour, and

feeling ourselves to a certain extent established in

the good graces of the Public, we cast aside every

feeliL^ W.4^S>oi"icuce, and gather ouiselres up for

a contmuance of our duties. We entered upon the

task of providing a store of good and cheap music

for the people, with the heartiest love for the un-

dertaking, and that sustained us when everything

in the social horizon looked lowering, gloomy, and
ominous. The state of commerce and trade, the

excitement produced in the public mind by various

political and other agitations, was such that we
could not expect to become the object of especial

attention, or to gain all at once that amount of cir-

culation which better times might have procured for

our Miscellany. Still, in the midst of all these cir.

cumstances, which no doubt rendered hazardous the

success of our candidate for favour and acceptance,

we have nevertheless been cheered on by a steadily

increasing demand. We are not disposed to be ego-

tistical or boastful, but we may say with truth, that

the character of our work has brought it healthfully

to its present age; we have used none of the usual

means to bolster it up, but have left its untrumpeted

merits to be its sole recommendation. We have

neither sought nor bought the voice of the periodi-

cal or newspaper press in our favour; yet we have

been noticed by several publications, in words of

honourable, because unsolicited, commendation.

The Minstrel begs that all those who have con-

descended to mention and approve of our humble

sheet, may accept this public acknowledgment of

our gratitude.

THE MINSTREL ADDRESSETH CORRESPONDENTS

AND CONTKIBDTORS.

While we speak of ourselves we are happy to

acknowledge that we have been well backed.

Every week new support has been vouchsafed to us

by numerous able and talented correspondents,

who entered heart and hand with us into the busi-

ness of providing matter, each more anxious than

his fellow to aid us. And we venture to express a

hope that these our friends will not relax in their

research, nor witlidraw their support from us, but

Ko. 41.
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continue like good allies until, with their help, our

Miscellany has become a " Paradise of Dainty De-
lights," where they may luxuriate, pleased with

themselves, and happy because they have assisted

us ta%dd one mite to the sum of human happi-

ness.

THE MINSTREL SPEAKETH OF THE FUTURE, AND
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

And now, when we turn our attention to the fu-

ture, we are not willing to alarm any one by a mass
of unmeaning promises. The field which we
occupy is inexhaustible, and we are untiring.

We intend to add to our stock of music always such,

and only such, as the concurring voices of "ap-
proved good masters" have raised to the most
honourable place in musical science. Along with
our usual amount of sacred chorusses, glees, duets,

songs, catches, &c., we intend to continue our

literary articles, and, besides, we contemplate im-

mediately to give insertion to the first of a series of

airs, (without words or accompaniments,) selected

from the myriads which have been allowed to go

out of print, or which have never been known ex-

cept by tradition or in manu.^cript. Of these latter

there are still an enormous number lying hid, and
which ought to be brought from the obscurity in

which tiiey have been allowed to remain. To all

who are in possession of such collections of old

music, as have gone out of print, or which have

never been published, we would say, that a severe

injury is continually being perpetrated upon the

fame and genius of their composers, so long as they

are not allowed to pass into the world which they

were composed to gratify and delight. And any

notice of such collections, or of the authors or col-

lectors of old and scarce music, which can be for-

warded to us will be acknowledged, and published

if found proper. We may remark that it is not our

intention, while introducing these airs into our

pages, to diminish on that account our usual quan-

tity of other music, each part will contain the same
amount as heretofore, and such of these airs as we
may insert will be given in addition. With these

few words the Minstrel begs to retire for the present,

as he must resume his working garb and prepare

for the business of Volume Second.

EFFECT OF MUSIC ON ANIMALS.

Curious anecdotes are related of the effects of
music upon animals. Thorville has given the fol-

lowing amusing account of his experiments:

—

" While a man was playing on a trumpmarine, I
made my observations on a cat, a dog, a horse, an
ats, a bind, some cows, small birds, and a cock and
heD«. who were in a yard under the window. The

was not in the least affected ; the horse stopped

short from time to time, raising his head up now
and then, as if he were feeding on grass ; the dog
continued for above an hour, seated on his hind
legs, looking steadfastly at the player ; the ass did
not discover the least indication of his being touched,
eatiug his thistles peaceably ; the hind lilted up her
large wide ear, and seemed very attentive ; the cows
stopped a little, and after gazing at us went foi-

ward; some little birds that were in the aviary, and
others on trees and bushes, almost tore their little

throats with singing; but the cock who minded
only his hens, and the hens who were solely em-
ployed in scraping a neighbouring dunghill, did not
show in any manner that the trumpmarine afforded
them pleasure."

That dogs have an ear for music cannot be
doubted. Steibelt had one which evidently knew
one piece of music from the other ; and a modern
composer had a pug dog that frisked merrily about
the room, when a lively piece was played, but when
a slow melody was performed, particularly Dussek's
Opera, 15, he would seat himself down by the piano
and prick up his ear with intense attention, until

the player came to the forty-eighth bar, but as the
discord was struck he would yell most piteously,

and with drooping tail seek refuge from the un-
pleasant sound uader the chairs or tables.

Eastcoat relates that a hare left her retreat to
listen to some choristers, who were singing on the
banks of the Mersey, retiring when they ceased
singiug, and reappearing as they recommenced their

strains. Bousset asserts that an olficer confined
in the Bastile, drew forth mice and spiders to be-
guile his solitude, with his flute; and a mountebank
in Paris, had taught rats to dance on the rope in

perfect time; Chateaubriand states as a positive
fact, that he has seen the rattlesnake, in Upper
Canada, appeased by a musician ; and the concert
given in Paris to two elephants, in the Jardin des
Plantes, leaves no doubt in regard to the effect ot

harmony on the brute creation. Every instrument
seemed to operate distinctly as the several modes
of pieces were slow or lively, until the excitement
of these intelligent creatures had been carried to
such an extent that further experiments weredeemed
dangerous.

—

MilUngen.

Buffon mentions, in his " Natural History," the
sensibility the elephant evinces for music. Desir-
ing, to prove the truth of this assertion, a party of
celebrated " artistes," among whom were Messrs.
Duvernoy and Kreutzer, repaired to the Menagerie
at the Jardin du Roi, where they gave a regular
musical treat to an elephant, the result of which
convinced them of the justness of the great natural-
ist's observation. The little simple melody, " O ma
tendre Musette," played on the violin by Kreutzer,
seemed to afford much satisfaction to their attentive
auditor; but to the brilliant variations that followed,
in which innumerable dilficulties were surmounted
with the greatest facility by the highly talented per-
former, the quadruped listened with the utmost
nonchalance. The merit of a bravura air, although
sung in the first style of excellence, and a universal
favourite amongst the " Dilettanti," was not better
appreciated than had been the variations to the for-

mer air. One of Boccherini's celebrated quatuors,
to the dismay of all amateurs be it known, shared
the same, or even a worse fate ; for the elephant
could not refrain from showing direct indications of
annoyance, and constantly gaped during the per-
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formance of the celebrated composition. But when
Duvemoy took up his horn to try the effect of his

fascinating powers on the animal—when he played

a few bars of" Chartnante Gabrielle," the creature,

all attention, mored nearer and nearer tu the

player, and was soon so wholly engrossed in the

"concord of sweet sounds," that it even condescended

to take a part in the performance, correctly marking
the time by agitating its ponderous trunk from riglit

to left, balancing to and fro its unwieldy body—nay,

even in producing from time to time some tones in

perfect unison with the instrument. When the

music had ceased, it knelt down, as if to render
homage to the performance of Monsieur Duvernoy,
caressed him with its trunk, and, in short, en-

deavoured, after its own manner, to express the

pleasure it had experienced from the unrivalled

talent of the performer. Hence it results that the

elephant is decidedly a lover of music ; but that it

prefers the soft simple strains of melody to the more
elaborate combinations of harmony, cannot be
doubted. His is a weighty suffrage; nor can one
accuse such an amateur of having no ear.

Professor Luigi Metoxa, of Rome, has published
an account of some singular experiments made by
him on snakes, in order to ascertain the truth of the

assertion of the ancients respecting those creatures

being affected by musical sounds. In the month
of July, 1822, he put into a large box a number of

different kinds of snakes, all vigorous and lively.

" An organ in the same room being then sounded,"
Bays the Professor, " the snakes no sooner heard
the harmonious tones than they became violently

agitated, attached themselves to the sides of the

box, and made every effort to escape." The elaphis

and the coluber esculapii, it was remarked, turned
towards the instrument. This experiment, it seems,
has since been several times repeated, and always
with the same results.

—

Dr. Busby's Orchestral

Anecdotes.

The following interesting narrative on the sub-

ject of" Snake Charming," by means of music, we
take from " Hours in Hindostan," a series of papers
in Bentley's Miscellany

:

—
I confess, when I heard that the snake-charmer

had arrived in the cantonment I was quite delight-

ed. Curious beyond measure to behold a specimen
of his powers, I repaired early to the Commandant's,
where I had agreed to breakfast, and afterwards
became one of the spectators of his attempts to en-

trap, by fascination, some of these reptiles. It had
long been suspected that Colonel E 's garden
was infested by more than one of these dreaded
monsters ; we therefore repaired thither, where we
found the juggler awaiting us. The man had
nothing extraordinary in his appearance—nothing
attractive in his eye or manner. He was as com-
mon a looking native as I had ever seen. To what
caste these people belong I know not; I rather sus-

pect a very low caste.

When we entered the enclosure, we at once de-

sired him to set about his task, which he did thus

.

—He placed himself immediately in front of the

hole in which one of the serpents was supposed to

lurk, placing at the same time a kedyerec pot (an

earthen jar) near him, and desiring his assistant to

cover the reptile with it on a certain signal being
given. He then took Irom his kumerband (sash) a

small pipe, which he instantly began to play on, in

a style which, [ confess, seemed to me anything 6«f
likely to charm. Its noise was that of tlie smallest

and shrillest sized fife, only differing from that in-

strument in being played upon at the end, in the

same manner as a flageolet. The tune he per-

formed was monotonous and disagreeable.

For about ten minutes the piping of our juggler,

which he accompanied with strange contortions, had
no effect, and we were once or twice on the point

of turning away, when he entreated us by his looks

to remain, and watch the result. At the end of that

time we could see, by the fixedness of the man's eye,

that he saw his victim approaching; in another
instant the head of a large cobra capella peered from
the hole. We naturally shrank back. The charmer,
however, seemed rather delighted than dismayed as

the monster emerged from its earthy home. Pre.

sently its whole length appeared. A more magnifi-

cent snake I had never seen ; and I must admit that

it seemed fascinated bythe juggler, who now slowly

retreated a few paces, to show his power. As he
moved, the serpent moved ; when he stopped, the
serpent did the same. The eye of the snake seemed
magnetically riveted on that of the charmer, de-

pending on, and watching his every movement.
The man assured me afterwards that, had he ceased
to play for a single instant the cobra capella would
have sprang on him, and destroyed him. I cer-

tainly never saw anything more curious ; but I

must confess that the very close proximity of this

death-dealing monster was by no means pleasing to

my feelings.

When the man, followed at about five yards' dis-

tance by the snake, arrived at a smooth spot in the

middle of the garden, he suddenly squatted down,
and began to play louder, and more energetically

than before. The animal paused for a moment,
then raising itself, stood upright, reared on its tail,

in the same position as that which it often assumes
previous to making the fatal spring. Imagining
this to be the case, a trembling shudder went round
that portion of the party who had never before wit-

nessed a similar exhibition. The old hands, the

regular Qui His (a nickname given to Bengalees,)

stood perfectly unmoved. They were aware ofwhat
was about to follow. The snake, thus painfully

poised, began a sort of bounding up and down,
keeping its eye steadily fixed on the musician, al-

most in time to the tune he was playing. Euro-
peans, who have never visited British India, may
doubt the fact ; but those who have been in the

East will bear me out in the truth of the following

assertion. The cobra capella actually danced for

several minutes on its tail, apparently charmed with
the uncouth music the juggler was playing. In the

meantime the native boy stole round, and on a cer-

tain signal given by his master, suddenly dropped
the kedgeree yot on the snake. A strong waxed
cloth was passed under it, drawn up, and tied.

The fatigued musician got up, salamed to the com-
pany, and earned his captive into the house, where
he had several others similarly imprisoned. In
about half an hour the same thing was repeated
with precisely similar effect. Out of the four snakes
said to lurk in the garden, one only escaped his fas.

cination, and this one failure he ascribed to the
presence of an evil eye amongst our followers.

Even in these remote parts the same superstition

respecting the " Evil Eye" exists, that tinges the
minds of half the students in the German Univer-
sities.
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MART BAWN.
Slow with Expression. Words by Hector Macnei*.
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Think na to de - ceive me ! Las-sie wi' the gowden hair, Flatt'ring smile and face sae fair,
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no Ma-ry Bawn,
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Ma - ry Bawn, Ma - ry Bawn,
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no Ma-ry Bawn, ye'll nae mair de-ceiTe me I

E£i3ErEE^:|
.— U 1—"U

=p:r^:

Smiling, twice ye made me trow.
Twice, poor fool I I turn'd to woo,
Twice, fause maid I ye brak your vow,
Now I've sworn to leave ye

!

Twice, fause maid ! ye brak your vow,
Twice, poor fool I I've learn'd to rue,

Come ye yet to mak me trow ?

Thrice ye'll ne'er deceive me I

No, no I Mary Bawn, Mary Bawn, Mary Bawn,
O no ! Mary Bawn, thrice ye'll ne'er deceive me I

Mary saw him turn to part.
Deep his words sank in her heart

;

Soon the tears began to start,

Johnnie, will ye leave mo ?

Soon the tears began to start.

Grit and gritter grew her heart I

Yet ae word before we part.

Love could ne'er deceive ye I

O no ! Johnnie Dow, Johnnie Dow, Johnnie Dow,
O no 1 Johniiie Dow, love could ne'er deceive ye.

Johnnie took a parting keek.

Saw the tears hap o'er her cheek

!

Pale she stood but couldna speak,

Mary's cur'd o' smiling.

Johnnie took anither keek,

Beauty's rose has left her cheek I

Pale she stands and canna speak

!

This is nae beguiling.

O no I Mary Bawn, Mary Bawn, Mary Bawn,
No, no ! Mary Bawn, lovo has nae beguiling.
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LET THE MERRY PEAL GO
CATCH FOR THREE VOICES.

ON..
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O let the mer-ry peal go on, pro- claim how hap py
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Of John and Jane shall be my song, Of John and Jane shall
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proJane's with John, pro - claim, pro -claim.
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be my song. Of Jane and John, Of Jane and John,

Of Jane and John, Of John and Jane the whole day
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late, the loves and grac - es round them wait, the loves and grac - es round them wait
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long, Of John and Jane shall be my song, Of Jane and John the whole day long
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DR. HARRINGTON.

Dr. Henry Harrington, a physician, and scientific

amateur of music, was bom at Kelston, in Somer-
setshire, in 1727. At Oxford, where he completed
his education, his talents for music and poetry soon
attracted the attention of the University.^ At the
age of twenty-one, he commenced his medical
studies with an ardour and success that laid the
foundation of his future opulence and celebrity.
After having for some time exercised his profession
at Wells, he established himself at Bath, in which
city he instituted, under the denomination of" The
Harmonic Society," a union of the lovers and pa-
trons of music, amongst whom were the Prince of
Wales and the Duke of York. Dr Harrington,
besides his theoretical acquisitions in music, was a
good performer on several instruments, but par-
ticularly excelled as a flutist. While cultivating

mechanics or the sublime mathematics, to which
he was strongly attached, he pursued the study of
polite literature, and the principles of the harmonic
art ; and, about 1768, published a collection of let-

ters on various subjects, and two odes, one on the
subject of harmony, and the other on that of dis-

cord, which were most flatteringly received. If his
skill as a physician obtained the confidence of the
Duke of ifork, and many persons of the highest
distinction, his benevolence and constant wish to
promote the cause of humanity, (in favour of which
he instituted a society at Bath,) ensured him the
love and esteem of every tender and feeling heart.

His musical compositions chiefly consisted of
catches, glees, and other social and convivial pieces,

all of which bore the marks of real and original
talents, and, in their day, excited much admiration.
This excellent amd ingenious man died at Bath, in
1816. By a clause in his will, he left funds for an
annual sermon, recommendatory of the exercise of
humanity towards animals.

Our readers will find the following compositions

of Dr Harrington in the first volume of our Minstrel,

"O thou whose Notes," glee, page 17*, "Poor
Thomas Day," catch, page 34, and " Give me the
sweet delights of Love," Ciitch, page 265.

THE WAKENED HARP.
WRITTEN ON BEING IMFOBMED THAT THE IBISII

HARP IS HO LONGER USED.

Erin ! thy Harp is in silence reposing,
Its strings are all broken, its music unknown;

And the minstrel, no longer its magic disclosing.
Has laid it aside and forgotten its tone.

Is it that, Erin, the harp fondly cherished.
Has ceased to be loved by the sons of thy pride ?

Is it that valour and ardour have perished.
And the rude hand of bondage has cast it aside ?

Ah, no! in the heart of thy children are waking
The notes which those chords are refusing to tell

;

And the spiritswhich tyranny long has been breaking
Still treasure the strains of its gladness full well.

Lone should the harp be while Erin is sitting

The prey of the conqueror, robbed of her might

;

For music like thine is the happy befitting

—

The sorrows of Erin have put thee from sight.

When the conflict is o'er, and the green Isle rejoices
Thathersons andherdaughters arehappy and free.

Midst the joy of their hearts, and the songs of their
voices.

The harp now so silent awakened shall be

!

The Glee Club.—To promote the practice of
glee writing, LoYd Sandwich, in 1762, alongst with
several other noble amateurs, established a society
for awarding prizes for the best compositions of this
species, contributed by English composers. Great
emulation was e.xcited by this attempt to stimulate
native talent; and Dr. 'William Hajes, Dr Arne,
Baildon, Dr. Cooke, and AVebbe, were competitors
for the rewards bestowed by the society. Stafford
Smith, Atterbury, Lord Mornington, the Paxtons,
and Danby followed ; and, in the two or three years
which succeeded the establishment of this society,
the art of glee writing became very extensively dif-
fused, and greatly improved. In 1785, Dr Calcott
first sent in his contributions to the society , and, in
1787, the regular Glee Club was established, which
has been continued to the present day. Webbe's
"Glorious Apollo" was written for this club, .and is

always the opening glee.

—

Htstury of Music.

Soli.

GLORIOUS APOLLO,
'5LEE FOR THREE VOICES.

^=^: ^:^:

S. Webbe.
.y- . -y . y ... I
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Glo-rioua A - pol - lo from on high be - held us wand'ring to find a tem-pla
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GIo rious A - pol - lo firom on high be - held us wand'ring to find a tem-ple
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Repeat in Clws. Soli.
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SWEET TYRANNESS.
GLEE FOR THREE VOICES.

Andante. H. Purcell.
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GIOVANNI BATTISTA VIOTTI,
The first violinist of liis age, and the enlightened

originator of the moderu order of violin-playing, was
born in 1755, at Fontaneto,a small village in Pied

mont. Possessing the happiest disposition for his

art, the progress he made under Pugnani was so

rapid, that at the age of twenty he was chosen to fill

the situation of first violinist to the Royal Chapel of

Turin. After about three years residence there, he
proceeded on his travels, having already attained

maturity of excellence. From Berlin he directed

his course towards Paris, where he displayed his

No; 42.

talents in the Concert Spiritnel, and speedily obliged

Giornovichi, who was then figuring as a star of the

first pretensions, to " pale his ineffectual fire !" The
Concertos of Giornovichi, agreeable and brilliant as

they were, and supported by his graceful and elegant

playing, lost their attractions when brought into ri-

valry with the beauty and grandeur of Viotli's com-
positions, aided by the noble and powerful manner
in which he executed them.

His fame very soon drew on him the notice of the

French Court, and he was sent for to Versailles by

Blarie Autoniette. A new concerto, of his own com-
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position, to be performed at a courtly festival, was
to aflord a treat worthy of Royalty ; and every one
of the privileged was impatient to hear him. At
the appointed hour, a thousand lights illumined the
magniiieent musical saloon of the Queen; the most
distinguished symphonists of the Chapel Royal, and
of the theatres, (ordered for the service of their Ma-
jesties), were seated at the desks where the parts ofthe

music were distributed. The Queen, the Princes,

the ladies of the royal family, and all the persons

belonging to their court, having arrived, the concert

commenced.
The performers, in the midst of whom Viotti was

distinguished, received from him their impulse, and
appeared to be animated with the same spirit. The
symphony proceeded with all the fire and all the

expression of him who conceived and directed it.

At the expiration of the tutti, the enthusiasm was
at its height; but etiquette forbade applause; the

orchestra was silent. In the saloon, it seemed as if

every one present was forewarned by this very

silence to breathe more softly, in order to hear more
perfectly the solo which he was about to commence.
The strings, trembling under the lofty and brilliant

bow of Viotti, had already sent forth some prelusive

strains, when suddenly a great noise was heard from
the next apartment. ' Place A Mouseigneur le Comte
d' Artois!' He entered preceded by servants carry-

ing flambeaux, and accompanied by a numerous
train of bustling attendants. The folding doors

were thrown open, and the concert was interrupted.

A moment after, the symphony began again : Si-

lence ! Viotti is going to play. In the meantime,
the Comte d' Artois cannot remain quietly seated;

he rises and walks about the room, addressing his

discourse loudly to several ladies. Viotti looks

round with indignant surprise at the interruption,

puts his violin under his arm, takes the music from
the stand, and walks oft', leaving the concert, her

Majesty, and his Royal Highness to the reproaches

of ail the audience, and leaving his biographers af-

terwards in some doubt whether a just independence
of spirit, or a petulance beyond the occasion, should

be regarded as the motive to this premature finale.

Of those who read the anecdote, some may associate

it with the story of the "bear and fiddle," while
others, siding with Viotti, may consider tiie inter-

ruption that provoked him as something parallel to

Beranger's ironical summons of

"Bas! bas!
Chapeau bras

!

Place au Marquis de Carabas I"

It has never been satisfactorily discovered what
were the reasons which induced Viotti, at an early

period of his life, to relinquish all idea of ever per-

forming in pubUc; some have referred to the inci

dent above narrated as the cause of this; but they
who pretend to be well acquainted with his charac-
ter, have asserted that he disdained the applause of

the multitude, because it was offered almost indis-

criminately to superiority of talent and to presump-
tuous mediocrity. It is well known that he rejected
tile solicitations of people who were termed of the
great world, because he would have no other judges
than such as were worthy of appreciating him ; and
that, notwithstanding the pretensions which the
great and fashionable persons of his day asserted,
on the score of knowing everything, and of being
the supreme arbiters of arts, of artists, and of taste,

he observed that it was very rare to find among them
men capable of a profound sentiment, who could

discover in others anything beyond their exterior,

and judge of things otherwise than by the same su-

perHcial admeasurement. He, however, yielded on
two occasions, again to the eagerness which was
evinced forbearing him—but on two occasions only;

of which the one did honour to his heart, the other,

as it serves to acquaint us more intimately with his

character, may be here related.

On a fifth story, in a little street in Paris, not far

from the Place de la Revolution, in the year 1790,

lodged a deputy of the Constituent Assembly, an
intimate and trustworthy friend of Viotti's.

" The
conformity of their opinions, the same love of arts

and of liberty, an equal admiration of the works and
genius of Rousseau, had formed this connexion be«

tween two men who were henceforward inseparable.

It was during the exciting times of enthusiasm and
hope, that the ardent heart of Viotti could not re.

main indifferent to sentiments which afl'ected all

great and generous minds. He shared them with
his friend. This person solicited him strongly to

comply with the desire which some of the first per-

sonages in the kingdom expressed to hear him, if

only for once. Viotti at last consented, but on one
condition, namely, that the concert should be given
in the modest and humble retreat of the fifth floor!
La fortune passe par tout—" We have," said he,
" long enough descended to them, but the times are

changed; they must now mount, in order to raise

themselves to us." This project was no sooner
thought of than prepared U)v execution. Viotti and
his friend invited the most celebrated artists of the

day to grace this novel festival. Garat, whom na-

ture had endowed with a splendid voice, and a ta-

lent of expression still more admirable—Herman,
Steibelt, Rode, (the pupil of Viotti.) To Puppo was
confided the direction of the orchestra; and to BrS-
val the office of seconding Viotti. Among the great

female artists of the day, were Madame Davrigny,
with Mandini, Viganoni, and Morichelli, a lady as

celebrated for her talents as for her charms. On
the appointed day, all the friends arrived. The bust

of Rousseau, encircled with garlands of flowers, was
uncovered, and formed the only ornament of this

novel music saloon. It was there that Princes, not-

withstanding the pride of rank; great ladies, despite

the vanity of titles; pretty women, and superannu-
ated fops, clambered for the first time to the fifth
story, to hear the celestial music of Boccherini per-

formed by Viotti ; and, that nothing might be want-
ing to complete the triumph of the artist, there was
not one of these persons who, after the concert, de-

scended without regret, although it was the lot of

some of them to return to sumptuous palaces, and
into the midst of etiquette, luxury, and splendour.

Among those friends who enjoyed the envied pri-

vilege of hearing this great artist in private, was
Bladame Montgeralt, who had a country-house in

the valley of Montmorency. Some of his most bril-

liant ideas had their access in the society of this

amiable and gifted woman, in whom he had found

an enthusiasm for art equal to his own. She would
frequently seat herself at the piano, and begin a Con-
certo all improviso; while Viotti, catching in an in-

stant the spirit of the motivo, would accompany her

extemporaneous effusions, and display all the magic
of his skill.

The spirit and honesty of Viotti's character are

not ill shown in the following anecdote. Guiseppe
Poppo, who possessed no mean command over the

violin, and whose talents were acknowledged by
Viotti with the readiest candour, cherished the more.
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than foolish vanity of boasting himself a scholar of

the great Tartini," which vas known to be an un-

truth, or, as the French term leniently expresses

such deviations, "Mne inexactitude." On some pub-

lic occasion, when M. Lahoussaye chanced to be

present, who was really a disciple, and an enthusias-

tic one, of Tartini's, Viotti begfjed him as a favour, to

give him a specimen of Tartini's manner of playing.

" And now," said he, in a tone loud enough to be

heard by all the company, " Now, Signer Pupp(.

listen to my friend Monsieur Lahoussaye, and you

will be enabled to form an idea as to how Tartini

plaved !'

Viiitti's stay in Paris was abruptly terminated bj

the bursting of the revolutionary storm in 1790

which drove him to England. His deliHt in London
at the memorable concerts under the management
of Saliiman, was as brightly marked as it had beeti

in Paris. The connoisseurs were delighted by his

originality and felicitous boldness, tempered as these

qualities were by a pure and exalted taste. In the

years 1794 and 1795, he had some share in the ma
nagement of the King's theatre, and subsequent!}

became leader ol' the band in that temple of (occa-

sional) concord. But, as an ancient author has said,

success is a thing of glass, and, just when it begins

to wear its brightest looks, it provokingly meets with

a fracture. The quiet and blameless habits of life

of the great musician had not sufficed to exempt hinj

from the ofiicious visitations of political suspicion,

prompted, it has been supposed, by some whispering

tale of slander, from professional envy. The result

was, that poor Viotti suddenly received an order

from government to leave England immediately.

By what subtle ingenuity of apprehension the pro-

ceedings of a violin-player came to be associated at

the Home office with the revolutions of empires, is

as yet a mystery more dark than Delphos. Possi-

bly some future DTsraeli, enquiring for further par-

ticulars within, may find the means of enlightening

the world on this transaction, which certainly does

seem, at present, to afford scantier material for the

historian than for the epigrammatist.

Thus ex|)elled from the country which had evinced

towards others so many generous proofs of hospita-

lity, Viotti passed over to Holland, and subsequently

fixed himself in the seclusion of the beautiful spot

near Hamburg, named Sehonfeld. Here he gave

up his mind to the cares of composition, as most
likely to displace or diminish those more painful

ones which harassed his sensitive mind, on account

of the treatment he had been subjected to. Some
of his best works were the product of this retreat;

including his celebrated Six Duetts Concertante, for

two violins ; in the preface to which he touches on
the circumstance that was still afl'ecting him :—" Cet

ouvrage est le fruit du loisir que malheur me pro-

cure. Quelques morceaux out fete dictfis par la peine,

d'autres par I'espoir." [" This work is the fruit vf the

leisure n'hich misfortune has procured me. So^ne por-

tions of it have been dictated by ajfiiction, others by

hope."'] And, indeed, it has justly been remarked
that it would be diiEcult to find any musical work
that should seem to have proceeded more directly

from a feeling heart than these exquisite duets.

In Hamburgh he met with his former competitor,

Giornovichi, who, like himself, had been compelled
to fly from Paris, the scene of his pristine glories.

The latter gave two concerts at this place ; but the

graver-minded Viotti could not be persuaded to ap-

pear in public and imitate his example.

In 1801, Viotti found himself' at liberty to return

to London. Having determined to relinquish the

musical profession, he devoted his resources, like

Carboiielli of foregone fame, to the ministry of Bac-

chus, and associated himself with a respectable

member of the nine trade. Disappointment was
the issue, however, of this undertaking; and, after

years of endeavour, he discovered that his whole for-

tune was gone. Thus reduced, he prevailed upon
his own struggling spirit to solicit some appointment

from the French Court, and received from Louis

XVIII. the nomination to the management of the

Grand Opera. Impelled anew by what Byron

calls

—

" The various joltings of life's hackney-coach,"

he proceeded to Paris, and entered upon the office;

but neither his age, nor his quiet unintriguing cha-

racter, was congenial with such a scene; and be

retired unsuccessful, but with the grant ofa pension.

He then came over to end his days in England, lov-

ing rather to be an habitue of London, than a citi-

zen of the world, for he had become closely famil-

iarised with the ways jnd habits of our metropolis,

and seemed to have cherished an almost Johnsonian
attachment to it. His previous cares and misfor-

tunes had left him little power to continue the race

of life, he died on the 3d of March, 1824.

His long retirement from the profession of that

art on which his fame was built, had not impaired

his love of it, nor his inclination to support it. On
the institution of the Philharmonic Society, that
" decns et tutamen" of instrumental music in this

country, he was one of the original members, and,

as an honorary performer, he not only led the band
in turn with Saloman, F. Cramer, Yaneiwicz, Spag-

noletti, and Vaccari, but, like them, interchanged

direction with submission, by taking his seat, on
other nights, among the ripieni ; thus assisting to

form an orchestral phalanx such as certainly was
never previously witnessed, and is little hkely to be

ever surpassed.

Viotti was a person of feelings and sentiments far

less artificial than are commonly produced in men
whose intercourse with society is fostered by their

powers of contributing to its amusement. Mi.xing,

of necessity, a great deal with the world, he seems

nevertheless, in a remarkable degree, to have pre-

served himself "unspotted from the world;" and
though, as just remarked, he loved London much
there is very interesting evidence that he loved na-

ture more. ^The purity and rectitude of his taste,

its association with the poetic and the true, stand

thus recorded by one who had good opportunities

of appreciating him :
—" Never did a man attach so

much value (says M. Eymar), to the simplest gifts

of nature ; and never did a child enjoy them more
passionately. A simple violet, discovered in its

lowlv bed among the grass, would transport hinx

with' the liveliest joy; a peSr, a plum, gathered

fresh by his own hands, would, for the moment
make him the happiest of mc^rtals. The perfume
of the one had alvays something new to him, and
the taste of the other something more delicious than
before. His organs, all delicacy and sensibility,

seemed to have preserved, undiminished, theiryouth-
ful purity. In the country, everything was, to this

extraordinary man, an object of fresh interest and
enjoyment. The slightest impression seemed com-
municated to all his senses at once. Everything
affected his imagination, everything spoke to his

heart, and he yielded himself at once to its emo-
tions."'

The natural bias of bis character receives furthei
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illustration in the sketch which he himself has
given, descriptive of his picking up one of the va-
rieties of the popular Ran: des Vaches among the
mountains of Switzerland.

" The Ran: des Vaches which I send you," says
he to a friend, " is neither that which our friend
Jean Jacques (Rousseau) has presented us, nor
that of which M. de ia Borde speaks in his work
on music. I cannot say whether it is known or
not ; all i know is that 1 heard it in Switzerland,
and, once heard, I have not forgotten it since.

" I was sauntering along, towards the decline of
day, in one of those sequestered spots where we
never feel a desire to open our lips. The weather
was mild and serene; the wind, which Idetest,was
hushed ; all was calm—all was in unison with my
feelings, and tended to lull me into that melancholy
mood which, ever since I remember, I have been
accustomed to feel at the hour of twilight.

" My thoughts wandered at random, and my
footsteps were equally undirected. My imagination
was not occupied with any particular object, and
my heart lay open to every impression of pensive
delight. I walked forward; I descended the val-
leys, and traversed the heights. At length, chance
conducted me to a valley, which on rousing myself
from my waking dream, I discovered to abound
with beauties. It reminded me of one of those de-
licious retreats so beautifully described by Gesner,
flowers, verdure, streamlets', all united to form a
picture of perfect harmony. There, without being
fatigued,! seated myselfmechanically on a fragment
of rock, and again fell into that kind of profound
reverie, which so totally absorbed all my faculties
that I seemed to forget whether I was upon the
earth.

" While sitting thus, wrapped in this slumber of
the soul, sounds broke upon my ear, which were
sometimes of a hurried, sometimes of a prolonged
and sustained character, and were repeated in
softened tones by the echoes around. I found they
proceeded from a mountain horn ; and their eliect

was heightened by a plaintive female voice. Struck,
as if by enchantment, I started from my lethargy,
listened with breathless attention, and learned, or
rather engraved upon my memory, the Ran: des
Vaches which I send you. But in order to under-
stand all its beauties, you ought to be transplanted
to the scene in which I heard it, and to feel all the
enthusiasm that such a moment inspired."

This susceptibility of pure and simple emotions,
which it is delightful to recognise as one of the

attributes of real genius, was in Viotti associateil
with a clear and cultivated intellect. He passed
much of his life in the society of the accomplished,
the literary, and the scientific; and his active mind
gathered strength and refinement from the inter,
course. If the Horatian dictum be right, that

" Principibus placuisse viris baud ultima laus est,"

it may be added to the sum of Viotti's personal
merits that he gained the respect and esteem of
the great, with whom he mixed on proper terms,
not forgetful of their rank as persons of birth and
fortune, nor of his own, as a man of rare talent.
The strictest integrity and honour regulated all
his transactions ; and his feelings were kind and
benevolent. Thus it may be seen that his charac-
ter as a man was calculated to give increased
dignity and influence to his name as a musician.

In the latter capacity, it has with great truth
been remarked of him, that though the virtuosi of
the present day contrive to execute manual diffi-

culties exceeding those which were attempted in his
time, he has never been surpassed in all the highest
qualities that belong to performance on his instru-
ment. His compositions for it remain, to this day,
unrivalled in spirit and grandeur of design, graceful
melody, and variety of expression ; and they shall
furnish, when performed by the surviving disciples
of his school, one of the most delightful treats
which a lover of the great and beautiful in music
can receive. The Concerto, in particular, which
attained some of its improvements in the hands of
the elegant Jarnowick, and the sweetly-expressive
Mestrino, derived a marked advancement from
Viotti, who gave to this style the character which
seems peculiarly its own, and brought it to a degree
of elevation which it seems incapable of surmount-
ing.

Among the disciples of the school of this great
master may be enumerated Rode, Alday, Labarre,
Vacher, Cartier, Pixis, Madame Paravicini, Ma-
demoiselle Gerbini, and our countryman Mori.

Dubourg's Violin.

HOME.^—The only fountain in the wilderness of hfe
where man drinks of water totally unmixed with bit-
tei'ness, is that which gushes for him in the calm and
shady recess of domestic hfe. Pleasures may heat the
heart with artiiicial excitement, ambition mav delude
it with its golden dreams, war may eradicate" its tine
fibres and diminish its sensitiveness, but it is only do.
mestic love that can render it truly happy.

A MAN'S A MAN FOR A' THAT.
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"What though on hamely fare we dine,

"Wear hoddin-grey and a' that,

Gie fools their silks, and knaves their wine

;

A raan's a man for a' that

;

For a' that and a' that,

Their tinsel show and a' that.

The honest man, though e'er sae puir.

Is king o' men fur a' that.

Ye see yon birkie, ca'd a lord,

Wha struts and stares, and a' that

;

Though hundreds worship at his word.
He's but a cnif for a' that.

For a' that, and a' that.

His ribbon, star, and a' that.

The man of independent mind.
He looks and laughs at a' that.

A king can make a belted knight,

A marquis, duke, and a' that

:

Eut an honest man's aboon his micht,

Gude faith, he maunna fa' that

!

For a' that, and a' that.

Their dignities, and a' that.

The pith o' sense, the pride o' worth.
Are higher ranks than a' that.

Then let us pray, that come it may.
As come it will, for a' that.

That sense and worth, o'er a' the earth.

May bear the gree, and a' that.

For a' that, and a' that.

It's comin' yet for a' that.

That man to man, the warld o'er,

Shall brothers be for a' that.

INVENTOR OF THE MODERN SCALE.
Although there is scarcely a work on music which

does not make mention of Guido Aretinus as the

reformer of the ancient scale of music, and the in-

ventor of the new method of notation, founded on
the adaptation of the syllables ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la,

from a hymn of St. John the Baptist
;
yet, by a kind

of fatality very difficult to account for, his memory
lives almost solely in his inventions. He was a
native of Arezzo, a city in Tuscany, and having
been taught the practice of music in his youth, and
probably retained as a chorister in the service of

the Benedictine monastery founded in that city, he
became a monk professed, and a brother of the or-

der of St. Benedict. In this retirement he seems to

have devoted himself to the study of music, particu-

larly the system of the ancients, and above all, to

reform their method of notation. The difficulties

that attended the instruction of youth in the church
offices were so great, that, as he himself says, ten

years were generally consumed barely in acquiring

a knowledge of the plain song; and this considera-

tion induced him to labour after some amendment,
some method that might facilitate instruction, and
enable these employed in the choral office to per-

form the duties of it in a correct and decent man-
ner. If we may credit those legendary accounts

that are still extant in monkish manuscripts, we
should believe he was actually assisted in his pious

intention by immediate communication from heaven.

Some speak of the invention of the syllables as the

efiect of inspiration ; and Guido himself seems to

have been of the same opinion, by his saying it was
revealed to him by the Lord, or, as some interpret

his words, in a dream. Graver historians say, that

being at vespers in the chapel of his monastery, it

happened that one of the offices appointed for that

day was the above-mentioned hymn to St. John the

Baptist, which commences with these-lines

:

Ut queant lasis, REsonare fibris,
,

Mira gestorum, FAmula tuorum, ,'

SoLvi poUuti, LAbii reatura.

Sancti Johahnis.

" We must suppose," says Sir John Hawkins,
" that the converting of the tetrachords into hexa-
chords, had previously been the subject of frequent

contemplation with Guido, and a method of discri-

minating the tones and semitones was the only

thing wanting to complete his invention. During
the performance of the above hymn, he remarked
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the iteration of the words, and the frequent returns
of «(, re, mi,fa, sol, la; he observed liliewise a dis-

similarity between the closeness of the syllable mi,
and the broad open sound of /a, which he thought
could not fail to impress u.pon the mind an idea of
their congruity, and immediately conceived a thought
of applying these six syllables to his new formed
hexachord. Struck with the discovery, he retired

to his study, and having perfected his system, began
to introduce it into practice.

The persons to whom Guido first communicated
his invention, were the brethren of his monastery,
from whom he met with but a cold reception. In
an epistle from him to his friend Michael, a monk
of Pomposa, he ascribes this to what was un-
doubtedly its true cause, envy; however, his interest

with the abbot, and his employment in the chapel,
gave him an opportunity of trying the efficacy of
this method on the boys who were trained up for

the choral service, and it exceeded his most sanguine
expectations.

The fame of Guido's invention spread quickly
abroad, and no sooner was it known than generally

followed. We are told by Kircher,that Hirmanus,
Bishop of Hamburgh, and Elvericus, Bishop ofOs-
naburgh, made use of it, and, by the author of the
" Histoire l.itteraire de la France," that it was re-

ceived in that country, and taught in all the monas-
teries in tile kingdom. It is certain that the repu-
tation of his great skill in music had excited in the
Pope a desire to see and converse with him; of
which, and of his going to Rome for that purpose,
and the reception he met with from the Pontiff,

Guido has himself given a circumstantial account,
in the epistle to his friend Michael, before men-
tioned.

The particulars of this relation are very curious,

and as we have his own authority, there is no room
to doubt the truth of it. It seems that John XX.,
or, as some writers compute, the nineteenth of that

name, having heard of the fame of Guido's school,

and conceiving a desire to see him, sent three mes-
sengers to invite him to Rome. Upon their arrival,

it was resolved by the brethren of the monastery
that he should go thither, attended by Grimaldo, the
Abbot, and Peter, the chief of the canons of the
church of Arezzo. Arriving at Rome, he was pre-
sented to the holy father, and by him received with
great kindness. The Pope had several conversa-
tions with him, in all of which he interrogated him
as to his knowledge in music ; and, upon sight of
an antiphonary which Guido had brought with him,
marked with the syllables according to the new in-

vention, the Pope looked upon it as a kind of pro-

digy, and ruminating on the doctrines delivered bj/

Guido, would not stir from his seat till he had
learned perfectly to sing oft' averse ; upon which he
declared that be could not have believed the efficacy

of the method if he had not been convinced by the

experiment he had himself made of it. The Pope
would have detained him at Rome, but labouring
under a bodily disorder, and fearing an injury to

hishealtli from the air of the place, and the heats
of summer, which was then approaching, Guido left

that city upon a promise to return to it, and to ex-

plain more at large to his holiness the principles of
his system. On his return homewards, he made a
visit to the Abbot of Pomposa, who was very ear-

nest to have Guido settle in the monastery of that

place, to which invitation, it seems, he yielded,

being, as he says, " desirous of rendering so great a
monastery still more famous by his studies there."
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Mt Nannie 's chavmin', sweet, and young
;

Nae artfu' wiles to win ye, O
;

May ill befa' the flatterinj^ tongue
That wad beguile my Nannie, O 1

Her face is fair, her heart is true.

As spotless as she's bonnie, O ;

The openin' gowan, wat wi' dew,
Nae purer is than Nannie, O.

A co\intry lad is my degree.

And few there be that ken me, O ;

But what care I how few they be

—

I'm welcome aye to Nannie, O.
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My riches a' 's my penny fee,

And 1 maun guide it cannie, O.
But warld's gear ne'er troubles me,
My tiiochts are a' my Nannie, O.

Our auld gudeinan delights to view
His sheep and kye thrive bonnie, O ;

But I'm as blyth, that bauds his plough.
And has nae care but Nannie, O.

Come weel, come wae, I carena by,

I'll tak what Heaven will send me, O ;

Nae other care in life hae I,

But live and love my Nannie, O
The heroine of this song was a Miss Fleming,' the

daughter of a farmer in the parish of Taj'bolton, Ayr-
shire. It was written while Burns was a very young
man, and while, in reality, his only employment was
"to baud the plough," and ponder on his mistress.

——

Chambers' s Scottish Songs.

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

We mentioned in our address at the commence-

ment of the present volume, that we intended to

publish a selection of airs which have been lost

almost to the present generation ; in fulfilment of

which we now present our readers with three melo-

dies, one of which, the Gaelic air, has never to our

knowledge been published in any other collection,

and which is well worth preservation. The second

is a West Indian melody, and is offered as a mere

curiosity; it possesses no other merit; but as it is a

genuine specimen, may serve as a type of the class

to which it belongs. The last, an Irish air, the

" Oak Stick," is a lively, rollicking air, at one time

very popular in merry-makings, such as " rockings"

and " kirns," in the southern parts of Ayrshire, aiid

in Galloway. Our present selection is purposely

various, and it will show better than words what

scheme we intend to follow. In this division of our

Miscellany, we will not tie ourselves down to the

melodies of any people or country, but will cull a

posie from the productions of all lands.

We respectfully request contributions from those

who are the happy possessors of such treasures ; the

airs of a people are precious, because they consti-

tute a language to such as have been, bred in their

locality, and furnish a means by which we may

judge of the prevailing character of their habits

and feelings—none are valueless, because they fill up

the chain of the history of music. Much labour has

been undertaken from an early period to rescue the

lyrical and ballad poetry of Europe from oblivion,

and that toil has been amply recompensed, by the

amount of interesting matter which has been

brought to light. That the same enthusiasm has

not been displayed hitherto, with regard to music,

we may regret; but it can furnish no excuse why

we should allow the traditional and characteristic

melodies of our own country still within reach, to

die and be heard no more.

THAINIG AN GILLE DUBH AN RAOIR DON BHAILE SO-

[Z/te black youth came last nlijht to oar town.]
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Jig time. ___^ I

THE OAK STICK.
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No. 1.—This air is sung frequently by the fair

daughters of the Gael, in the district of Lorn,
Argyleshire. It is said to be of great antiquity.

While residing some time in the pleasing village of

Oban in the year 1831, we noted the air from the

singing of a young lady, and we believe it has
never been published. We are sorry that we have
not sufficient Gaelic scholarcraft to be able to give

the legend to which it was sung, in a southron

garb—or convey to our readers a perception of the

style of the fair songstress. But we would particu-

larly call the attention of the sons and daughters of

song in the locality to which this air belongs, to the

well known fact, that Robert Burns, when he
made his tour through the Highlands, was so much
struck with the beauty of many of the airs, that

they became the causes to which we owe some of

his sweetest songs. And we are well aware that in

Oban and Inverary, and the country round, there

are many persons still residing who have the power,
if they have the will, to aid us in rescuing their

popular airs from the oblivion to which they are

fast hastening. The Rev. Patrick M'Donald, in

the West Highlands, and Captain Eraser, in the

North, have done much to preserve their native airs,

and make them extensively known, yet many remain
to be picked up by the attentive gleaner. There are

the war tunes—the gatherings—the bridal airs and
funeral chants of several clans, which are of his-

torical importance, and which give a truth to the

wild and romantic legends of our Celtic brethren.

Many a time has the bereaved and torn heart

found a balm for its afllictions from the low breath-

ing of a melody which contained in itself, or sug-

gested ideas of fairer times, and happier circum-

stances. And oft when the fierce and rapacious

ambition of a more powerful sept has threatened

extermination to a doomed name, the pibroch with

its simple yet almost inexhaustible variations, has

roused a spirit of heroic resolve, and reckless self-

devotion in the breasts of its people, which makes
the classic valour of Sparta the more true, because

the resistance and success of the oppressed was as

seemingly impossible. And then, ye Lowland men,
who pride yourselves on your more varied sources

of happiness, and the multiplicity of means by

which ye can add to it,—what is the mirth of your
bridal parties ? what is the music in which ye are

most frequently asked to delight? What are the

measures ye dance? Waltzes, quadrilles, mazour-
kas and gallopades—foreign all, and therefore inex-

pressive. Their language is not that of Auld Scot-

land, in whose music is blended with fearful beauty
all nature's utterings. The mountain torrent sud-

denly leaping from its mother lake in the highest
cleft of Nevis or Cruachau ; and the savage lashing
of the sea at Corrie Vrechdan, or Connal, then
again the melancholy wail of the wind through the

native hazel and pine woods, rushing and moaning
as if in pain, then soft and softer, dying away or

passing into the joyous mirth of gambolling child-

hood. The fashionable music of the day is silent

to the feeling of a Scottish man. It may, and no
doubt does speak distinctly and forcefully to the

people among whom it had its origin, but to us it

must necessarily seem vapid and nerveless. And
what funeral music do you possess? None. But
let us hear in the glens and on tlie hillsides of

Scotland, the sad strains of " Locliaber no more"—" Eleu Loro"—the " Lament of Macgregor"—and
" Oran an Oig," every sense but that of deep
melancholy and despair sinks before them.

No. 2.—We will not be guilty of abetting the

crime against good taste, which the authors of the

present popular Negro Extravaganzas are perpe-

trating, by publishing the rubbish misnamed a
song accompanying this air. We present it as a
specimen of genuine Negro nuisic. It was very

fashionable amongst the slave population of the

French West India islands about fifty years ago.

The word " Calimbe," which ^ve have prefixed as

the title, was the burthen or refrain.

No. 3.—Miles Daily, aviolin player, who was living

about twenty-five yeai's ago, and was esteemed, in

his day, the best jig player in the north of Ireland,

gave it as his opinion that the Oak Stick was oi

Irish origin. He did not know the composer, but

we think it is of modern date. It is taken from an
MS. collection dated 177i).

SONNET TO MCSIC

Let me again drink, with enraptured ear,

Those soft low tones that fall upon the lie.art

Like snow flakes on the stream, which to the eye

Soon disappear, but which no more shall part

From its embracing bosom. So a start

Of brflliant melody hath passed by

Unheeded, but that faint and lovely strain

Hath stirred emotions that may never die.

And the glad heart throbs and re-throbs again.

And fancy paints fair visions in the air,

Or dreams of golden hours with love in all.

Paths strewn with flowers and ne'er approached by
care.

'Tis this may gild our darkest clouds below,

And pluck the venomed sting from grief and woe.
—Greenock Advertiser, May, 1839.
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EXTRACT FROM FENTON'S TRAGEDY OF
"MARIAMNE."

Music shall wake her ; that hath power to charm
Pale sickness, and avert the stings of pain

;

But, ever on the mind the sure effects

Are most conspicuous, where the varied notes
Can raise and quell our passions, and becalm
In sweet oblivion the too wakeful sense
Of grief, or love ; and print a dimpled smile

On the green bloodless cheek of dumb despair.

Such powerful strains bid harmony resound ;

Such as good spirits are supposed to sing

O'er saints, while Death dissolves the union-band,

And frees them from the fretful dream of life.

THE COUNTER ALTO.

In order to render our selection of concerted mu-
sic still more generally useful, we will, for the

future, print a double set of notes in the counter

alto stave of our glees and choruses where neces-

sary—the lower series being for female, and the

higher for male voices.
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SOPKANO.

ALTO.

TKNOE.

BASS.

ROSLIN CASTLE.
GLEE FOR FOUR VOICES.

Joseph Corfe.
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Awake, sweet Muse! The breathing spring

With rapture warms : awake, and sing I

Awake and join the vocal throng.
And hail the morning with a song:
To Nannie raise the cheerful lay

;

O, bid her haste and come away

;

In sweetest smiles herself adorn,

And add new graces to the morn 1

O look, my love ! on every spray

A feather'd warbler tunes liis lay
;

'Tis beauty fires the ravish'd throng.

And love inspires the melting song

:

Then let the raptured notes arise

:

For beauty darts from Nannie's eyes

;

And love my rising bosom warms.
And fills my soul with sweet alarms.

Oh, come, my love ! Thy Colin's lay

With rapture calls : O, come away !

'

Come, while the Muse this wreath shall twine
Around that modest brow of thine.

O ! hither haste, and with thee bring
That beauty blooming with the spring.

Those graces that divinely shine,

And charm this ravished heart of mine I

This song, which first appeared in David Herd's
Collection, of 1769, was the composition of Richard
Hewit, a young man who was employed by the bhnd
poet, Blacklock, to act as his guide during his rambles

in Cumberland, and continued, for some years after-

wards, to serve him as an amanuensis. The air of
" Roslin Castle" was composed by Oswald, about the

beginning of the eighteenth century. The four voiced

glee which we have given is by Joseph Corfe, of Salis-

bury, the author of several very beautiful glees in which
Scotch airs are made the subject of the composition.

WANDERING WILLIE.

• • 'All these considerations wrought me up to

a kind of impatieuce yesterday evening ; so that I

snatched up my hat, and prepared for a sally beyond
the cultivated farm and ornamented grounds of

Mount Sharon, just as if I were desirous to escape

from the realms of art, into those of free and un-
constrained nature.

I was scarcely more delighted when I first enter-

ed this peaceful demesne, than I now was—such is

the inconsistency ofhuman nature!—when J escaped
from it to the open downs, which had formerly

seemed so dreary. The clouds, riding high upon
a summer breeze, drove, in gay succession, over my
head, now obscuring the sun, now letting its rays

stream in transient flashes upon various parts of

the landscape, and especially upon the broad mir-
ror of the distant Firth of Solway.

I advanced on the scene with the light step of a
liberated captive; and, like John Bunyan's Pilgrim,

could have found in my heart to sing as I went on
my way. It seemed as if my gaiety had accumu-
lated while suppressed, and that I was, in my pre-

sent joyous mood, entitled to expend the savings of

the previous week. But just as I was about to up-
lift a merry stave, I heard, to my joyful surprise,

the voices of three or more choristers, singing, with
considerable success, the lively old catch,

" For all our men were very very merry.
And all our men were drinking

;

There were two men of mine,
Three men of thine,

And three that belonged to old Sir Thorn o' Lyne;
As they went to the ferry, they were very very merry,
And all our men were drinking."

As the chorus ended, there followed a loud and
hearty laugh by way of cheers. Attracted by sounds

which were so congenial to my present feelings, I

made towards the spot from which they came,

—

cautiously, however, for the downs had no good

name ; and the attraction of the music, without ri-

valling that of the Syrens in melody, might have

beeu followed by similarly inconvenient consequen-

ces to an incautious amateur.

I crept on,tlierefore, trusting that the sinuosities of

the ground, broken as it was into knolls and sand-

pits, would permit me to obtain a iight of the musi-

cians before I should be observed by them. As I

advanced, the old ditty was agiiin raised. The
voices seemed those of a man and two boys ; they

were rough, but kept good time, and were managed
with too much skill to belong to the ordinary coun-

try people.

" Jack looked at the sun, and cried. Fire, fire, fire I

Tom stabled his keifel in Birkendale mire

;

Jem started a calf, and halloo'd for a stag

;

Will mounted a gate post instead of his nag

;

For all our men were very very merry,

And all our men were drinking;

There were two men of mine.

Three men of thine.

And three that belonged to old Sir Thorn o' Lyne
;

As they went to the ferry, they were very very merry.
For all our men were drinking"

The voices, as they mixed in their several parts,

and ran through them, untwisting and again en-

twining all the links of the merry old catch, seemed
to have a little touch of the bacchanalian spirit

which they celebrated, and showed plainly that the

musicians were engaged in the same joyous revel as

the mmyie of old Sir Thom o' Lyne. At length I

came within sight of them, where they sat cosily

niched into what you might call a hunker, a little

sand-pit, dry and snug, and surrounded by its

banks, and a screen of whins in full bloom.

The only one of the trio whom I recognized as

a personal acquaintance was the notorious little

Benjie, who, having just finished his stave, was
cramming a huge luncheon of pie-crust into his

mouth with one hand, while in the other he held a
foaming tankard, his eyes dancing with all the glee

of a forbidden revel; and his features, which have

at all times a mischievous archness of expression,

confessing the full sweetness of stolen waters, and
bread eaten in secret.

There was no mistaking the profession of the

male and female, who were partners with Benjie in

these merry doings. The man's long loose-bodied

great-coat, (wrap-rascal as the vulgar term it,) the

tiddle-case, with its straps, which lay beside him,

and a small knapsack which might contain his few

necessaries; a clear gray eye; features which, in

contending with many a storm, had not lost a wild

and careless expression of glee, animated at pre-

sent, when he was exercising for his own pleasure

the arts which he usually practised for bread,—all

announced one of those peripatetic followers of

Orpheus, whom the vulgar call a strolling fiddler.

Gazing more attentively, I easily discovered that

though the poor musician's eyes were open, their

sense was shut, and that the ecstasy with which he

turned them up to Heaven, only derived its appa-

rent expression from his own internal emotions,

but received no assistance from the visible objects

around. Beside him sat his female companion, in

a man's hat, a blue coat, which seemed also to
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have been an article of male apparel, and a red

petticoat. She was cleaner, in person and in

clothes, than such itinerants generally are ; and,

having been in her day a strapping bona mba, she

did not even yet neglect some attention to her ap-

pearance ; wore a large amber necklace, and silver

ear-rings, and had her plaid fastened across her

breast with a brooch of the same metal.

The man also looked clean, notwithstanding the

meanness of his attire, and had a decent silk hand,

kerchief well knotted about his throat, under which
peeped a clean owerlay. His beard, also, instead

of displaying a grizzly stubble, unmoved for seve-

ral days, flowed in thick and comely abundance
over the breast, to the length of six inches, and
mingled with his hair, which was but beginning to

exhibit a touch of age. To sum up his appearance,

the loose garment which I have described, was se-

cured around him by a large old-fashioned belt,

with brass studs, in which hung a dirk, with a

knife and fork, its usual accompaniments. Alto-

gether, there was something more wild and adven-
turous-looking about the man than I could have
expected to see in an ordinary modern crowder;

and the bow which he now and then drew across

the violin, to direct his little choir, was decidedly

that of no ordinary performer.

You must understand, that many of these obser-

vations were the fruits of after remark; for I had
scarce approached so near as to get a distinct

view of the party, when my friend Benjie's lurch-

ing attendant, which he calls by the appropriate

name of Hemp, began to cock his tail and ears,

and, sensible of my presence, flew, barking like a
fury, to the place where I had meant to lie con-

cealed till I heard another soug. I was obliged,

however, to jump on my feet, and intimidate

Hemp, who would otherwise have bit me, by two
sound kicks on the ribs, which sent him howling
back to his master.

Little Benjie seemed somewhat dismayed at my
appearance ; but, calculating on my placability, he
speedily afiected great glee, and almost in one
breath assured the itinerants that I was " a grand
gentleman, and had plenty of money, and was very

kind to poor folk;" and informed me that this was
"Willie Steenson—Wandering Willie—the best

fiddler that ever kittled thairm with horse-hair."

The woman rose and curtsied ; and Wandering
Willie sanctioned his own praises with a nod, and
the ejaculation, " All is true that the little boy says."

I asked him if he was of this country.
" This country !" replied the blind man—" I am

of every country in broad Scotland, and a wee bit

of England to the boot. But yet I am, in some
sense, of this country; for I was born within hear-

ing of the roar of Sulway. Will I give your honour
a touch of the auld bread-winner?"

He preluded as he spoke, in a manner which
really excited my curiosity; and then taking the

old tune of ' Galashiels' for his theme, he graced it

with a number of wild, complicated, and beautii'nl

variations ; during which, it was wonderful to ob-

serve how his sightless face was lighted up under
the conscious pride and heartfelt delight in the
exercise of his own very considerable powers.

" What think you of that, now, for threescore and
twa?"

I expressed my surprise and pleasure.

I'
A rant, man—an auld rant," said Willie ;

' nae-
thing like the music ye hae in your ball-houses and
jour playhouses in Edinbro'; but it's weel aneugh

anes in a way at a dyke-side. Here's another— it's

no a Scotch tune, but it passes for ane—Oswald
made it himself, I reckon—he has cheated mony a
ane, but he canna cheat Wandering Willie."

He then played your favourite air of 'Roslin

Castle,' with a number of beautiful variations, some
of which I am certain were almost extempore.

" You have another fiddle there, my friend," said

I
—" Have you a comrade?" But Willie's ears were

deaf, or his attention was still busied with the tune.

The female replied in his stead, " O ay,sir—troth

we have a partner—a gangrel body like oursells.

No but my hinny might have been better if he had
liked ; for mony a bein nook in mony a braw house

has been offered to my hinny Willie, if he wad but

just bide still and play to the gentles."
" Whisht, woman ! whisht !" said the blind man,

angrily, shaking his locks ;
" dinna deave the

gentleman wi' your havers. Stay in a house and
play to the gentles !—strike up when my leddy

pleases, and lay down the bow when my lord bids !

Na, na, that's nae life for Willie. Look out, Mag-
gie—peer out, woman, and see if ye can see Robin
coming. De'il be in him ! he has got to the lee-side

of some smuggler's punch-bowl, and he wunna
budge the night, I doubt."

" Thatis your consort's instrument," said I
—"Will

you give me leave to try my skill?" I slipped at the

same time a shilling into the woman's hand.
" I dinna ken whether I dare trust Robin's fiddle

to ye," said Willie, bluntly. His wife gave him a
twitch. "Hout awa, Maggie," he said, in contempt
of the hint ; " thotigh the gentleman may hae gien

ye siller, he may have nae bow-hand for a' that,

and I'll no trust Robin's hddle wi' an ignoramus.

But that's no sac muckle amiss," he added, as I be-

gan to touch the instrument ; " I am thinking ye

have some skill o' the craft." ,

To confirm him in this favourable opinion, I be-

gan to execute such a complicated flourish as I

thought must have turned Crowdero into a pillar of

stone with envy and wonder. I scaled the top of

the finger-board, to dive at once to the bottom

—

skipped with flying lingers, like Timotheus, from

shilt to shift—struck arpeggios and harmonic tones,

but without exciting any of the astonishment which
I had expected.

Willie indeed listened to me with considerable

attention; but I was no sooner finished, than he

immediately mimicked on his own instrument the

fantastic complication of tones which I had pro-

duced, and made so whimsical a parody of my per-

formance, that, although somewhat angry, I could

not help laughing heartily.

At length the old man stopped of his own accowl,

and, as if he had sufliciently rebuked me by his

mimicry, he said, " But for a' that, ye will play very

\\eel wi' a little practice and some gude teaching.

I3ut ye maun learn to put the heart into it, man-
to put the heart into it."

I played an air in simpler taste, and received

more decided approbation.
" That's something like it, man. Od, ye are a

clever birkie
!"

The woman touched his coat again. "The
gentleman is a gentleman, Willie—ye maunna speak

that gate to hiui, hinnie."

"The deevil I maunna?" said Willie; "and what
for maunna 1 ? If he was ten gentles, he canna
draw a bow like me, can he ?"

" Indeed I cannot, my honest friend," said I. •

* « « »

—

Redgauntlet.
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IN INFANCY OUR HOPES AND FEARS.

[The loner notes of the treble stave are so arranged that they may be sung as a second part ifmished.]

Dr. Arne.
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In infancy our hopes and fears,

Were to each other known
;

No sordid int'rest then appear'd.
Affection rul'd alone.

As friendship ripen'd with our youth.
The fruit was gatliered there

;

Bright wisdom and fair blooming' truth
Subsided ev'ry care.

Ah ! happy, more than happy state,

When hearts are twin'd in one.

Yet few, so rigid is our fate,

May wear the tender crown
;

By one rude touch the roses fall,

And all their beauties fade.

In vain we sigh, in vain we call,

Too late is human aid.
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HERE AWA, THERE AWA.
Lurghetto. Words hy Burns.
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"Winter winds blew loud and cauld at our parting
;

Fears for my Willie brought tears in my ee

:

"Welcome now, summer, and welcome, my Willie
;

The summer to nature, and Willie to me.

Rest, ye wild storms, in the caves of your slumbers

!

How your dread howling a iover alarms !

"Waken, ye breezes ! row gently, ye billows

!

And waft my dear laddie ance mair to my arms.

But, oh, if he's faithless, and minds na his Nannie,
Flow still between us, thou dark heaving main I

May I never see it, may I never trow it.

But, dying, believe that my Willie's my ain !

THE RIVAL'S WREATH.
At length the night came, and all Naples crowded

to the opera to hear Ganibrica, the most powerful,
the most gifted, the most renowned and dazzling
Cantatrice that had ever ravished heart, senses and
breath, from Ihe fiery-souled inhabitants of that
celebrated city. The enthusiasm of the Neapolitans
for music, under any circumstances, is inconceiv-

able to the people of a colder clime, but Gambrica
had excited it beyond itself. Her figure, large,

symmetrical and commanding, recalled Cleopatra
or Juno. Her features were sweet and noble. On
her queenly brow dignity sat enthroned; and all

the lofty and all the tender passions were reflect-

ed in turn from her classic and ever-eloquent
face. Her eyes, endowed with the power of magic,
carried with every glance the highest emotions of

poetry and music. The public worshipped her.

No. 44.

She was an empress—a goddess. Her smile sent

a sunshine through the multitude. Her step across

the stage caused a stir of delight. Her gestures,

like those of a prophetess interpreting to mortals

the language of heaven, made the pulses leap,

and the heart heave in the bosom—and when,
all majestic, her superb and awful form, full of

inspiration—a statue beyond the chisel of Angelo
or Praxiteles—her countenance, a manifestation

of all that Rossini ever imagined, or Raphael
drew, when thus revealed—a magnificent vision

before the unnumbered, and expectant faces—

•

her wonderful voice poured forth its volume, now
in a stream gentle as the murmuring zephyr, and
clear as the voice of the limpid brook—now start-

ling as the heave of the ocean, or the fall of the

cataract, and, at length, terrible as the sudden
thunder, and rapid as the lightning when it darts
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from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven. It was
curious to witness the tempest of delight, the hurri-

cane, the earthqualse, which involved the assembly

and overwhelmed the performances in a chaos of

frantic acclamations.

Gambrica was an Italian. With her first breath

she had inhaled lire from the sun. Had she been

born in Nova Zembla, that bosom had held a heart

of passion. Enthusiasm, for good or evil, would
have been her leading quality. Had she been bred

in the cell of a convent, her vestal veins would still

have run tire. Education might have modified her

impetuous disposition—it could not have chilled it

utterly. But her education ! The air of the north

had never cooled her blood—she knew not the

awful solemnity of solitude. She had always lived

in the glare of public observation, and quaffed the in-

toxicating draught of public applause. It had become
to her a necessary aliment—a want—a demand of

her nature. Without it she would have faded like

a rose without light. It was her air—her sunshine.

For years she had been the most potent attraction

in her fairy theatric world. In infancy she danced

as a fay, or floated as an angel amid murmurs of

delight. As time ripened her form, and touched

it with the seducing grace of girlhood, she had
dazzled mortal eyes as sylph, naiad, or princess;

and when, at length, years rolling like summer
hours over the rose, had only expanded her into

more bewildering loveliness—had only awakened
new and more dangerous power—she had queened

it as if, indeed, a veritable enchantress. Aided by

all the magic of poetry, painting, music and ro-

mance, now amid the gorgeous story of oriental

lands, now leading on the warm dreams of the

burning south— now spell-bound in the far-gone

days of Arabian fable—to the sober inhabitants of

the outward earth she was only known as the hero-

ine of these magnificent phantasmagoria. Adoring

fame, and dwelling amid its beams as the eagle

near the sun, she had little sympathy with, or

knowledge of, the common earth. Wealth was
gathered by her as if it floated in the streams, and
fell like manna over the plains. She scarce knew
ambition ; for she was on the " topmost round."

The world was below her—mankind at her feet

—

and, at the sound of her voice, they bent or rose

like the sea beneath the trident of its monarch.

She was the embodied dream of the poet—she be-

came, in turn, each passion—she was the priestess

of nature—a creature half earthly, half divine. He
who had not seen Gambrica, had seen nothing.

He who had not heard her, had not lived. It was

a bright life that she led—her simple appearance

for ever greeted by thousands and thousands, with

tumultuous rapture—her rising upon iiations, like

that of Aurora, whose approach chases the shadows,

and overspreads the sky with rosy light.

Upon this night, after a long absence, she was to

appear in her best part. The Neapolitans attended

for a thousandth time to enjoy the wonders and
witness the triumph of their queen of song.

The second character of the piece was entrusted

to a young female, who had tremblingly ventured

to make her dibut on this evening. Her simple

and sweet taste ; the quality, extent, and power of

her voice, had more than once gained a word of

condescending encouragement from the despotic

mistress of song. She did not come on till after

the entrance of Gambrica, by whom, as well as by

the audience, her unpretending efforts, her unproi-

nounced name, had been unnoticed. But scarcely

had she presented herself, when a murmur of sur-

prise ran through the auditory. Nothing more un-
like Gambrica could be imagined; yet so soft, in-

genuous, modest, and spirituellc were her air, shape,
and countejbice, and so wonderfully was the im-
pression created by her appearance, confirmed and
deepened by her voice and grace, that, as if by pre-
concert, an audible and universal whisper of " who
is she?" was heard, and a general stir from all

parts of the house. As if afraid to give utterance
to their emotions in the usual manner, the audience
remained for some moments in a kind of suspense,
looking to behold a heavenly illusion suddenly dis-

pelled, and this celestial visitant utter some tone,
or make some motion, to relink her in their minds
with the associations of earth. Slie proceeded,
however, in her part ; she gave the few introductory

passages in the same new and exquisite manner,
till, at the end of a brilliant and most difficult solo,

executed with a taste, ease, simplicity and power
not excelled—not equalled by Gambrica herself—

a

startled " brava! brava!" uttered in the tone of one
thrown off his guard by rapture, broke the spell of
silence, and such peals burst forth as made the
house tremble to its foundations. The perform-
ances were stopped. The audience rose in a body.

Handkerchiefs, gloves, hats, waved in the air from
the high dome to the feet of the lovely being, her-

self astonished at the tumult she had raised.

Gambrica, froro the greenroom, heard these omi-
nous sounds, and felt the boards tremble under her
feet. She hastened forth, and from an unobserved
retreat, beheld the sight-blasting view of a rival,

potent with all the spells of grace, youth, beauty,

genius; a rival, conjured up from no one knew
where—raised like Venus, full- formed from the

deep—mounted upon her pedestal—waving her
sacred wand—and wielding with a hand, yesterday

feeble and unknown, all her thunders. From the

lips of -the hundreds, too, she heard undisguised

raptures, sanctioning, leading on the triumph of

this new and all resplendent enemy. Her ears

rung with the continual and simultaneous peals

—

each one seemed a bolt directed at her own head.

Her breath failed—the strength forsook her limbs

—rage and despair filled her bosom, paralyzed her

efforts, and painted themselves on her countenance.

It happened that the opera shadowed forth a tale

not unlike the reality of those interests and emo-
tions which were thus brought into action, and that

the two competitors before the audience bore roles

which gave a fatal illustration of the downfall of

long-successful ambition before the rising of a
purer and lovelier star.

Marina gained each moment in the esteem of the

auditors. The very dissimilitude between her and
Gambrica gave a new impetus to her success. For
the first time, the world discovered that nature had
other gems than that which they had worn, to the

exclusion of all others; and, with the caprice for

which they are celebrated, they were prepared in an
instant to throw aside that of which they became
weary. After Gambrica, Marina pleased by force

of novelty and contrast. Her very faults were a
relief. She was like the sighing of a flute, after

the blast of the trumpet. She resembled silence

and odour-breathing moonlight, after the bright-

ness of the " gaudy and remorseless day."

Gambrica felt that the sceptre was slipping from

lier hands. The applauses which she subsequently
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received were not what they had been. She went
from the stage, after having lost all inspiration;

trembling, desperate, as if an evil spirit had taken

possession of her. A large mirror hung in the

green-room. She gazed at herself in it. Her coun-

tenance was haggard—her features dark and heavy
with passion—and to throw the last shadow over

her gloom, at this inopportune and miserable mo-
ment, she detected a wrinkle on her brow, and
upon the sable and glossy hair parted over her

forehead, two or three lines of white. It is thus

that mortality breaks upon the aspirations of earthly

dreamers.

The curtain fell, but the audience remained, and,
with vehement clamours, demanded the manager.
On his appearance, a general cry expressed the

wish that Marina should receive an inimediate

engagement as prima donna. The ready caterer for

their pleasure acquiesced, of course, delighted to

find a new treasure. Three heavy rounds of ap-

plause offered a parting tribute to the newly-risen

star, and then night, calm and quiet, settled over

the glittering bay and half-aerial mountains the

silent shore and the sleeping city.

For some days nothing was talked of but Marina.
How capricious is the popular judgment ! how
utterly it will be ravished to-day with that which
to-morrow will be flung by and forgotten. Gam-
brica's name was now scarcely heard but as the pre-

cursor of an invidious comparison. Marina filled

every heart. Marina was uttered by every lip.

Marina was the theme of every cafS, every street,

every square.
" How unlike Gambrica!" was the ungrateful

exclamation.
" Ah ! poverina, she has had her day," cried one.
" She was good but she is terribly passie" said

another.
" For me," cried a third, " I always knew ehe was

overrated.
" A sun flower by the rose," said a fourth.
" Too large—too round—too tall—too heavy—her

hair too black, her eyes no softness," added a fifth.

•' Then," said the first, " how over-dramatic !

We are cloyed with a style too studied and volup-
tuous. Nature is too elaborately improved upon.
Nothing is left to itself. She may be the first of

her school, but the school of Marina is the first.

Did you observe her attitude last night when she
drew the dagger?"

" Yes, a fishwoman going to fight."

" She is a great singer, though," ventured a little

dandy, who had not heard Marina.
" Certainly, very great; but then she is always

the same."
" And what horrid faces

!"

These strictures were general. They were the
first that Gambrica had ever encountered. They
fell on her heart like lava.

Again the night came, and the theatre was be-
sieged by an enthusiastic throng. Equipage after

equipage dashed up. Party after party of bewil-
dering faces and dazzling shoulders hastened in.

Each seat was filled, the aisles were crowded, the
lobbies overflowed ; all the nobility, fashion, science,
and loveliness, fortunate enough to secure places,
were assembled. Sounds of impatience arose.
Never had there been a more brilliant audience.

In a small private box, over the stage, in full

view, sat Gambrica alone; a spectator of this event-

ful hour, dressed in a style sternly simple—a robe of
white. On her uncovered head no ornament, but
the raven hair parted over her brow. It was ob-
served that once or twice her dark eyes flashed, and
that her cheek was pale and grave

" Poor Gambrica," whispered many, " her day is

over."

Marina appeared. Not her fondest friends had
dared to predict so dazzling a triumph. She was
trebly successful—as the loveliest creature that ever

was seen—as the most touching, noble, and pure
actress; and as a singer, transcendant over all her

predecessors. Her voice was a phenomenon. Such
a one had never before been heard by mortal ears.

She herself had not known all its deep powers, its

divine revelations. As she proceeded in her role,

at each instant subduing, electrifying, inspiring her
hearers ; their enthusiasm and applause arose to an
exaltation indescribable, and when she had thrice

sung the finale, and each time more ravishingly, the

rounds of applause were blended into one continued
shock; the audience rose in a delirium, an ecstacy,

rarely seen out of an Italian opera-house, and
crowns, verses, wreaths, flowers, laurels and roses

were showered down at her feet.

She stood silent, trembling, overwhelmed, in the

presence of these thundering thousands, her hand
on her heaving bosom, her eyes bent modestly and
gracefully to the ground.

Few sights are more striking than the interior of a
spacious theatre completely crowded, around, above,,

row behind row, circle after circle, tier over tier,

an amphitheatre of heads, the floor, the ample walls,

swaying with a sea of faces, alive with human intel-

lect, lucid with burning eyes, from the stage lights

back to the receding columns, melting into vague
masses up to the golden roof, and these thousands
of awakened minds concentrated upon one creature,

worshipped like a deity. Next to a Roman oration

came the half-unearthly triumphs of the opera.

Gambrica rose,attracting universal attention, and
for a moment the stormy roar abated. The de-

throned queen lifted her tall figure and turned her

eyes upon the agitated multitude. In her hand, and
resting upon the balustrade, she grasped a massive

wreath of ever living green. " Generous Gam-
brica," cried a voice, " she will award the wreath !"

The most lively applause followed this sugges-

tion, proclaiming at once that it was magnanimous
and just, and the lips of thousands echoed " the

wreath," " the wreath.'' There was then a mo-
ment's silence.

" Let her advance," was heard distinctly in every

part of the house, iu the silver tones of that well-

known voice.

Marina, her lashes glittering with tears, her
cheek flushed, her bosom heaving with delight, ad-

vanced a few steps and bent her beautiful head in an
attitude sweet as Psyche before the mother of Love.

That arm, majestic, was raised aloft. The wreath
was cast. A chaos of applause greeted its fall—but
high, shrill, and audible above the roaring thunder,

pierced the shriek of that lovely victim.

Marina fell dead upon the boards crimsoned with
her blood.

The fatal wreath was of bronze.

Italy is the land of poetry even in its crimes. The
incident is said to be a literal fact, of recent occur-

rence.— Sunbeam.
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FESTIVALS, AND THE OPERA IN
SWEDEN.

Catteau, in his " General View of Sweden," says,

that there are two rlavs of tlie year, the first of May,
and midsummer, particularly consecrated to mirth
and joy. On the first of May, large fires, which
seem to announce that natural warmth is about
to succeed the severity of winter, are kindled in the
fields; around these fires the people assemble,
while others go to enjoy good cheer, and with the

glass in their hands, to banish care and sorrow.

Midsummer.day is still better calculated to inspire

mirth and festivity ; the fine season is then estab-

lished ; the sun everywhere diffuses his vivifying

rays ; the tenants of the woods, freed from their

long captivity, tune their throats to joy; the flocks

range the fields at their ease, to taste the juicy

grass ; and man, awakened from that lethargy into

which he has been sunk, together with all nature,

seems to be animated with a new soul, while his

faculties resume their wonted vigour, and his heart

becomes open to the soft impressions of sensibility.

On the evening before this happy period, the peo-
ple assemble ; the houses are ornamented with
boughs; and the young men and young women erect

a pole, around which they dance till morning. Hav-
ing recruited their strength by some hours of repose,

they repair to church, and, after imploring the pro-

tection of the Supreme Being, they again give them-
selves up to fresii effusions of joy. During these
two festivals, the people display all their gaiety by
dances and songs—the greater part of which are
national, and partake somewhat of the climate.

Among the public amusements of Stockholm,
those most worthy of notice are theatrical represen-
tations. The opera has attained to a degree of

perfection which astonishes strangers. Original
pieces are sometimes performed ; the rest are trans
lated from the French ; but the preference is always
given to those which have music of Gluck's com-
position.

THE GYPSIES.

It is a threatening eve, but yet the sky
Hath tints of loveliness. That plain of small clouds.
How still it lies upon the glimmering blue,

Like a calm rippling lake, or sheet of snow.
That the keen wind hath ruflled into ridges

!

Onward the rainstorm rides ;
—

'tis over past.

Those skirts of yellow, gray show that the west
Is lighted up—how beautifully ! Stand

!

Stand on this hillock ; 'tis a gorgeous sight.

To see the biack clouds struggling with that gleam
Of parting splendour! What a brilliant flood

Breaks momently, and paints those massive heaps
With gold and crimson, while their edges glow

'

As with a living fire. And now those rays

Strike down in delicate lines, while the full orb
Sinks gloriously. Awhile, the golden beams
Dapple the sky, and then a mountainous pile

Blackens in sullen triumph. Still the light

Strives with the storm, and mingles with its depth,
In one broad plain of dull and coppery hue.
O ! for a tranquil eve, to fill the soul

With a rejjose of thought; a still warm eve.

When the woods glow, and the unfretted wster
Lingers beneath the green boughs ; then the weeds.
Thistle and dock, that batten on this bank.
Seem beautiful: the linnet hides in them,
And, as she upward springs, they gently wave
In the soft level light. But a thick dusk,

A lowering solemn dnsk, when the stream rolls

Rapidly, as the cold willows dip their leaves
Into its colder swell, when homeward rooks
Fly past in silence, and the grey hern flaps

His steady wing,—a dusk, gloomy as this.

Hath its own joy. Hark! now,how sweetly mournful
The sound of distant bells comes up the wave

;

'Tis not the flickering tone that we have loved
To hear commingling with the dreamy notes
Of folded flocks;— it is the quiet music
That the sense strains to catch,—a low soft voice.
Something more earthly than the hollow wind,
And yet a sound that seems not as of man.
That owlet's screech—it is not dissonant

—

Tlie full rich flow of nightingales accords
With the clear moonshine and the bhissomy ga!e;
But that harsh voice was made for nights like this,

It is the storm's own song.

Saw you that light.

That sparkles on the stream? A low smoke creeps
Above the curved bank ; that fugitive glare.
Which leaps upon the old oak's scanty twigs,

Proclaims the Gypsies' fire: this sudden turn
Shows all the trappings of their leafy haunt.
It is a quiet nook ; the stunted tree,

And the lithe weeds that twine about the bank,
Will form their night bower. O ! how drowsily
They bask before the murky flame, which flings

Its faint gleam o'er their black dishevell'd hair.

Shrouding their deep tann'd faces I Their old horse,
His rough, grey-hide whitening in that dim light.

Browses beside the low, close covering tent.

The only busy one. That wither'd hag
Hath heard our voices ; now she stirs the flame.
And throws aside their dusky canopy :

—

There lie the lazy group, women, and men,
And children, all with vacant upturn'd eye.

Tasting an animal joy which lazier wealth
Not seldom misses.

Most happy, or most wretched, though your tasks
Of pilfering idleness have bowed you low,
Ye seem to me as things of other times,
And other countries, relics of mystic beings.
That held communion with the silent heavens
And talk'd of destinies. Cheats, as ye are,

Ye have within you dregs of a deep spirit.

That dwelt by mountains, or by mighty streams.
In forests that no mortal hand had rear'd,

In desert plains, wide as the pathless sea.

There liv'd that spirit, gazing on the clear stars.

Till it would read the hidden depths of fate.

In their eternal courses. Lone enthusiasts.

Sages and seers ! is your mysterious lore

Yet known to such as these? They have a bond
In their traditions, but the soul is fled

Of divination ; and the undoubting faith.

That lent its wings to pierce the sightless world,
Abides not with these children of the wilds:

—

They see the stars with no oracular soul

;

They hear not songs of fate in the low wind;
Planets eclips'd have no deep lore for them ;

The very herbs have lost their healing balm;
Devotion knows them not ; the light of truth,

Simple, and pure, and common as the air.

For them hath ignorance veil'd ; but yet they cling

To shadows of tradition, and beguile

The simple maid with many a perilous tale

Of dark or blissful chance. I scorn you not.

Poor wanderers ! for still ye seem to me
Heirs of a pastoral life, the charter'd tenants

Of glade or dingle ; some thing that Nature owns.

Charles Kniijht.—Frien<'ship's Offering.
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BEETHOVEN'S BATTLE SYMPHONY.
If grandeur of effect, originality of invention, and

energetic passages, are to be considered as neces-

sary constituents of that musical compound—an
instrumental piece; it is not probable that any other

piece of the same length can vie with this specimen

of what a man of genius, and only a man of real

genius, can accomplish when he is determined. In
the midst of all the seeming confusion which the

title of this piece would lead us to expect in the per

lormance of it, there is one passage trifling in itself,

but which, from the way it is introduced, shews the

muster-hand as fully as the most elaborate Sym-
phony could possibly do. I allude to the air of

Malbrook, which is at the beginning of the sin-

t'oiiia, understood as the national march played by

the French army in advancing, but as the horrid
" confusion worse confounded'' proceeds gradually

to accumulate, we are morally certain that they are

giving way, they fall in numbers under the British

army, the whole band are dispersed, and only one

Jifer is heard attempting to keep up the fast fleeting

valour of his countrymen by playing Malbrook, but

the fatigue he has undergone, and the parching

thirst he endures, obliges him to play it in the mi-

nor key— sorrowfully, instead of the joyful march
played by his comrades before the battle. It may
be considered fanciful, but 1 really think there is

as true and genuine a touch of nature in this pas-

sage as can be found even in tiie dramatic writ-

ings ofthe " Bard of Amn."— Quarterly Musical lie-

vieiu, 1821.
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AND YE SHALL WALK IN SILK ATTIRE.
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The mind whase every wish ia pure^
Far dearer is to me;

And ere I'm forced to break my faith,

I'll lay me doun and dee
;

For I hae pledged my virgin troth.

Brave Donald's fate to share,

And he has gi'en to me his iieart,

Wi* a' its virtues rare.

His gentle manners wan my heart.
He gratefu' took the gift

;

Could I but think to seek it back.
It wad be waur than theft.

For langest life can ne'er repay
The love he bears to me

;

And ere I'm forced to break my troth,
rU lay me doun and dee.

O MARY, TE'SE BE CLAD IN SILK.

O Mary, ye'se be clad in silk.

And diamonds in your hair,

Gin ye*ll consent to be my bride.

Nor think on Arthur mair.
Oh, wha wad wear a silken goun

"Wi* tears blindin' their ee?
Before I break my true love's chain,

I'll lay me doun and dee.

For I have pledged my virgin troth.
Brave Arthur's fate to share ;

And he has gie'n to me his heart,
Wi' a' its virtnes rare.

The mind whase every wish is pure,
Far dearer is to me ;

And, ere I'm forced to break my faith,

I'll lay me doun and dee.

No. 45, and Sup.
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So trust me, when 1 swear to thee
By a* that is on hij»h

;

Though je had a' this warWs gear.
My heart ye couldna buy

;

For langest life can ne'er repay
The love he bears to me

;

And ere Tm forced to break my faith^

I'll lay me down and dee.

THE LAST OF THE PIPERS.
" Rory Oge, or Young Rory, as he is always caU-

ed, is as enthusiastic and yet as knowing a piper as

ever ' blew music out of an empty bag.' He is now
—or rather was when we saw him—a large portly

man, with a bald high brow, down either side of
which flowed a quantity of greyish flaxen hair; his
nose had a peculiar ' twist,' and nis mouth was the
mouth of a Momus—full of ready laughter. He was
blind from birth, and jested at this infirmity with
great good humour : sometimes he would say that
the fairies took away his eyes, ' they war so hand-
some ;' or that he was blinded ' out of mercy to the
girls,' who, but for that, would have broke their

hearts after him; that they would give him no
peace as it was, but that, sure, if the thought of
what he would be, ' if his blinkers were to the fore,'

almost made himself mad—what would it make
others?

Rory was in great request all over the country.
His father. Red Rory, the sire, had been universally
admired, and Oge inherited his reputation ; but the
son laid claim to greater musical knowledge than
tlie father. Red Rory never attempted other than
the old-established Irish tunes; while Rory Oge,
who had visited Dublin, and once heard Catalan!
sing, assumed the airs of a connoisseur, and extolled

his country's music in a scientific way. When he
played some of his heart-moving Irish planxtys, at
the commencement of the movement he would en-
deavour to look grave and dignified ; but before he
was half through, his entire face expanded with
merriment, and he would give ' a whoop' with voice
and fingers, as it was concluded, that manifested
his genuine enthusiasm. Once in his life he had
visited Dublin; it was, as we have intimated, for

the purpose of hearing Catalani ; and when he was
in the mood, his uncourtly auditors used to derive
great pleasure from the recital of his interview with
the queen of song.

' You see,' he would commence, ' I thought it was
my duty to hear what sort of a voice she had ; and
on my way to the grate city, in the cool of the
evening, just by a place—they call it by the name
of ' the iVIeeting of the Wathers'—in the county
Wicklow, if ye ever heerd tell of it, and if ye didn't,

ye've a grate loss. Well, just in the cool of the
evening, I sat, myself and my little boy, by the side
of the two strames—and I've always observed that
birds sing most and best by the sides of rivers—and
it wasn't long till a thrush began in a rowan-tree
on the opposite bank, and then another; and then
ft blackliird would give his tally-ho! of a whistle,
high and above all the rest; and so they went on
singing together for ever so long; then, two or three
would stop, and one grate songster would have it

all his own way for a while, until the rest would
stand it no longer ; and then they'd hai'k in to-

gether, and if there was any pause, why, you'd hear,
maybe, the thin, fine note of a finch, or one of the
little hedge birds, like a single thread of silver—so
luw, and light, and sweet, and delicate; and then

the grate flood of music would gush out again. In
the midst of it all, the little gorsoon fell asleep, and,
by the same token, fine melody ever and always set

that boy sleeping—and I felt the tears come down
my face just with thinking of the beautiful music
the Almighty puts into the throats of them flutter-

ing birds, and wondering if the furrin lady could

bate the thrush in the rowan tree. In the afternoon

of the next day I was in Dublin, and thinking she

was to sing that night, I had hurried meeself ; but
not a bit of her was to tune it up till the night

afther, and I was kilt intirely with the impatience,

and so—but I'll tell you all about it, straight. I

thought, for the honour of the counthry, I'd call

upon her; for, troth, I was just fairly ashamed of

the fellows that war round her, from all I heerd,

giving her no idaa of the rale music of Ireland, only

playing, night afther night, at the theatre. Saint

Patrick's Day, as if there was ne'er another saint

in the calendar, nor e'er another tune in the coun-

thry. Well, I got my pipes elaned, and my little

guide-boy a bran new shoot of does; and to be
sure I was in the first fashion : and the lace ruffles

round my wrists, that my father wore when he
rattled the Fox-Hunter's Jig to the House of Com-
mons there, in College Green. And I sent up ray

card, and by the same token, it was on the back of

the tin o' diamonds I had it wrote ; I knew the card

by the tin pricks of a nail Jemmy Bulger put in it;

for I always had grate divarshion with the cards,

through the invintion of Jemniy—rest bis soul !

—

giving me eyes, as I may say, in the tops of my fin-

gers; and I got the man where I put up, to write on
it, " Rory Oge, the piper of all Ireland and his ma-
jesty, would be proud to insense* Madame Cather-

lany into the beauties of Irish music.'' Ye see, the

honour of ould Ireland's melodies put heart into me;
and I just went up stairs as bould as a ram, and
before she could say a word, I recited her four var-

ses, my own poethry, that I made on her. Oh, be-

dad, girls ! you may wink and laugh; but I'll tell

you what—that was what she didn't do. Only,
" Mister Ror Ogere," she said, not understanding,

you see, and spaking English with the short unmu-
sical clip the Englishers put on their words, " I'm
glad to see you, and I'll not be insensed at anything
you plase to say." " I'm sorry for it, my lady," I

makes answer, " though to be sure it's only faamale
nature to shut their beautiful eyes upon sense of all

kinds." Well, I can't think she understood me
rightly, which, maybe, was natural, living as she

did among furriners ; but she was as kind as a born
Irish ; she asked me to sit down and play her an
Irish jig; and I just said a few words, by the way,
to let her see that I wasn't a mere bog-throtting

piper, but one that could play anything, Handel or

Peter Parcel, or any of the Parleyvoos; and be-

twixt and between them all, there isn't a better air

in any of their Roratoreys than a march my own
father played one day that restored an ould colonel

officer to the use of his limbs ; there was the power
of music for you I—and maybe she didn't think so,

and asked me to play it—and maybe she wasn't

delighted ! Well, though I was consated ewffiigh

to be proud at traducing to her my own tuniily's

music, it Tvas the music ofmy counthry my heart hate

to tache her ; and so, after a while, I led on from

one to another the fine ould ancient airs, the glo-

ries of Ireland—the melodies ; and, after all, that's

but a poor word to express them in all their gran-

* " Insense" to make one understand a thing.
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deur and variety, for melody seems a feeble thing,

sweet and feeble; but the wonder of the Irish mu-
sic do you see me now—is that its sweetness is

never feeble, and its strength never rude; it's just

a holy and wonderful thing, like the songs of the

birds by the meeting of the wathers, or the talking

together of angels. Well, jewel Oge ! maybe she

didn't drink them down ; and then " stop," she'd

sav, and tune them over every note as clear and
pure—the darling ! faix, I almost forgot the air

when she got round it, every note she'd give as clear

as the silver bell that the fairees (God bless us!)

do be ringing of a midsummer night under the
green hills ; and then she'd say, " Play another,"

and, in the midst of it all , would have my little guide
into the room, and trated us like a queen to fine

ancient wine:—and now she says (and didn't that

show the lady she was?) — and now she says,
" You've played for me, and I'll sing for you ;" and
—she—did—sing

!

' And what did you do, Rory Oge, agra?' one of

his audience would inquire.
' Why, then, just forgot my dignity altogether

;

and before she'd half done, I fell upon my knees

;

I could'nt tell how I did it or why, but I did it, and
stopt there till it was finished, every note ; and
bedad, girls—and now you'll think this hard to

believe, but it's true

—

she put me out of consatc with

the pipes ! she did, bee Jakers ! it was as good as

a week before I could tatter a note out of 'em ; and
I left myself a beggar going to hear her sing ; and
sure enough didn't I rejoice I gave her a taste of

the melodies before I heerd her, for I don't think I

could have played a note before her afther. So,'

added Rory, drawing himself up, 'you may judge
what she was—I never forgot her, and if the Lord
had given me a minute's sight to see if she was like

her music, I think—the Holy Mother forgive me

—

I think I should have died a happier man ; and yet,

when I was laving her, slie said, spaking of my
music, that I had delighted, but not insensed her
about Ireland music; the craythur spoke broken
English, you see, and understood nothing else.'

We left Rory in despair at the state of national
music, and full of dread that, owing to the heresy
of brass bands, he would be the last of the pipers."—Mr. and Mrs. Hall's Ireland,

THE ADOPTED CHILD.
BY MRS. HEMANS.

" Why wouldstthou leave me, oh, gentle child?
Thy home on the mountain is bleak and wild,
A straw roofd cabin with lowly wall

—

Mine is a fair and a pillar'd hall,

Where many an image of marble gleams,
And the sunshine of picture for ever streams."

" Oh, green is the turf where my brothers play.

Through the long bright hours of the summer day

;

They find the red cup-moss where they climb.
And Ihey chase the bee o'er the scented thyme,
And the rocks where the heath-flower blooms they
know

—

I.ady, kind lady ! oh, let me go."

" Content thee, boy, in my bower to dwell,

Here are sweet sounds which thou lovest well;
Flutes on the air in the stilly noon.
Harps which the wandering breezes tune

;

And the silvery wood-note of many a bird.

Whose voice was ne'er in thy mountains heard."

" Oh, my mother sings, at the twilight's fall,

A song of the hills far more sweet than all

;

She sings it under our own green tree

To the babe half slumbering on her knee
I dreamt last night of that music low

—

Lady, kind lady ! oh, let me go."

" Thy mother is gone from her cares to rest,

She hath taken the babe on her quiet breast

:

Thou wouldst meet her footstep, my boy, no more.
Nor hear her song at the cabin door.

Come thou with me to the vineyards nigh.

And we'll pluck the grapes of the richest dye."

" Is my mother gone from her home away ?

But I know that ray brothers are there at play ;

I know they are gathering the fuxgU)ve's bell,

Or the long fern leaves by the sparkling well;

Or they launch their boats where the bright streams
flow

—

Lady, kind lady ! oh, let me go.

" Fair child, thy brothers are wanderers now,
They sport no more on the mountain's brow.
They have left the fern by the spring's green side,

And the streams where the fairy barks were tried.

Be thou at peace in thy brighter lot.

For thy cabin-home is a lonely spot."

" Are they gone, all gone from the sunny hill ?

But the bird and the blue fly rove o'er it still;

And the red deer bound in their gladness free,

And the heath is bent by the singing bee.

And the waters leap and the fresh winds blow

—

Lady, kind lady ! oh, let me go."

BRAHAM'S RE-APPEARANCE.

The public career of John Braham is an inci-

dent in the history ot his art altogether without

parallel. To have sung so variously, so well, and
so long, belongs to himself alone. While we
awaited his appearance on the boards of St. James'

Theatre, on Thursday night (Feb. 9th), and glanced

over the bill of fare he had selected for the enter-

tainment of his auditors, the inquiry naturally sug-

gested itself, how many among the assembled

crowd were there who remembered Braham's first

appearance in public as a singer. In all probabi-

lity, not ten—very likely not one. We taxed our

memory ; the scheme carried us back to 1805,

when on the boards of C'ovent Garden Theatre he

was contending for victory with iNCLEnoN, and
recalled the well remembered contest in "All's

Well." It brought back to our remembrance the

victory of Trafalgar; and the shout with which his
" Death of Nelson" was received at its first perform,

anee still rang in our ears. At a remoter period,

we remembered the other trial of skill with the

rival chief of Covent Garden, when, in " GaUop on
gaily," the parts were adjusted with such jealous

care that no inferiority or subordination should

seem to he; the subject being handed over in turn

to Incledon and Brahaw, and the delivery of even

a single word l)y one voice balanced by a corres-

ponding opportunity for the other—^"spirit" and
" energy" being divided with strict musical justice

between the two. The scheme, then, took us back
into the last century

;
presenting BrahaiM at what

were called Ashley's Oratorios, seated beside

Mara, Miss Leak, Mrs. Mountain, Kelly, Dig-
NUM, and Incledon, and eleetritying his hearers

with " Deeper and deeper still." To all this our
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memory served, but to nothing beyond it. We had
to summon our recollection, not of Braham per-
sonally, but of his name in a bill of the Roy.
alty Theatre, in 1787. Beyond this the remem-
brance even of documentary evidence failed us

;

and we were in the situation of the youngest of
the audience, about to listen to a performer whom
we had heard all our lives—who had charmed our
boyish ears—who had won the admiration of our
mature judgment. Braham, whose voice and per-

son were associated with every musical enjoyment
of half a century, the rival at once of Harbison and
Incledon, the associate of Cimarosa and Win-
ter, the fellow labourer of Billington, Storage,
FoDOR, Grassini, and Banti. Braham was once
more to appear in the character of a public singer,

and in the very songs which he had written or se-

lected as the fittest exhibition of his powers in

their prime. We anticipated the result with some
apprehension. He was sure of the sympathy of his

audience; we knew his iron nerves; but what
would these avail against age? Was it possible
that he should defy the assaults of time, and still

be listened to, not only with respect, but delight ?

We scarcely ventured to hope it. But the first sen-

tence of his recitative In " The last words of Mar-
mion," dissipated all these apprehensions, and as-

sured us that Braham was still himself: that is,

that the peculiar excellencies of his singing still

remained to him. His voice has lost something of

its compass : the use of the falsetto is earlier in the

scale and more frequent; but his tones are as firm

and his enunciation as clear as ever. He sang
a little American ballad, of which the effect would
have been utterly lost if every word had not been
heard ; but not a syllable failed to reach even the

most distant hearer. His organ has none of the

tremulousness of Rcbini, nor is its declamatory
powerimpaired. His faults, of course, remain. They
are connected with our earliest recollections of
him, and they will go with him to his grave ; but
he is still a great singer. His welcome was enthu-

siastic ; this it would have been under any circum-
stances ; but his hearers seemed to congratulate

themselves that they still possessed not merely the
person, but the voice, the vigour, the mind of

Braham ; that they had not only to evince respect

for an old favourite, but to anticipate fresh delight

from the exercise of his powers.

—

Spectator, Feb.

11, 1843.

Slow.

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 4.—BIY BONNIE LADDIE'S LANG O' GROWIN'.

=*^^t=f:«:i3i:gfSg^^E^Ps^ggg^IB
The above beautiful air is old, and used to be frequently heard united to low and ribald words. Unfortu-

nately for many of the airs of Scotland, there is no longer a Bubns to redeem them from the base alliance to
which bad taste has bound them.

JEAN BAPTIST DAVAUX,
Was one of the most distinguished composers of

his own age, yet so great was his modesty, that dur-

ing the course of his not short life, he never assum-
ed any other title than that of amateur. He was
born in Dauphin^. At an early age he began the

study of music, and went to Paris in his twenty-
third year, to prosecute his studies in his favourite

science. Soon after his arrival in the capital of
La Belle Nation, he produced several concertos for

the violiu, which gained him great eelat and be-

came the only fashionable music, on account of

the peculiar grace of their style, and their facility

of execution. He composed several quartets on an
original plan for the celebrated musicians Jarno-
vichi, Gu^rin,Gu6nin, and Duport; in these quar-
tets he contrived it so, that the several combined
melodies were heard clearly and distinctly moving
sweetly amidst the flow of rich and full harmony.
Some of these were belonging to that species of
music which receives the name of Rondo; and they
]iroduccd such an efiect, and became so much the
rage at the time, that they procured for him by
universal acclaim, the appellation of the Father of
Rondos. Several of the compositions of this ad-
mired musician, were published upwards of 70

years ago, and they are still listened to with satis-

faction; in the hey-day of his fame he gave many
concerts, and in the year 1785, composed for the
Italian theatre, the Operetta of Theodore; but like

too many more of kindred genius who have wasted
their time, their health, and their energies, in cater-
ing for the gratification of the tastes and desires of
the fickle public, he was unable to procure from his
exertions, resources adequate to his comforts, and
having solicited, he at length obtained a situation
in the oflice of General Bournonville, then Minis-
ter of War. At the period of the creation of the
Legion of Honour, Count Lacepede, Grand Chan-
cellor of the Legion, called in Davaux to his as-

sistance, and honoured him with his intimacy and
friendship. After the abdication of the Emperor
Napoleon, in 1815, and the entree of Louis XVIII,
the office which Davaux occupied under Mons. le

Comte being abolished, he retired on a pension
which was procured to him through the interces-

sion of the Duke of Tarento.
He was a respected member of an academic so-

ciety, composed of artists, and men of letters called
the Sons ofApollo, among whom he remained till

the period of his death, which occurred in themonth
of February, 1822.
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OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 6.-ALDKIDGES DANCE.
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No. 6.—FAKEWEEL MY DAME AND BAIRNIES TWA.
Jacobite air.

Con spirito.
No. 7.—LE BON FILS.

Mons. Mavevr de St. Paul.

Slow and tunderli/.
No. 8.—KORY DALL'S PORT.

Gaelic air.
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No. 5.—Aldridge was a celebrated dancer in Ire-

land about the year 1758. He composed a national

ballet called the "Irish Lilt;" it was made up
wholly of Irish airs. While in Dublin he brought
out a ballet wholly with Scottish music. During
his performance at Limerick theatre he met with

an accident which probably shortened the term of

his life ; springing up and coming down, the boards

of the stage gave way, and he went suddenly through
to the depth of ten feet ; but such was his dancing
ardour, that he ran up stairs, darted on the stage,

and gave a few steps, when, overcome with pain,

he reeled and fell ; " yet," says O'Keefe, from whose
Recollections the above notice has been gathered,
" I heard he afterwards taught dancing in Edin-
burgh." The air we find in an MS. collection dated
1778, but we cannot say whetlier it be hiscomposi
No. JG.

&--& liT^;
;ffir^;

tion, or merely a favourite with him, and becoming
to be known by his name.

No. 6.— In the songs and airs of the Jacobites we
possess a mass of evidence concerning the strife and
turmoil which agitated the social institutions of this

country, which if not of equal value with the annals

of history, is of very great importance, and furnislies

forth strong testimony to prove how much the mi;id

of that portion of society of which history takes no
note, was imbued with the fervid afl'ection for their

liereditary sovereigns, the blood-royal of the house
of Stuart. Independently of the intrinsic merit of

much of the lyrical poetry of the Jacobites, and the

pathos and beauty of their music, these remains
possess this additional claim on our notice, that but
for their existence, some portions of the great dranui

then acting would inevitably have been lot, uud
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would as entirely have disappeared from the cog-

nizance of the world, even at this early period, as

have the acts and opinions of the Pictish and
Druidical inhabitants of Britain. Some one said,

" give me the making of the songs of a people,'

'

and he spoke wisely; they are frequently the sources

from which emanates that particular enthusiasm
which distinguishes one nation from another; and
they, by their influence on the minds of those whose
earliest thoughts were " lisped in their numbers,"
prompt to heroic action, melt to love, and kindle the

home affections ; in fact, they leave their impress

upon the conduct of a nation, and become the chan-

nel througli which its curbed thoughts find vent. In

these exquisite melodies we can almost discover

that the people themselves were in many instances

the originators of that enthusiasm which exhibited

itself so iiercely at Flodden and Killiecrankie, and
did not even subside when the last of the Stuarts

was driven from the home of his fathers to end his

days in inglorious exile. They w'cre a distinct

language, and significant of circumstances which
the surrounding air dared not be entrusted with,

and were intelligible when all other modes of ex-

pression were forbidden. Their plaintive murmurs,
when hope was lost, preserved in the hearts of the

peasantry of these lands the memory of a devotion

unequalled in the annals of any other country

or people. Let us fondly cherish these gems of

the olden time. We have no will to enter into a

discussion with regard to the origin of these melo-
dies ; we care not whether they be old themes re-

modelled by a succession of ages, or by the influence
of the Italian masters who found favour at the Scot-
tish court ; sulfice it to us, that they are eminently
beautiful, and have become so thoroughly identified
with the deep heart thoughts of the Scottish people,
that we hold it next to sacrilege to meddle with
their fair proportions.

No. 7.—This is a specimen of the popular music
of the French people about sixty years ago. We
copy it from a collection, Etrennes de Polhymnie,
published at Paris anno 1785.

No. 8.—Roderick Morrison, usually called Dall,
or the blind, was one of the last native Highland
harpers. He served in that capacity to the Laird
of Macleod, but on the death of his master, Dunve-
gan castle and its establishment being abandoned,
he began an itinerant life. About 16.50, he accom-
panied tlie Marquis of Huntly on a visit to Robert-
son of Lude, on which occasion he composed the
Purst, or air, given above ; several of his other com-
positions are said to be in existence, but it would
be no easy task to make a collection of his airs,

seeing that they have so long been led to the capri-

cious keeping of mere tradition; and many might
be attributed to him, which with as much justice

might be attributed to the muse of any other of the
clan harpers. Burns' words, " Fare thee well thou
first and fairest," are sung to this air.
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^e THE BIUTISH MINSTREL; AND

BLOSSOMS.

Fair pledges of a fruitful tree.

Why do ye fall so fast?

Your date is not so past,

But you may stay yet here awhile
To blush and gently smUe,

And go at last.

What, were ye born to be
An hour or half's delight,

And so to bid good night ?

'Twas pity nature brought ye forth,

Merely to shew your worth,

And lose you quite.

For you are lovely leaves, where we
May read how soon things have
Their end, though ne'er so brave

;

And after they have shown their pride,

Like you, awhile, they glide

Into the grave.

Robert Herrick.

SOPRANO.

2d SOPRA-
NO,orALTO

BASSO.

THOU SOFT FLOWING AVON.
GLEE FOR THREE VOICES.

[Arrangedfor the" British Minstrel," by George IMmbull.']

I.arghetto. n Melody by Dr. Arne.
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The love-stricken maiden, the sighing young swain,

There roTe without danger, and sigh without pain,

The sweet bud of beauty no blights shall here dread.

For hallow'd the turf is which pillow'd his head,

Hereyouthshall be famed for th^ love and their truth,

Here smiling old age feels the sprit of youth

;

For the raptures of fancy here poets shall tread.
For hallow'd the turf is which pillow'd his head.

Flow on, silver Avon, in song ever flow.

Be the swans on thy bosom still whiter than snow

;

Ever full be thy stream, lilie his fame may it spread.
And the turf ever hallow'd which pillow'd his head.

A CHURCH ORGAN.

As late beneath the hallow'd roof I trod,

Where saints in holy rapture seek their God

;

Where heart- stung sinners, sueing heaven for grace.

With tears repentant consecrate the place.

Oh ! how my sou) was struck with what I saw,
And shrunk within me with religious awe

!

The massy walls, which seem'd to scorn the rage
Of battering tempest and of mouldering age,
In long perspective stretch'd, till breadth and

height

Were almost lost in distance from the sight

;

With monumental decorations hung.
They spoke mortality with silent tongue.

There, sorrowing seraphs heaven-ward lift their

eyes.

And little cherubs weep soft elegies.

I trod—and startled at the mighty noise

;

The hollow pavement lifted up its voice

;

Responsive to the stroke, the walls around,
Through lengthened aisles, prolonged the solemn

sound.

Far in the west, and noble to the sight,

The gilded organ rears its towering height

;

And hark ! methinks I from its bosom hear,

Soft issuing sounds that steal upon the ear
And float serenely on the liquid air.

Now by degrees more bold and broad they grow,
And riot loosely through the aisles below

;

'Till the full organ lilts its utmost voice,

And my heart shudders at the powerful noise

;

Like the last trump, one note is heard to sound
That all the massy pillars tremble round

;

The firm fixt building shivers on its base,

And vast vibrations fill the astonish'd place

;

The marble pavements seem to feel their doom,
And the bones rattle in each hollow tomb.

But now the blast harmonious dies away,
And tapers gently in a fine decay;

The melting sounds on higher pinions fly,

And seem to fall soft oozing from on high

;

Like evening dew they gently spread around.

And shed the sweetness ol heart-thrilling sound :

'TUl grown too soft, too fine for mortal ear,

The dying strains dissolve in distant air.

Methought I heard a flight of angels rise,

Most sweetly chaunting as tliey gained the skies

;

Methought I heard their lessening sound decay
And fade, and melt, and vanish quite away.

Hail, heaven-born music ! by thy power we raise

Th' uplifted soul to acts of highest praise

;

Oh ! I would die with music melting round,
And float to bliss upon a sea of sound

!

—Francis Hopkinsmi, Esq.—Frmn the Columbian
Parnassiad, August, 1793.
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THE BROKEN FIDDLE.
A SKETCH FROM KEA.L LIFE.

Poor blind Jemmy Connor !—he played the sweet

and plaintive melodies of our Green Isle with a

deep and touching pathos. I have listened to him
for hours with a mixture of sadness and pleasure

;

and as he drew the varying heart-touching strains

from the strings of his fiddle, I do not feel ashamed
to own that he drew the tears from my eyes. He
was taught by affliction. But, perhaps, you have
never heard the story of Jemmy Connor and his

broken fiddle ? Well, then, I will tell it you.

The calm sunshine of domestic happiness bright-

ened and made glad the young days ofJemmy Con-
nor. He had married early in life the object of his

devoted affection, whose faithful love and cheerful

attention to household duties had endeared to him
his little home. He never missed the clean and tidy

room, the comfortable and wholesome repast, and
the welcoming smile, at his return from his work

;

and his sober and industrious habits had gained for

him the esteem and confidence of his employer.

Jemmy and Mary Connor were happier in their

humble dwelling than many a lordly owner of a
proud and princely palace.

Years of peace and joy rolled over their beads ;

and, though they had wept at the grave of two of

their infant ofi'spring, still they were happy; for

their eldest, a sweet, blue eyed girl, was spared to

them ; and, shortly after, a son opened its smiling

eyes upon the glad pair. But, in giving birth to

this last child, poor Mary Connor had taken cold,

which brought on that wasting harbinger of death
that follows so many families, and was hereditary

in hers. Consumption laid its blighting hand upon
her shrinking frame, and left the heart- stricken and
inconsolable husband a young widower. How un-

certain are the enjoyments of the world!—how
fleeting are its pleasures !

In that same room, about six years after, Jemmy
Connor lay upon a sick bed; he had taken the

small-pox from his little son, who had recovered

;

but the doctor seemed to have little hope that he
would rise from that bed again. His daughter, now
twelve years of age, tended and watched him with
untiring solicitude and afl'ection; nor would she
quit him, though entreated to leave that scene of

danger. He did recover—he rose from the bed of

sickness—but his sight was gone for ever !

" Dear father !" said Mary Connor, as she sat

busily engaged at her needle—the setting sun shin-

ing upon them, and the summer breeze, as it passed
over the box of blooming mignionette at the opened
window, filling the room with fragrance— " Dear fa-

ther, I am just thinking how good the Lord has
been to us, in raising up for us such kind friends. I

would not have found it easy to get this work, were
it not for that benevolent lady, who exerted herself

amongherfiiends, and so earnestly recommended me
to them ; and how could we have managed to keep
this little room so long, but for your kind em-
ployer?"

" True, my dearest child, we have great reason to

be thankful. The Lord is good ! And though I

have met with my own share of affliction, my heart
Js resigned, and I am still happy—very, very happy
—since you are spared to me to bless my darkened
hours."

As Mary took his extended hand affectionately in
bers, he felt a tear fall upon it.

« Reach me down my fiddle,my dear child," said

he, " and I will play you one of your favourite little

airs."

Jemmy had amused many a leisure hour, in his

younger and happier days, by striving to become a

proficient on this instrument. The fiddle, which
Mary now handed down to him, was one which his

lamented wife had herself purchased for him, and
he prized it above all he possessed on earth, next

to his beloved Mary and his little Jemmy. Since

he had the misfortune of losing his sight it had
been a constant source of pleasure to him, and had
soothed away many a bitter pang.

I said that consumption was an hereditary com-
plaint in his wife's family. Alas ! it soon showed
itself in Mary's delicate frame, in the hectic flush

of her cheek, and the short oppressive cough. Poor
Jemmy Connor ! his story is a sad one. His fond,

affectionate daughter—the child of his heart—his

good, his pious Mary, was carried to an early grave

;

and it was many a day before he recovered from the
effects of this overwhelming shock !

Taking his little boy by one hand, and his fiddle

in the other, he left the home where all the ties

that bound him to earth were breaking one by one.

He could not bear to be any longer a dependant on
the generosity of his former master, and was now
determined to make his fiddle, w hich was hitherto

only his amusement, the means of his own and his

son's subsistence. Rambling through the country,

from one farm-house to another, Jemmy Connor
and his son became well known and universally

liked; and, as he played the old Irish airs sweetly

and clearly,you would scarcely see a dry eye among
those who were grouped in listening silence around
him.

It was a beautiful day in Autumn ; the sun was
shining on hill and valley, on wood and stream

;

the song of the lark was breaking from the far-off

golden clouds in strains of thrilling melody, which
the wrapt fancy might mistake for a cherub's hymn
of praise ; the rich meadows filled the air with fra-

grance; and the produce of the fields, which were
lately white with the harvest, was conveyed by the

busy husbandmen into the well filled granaries of

the farmer. All was cheerfulness, and praise, and
love. Even the very beasts seemed to partake of

the general joy. And cold must be the heart that

could gaze on such a scene without being lifted up
in thankfulness to Him who giveth the rain, and
the sunshine, and the abundance of the harvest.

There was one that passed through that scene,

and, though he saw it not, yet felt his bosom ex-

pand with gratitude. The sweet fresh air glad-

dened his upturned brow, and Jemmy Connor pass-

ed along, led by his little son. They were invited

to a farmer's house, and they were now taking a
short cut through a pathway across the fields. Sud-
denly, the joyous and exciting halloo of the hunts-

men came upon the wind, mingled with the deep-

toned yellings of the hounds. A hare, closely

pursued, darted, with the speed of desperation, past

the father and son; almost in the next instant,

the hounds and the huntsmen came thundering
on.

" Out of the way, you wandering vagabond !"

roared a hoarse voice, in startling execration.
" Hasten, dear father !—hasten !" said the trem-

bling boy.

The father, unused to such harsh words, and
alarmed at the danger he could not see, dropped his

fiddle, and the hindmost hoofs of the flying hunter
striking against it, shivered it into pieces.
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" Your music is 6iiished," laughed out the unfeel-

ing huntsman, as he bounded over a hedge.

Oh ! who could pourtray the deep, the heart-felt

agony of poor Jemmy ! All the afflictions of his

life seemed crowded together in that last misfortune.

Had he been offered a purse of gold in exchange for

his iiddle,he would have spurned at it, so hallowed
had it become in his remembrance. It was the

longcherished gift of his first and only love ; it had
been the delight of his dear, his departed daughter,

who oft had mingledher sweet song with its notes;

it was the soother of his cares, and the means of

supporting his remaining child, his faithful Jemmy.
VVhen the noise had passed away, he stooped

down, and said,in a tone of agony, for he heard the

crash, " Is it broke. Jemmy ?"

" Broke! broke!" exclaimed the little fellow, sob-

bing bitterly. " Aye, dear father, it is broke into a
thousand pieces !"

The poor blind man clasped his hands, and stood

in unutterable anguish ; the child cried and sobbed
as if his heart would break ; and a man twice ad-

dressed them, in a voice of condolence, ere they

were aware of his approach. It was the farmer who
had invited them lo his house. He had seen the

huntsmen sweeping by—had heard the rough and
cruel exclamation—and, fearing that some accident

had occurred, he hastened towards them, and saw
the scattered fragments which the boy was taking
from the bag and laying on the grass.

"Curse on the hard-hearted villain!" said he,
" May the red vengeance hotly pursue him, and
may he break "

" Hush, hush !" said poor Jemmy, roused from
the depth of his sorrow. "Curse him not; ven-

geance is not fitted for our weak and erring hands.

May the Lord forgive him I and I forgive him,

though he has laid this desolate heart completely

bare by that one blow."
" Come, come," said the farmer, dashing away

the tears of pity which filled his eyes, "you are

heartily welcome to my fire side still. Come, both

of you. I will take no excuse. But rouse yourself,

man, and, with the blessing of God, you shall have
another fiddle as good as the one you lost."

"Never! never!" said the blind man; "never

will I handle the like of that again ! It was dear

and more precious to me than the eyesight which I

lost. When I felt it in my hand—when I heard its

soothing tone, it illumined my soul with the light of

former days ; and then my wife, my child, my hap-

piness that vanished when they were gone, came
floating through my mind like a sweet dream ! It

was the gift of my wife. Ah ! little did the thought-

less huntsman think that when he broke that pre-

cious gift, he broke the minstrel's heart
!"

Alas ! and so it did. The worthy farmer strove

to cheer his guest—in vain ; he never rose from his

bed again ; and a few days after, he was laid in his

last home. His parting moments were brightened

by the kindness and attention of the farmer, who
promised to adopt the little Jemmy—he had no son

of his own—which he faithfully fulfilled; and, in

course of time, he gave him his daughter in marriage.

Such is the sad tale ; and I never meet one of

those wandering minstrels, who are, in general,

such favourites among our peasantry—particularly

if lie should happen to be blind—that I do not

think of poor Jemmy Connorand his broken fiddle.

C. L.

—

Dublin Penny Journal.
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IMITATION.

Imitation (not the echo of one part by another,
in counterpoint, but the copy of some eft'ect in na-
ture,) has, by various composers, been carried to a
most extravagant and ridiculous extent. Frober-
ger, organist to the Emperor Ferdinand III., is said
to have represented the passage of Count Thurn
over the Rhine; Kuhnah, a musician of celebrity,

composed six sonatas, in which he attempted to give
a lively picture of David combating Goliah ; Bux-
tehude, of Lubec, composed a suite of lessons, de-

scriptive of the motions of the planets ; Vivaldi, in

his concertos, strove to depict the four seasons

;

Geminiani translated a whole episode of Tasso's
Jentsalemma Liberata, into musical notes ; Handel,
in his Israel in Egypt, affected to represent the suu
standing still; and Haydn, in his Creation, has
imitated light with sound, in order, it is presumed,
to inform the blind what light really is. In reflect-

ing on these absurdities, how we are compelled to

pity the mistakes of genius ! Even if music be an
imitative art, imitation is among the humblest ot

its pretensions: its true character consists in its

power to charm the imagination, move the passions,
and awaken sentiment.
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COMELY SWAIN.
GLEE FOR THREE VOICES,

John Playford (ante 1684).
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If thy nymph no favour shew,

Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la.
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Chuse another, let her go,

Fa, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la.

JOHN PL.WFORD.
Many of our readers may have heard of John

Playford, who have no distinct idea of how much
the musical amateur is indebted to him. He was

reckoned a good composer at the time that Purcell,

Locke, and Blow were sending forth their immortal

harmonies. He was besides a laborious and inde

fatigable collector of music, which he published in

a series of volumes. At a time when the musical

press of Scotland had no existence he published a

volume of Scottish dance tunes; and about the

same period lie published his books of songs for the

voice with a Theorbo accompaniment, in which

are to be found melodies of the above great com-

posers, besides those of a host of others of inferior

note; this work was continued by his son John

Playford, in company with John Carr, for some

time after the elder Playford had discontinued pub-

lishing. We intend to make a selection from the

melodies to be found in his last named work.

BASS AND DOUBLE BASS.

Some half century ago, there lived in Liverpool a

celebrated bass singer of the name of Meredith,

who possessed a most powerful voice and of great

compass ; he was a man of six feet high, and of

corresponding bulk. Meredith was informed, that

in the Vale of Clwdd, about forty miles from Liver-

pool, there dwelt a man who could sing a deeper

bass than he could. Jealous of rivalry, he deter-

mined to pay a visit to the man ; so off he marched,

and towards evening on the second day of his pil-

grimage, he arrived at the village; on being in-

formed that the renowned John Griffith was digging

in his garden, Meredith sauntered about for some

time, making his observations on the unconscious

contra basso, who was a man of small stature, and

of light weight compared with himself. At length

he stopped, drew himself up to his full height, and,

looking over the hedge, said, on Iniv A in the bass

clef, " Good evening to you, friend." The Welsh-

man rested on his spade, and answered, on low D,

a tifth below the pitch of Meredith's salutation,

" The same to you, friend." On which Meredith

turned on his heel and trotted off, much discon-

certed for the time ; but afterwards, he used to re-

late the adventure with a good deal of humour, con.

eluding with, " So, the delver double D'd me, and

be D—d to him."
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MY FRIEND AND PITCHER.
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From morning sun I'd never grieve,

To toil a hedger or a ditcher.

If that when I came home at eve,

I might enjoy my friend and pitcher.
My friend so rare, &c.

Tho' fortune ever shuns my door,
I know not what can bewitch her

With all my heart, can I be poor,
With my sweet girl, my friend and pitcher.

My friend so rare, &c.

UTILITARIAN REFLECTIONS
ON THE

NORWICH MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
Hail to thee, once again, old Norwich—dear old

Norwich, whom I venerate as if thou wert, not in-

deed my mother, but my grandmother; or at least

my mother's great aunt, or somewhere thereabouts.
Tliou an sorely changed; but, as the poet, if the
must gentlemanly of professors be indeed a poet,
says of his Maria, if he ever had a Maria,

No. 47.

" no change will I see.

But • old Norwich' shall still be ' old Norwich' to mo."

I love thy old looks and old ways; thy substantial
red brick houses, those especially with their gables
to the crooked street ; thy two o'clock dinners, not
yet superseded by the multiplication and velocity of
those country. refiners—the London coaches; thy
primitive population whose seniors even yet boast
that their city is only fifty years behind the metro-
polis, forgetting the date at which their comparison
was instituted; thy little river, the Wensum, that
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winsome wee thing' which runs through thee be-

tween brick walls ; thy multitudinous churches,
with clocks thiit strike the hour all the hour round,
forgetting their allegiance to St. Peter, who here
keeps (or used to keep,perhaps they have superseded
him now) the keys of time, as he does, above, those

of eternity. Yes, I venerate all thy venerabililies

from the grace of the Cathedral, and the majesty of

the Castle, down to the very pebble pavement, the

unchanging pebbles, that, like Wordsworth's duti-

ful heavens ' are fresh and strong,' their rotundity

not visibly impaired by an authenticated century of

hobnail friction. Why will they modernize thee

here and there, making thee neither old nor young,
but a semi- renovated patriarch in the caldron of

the Medea ? They can never cook thy old English
bones into the fashion of an omelet; they can only

make thee anomalous. To boil thee from black to

red, like a lobster, was practicable ; but there thy

capacity of transcoloration ended, and thou wilt

never bleach nor blanch into white brick and
stucco. O ! they have committed many abomina-
tions upon thee. One modern appendage to the
castle might be tolerated ; it recalled an Edinburgh
simile, and was ' like a chieftain old and grey, with
a young and bonny bride ;' though, after all, the
new jail, wliich stood for the bride, was somewhat
a-miss ; but now there is a whole brood of them,
blocking up the public way, making people walk
round and round, as if in a show-shop, to see that
noble civic panorama, instead of having it cast be-

fore their eyes, a, stray benediction while they pur-
sued, over the hill, their path of business. And the
Gildencroft again : now hidden by brick and mor-
tar, but once covered, not with marble, but with
marbles; where every ragged urchin might have
his fancy ball, and many a soaring kite brought
down lightnings from heaven into the dust of young
imaginations; all gone now. How could the pa-
triots and philanthropists of Norwich tolerate these
encroachments on the pleasures, which are the
right of the poor? Even Household is now no
more, which, in my boyhood, was such a glorious

moor. The extent of Household was to me the
mystery of infinity ; 1 never could reach the end of
it ; I did not know that it had an end ; and beyond
it?—imagination never conceived the end ofHouse-
hold. And there it is, cut up, hedged in, 'ca-
bined, cribbed, confined ;' Kits' Castle taken pri-

soner like Rob Roy, and guarded by a detachment
of sentinel fir trees, and all the greatness and
glory of the scene made as paltry as the parchment
which legalized the inclosure, banished the fairies,

broke the spell, and turned the telescope the wrong
end towards the object. I am not addicted to la-

mentations over the past, but at these changes I

sigh forth a dolorous sic transit, and, indeed, I am
myself made sick by such a transit. True, there is

some compensation. Poor old Household's wound-
ed sides are picturesque in their scars and gashes;
and though the enclosures, like the private boxes of
a theatre, have almost left ' no room for standing,
miscalled standing room,' yet, as you pace the nar-

row ridge towards Thorpe, you have glimpses of
new created villas, full of prettiness for the living,

and of that lovely resting place, the Rosary, for the
dead. These for the residents : and for them con
jointly, with 'all people that on earth do dwell'
within a practicable distance, there is the Festival.

It is but triennial ; would that it were perennial.
Do not expt^t, reader, either a history of, or a

critique upon, that which was held in the present

year. I threaten you with no such infliction. You
have, probably, had enough of both in the news-
papers. 1 only mean to make a few reflections ac-

cording to my Utilitarian notions of things. Previ-

ously, however, it may be mentioned that the best

account, both historical and critical, which the
writer has met with of the Norwich Festival, is in

the Spectator newspaper for the 2Ist September.
It may there be seen how that St. Andrews' Hall,

in which the Festival was held, is 134 feet long, 70
feet wide, and 63 feet high; how that the band
consisted of 375 persons, 256 vocalists, and 119 in-

strumentalists ; how that the band and the hall

made the most of one another's ample capabilities

;

with many facts and opinions thereunto appertain-
ing.

It is a noble pile, this quondam Church of St.

Andrew ; stately Gothic, with no fritter or fiUagree

about it ; no ceiling to hide the massy timbers of

its roof, and no niches or projections to break its

length, save only the two rows of clustered pillars

;

the portraits of civic worthies which hang around
the walls were mostly hidden by the temporary gal-

leries which ran round three sides; and the only

conspicuous ornament, a very simple one, was over

the orchestra (which occupied the west end of the

hall), the cross of St. Andrew, formed by two co-

lossal lances with which the sons of Anak might
have tilted, with just beneath them, and of like co-

lossal proportion, the standard of Le G^nSreux fes-

tooning its tricolor and solitary drapery. There
was the band, the instrumental in the centre, the

principal singers in front, forming the chord of the

arc, and the choristers on each of its projecting

sides ; an orderly and organized pile of living be-

ings, and of instruments that almost seemed in-

stinct with life and harmony. And then along the

thronged area, and around the thronged galleries,

what plumes were fluttering, and what eyes were
glancing, the assembled pride of the city and the

county, all gay and gorgeous as at a tournament of
old! There are few sights so splendid; especially

when, in the evening, the lambent gas running
along the pillar'd and pointed arches, and following

their graceful curves, flickered in the musical un-

dulations of the air ; or when, more beautiful still,

in the morning, the partial sunlight streamed
through some one or other of the Gothic windows,
making long radiant groups of lovely heads and
faces, a troop of ' shining ones ' amid the shadowed
gaiety of the surrounding mortals. It is worth
while going a pretty long journey only to see the

Festival ; it is a festival to see it. I know of few
buildings that would allow of such a cotip-d'oeil,a.ni

those few are not likely to have the opportunity.

Moreover, I could almost think that the skies love,

and do somewhat, at times, to grace the spectacle.

I have seen there strange effects of light and shade,

as on a landscape, and more than once have heard
together the rolling of the drums and of the thun-

der. Last time, when Braham was singing the
' Battle of the Angels,' peal after peal accompanied
his ' big, manly voice,' and the lightnings blazed

athwart the hall, as if the reminiscences of the

heavens were awakened by the song of that strife of

Gods, which once shook them to the centre, and
decided their dominion. Nor does the commonest
state of the atmosphere, which would not be a com-
mon state were it without changes manifold in the

many hours which the morning performances oc-

cupy, fail of bestowing on the visual sense sundry

outgushings of light and glory, intermingled with
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dim curtainlngs of gloom, and rich streakings and

sbiftings of variegated colouring, which blend their

prismatic harmonies and magical alternations with

those of the auditory atmosphere, the element of

sound in which, for the time we ' have our being,'

contributing to an influence over the sensations

which altogether is probably without a parallel.

We see no reason why musical festivals should

be an aristocratical luxury ; but many reasons why
they should be rendered much more popular than

they are. Nor would the process of so rendering

them be a very diiEcult one. Our observation of

what passed at Norwich, suggested many consid-

erations illustrative of its facility, and of its fav-

ourable influence on the progress of musical taste

and science, as well as on the enjoymeiits, and

thereby, the improvement of the people.

In opposition to an opinion held by many, and
repeated by more, we maintain that the best mtisic

proditces the greatest popular effect. Of this position,

the Norwich Festival, in accordance with what we
have often witnessed elsewhere, furnished a strik-

ing continuity and variety of evidence. The great

sensations were all produced by the finest passages.

The chorus and fugue from Mozart, ' O heavenly

Lord;' Spohr's 'Destroyed is Babylon,' with the

Quartet which follows, 'Blest are the Departed;'

the well known beauties of the Creation, never so

efficient as in their connexion with the entire com-
position ; the opening of the Deluge ; (E. Taylor's

solo, and the chorus, ' God is Righteous ;') the suc-

cession of choruses ending with 'Sing, Jehovah,

our Redeemer ;' the air, ' On the dwellings of thy

Children ;' and the entire selection from Israel in

Egypt; these might have been picked out by a deaf

person watching the countenances of the auditory

during the morning performances. They had a
visible electric action on the assembly.

The musician who, by his art, produces any effect

on a multitude, may safely calculate that he shall

produce a similar efl'ect upon almost any multitude.

If the Norwich auditory had been difl'erently con-

stituted : if the price of admission, instead of being

a guinea and half-a-guinea, had been a crown and
half-a crown, the same thing would have happened
as did happen in the proportionate effect of diffe-

rent parts of the performance. The capability of

being ' moved by concord of sweet sounds,' is no ap-

pendage of station or fortune ; nor of what is called

educati(m, nor even of intellectuality. It is a phy-

sical and connate, or innate, privilege of certain

constitutions, which are generated indifferently In

all ranks of society. The proportion of such con-

stitutions to the entire population may probably be
varied by many influences, some within, and others

above, the reach of human control; but whether
they be few or many, they are the centre and the

source of what may be called the pxihlic enjoyment

of musical performances. In the bestowment of

this gift Nature is strictly impartial. The Lord
Lieutenant of the county may have it; and so may
the journeyman weaver of the city. It is a spirit

that breatheth where it listeth ; and they who pos-

sess it are the true patrons of musical festivals.

The musical temperament is often hereditary

;

and it is hereditary under circumstances which
show that it must be the result of original constitu-

tion and not of early training. It is often manifest-

ed in childhood under non-exciting and even un-

f fopitious circumstances. Neglect may impair, or
exercise may strengthen and refine it. No educa-
tion can produce more than its semblance, or a very

low degree of the sensuous enjoyment of sound

which it imparts.

There are two secondary species of musical en-

joyment which may be added to this pvinmry one,

or which may be jiroduced independently of its ix-

istence. One is the pleasure which every art affords

by a scientific acquaintance with its principles, and

a consequent perception of skill in the appliia'.ii'U

of those principles to the production of nuvcl coiu-

binaticms, and the overcoming of difficulties in the

execution. The other is the pleasure which musi-

cal sounds excite from the associated images or

emotions, and which is strong, rich, and varied, in

proportion to thegeneral cultivation of the intellect.

We may call the one of these the technical, and the

other the poetical enjoyment of music. It cannot

be expected that either of them sh<iuld be posse^sed

in a high degree by the uneducated classes uf so

ciety. So far as what is called the goodness, (jr

fineness of music, consists in the production of the

one or the other, it must be allowed that its good-

ness is no presumption of its general popularity.

But these are only secondary modes of eojoynient,

and the former in particular is very inferior to the

primary.
The first of these kinds of enjoyment has tended

to pervert the taste of professional men and ama-

teurs ; and it would be greatly for the advantage of

the art, as well as for that of the community, that

they should be kept to the true standard of nmsical

excellence by the performances of concerts and ora-

torios, to audiences of a more popular description

than the price which tickets usually bear can pos-

sibly admit. The taste for technical and mechani-

cal difficulty in music, as in any of the arts, is a

taste as false as it must ever be unpopiilar. The
production of the most original combination of

sounds, whether in the succession of melody, ol- in

the synchronism of harmony, is but wasted labour,

unless that combination produce a proportionate

efl'ect, not on the amazed intellect, but on the ner-

vous system of the musically constituted hearer.

Otherwice, it only yields a cold, technical gratifica-

tion, which is scarcely so much musical as mathe-

matical ; and which ought not to be indulged at

the expense of the pockets and patience of the pub-

lic. A display of this sort produced the only good

musical criticism ascribed to Dr. Johnson. ' That
piece is very difficult, sir,' said an admiring lady.

' Yes, madam,' was the reply of Ursa Major, ' I

wish it were impossible.' The taste for merely ela-

borate composition and execution, is aff'ected by

many who have it not, but who aim at whatever is

exclusive. Such is always the spirit of patronage

in an aristocratical country. The performers who
minister to it are alike false to the dignity of their

profession, the progress of their art, and the refine-

ment of the people. The reception of the Last Judg-

ment, and of the Deluge at Norwich, is a triumph-

ant proof of the fact, that the deepest mysteries of

musical science are only the secret of producing the

strongest impression on a popular auditory.

A cultivated musical temperament is as unerring

in its appreciation as the profoundest science. In-

deed, what is science, but a collection of the prin-

ciples and rules according to which sounds act upon
that temperament? Its possessor (eels how they

act. If his ears have escaped sophistication by fa-

miliarity with bad music, he is a living Philharmo-
nic, and deserves the reverence of the art in its

professors. To delight them, however humble their

station, is the best thing the art can do in proof of
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its own excellence, his Grace the Lord Archbishop
of York, an illustrious patron uf difficult and ex-
elusive instruiuentalism, beats time in the wrong
place to a very familiar eliorus oC Beethoven's. How
do the mechanics, in the chorus benches, use hands
and feet, when the band sends forth the nmltifari-

ous thunder of the most intricate harmonies of
Spohr? Who, that is not a mere mercenary, would
not rather play, for the glory and ])rogrcss of the
nrt, to a dozen well organized Norwich weavers,

than to his Grace the Lord Archbishop of York?
It is no disgrace to his Grace, simply as a prelate,

that he neither I'eels enough, nor knows enough, to

beat time correctly, and that tlie mechanics beat

him out and out; but the example of such patrons

may allay apprehension of any deterioration of art

by rendering more po])ular the performance of its

noblest productions.

The patrons at Norwich occupied the worst places

in the luill for licaring, although the most conspicu-
ous, and paid for them the liighest prices. This
magnauinicjus act all'orded an opportunity for ob-
serving, whether the wealth of the county was dif-

ferently, or more strongly impressed by the music,
than the mediocrity of the city. We traced no
symptoms of deeper sensibility; in fact, down to

the lowest class of those who, in any cai)aeity had
obtained admission, there was an evident unity of
impression, independent of station, the diversities

being resolvable into those diversities of individual

character and temperament which belong alike to

all stations.

{Continued at page 61.)

ESQUIMAUX CONCERT.
It is one of the consequences inseparable from

music, as an universal language, or general appeal
to the liuinan heart, that in various modes and de-

grees, it should be exercised an<l felt by every de-

scription of mankind. That the frozen wastes of

the arctic circle are not, any more than the torrid

zone, denied its enjoyment, is manifested l)y an in

cident in Captain Parry's second voyage in search

of a north-west passage; Captain G. F. Lvon,of the

JJevIa, describing the dill'erent Occurrences which
took place, while the ships were laid up in their

winter quarters, gives the following particulars of a
musical perforiuauee on board the Fury:—" Cajit.

Parry," says he, " invited me on board his shij) to

an Es(iuimaux Concert, in which five ladies and a
gcntlenuin performed. Their tunes were extremely
monotonous, but sung in good time.

" One particular tune is most cttmmonly used

;

but, as almost every person has a song of his own,
of course, each wile sings her husband's favourite

air, unless in company, when all sing.
" Oko took, the man, uncovered his head while

singing, anil, observing his little boy's hood up,

puslied it back somewhat roughly. The women,
while singing, either entirely closed their eyes, or

kept them half open in a very languishing man-
ner.

" In return for the songs. Captain Parry and
some of the oflicers treated the natives with some
instrumental niusie, of which 1 thought the llageo-

let was most admired. Ilig-li ak, the wife of

Oko took, appeared to have a very accurate car, and
seemed mueii distressed at being unable to slug in

time to a barrel-organ. All the women had re-

markably sweet voices; and I think the tones of

Togor.lat, when speaking, were as musical as any
I had ever heard."

Speaking of the incidents of another day, on
board his own ship, the Captain says, "Oko-took
and his wife, Ilig-liak, paid me a visit; and, on
my exhibiting, among the usual articles of show,
a musical snulf box, they took it for granted that it

must be the child of my small hand.organ. While
listening to its tunes, they frequently repeated, in

a low tone, the word In-nua (a si)irit) with urcat
emphasis, and I have no doubt that they fancied
some superior being was enshrined in the instru-

ment"

TRAINING FOR THE FRENCH OPERA.

In one of the principal provincial towns of France,
a young man was singing before the door of the
shop where he was working, when a gentleman
wearing the decoration of the legion of honour sud-
denly stopped, and having listened for a few seconds,
accosted the young man in the following words:

—

" You possess a line voice, my good fellow."
" Everybody tells me so," was the rejdy.
" Are you greatly attached to your present craft?"
" Undoubtedly, for it is my sole livelihood !"

" Were a more lucrative one ofl'ercd you, would
you not accept it?"

" Immediately."
" Then come with me."
" Whither ?"

" First of all to make a good dinner."
" And afterwards?"
" Into my carriage and drive post to Paris. Does

that suit you?''
« Perfectly."

When the two travellers reached Paris, the work-
man inquired, " What am I to do now ?"

" Make yourselfat home in this apartment, which
is your own, and which has been purposely taken

for you close to the Boulevard 1 (alien. Your year's

rent is paid, and in your desk you will find 1000
francs, and will receive a similar sura monthly."

" Twelve thousand francs a-year ! I shall never

be able to do anything with so much money."
" You will do your best. You must now leave

oil' the clothes you have on, which are not suitable

to your new condition. Here are some shirts made
by Lami Houssct, coats built by Humann, varnish,

cd boots and satin cravats. Dress yourself, and go
and take a walk. You will begin your duties to-

morrttw."

On the following morning a fencingmaster, with

a pair of foils under his arm, made his appearance.
" lam come, sir, to give you a fencing lesson, hav-

ing been engaged and paid for that jiurpose." When
the fencing. master was gone, in came a writing-

master, a music-master, and, finally, a dancing-

master. When this last was gone, the gentleman
eulk'<l and said—"Your work is over for today;
to-nuirrovv you will continue, and so on till you
have made sulUeient progress. You will also be

taught rilling, gymnastics, and declamation; but

you cannot do all these things on the same day.

The weather is fine—go to the Tuillerics—stroll

about the Boulevards—observe the manners and
habits of gentlemen, and try and imitate them.
After dinner you will go to the play, and you should
go thither every evenuig, hir notliing in the world
hums a young man like the theatre. You shall

have a theatrical paper sent you every moruing,an<l
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wnen you have mentioned the theatre to which you
intend going, a stalle shall be taken for you."

" Andam I to have 12,000 francs a-year for this?"
" Hereafter, when your education is finished, and

you are able to appear in good company, you will

be treated still better. You are destined to a bril-

liant fortune, and before long you may perhaps have
100,000 francs per annum."
This is no romance—the workman is not a mys-

terious child of noble origin, destined by his parents
to be well educated previous to being introduced
into the circles of nobility, nor the son of a banker

rolling in wealth. He is a youth to whom Nature
has given one of her magnificent gifts—in other

words he is a tenor, discovered at Rouen, in a
cooper's shop, by a gentleman attached to the opera,

at the expense of which he is to be thoroughly edu.

cated. The young Norman has to begin ab priiici-

pio, for he cannot read, neither can he speak nor

walk—that is to say, properly. It matters not, he
possesses what cannot be acquired, and the rest

will come with time, and the aid of good masters.

When one has the diamond, it can easily be set.

—

London Newspaper, May 1840.
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HERE'S TO THE MAIDEN OF BASHFUL FIFTEEN.

Spiritoso. Words by S. B. Sheridan.
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Here's to tlie charmer whose dimples we prize.

And to the maid who has none, sir ;

Here's to the girl with a pair of blue eyes.

And here's to the nymph with but one, sir.

Let the toast pass, (fee.

Here's to the maid with a bosom of snow,
And to her that's as brown as a berry

;

Here's to the wife with a face full of woe,
And here's to the damsel that's merry.

Let the toast pass, &c.

For let her be clumsy, or let her be slim,

Yount^ or ancient, I care not a feather
;

So fill up a bumper, nay fill to the brim.
And let us e'en toast 'em together.

Let the toast pass, c&c.

UTILITARIAN REFLECTIONS
ON THE

NORWICH MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
{Concludedfrom page 56.)

The poetical enjoyment of music is a far superior

pleasure to that ol' its scientific or technical enjoy-

ment. Cwteris paribus, it is realized most liighly

by those who have the highest degree of the musi-

cal temperament. The more strongly musical sound
acts upon the nervous system (until its efl'ect is ab-

solutely overpowering), the more vivid and varied

are the associations which it calls up ; it enters the

brain's 'chambers of imagery' like a despoiling

conqueror, and makes gorgeous with their treasures

the procession or the bancjuet of its triumph. Sus-

ceptibility to music brings into action all of the

poet that tliere is in a man's nature; and all of the

materials of poetry which instruction has accumu-
lated in his mind. Probably the musical is only

No. 48.

a branch, disproportionately developed, of the poeti- •

cal temperament. It may be the same kind ofphy.

sical sensibility, determined to the ear, (and in the

painter, determined to the eye,) which, diffused over

the whole system, constitutes the poet, or rather the

poetic nature. Hence, it is difficult to disentangle

the exclusively musical, from the properly poetical

excellence of many of the finest compositions. The
latter is essential to good vocal music ; and even

instrumental music i)roduces cou)paratively little

ett'ect, unless there be developed in it a poetical idea.

What would be that famous passage in ' The Crea-

tion,' when the instantaneous production of univer-

sal light is expressed by the crash, which, in like

manner, momently fills all space with sound, but a
trick to make people start, if it were not for the

poetical conception conveyed by the sublime words
which are so accompanied? 'I'he whole would de-

generate into Toodh' loo, loodle loo, loodle loo, loodle

loodle ; toodle loo, loodle, loo, loodle, Bang ! ! ! Some
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composers, and men of name too, would perhaps
maintain, at least to that point do their principles

tend, that these words would have been as good for

the purpose as the words of Moses. But it will not

do; language must be more than a peg to hang the

notes upon, or the poetical, and a large portion of

the popular interest in the performance will be sure

to break down. A good subject will often bolster

up the success of a poor composition. That old,

sweet, Scotch song, ' My heart's in the Highlands,'

produced an encore for an insipid and inappropriate

melody from a crowded and well-dressed auditory,

which had been listening very patiently to a fine

German ballad, finely sung too, by Mr. Edward
Taylor, and the Italian of Paer and Cimarosa,

merely because its simple poetry was understood

and felt by everybody. They would have encored

the recitation of it, just then ; in fact, they would
have done so more enthusiastically, for the wistful

regret of the verse had to struggle against the false

emphasis and false sentiment of that jolly and jing-

ling air. There are very few people who have Ger-

man and Italian enough to have any poetical en-

joyment of the music of untranslated compositions

in those languages. With a few stock pieces, eter-

nal repetition makes them familiar ; as to the rest,

it is only the sense of sound, guesswork, and atl'ec-

tation. This barrier to the popularity of great mu-
sical performances might as well, therefore, be re-

moved at once. It would do good to the art, and
improve people's morals. We should be relieved

from the assumption, that pearl ear-drops are con-

ductors of intelligence from an unknown tongue to

the brain. A fallacy which pervades most concert-

rooms, kept up l)y mutual consent, and much out-

ward effort, while all are internally conscious what
a fallacy it is. In some cases, education contributes

largely to the poetical enjoyment of music; it iur-

nishes the material of costume, character, and
fic-enery ; it gives the words their significance and
power; but happily, the highest kind of poetry, and
that in which the noblest powers of the greatest

musicians have been employed, is of a description

essentially popular. There is universality in its

saeredness. 'The Bible is the people's book, and
education does comparatively little for such themes
as those of the Creation, the Deluge, Israel in

Egypt, and the Last Judgment. We only speak of

the Norwich selection ; almost all of the master-

pieces of art are of a similar character. Such works
as these combine the highest of all the varied efi'ects

which music, elaborated by science, and acted upon
by, and re-acting upon poetry, is capable of produc-

ing. This intense pleasure descends lower, and
spreads more bn»adly in society, than any other

which the art can realize. For the art, therefore,

there would be nothing to fear, but everything to

hope, from throwing open more widely the doors

of our Festival Halls.

It is a favourable circumstance for our views, that

most of the finest efl'ects of the finest compositions,

are choral. It is so even in Handel and Haydn,
and much more in Spohr and Schneider, and this

is, no doubt, the true mode of oratorio composition.

Now a prima donna has often cost more for the

heartless and artificial warble, repeated every week
all the year round, of a few bars of unintelligible

difficulties, than would a whole legion of capital

chorus singers. Materials for choral bands exist in

all large towns as well as in Norwich ; and what
the happy union of public spirit, with musical taste,

in two or three individuals, has accomplished there,

may, with like facility, be realized elsewhere, even
in London itself. The attempt would answer every

way, pecuniary, artistical, and philanthropic ; it

would make money, cultivate taste, and refine the
population. But the sowers should begin by be.

ing reapers, that they may be incited to sow. The
first means is the cheapening of the best musical
performances, without lowering their character, so

as to render them more popular.
The last Norwich Festival was at once the most

economical and the most perfect set of performances
which has yet been presented there, and d fortiori,

in the whole country. Even as it was, much of the
expenditure had no necessary connection with the
best parts of the festival. The morning oratorios

must, we suspect, have contributed handsomely to-

wards the evening concerts. It is a pity there is

no Joint Stock Company to venture on the specu-
lation of music, good and cheap, without patronage,
' But the company should be select.' True ; we
would have it more select than it is. The principle

of enjoying shimld be the capacity, not of paying
highly, but of highly enjoying.

If professional musicians understood their inte-

rest, and loved their art, they might surely efl'ect

such a change as we desire; the temporary dimi-
nution of profits and increase of exertion would soon
be compensated. We believe the best of them are

well enough disposed ; only it is difficult for them
to get upon the right track. There were but few
exceptions, and those there was no reason to regret,

to tlae readiness with which the reduced remunera.
tion, ofl'ered by the Norwich Committee on this last

occasion was accepted. It seemed, and we have no
doubt it was, quite as much a festival to the per-

formers as to the audience; any one might perceive

that they were in it, heart and sonl ; they enjoyed
everything ; all the new German novelties, and all

the old German novelties too ; for, how else can we
describe the second and third acts of the Creation?
But, oh ! the gladness and the glory was to see

them all at last, when they got fairly afloat with
Handel upon the billows of the Red Sea; then,

how they blew, and scraped, and banged, and
shouted, till all the first-born of Egypt trembled in

their graves. Blajestic, then, was Jupiter Tonans
aloft, with his ' double double beat of the thunder-

ing drum ;' and, far below, Lindley's round face

grew rounder, and his twinkling eye glanced up at

Dragonetti'3 long form which was growing longer;

and the weaver boys made thorough-stitch- work all

' trow the wilderness,' and galloped the ' hoss^ poor
fellows, as beggars are said to do when mounted

;

and amid them all, as lovely and as mighty as the

poetic angel of the old couplet, Malibran ' rode in

the whirlwind,' and 'triumphed gloriously.'

Malibran! There's one who loves her art, and
understands it too, and the nature without which
that art is nothing. There were three things for

which she was not paid at all, the sight of which
repaid all who saw them. ' The first good joy' was
to see her crying, as at the Quartet in the Last
Judgment, when other people were singing. The
next was, to see her singing away, bless her heart,

when nobody could hear her, in the loudest chorus-

es. And the third was, her sitting on the Sunday,
in the gallery of St. Margaret's little -out-of-the-way

Church, witii the charity-girls, chaunting the ' Old
Hundred,' and dismissing the bewildered clergy-

man, who would have bowed her to the first seat in

the synagogue, with, 'Go your ways to the desk;

where should a singing girl sit but with the singing
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girls ?' The act was like her acting, unconvention-

al ; as was her volunteering, at the last concert, in

the gladness of her spirit, a comic song, which some
of the quidnuncs said was 'not treating the patrons

and the audience with proper respect.' Perhaps it

was not. But never having cared about proper rc-

epect ourselves, we cannot pretend to judge. So far

from objecting to such ' liberties,' we only wish they

were rights. Beautifully did the arch witchery of

that song contrast with the lofty enthusiasm and
deep feeling which she had previously evinced.
' Ye sacred priests' was sung by her, for the first

time, on Friday morning. Was it feeling or study

which made her discard the traditional whine of the

recitative, and by her dignified rebuke of the hesi-

tating priests give new and far more touching pa-

thos to the commencement of the air, and thus

heighten the devout jubilancy of its close ? MaU-
bran has a magic in her own poetic being which
creates poetry in every thing she touches ; she

breathes soul into music. We trust that she will

yet do more (she has already done much) towards
that popularizing of highest and finest art which
will be a greater good to the nation than the Re-
form Bill itself, or the repeal of the assessed taxes.

—Mo7i. Rep., 1833.

TURLOUGH OCAROLAN
Was bom about the year 1670, at a place called

Newton, near Nobber, in the county Meath. Though
gifted with a natural genius for music and poetry,

he evinced no precocious disposition for either. He
became a minstrel by accident, and continued it

more through choice than necessity. Respectably
descended, possessing no small share of Milesian
pride, and entertaining a due sense of his additional

claims as a man of genius, he was above playiruj for
hire, and always expected, and invariably received,

that attention which he deserved. His visits were
regarded as favours conferred, and his departure
never failed to occasion regret. In his eighteenth

year he was deprived of sight by the small pox ; and
this apparently severe calamity was the beginning
of his career as one of the principal bards of Ire-

land.

Near his father's house was a mote or rath, in the

interior of which one of the fairy queens, or " good
people," was believed by the country folks to hold

her court. This mote was the scene of many a boy.
ish pastime with his youthful companions; and
after he became blind, he used to prevail on some
of his family or neighbours, to lead him to it, where
he would remain for hours together, stretched list-

lessly before the sun. He was often observed to

start up suddenly, as if in a fit of ecstacy, occasion-

ed, as it was firmly believed, by the preternatural

sights which he witnessed. In one of these rap-

tures, he called hastily on his companions to lead
him home, and when he reached it, he sat down
immediately to his harp, and in a little time played
and sung the air and words of a sweet song address-

ed to Bridget Cruise, the object of his earliest and
tenderest attachment. So sudden and so captivat-

ing was it, that it was confidently attributed to

fairy inspiration, and to this day the place is pointed
out from which he desired to be led home. From
that hour he became a poet and a musician.
Though Cardan passed a wandering and rest-

less life, there is nothing on which we can lay our
finger as very extraordinary or singular. He sel-

dom stirred out ofthe province of Connaught, where
he was such a universal favourite, that messengers
were continually after him, inviting him to one or

other of the houses of the principal inhabitants, his

presence being regarded as an honour and a com-
pliment. The number of his musical pieces, to al-

most all of which he composed verses, is said to

have exceeded two hundred.

Carolan died in 1737, at Alderford, the house of

his old and never-failing patroness, Mrs. M'Der-
mott. Feeling his end approaching, he called for

his harp, and played his well-known " Farewell to

Music," in a strain of tenderness which drew tears

from the eyes of his auditory. His last moments
were spent in prayer, until he calmly breathed his

last, at the age of about sixty- seven years. Up-
wards of sixty clergymen of dift'erent denominations,
a number ofgentlemen from the neighbouring coun-
ties, and a vast concourse of country people, assem-
bled to paythe last mark of respect to their favourite

bard, one whose death has caused a chasm in the

bardic annals of Ireland. But he lives in his own
deathless strains ; and while the charms of melody
hold their sway over the human heart, the name of

Carolan will be remembered and revered.

FAREWELL TO MUSIC.
Pathetically.

Carolan.
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There under the shade of an old sacred thorn.

With freedom he sung his love ev'ning and morn.
He sung with so soft and enchanting a sound.
That sylrans and fairies unseen danc'd arouud>

DIFFERENT STYLES OF MUSICAL
COMPOSITION.

In the art of music, so peculiarly the expression

of passion, there are two perfectly different styles :

one of which may be called the poetry, the other

the oratory of music. This difference being seized

would put an end to much musical sectarianism.

There has been much contention whether the char-

acter of Rossini's music—the music, we mean, which
is characteristic of that composer—is compatible
with the expression of passion. Without doubt the

passion it expresses is not the musing, meditative

tenderness, or pathos, or grief of Mozart, the great

poet of his art. Yet it is passion, but garrulous

passion—the passion which pours itself into other

ears ; and therein the better calculated for dramatic
effect, having a natural adaptation for dialogue.

Mozart also is great in musical oratory ; but his

most touching compositions are in the opposite

style—that of soliloquy. Who can imagine " Dove
Sono" heard? We imagine it owj-heard. The
same is the case with many of the finest national
airs. Who can hear those words, which speak so

touchingly the sorrows of a mountaineer in exile:

—

" My heart's in the Highlands, my heart is not here

;

My heart's in the Highlands, a-chasing the deer,

A-chasing the wild-deer, and following the roe,

My heart's in the Highlands, wherever I go."

Who can hear those affecting words, married to as

affecting an air, and fancy that he sees the singer?

That song has always seemed to us like the lament
of a prisoner in a cell, ourselves listening, unseen,
in the next. As the direct opposite of this, take
" Scots wha hae wi' Wallace bled," where the mu-
sic is as oratorical as the poetry.

Purely pathetic music commonly partakes of so-

liloquy. The soul is absorbed in its distress, and
though there may be bystanders, it is not thinking
of them. When the mind is looking within, and

not without, its state does not often or rapidly vary;

and hence the even, uninterrupted flow, approach-

ing almost to monotony, which a good reader, or

good singer, will give to words or music of a pensive

or melancholy cast. But grief, taking the form of a
prayer, or of a complaint, becomes oratorical ; no
longer low, and even, and subdued, it assumes a
more emphatic rythm, a more rapidly returning ac-

cent ; instead of a few slow equal notes, following

one another at regular intervals, it crowds note upon
note, and ofttimes assumes a hurry and bustle like

joy. Those who are familiar with some of the best

of Rossini's serious compositions, such as the air,

"Tu che i miseri conforti," in the opera of "Tan-
credi," or the duet, " Ebben per mia memoria," in
" La Gazza Lartra," will at once understand and
feel our meaning. Both are highly tragic and pas-

sionate ; the passion of both is that of oratory, nut

poetry. The like may be said of that most moving
prayer in Beethoven's " Fidelio:"

—

" Komm, Hoffnung, lass das letzte Stern

Der Miide niclit erbleichen ;"

in which Madame Devrient, exhibited such consum-

mate powers of pathetic expression. How different

from Winter's beautiful " Paga pii," the very soul

of melancholy exhaling itself in solitude ; fuller of

meaning, and, therefore, more profoundly poetical

than the words for which it was composed—for it

seems to express not simple melancholy, but the

melancholy of remorse.

If from vocal music, we now pass to instrumen-

tal, we may have a specimen of musical oratory in

any fine military symphony or march ; while the

poetry of music seems to have attained its consum-
mation in Beethoven's " Overture to Egmont." We
question whether so deep an expression of mixed
grandeur and melancholy was ever in any other in-

stance produced by mere sounds.

—

From an arficlt

" Wliat is Poetry T—Monthly Repository, 1833.
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LOVE CAME TO THE DOOR O' MY HEART.

Music by P. M'Leod.
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*' Gae away, gae away, thou wicked wean I"

1 cried wi' the tear in my e'e
;

" Ay ! sae ye may say," quo' he, " but 1 ken
Te'll be laith now to part wi' me."

And what do you think ? by day and by night,

For these ten lang years and twain,

I have cherish'd the urchin with fondest delight.

And we'll never mair part again.

Lento,

p
•&

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 9.—SEULE, DANS UN BOIS, FILOIT LISE,

[vaudeville.]

.^A'S. U-i-T.

M. Grevin, Vaini, Pro/esseur,
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No. 10.—DANCE TO YOUR DADDIE.

Briskly.
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No. 11.—THE LADIES OF LONDON.

Moderately.
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No. 9.—This is another of the popular airs of

La Belle Nation, and is from the same collection as

that already given at page 45. The following no-

tice explanatory of the terra Vaudeville, we met
with some years ago, but cannot remember where :—
"The Church of the Oratorians was much fre-

quented by persons of the court. In order to attract

still larger audiences, Father Bourgoin thought of

adapting the words of the Psalms and Canticles to

the melodies of the songs, love-ballads, and sara-

bands then in vogue. These Vaudevilles met with

an enthusiastic reception. The lovers of music
were so delighted with this new feature in the ser-

vice, that they styled the Oratorians ' tn's reverend

pires du beau chant;' (very reverend fathers of

sweet song.^ It was under the name ' Voix-de-ville

'

that these little airs and popular songs were desig-

nated. In the reign of Charles IX. appeared the
' Airs of the Court,' the melodies and words of
which were in no respect distinguished from the
' Voix-de-ville.' From ' Voix-de-ville ' we have by
corruption Vaudeville. This term has been trans

ferred to those little domestic dramas that are in-

terspersed with popular airs and l)allads."

No. 10.—This melody is by no means rare, fjr

throughout almost the entire length and breadth of

Scotland, fond mothers may be heard in trim cot-

tages, and by the warm nook of thousand canty
ingles, chanting its simple and pleasing intervals to

tlie nursery rhyme

" Dance to your daddie, my bonnie laddie.

Dance to your daddie, my wee, wee lamb."

which at once suggests scenes and circumstances
of the most familiar and endearing character. We
know nothing of the time of its composition, and
never heard it attributed to any one, but can
imagine it to have grown note by note, and
bar by bar, from the iirst simple idea which it

contains, until it arrived at its present form, and
we hold it no crime to ascribe it to the inarticu-
late but most expressive poetry of maternal aflec-

tion.

No. 11.—This air is from the collection of the
celebrated Tom D'Urfey, the wit and dramatic au-
thor of the reigns of William, Anne, and Gein'ge
the First. As many "of our friends may be ignorant
of the existence of such a work, we will here reprint
the title page. Our copy is in two volumes, pub-

lished by Jacob Tonson, at the Sbakespear's head,
London, 1719; and is titled, "Wit and Mirth;
or, Pills to Purge Melancholy; Being a collec-

tion of the best Merry Ballads and Songs, Old
and New, fitted to all humours, having each their

'

proper time for either the Voice or Instrument;
most of the Songs being new Sett.'' Like almost
all collections of old songs, that of Tom D'Urfey is

more remarkable for its mirth and coarse humour
than for delicacy of expression ; from a tolerably

extensive perusal of the Lyrical and Ballad Poetry
of the time of D'Urfey and anteriorly, we are led
to infer that he gave a preference to the gross
and licentious, rather than the pure and elegant
songs within his reach. In a note to the "Fair
Tyranness," we mentioned a collection made by
John Playford, and although it is by no means
remarkable for its refinement, still, there the pru-
riency is not so obtrusive, and the wit is in many
cases equally conspicuous. Some, however, of
the Pills to Purge Melancholy, are possessed of
considerable value, we refer to those of a political

and satirical character. They illustrate some mi-
nute portions of the history of the period, and help
us to know the state of public feeling and national
taste. These will be more particularly noticed here-
after, as we intend to present our readers from time
to time with a tune from the " Wit and Blirth" of
the facetious Tom D'Urfey. The following particu-

lars regarding him may not be unacceptable:

—

He was born in the county of Devon, but the
date of the event has not come down to us, and
was in early life apprenticed to the legal profession.

D'Urfey was author of thirty plays, all of which
were acted, and met with various success; but he
is said by Colman, in his Lives of the Poets, 'to
have had a better turu for ballads and little irregu-

lar odes, than for the dramatic muse.' That Thomas
D'Urfey was a man of abilities, and enjoyed the es-

teem and friendship of men of the greatest parts in

his time, appears from the testimony of Addison in

the Guardian, to Nos. 29, 67, 83, of which work we
refer our readers. ' He was,' says Colman, ' at-

tached to the Tory interest, and in the latter part
of Queen Anne's reign frequently had the honour
of diverting her with witty catches and songs of
humour, suited to the spirit of the times. He died,

February 26, 1723, in a good old age, and was
buried in the Church-yard of St. James', Westmin-
ster."
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WILL YE GO TO THE EWE-BUGHTS, MARION?
Andante.
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Will ye go to the ewe-bnghts, Marion,
And wear in the sheep wi' me ?

The sun shines sweet, my Marion
;

But nae half sae sweet as thee.

O, Marion's a bonnie lass,

And the blythe blink's in her e'e
And fain would I marry Marion
Gin Marion wad marry me.

There's gowd in your garters, Marion,
And silk on your white hause-bane

;

Fu' fain wad I kiss my Marion,
At e'en when I come liarae.

There's braw lads in Earnslaw, Marion,
Wha gape, and glow'r with their e'e.

At kirk, when they see my Marion

;

But nane o' them lo'es like me.

I've nine milk-ewes, my Marion
;

A eow and a brawny quey,
Ise gi'e them a' to my Marion,

Just on her bridal day
;

And ye'se get a green sey apron.
And waiscoat o' London brown.

And vow but ye will be vap'ring.
Whene'er ye gang to the town.

I'm young and stout, my Marion
;

Nane dances like me on the green :

And gin ye foisake me, Mai'ion,
I'll e'en gae draw up wi' Jean ;

Sae put on your pearlins, Marion,
And kirtle o' eramasie

;

And soon as my chin has nae hair on,
I shall come west, and see ye.

THE BAGPIPE.

The bagpipe, or, at least, an instrument vei^
similar to it, appears to liave been in use among
the ancients. Representations of it are frequently
met with on coins, vases, and other monuments of
antiquity ; and among the Romans it was known
by the name of tibia litrirularia.

Although the horn, the trumpet, and the harp,
apjiear to have been early in use in Scotland, vet

No. 49.

the bagpipe, which is now almost entirely confined
to the Highlands, appears to have been a common
musical instrument in the Lowlands. James the
First introduces the bagpipe to heighten the disor.
derly festivities of" Peblis at the Play."

" The bagpipe blew, and that out threw.
Out of the townis untauld."

It appears from other old poems, thai it was an
instrument equally adapted to war and peace ; and
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that the piper, whose station was "full in the ran "

in the day of battle, used, in harvest time, to play

behind the reapers while at work ; thus, in the elegy

to Habby Simpson, the piper of Kilbarchan, it is

asked,

" Wha will cause our shearers shear ?

JVha will bend up the brags of Weir?"

It has been, with great appearance of probability,

supposed, that "to the poetical enthusiasm thus

excited and kept alive, we are probably indebted for

many of those airs and songs which have given

Scotland so unrivalled a celebrity, while the authors

of them remain as unknown as if they had never

existed."

The bagpipe, however, was not peculiar to Scot-

land. In England, too, this instrument seems to

have been pretty early introduced. A bagpiper was
retained in the court of Queen Elizabeth ; and
Shakspere gives Faistaff for one of his similies, "as
melancholy as the drone of a Lincolnshire bag-

pipe."

There are several distinct kinds of bagpipe, of

which the Irish pipe is the softest, and, in some re-

spects, the most melodious. The Highland hag-

pipe is exceedingly loud and almost deafening if

played in a room ; and, therefore, it is chiefly used

in the fields, for marches, Sec. It requires a pro-

digious blast to fill it, so that those who are not

accustomed to it, cannot imagine how Highland
pipers can continue to play for hours together, as

they are often known to do. The Scottish Lowland
pipe is also a very loud instrument, though not so

much so as the Highland pipe.

The attachment of the Highlanders to their na-

tional music when performed on the bagpipe is al-

most incredible; and on some occasions, it is said to

have produced efl'ects scarcely less than mai'vellous.

At the battle of Quebec, in 1760, while the British

troops were retreating in great disorder, the General
complained to a field-officer in Eraser's regiment
of the bad conduct of his corps. " Sir," said he
with great warmth, " you did very wrong in forbid-

ding the pipers to play this morning ; nothing en-

courages the Highlanders so much on the day of

action. Nay, even now it would be of use." " Let
them blow as they like, then," said the General, " if

it will bring back the men." The pipers were then
ordered to play a favourite martial air; and the

moment the Highlanders heard the well known
sounds, they returned to their duty with the most
cheerful alacrity. Another instance equally well

authenticated may be introduced here. In the war
in India, a piper in LordM'Leod's regiment, seeing

the British army giving way before superior num-
bers, played, in his best style, the well known
" Cogadh na Sith,'" which filled the Highlanders
witli such spirit, that, immediately rallying, they

cut through their enemies. For this fortunate cir-

cumstance. Sir Eyre Coote, filled with admiration,

and appreciating the value of the music in the above
emergency, presented the regiment with fifty pounds
to buy a stand of pipes.

" It is well known," says a writer in the Ross-

shire Advertiser, "that the great bagpipe, the in-

strument on which the national music of Scotland
was chiefly played for so long a time, and which
has still so striking an efl'ect in rousing the martial
spirit of the Highlanders, was cultivated with
greater success by the Macrimmons, the hereditary
pipers of the Macleans, than by any other in the

Highlands. The name of Macrimmon, whether on

fanciful or on conclusive grounds, we pretend not to

say, has been derived from the fact of the first mu-
sician who bore the name, having studied his pro-

fession at Cremona, in Italy. Certain it is, that

what rarely happens, high musical talent as well as

high moral principle and personal bravery, descend-
ed from father to son, during many generations, in

the family of the Macrimmons. Tney became so

celebrated that pupils were sent to them from all

quarters of the Highlands, and one of the best cer-

tificates that a piper could possess, was his having
studied under the Macrimmons. Finding the num-
ber of pupils daily increasing, they at length opened
a regular school or college, for pipe music, on the
farm of Borecraig, opposite to Dunvegan Castle,

but separated from it by Loch FoUart. Here so

many years of study were prescribed; regular les-

sons were given out ; certain periods for receiving

the instructions of the master were fixed. The
whole tuition was carried on as systematically as at

any of our modern academies ; and the names of

some of the caves and knolls in the vicinity still

point out the spots where the scholars used to prac-

tise respectively on the chanter, the small pipe, and
the Poib mhoT, or large bagpipe, before exhibiting

in presence of the master. M'Leod endowed this

school by granting the farm of Borecraig to it, and
it is no longer ago than seventy years since the en-

dowment was withdrawn. It was owing to the
following cause:—The farm had been originally

given only during the pleasure of the proprietor; for

many ages the grant was undisturbed, but when the

value of land had risen to six or seven times what it

was when the school was founded, M'Leod very

reasonably proposed to resume one-half of the farm,

oft'ering at the same time to Macrimmon a free lease

of the other half in perpetmvm ; but Macrimmon in-

dignant that his emolument should be curtailed,

resigned the whole farm and broke up his estab-

lishment, which has never been restored."

This college has long been dissolved, and the use

of the Highland pipe was sinking rapidly into dis-

use, when a society of gentlemen (the Highland So-

ciety) thinking it impolitic to allow the ancient

martial music of the country to decline, resolved to

revive it, by giving an annual prize to the best per-

formers on the instrument. These competitions

were first held at Falkirk, afterwards at Edinburgh,
where they were held for many years. Latterly,

these interesting meetings have been held in seve-

ral other towns throughout Scotland.

Mr. M'Donald, in his Preface to the Ancient

Martial Music of Scotland, speaking of the great

Highland bagpipe, says, " In the halls of joy, and
in scenes of mourning, it has prevailed ; it has ani-

mated her warriors in battle, and welcomed them
back alter their toils to the homes of their love and
the hills of their nativity. Its strains were first

sounded on the ears of infancy, and they are the

last to be forgotten in the wanderings of age. Even
Highlanders will allow that it is not the gentlest of

instruments; but, when far from their mountain
homes, what sounds, however melodious, could

thrill round their heart like one burst of their own
wild native pipe ? The feelings which other in-

struments awaken, are general and undefined, be-

cause they talk alike to Frenchmen, Spaniards,

Germans, and Highlanders, for they are common to

all; but the bagpipe is sacred to Scotland, and
speaks a language which Scotsmen only feel. It

talks to them of home and all the past, and brings

before them, on the burning shores of India, the
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wild hills and oft frequented streams of Caledonia,

the friends that are thinking of them, and the sweet-

hearts and wives that are weeping for them there !

And need it be told here, to how many fields of

danger and victory its proud strains have led ! There

is not a battle that is honourable to Britain in which
its war-blast has not sounded. When every other

instrument has been hushed by the confusion and
carnage of the scene, it has been borne into the

thick of battle, and, far in the advance, its bleeding

but devoted bearer, sinking on the earth, has sound-

ed at once an encouragement to his countrymen and
his own coronach."

We will close this paper with a short poem from
the pen of the late Robert Nicoll:

—

THE BAGPIPES.

The bagpipe's wild music comes o'er the broad lea.

An' the thoughts o' langsyne it is bringing to me.
When the warrior's post on the heather was placed,

When his heart and his hand for the combat was
braced,

When the free and the brave to the battle were led.

An' when ilka man's hand had to keep his ain head.

Then auld-warld fancies ray heart winna tyne,

O' the bauld and the true o' the days o' langsyne.

When the bairn was born the bagpipes were brought;

The first sound in its ear was their bauld-speaking

note:

And when forth came the tartan In battle array,

The proud voice o' war aye was leading the way;
And when dead wi' his fathers the warrior was laid,

Abune his low dwellin' the coronach was play'd,

In weal, as in wae—amid tears, amid wine.

The bagpipe aye moved the bauld hearts o' lang-

syne.

Alang the hill side comes the pibroch's sound
An' auld Scottish thoughts frae my heart are un-
wound

;

The days o' the past are around me again

—

The hall o' the chieftain—the field o' the slain

—

The men o' the plaid and the bonnet sae blue,

Wha by Scotland, my country, etude leally and
true;

O ! the land o' the thistle and bagpipe is mine,
Wi' its auld rousin' thoughts o' the days o' langsyne

!

THE POPULAR SONGS OF THE TYROL.
Popular songs afford us an admirable criterion

whereby to form an estimate of the mode of life

pursued by that people from whom they emanate

;

depicted therein are their various manners and cus-

toms ; such strains tell of the soil and climate they
enjoy, keep alive the remembrance of the daring
deeds they have done, and chronicle the past with
all the historian's fidelity.

Not only do their songs enable us to judge of a
people's outward peculiarities—they also lay bare
the innermost workings of their souls ; they speak of

all they hope for, all they yearn after, and betray

the secret of their loves and passions. Prism-like,

they reflect their various shades of originality—the

people themselves. Each song the Sicilian chants,

brings before us the fisherman tending his nets in
his island home, or plying his task on the rough sea
beach. Listen to the strain poured forth by the

• dweller in the Ukraine, and you have before you that
child of adventure, the warlike Cossack—his steed

and spear ever at hand, scouring his native wilds,

or breasting the rapid stream, free and untram-

melled; whose heart beats but for love and war,
sole objects of his existence. Hearken to the luy»

of Lapland, as they tell of the reindeer urging

'

the sledge over deserts of snow and lakes of ice,

whilst the master, burning to behold his loved one
again, beguiles the time as he speeds over the long

and dreary way, by asking each bird, each passing

cloud, to tell him of her he cherishes ; or discourses

of her with his bounding deer, who seem to quicken
their pace at the hearing of so much love.

* * « * «

There is a striking peculiarity in the Tyrolese and
Styriau song, that distinguishes them from those of

other nations ; namely, the sudden transition from
the chest voice to the falsetto. This medley of high
and low notes, produced by the same voice, almost

at the same time (the "Jodler" as this song is termed),

only prevails in the Styrian and Tyrolese mountains.

No traces of it are to be found in Switzerland, the

Carpathian, or other neighbouring ranges.
« • • * «

I have never been so much delighted, and, at the

same time, so struck with the popular songs of any
nation, as with those of Tyrol.

It was, therefore, with the view of gratifying my
curiosity by becoming acquainted with so poetical a
race, and listening to strains so original as theirs,

that I sought those lovely mountains, stood on the

peaks of Glockner and Wartzmann, and traversed

the smiling lakes, to seek out the inhabitants of the

Almas.
The impressions made upon my mind by all I had

seen at Salzburg, soon gave way to those excited iu

me by scenery so grand as that around me. At Salz-

burg, crumbling tombs and ruined walls were my
haunting places ; my only intercourse was held with
men who could discourse but of former times, who
lived but to recall the friends and habits of the past

—such, for instance, as Haydn's friends, Mozart's

wife and sister, besides the wretched Father Ed-
mund. Here, all around me appertained but to the

present, and was redolent of life and all that makes
life worth enjoying.

* * • • •

It is the prevailing custom for families who inha-

bit these valleys to gather together before the doors

of their houses, or upon the balconies that run round
them ; there they sing their songs descriptive of the

life of their mountain home, their flocks and herds,

and the perils they incur in the pursuit of the fleet

chamois.

It is a frequent habit of theirs, on the eve of days

of solemn observance, such as Christmas, Easter

Day, All Saints' Day, and the first of May, for the

youths of the place to sing under the village girls'

windows, accompanying themselves with the Zitter

—the favourite, and almost only instrument the

Tyrolese possess. The lover vaunts his mistress'

charms, and implores her in moving terms to share

with him his father's roof; it sometimes happens
that his strains are broken in upon by the jealous

outbreak of some rejected swain ; this affords them
the opportunity of testing their skill in improvisation,

and givesthem ample room fordeveloping that happy
facility so natural to them. The jealous lover points

his keenest shaft of satire against his more fortunate

rival, endeavouring, by some well directed gibe, or

happy epigram, to overthrow his hopes and shake
his faith

;
presently, this Fensterlied (window song)

attracts a crowd around the rivals; this stimulates

the keen encounter of their wits, and for a long time
the scales incline to neither side, until at length the
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sparkling wit or bitter irony of the one party turns
tlie balance in his favour, whilst the discomlited
antagonist quits the field pursued by the taunis and
jeers of the bystanders.

They diversify their Songs with popular traditions
that, redolent of olden times, bring back again the
feats of days of yore. Now the convents scattered
here and there throughout the villages, furnish food
for their inspirations, partaking alike o/^ deeds of love
and acts of piety; now the scene is laid at the foot of
those time-hailowed castles that crown the moun-
tain heights, and command the adjacent country for

miles around ; they tell of the deeds of high emprise
erst performed by their lordly owners; they relate
their exploits in love and war, how they fought and
bled in the Holy Land, how they strove who sliould

bear away the palm in the knightly tournay. Anon
they strike a less lofty strain, and relate the awsome
tale of some brigand chief, how during his life he
was the scourge and terror of the country, and how
after his career of crime was closed, his spirit re-

turned to its old haunts at the dread midnight hour,
still to strike fear into the hearts of those whose lives

he had embittered by his cruelty and rapine. " Many
a time," as they tell the story, " at the close of some
holiday, or when any extraordinary event is about
to befal us, are these knights to be seen with their
armed retainers; a noise as of chains, the creaking
of the portcullis as it grates upon its hinges are dis-

tinctly heard ; then come the neighing of steeds, the
rattle of wheels, the winding of horns, the battle
shout, the yelling of hounds, and the cracking of
whips. Blany an aged man amongst us has been
an eye-witness of this ghastly train, and many a be-
niglited sportsman has started at the sight of this
warlike display—these fearsome knights."*****
But their legendary lore is not exclusively confined

to castles, convents, and unearthly apparitions; it

likewise embraces other subjects that are not the
less iuterestingfrom the fact of their being authentic.
Thus, whilst traversing the Lueg, the Croats' grotto
was pointed out to us,which was the scene of a new
Thermopylje; for it was there that in the year 1809,
live hundred Croats almost totally annihilated the
Bavarian army. The traces of this sanguinary, this
exterminating conflict, maintained by a handful of
men, aided by a position of an impregnable nature,
against an army 16,000 strong, are every where visi-

ble.

—

Mainzer's Musical Athenceum.

THE GUERDON OF LIFE.

'Mid cares and cankers, toil begot,
'Mid hungry shrieks and nakedness,

'Mid gaunt disease, the awful lot

Of poverty and raggeduess.

In silken tent, on couch of down,
'Neath ermin'd robes, 'mid revelry

In kingly halls, where wealth has flown
To play his pranks and devilry.

In middle state, nor rich nor poor.
The genius fraught, the slavering fool,

The courtly fop, the unletter'd boor,
With savage, and with knavery's tool.

Drear days of misdirected toil.

Whole nights inspired with heavenly thought.
Months, years, nay life's snared in the coil

Of hopes and fears ; ah ! wretched lot I

And whereto tends this termless strife

Perpetual seekmg, never found;
What guerdon waits to cheer man's life

,

Hush ! sweet sounds murmur all around.

Sleep ! sleep ! they whisper. Ah how strange '.

Suft lulhug music; scenes of youth
;

Love's first soft sigh; sweet flowers that grow
Round cottage walls ; the mellow'd low
Of herds far of}'; and see even now
My father speaks, his high pale brow
And glistening eyes are fix'd im mine

;

And mother dear, soft words of thine

Thrill in my ear ; and sisters all

;

And brethren too ; and, hist, the fall

Of brooklet gushing o'er the linn

;

Then, hark, our school-days, and the din

Of merry laughter ; sure these ne'er can change—

•

I see their beauty, and I feel their truth.

Sleep ! sleep I ye haggard hunger-stricken

;

Sleep I sleep ! ye pamper'd over-fed;
Sleep ! God-inspir'd, let no thought sicken
Your o'er-tax'd mind, your aching head.

'Tis nature's boon to all free given

—

Then quaff the cup oblivion fraught

—

On eai'th fore shadowing scenes of heaven,
Short death in life, sweet pause from thought.

Sleep ! For till Death's gaunt hand shall wave
It's opiate banner over thee.

What boon more precious can'st thou crave.

Than sleep's soft wings to cover thee.—J. M.

MUSIC SHOULD BE HEARD ONLY.
As they were about to leave " The Hall of the Past,"

Natalia stopped and said:—"There is something
still which merits your attention. Observe these
half round openings aloft on both sides. Here the
choir can stand concealed whilst singing ; these

iron ornaments below the cornice serve lor fastening

on the tapestry, which, by the orders of my uncle,

must be hung round at every burial. Music, parti-

cularly song, was a pleasure which he could not live

without; and it Was one of his peculiarities that he
wished the singer not to be in view. ' In this re-

spect,' he used to say, ' they spoil us at the theatre

;

the music there is, as it were, subservient to the eye

;

it accompanies movements, not emotions. In ora-

torios and concerts, the form of the musician con-
stantly disturbs us; true music is intendedfor the ear

alone; a fine voice is the most universal thing that

can be figured; and while the narrow individual

that uses it presents himself before the eye, he can-
not fail to trouble the effect of that pure universality.

The person whom I am to speak with I must see,

because it is a solitary man, whose form and cha-
racter gives worth or worthlessness to what he says;

but, on the other hand, whoever sings to me must be
invisible; his form must not confuse me or corrupt
my judgment. Here it is but one human organ
speaiing to another; it is not spirit speaking to

spirit, not a thousand-fold world to the eye, not a
heaven to the man.' On the same principle regard-
ing instrumental music, he required that the orches-

tra should as much as possible be hid ; because by
the mechanical exertions, by the mean and awkward
gestures of the performers, our feelings are so much f
dispersed and perplexed. Accordingly, he always
used to shut his eyes while hearing music ; that so

he might concentrate all his being on the single pure
enjoyment of the ear."

—

Goethe's Wilhelm Meistir.
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Laryhetto.

giBgjgpg-gp^

GREAT APOLLO.
PRIZE GLEE FOR FOUR VOICES. Wehhe.

---^=^%- -e—©-
?fe=f=p:1

Great A - pol

-i-

^-
lini

-I—^"«^1—I—

i

"*^—

lo great A - pol - lo

zSrs

pol - lo great A - pol - lo

- strike the lyre,

/ .

Strike strike the lyre.

~*=:^r:*n:i:E
It.

qfc:^
±r:M.-i:^=:ii:

:qt=^-3=
::i:2:zr:

strike strike the lyre,

/ P
strike

=-t--p:
j!s=Ss-j:=

strike the lyre,

/
Fill the

.iTzsz-zli
:
^^-^--&d=lrzl^!=:b=:—d:

:!::

strike the lyre, great

/ p

r=^j2=lz^
-h-

A - pol - lo strike strike the lyre,

/

::t=:5
@E=p:=^

-r :t:
ifcir^zp:f: ~rzj^--K

\=zhz^~\cir\^^.

.~tf=:

strike the lyre, great A - pol - lo strike strike the lyre, fill the raptur'd soul with fire.

zw~w:
1=^:^=:^:

-W-\e
I

Let the fes - tive song go round. Let this

E!#E^=i=3^ :S==S:

raptur'd soul with fiie.

=^1^:
z^zt-K-W-

•sz-^ :P^P=^=-i:

let the fes- tive song go round, Let this

-#: ipzqrrif:

:*=:^
:jE=:e=^ :pE^S

let the fes - tive song go round. let this

T^rZ ^^=^=^-P5f=e::t£=tE=4^
:fc:t£Zt

:^=izt^=l

Let the fes - tive song go round, Let this
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=^:;:i!s

^^^S^^t=.W-- --W=!^-:^-iczz^ 3Z igzjri-Q

night with joy be crown'd, let this night with joy be crown'd, crown'd

1^1 1««

-S—^S5-

*332SgESE£EE^
:tt£

2iSW^:
ZdlTflipEpE^Si—I-

night with joy crown'd let this nfght with joy be crown'd, crown'd

^0^=4 ==?z:tzzw—wz^fc:^
:^=i: zizrizzp: m -p^

i^-^ =t
night with joy be crown'd, letthis night with joy be crown'd, crown'd.

33:
T-

ZfZZft—W-^—^~
:tE-[c=tc=:L-^:

:pt=?d=g~|=:p:T:r^rl===itB===]:

i

-BS3-
:it=t f :p=P:

:tzt :p^r;t:iz3:

let this night with joy be crown'd let tliis nightwith joy be

i2^=gfe3^feli^i^g!i§^
ssi
— '—sii tii^-

let this night withjoy be crown'd let this night with joy be

I I

ipT^:

If^-

SEI

Hark I

I

Hark!

I

t-

Hark! Harkl

-f't=t i
crown'd,

^
crown'd.

i s=ff=p:
-^»-

^ ± A—

^

;tP=3^SE
-I— I

—

\

—1-

Hark, hark, what num - bers soft and dear

SFiSE :P=^=
I —1l

I

—

:^^
-^=i-i #^-»^^

i—l-rj— ly r I -^

—

'^—\—!«-t=sa ^
It: itrsa:

Hark, what num - bers soft and clear, steal up - on the ra - vish'd
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soft and clear.

'tis A-polIo sings,
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3Tr.w:

:fe=^ ±
=S=pt^

strike the lyre. strike strike the lyre.

£Srax:^
:2d:

=!^-=r
nizi^ni:

i^zi8̂^

strike strike the lyre,

ri^r
±^-

_

strike strike the lyre, fill the

dfcr^
:i--r:i=zi: ^^

^S-
MzX

:5s:f=^
1: I

strike the lyre, great A - pol - lo strike strike the lyre.

.P=3
tS.z-fzzt=± :P±^=*:

-I
'± :t:

:t=t:
:P:ac

-I—t- :t
j^=z^tpii .4-—h_—C—

L

strike the lyre, great A- pol - lo strike strike the lyre, fill the raptur'd soul with fire,

, frpa

let the fes-tive song go round let this night with joy be

^15:q5;=te==—^fci^ z

let the fes - tive song go round let this night with joy be

let this night with joy be

let the fes- tive song go round.

-P-*-^^

f
:^_Pi_z^_» ---J-©—^^^^^^ :£=5:

:t=:

:^P==^._,—p.

;^=tr5rtc
ztz

-P-P- :K=p:
=c:

crown'd, let this night with joy be crown'd,be erown'd,becrown'd,let this night with joy be crown'd.

crown'd, let this night with joy be crown'd, beciown'd,becrown'd, let thisnight with joy be crown'd.

:j:
i^^z^iirar =a-

===i^^E _^p^l=^'F-F^F
.«:?;

:t=rt :P^^dId i
crown'd, let this night with joy be crown'd, be crown'd, be crown'd, let this night with joy be crown'd.
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OH! OPEN THE DOOK.

—l^^i

77

As altered hy Burm.

^^P^^^^i^^^
Ohl open the door, some pity to show, Oh! open the door to me, ohl

V

—Rw^

—

^-

—'^-numElEfEfEE
l:=|=zrtc=F:

iS|gS^
.»._^-^f!_S-

:E^ **^~^J—

._CS| ,

-^^ t~cSr
Tho' thou hast been false, I'll ever prove true ; Oh

!

«i£E|g^=^=*^i=n=i:
f^^E;^

open the door to me, ohl

M*r

s=eg=i=ggegt-,:

Oh ! cauld is the Mast upon my pale cheek,
But caulder thy love for me, oh

;

The frost that freezes the life at my heart,

la nought to my pains frae thee, oh I

The wan moon is settinn; behind the white wa?e,
And time is setting with me, oh;

iipiip*iii^^
False friends, false love, farewell ! for mair

I'll ne'er trouble theui, nor thee, ohl

She has open'd the doer, she has open'd it wide.
She sees his palo corse on the plain, oh

;

My true level she cried, and sunk down by his side.

Never to rise again, oh 1

JOHN ANTHONY BAIF
Was born at Venice 1532, where it is probable he
first acquired his first knowledge of, and cherished

his passion for music. He was the natural son of

the French Amliassador to that Republic; in early

life he had been the fellow student with Ronsard the

poet, and was during his life closely united to him
by friendship and the near alliance of their favourite

arts. Baif, like Sir Philip Sydney, wished to intro

duce the measures and cadence of the poetry of the

dead languages into the living, and with similar

success as the English poet. He set his own verses

to music ; not to such music as might be expected
from a man of letters, or a dilettante, consisting of

a single melody, but to counterpoint, or music in

different parts. Of this kind, in 1561 , he published

twelve hymns, or spiritual songs ; and, 1578, several

books of songs, all in four parts, of which both the

words and music were his own. When men of

learning condescend to study music d fond, profes-

sors tliink the art highly honoured by their notice;

but poets are unwilling to reciprocate the compli
ment, and seldom allow a musician to mount Par-

nassus, or set his foot within the precincts of their

dominions. Baif, however, was by his contem-
poraries considered as good a musician as a poet

;

and wliat entitles him to particular notice is, that

he established an academy or concert, at his house
in the suburbs of Paris, where the performances
were frequently honoured by the presence of Charles

IX., Henry III., and the principal personages of the

No.«0.

court. Mcrsennus has given a particular account of

this establishment, the first in France of which we
have any record. In this academy, or cimcert, dig-

nified by a Royal Charter, in which voices, viols,

and flutes were employed, it was expected to recover

the three genera of the Greeks, aud all the miracu-

lous powers attributed to their ancient music.

—

Biographie Universelle.

THE HARPSICHORD.
Neither the name of the harpsichord, nor that of

the spinet, of which it is manifestly but an improv-

ment, occurs in the writings of any of the monkish
musicians, who wrote after Guido, the inventor of

the modern method of notation. As little is there

any notice taken of it by Cliaucer, wlio seems to

have occasionally mentioned all tlie various instru-

ments in use in his lime. Gower, indeed, speaks

of an instrument called the citole, in these verses.

He taught her, till she was certeyne
Of harp, citole, and of ciote,

"With many a tune and many a note.*'

CONFESSIO AmANTIS.

And by an ancient list of the domestic establish,

ment of Edward III., it appears that he had in his

service a musician called a cyteller or cysteller. This
citole (from citola, a little chest,) Sir John Hawkins
supposes to have been " an instrument resembling a
hipj with strings on the top or belly, which, by the

amplication of the tastatura, or key board, borrowed
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from the organ and sacks, became a spinet." Of
the harpsichord, however, properly so called, the
earliest description of it which has yet been met
with, occurs in the Musurgia of Ottomanis Luscin-
ius, published at Strasburg in 1536.

SONNET—TO AN ITINERANT MUSICIAN.
BY ALEXANDER BALFOUR, ESQ.

Ah ! Minstrel, hush that love subduing strain,

I feel it thrilling to my bosom's core;
It calls to mind my dear lov'd native plain,

Hills, woods, and streams I shall behold no more

:

It tells of guileless pleasures, ever o'er.

Of youthful joys, and Love's enraptured reign,

Of sun-bright hours that time can ne'er restore,

When health and hope beat high in every vein.

And fairy Fancy o'er the landscape spread
Illusions bright, in long continuous train.

That strain reminds me they are ever fled.

And turns remembrance of the past to pain
Hope's summer flowers have all their blossoms shed,
And winter's howling storms rave wild around my

head,

FORGET-ME-NoT.

CHINESE MUSICAL LOVE FEASTS.

The Chinese have musical love feasts, in which the
amusements of singing and performing on musical
instruments have a much larger share than those of

eating and drinking. At tliese entertainments a
mandarin always piesides, by whom they are regu-

lated, according to established ceremony. After a
short but elegant repast, and between the musical
performances, some articles of the law are read, and
the president adds in the name, and by the command
of the Emperor, words to this effect:

—" We are as-

sembled at this solemn festival to encourage each
others fidelity to our prince, piety to our parents,

afl'ection to our brothers and sisters, esteem for our
elders, respect for our relations, and attachment to

our friends, and to promote peace and concord
among our fellow-citizens and neighbours." And
the airs which are sung, and the music which ac-

companies them, as well as that which is purely
instrumental, and performed without the voice, all

tend to the purpose of furthering the main object of
the meeting; to harmonise and conciliate universal
regard and benevolence. And, to the honour of
music, the effect sanctions the means.

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 12.—THE GOBY, O.

Jig time. Irish,

T^
We find this tune in an old collection of music printed in Glasgow, without date.

THE APOLLONICON.
This curious and magnificent organ, which, for se-

veral years has been exhibited to the public in the

great rooms of the ingenious inventors, Messrs.

Flight and Robson, has for the basis of its powers
the cyhiidric principle. Working on this, the ori-

ginators of the Apollonicon have not only contrived

to produce all the different lights and shades of or-

ganic sound, from the most exquisite softness to the

greatest possible degree of tonic force, but have im-

parted to the treble pipes of their instrument a melle-

fluousness, to the tenor portion of its scale a richness,

and to its bass extremity a dignity and a power,

with which every one is astonished and delighted.

This instrument, by its varied and extraordinary

effects, approaches, it would seem, nearer than any
other existing congeries of vocal tubes the organ
described by Plato and his commentator Proclus,

denominated by the Greeks a Punarmonion. If, in

the ancient machine, every aperture of the innumer-
able pipes of the fistulae innumerae, was capable of

;:mitting three or more diflerent notes, the modern

instrument possesses the capacity of pouring forth
its voluminous and voluble sounds, either automati-
cally, or by the living action of tlie finger.

The cylinders employed for the former of these
operations, are three in number, and each of them
is no less than six feet in circumference. By their

revolving motion, all the mechanical powers of the
complicated machine are brought into play; and the
effect of the combined means employed is tremen-
dous. But this IS only a portion of the result of this

mechanic and vocal frame. It is furnished with six

collateral sets of keys, which are simultaneously
performed upon by as many different performers.
These, acting in concert, develope the various powers
of the organic construction,and operate on the nerves

and feelings of the auditors in a truly surprising man-
ner. The external dimensions of the Apollonicon
are about twenty-four feet in height, and twenty in

breadth. The expense of erecting this instrument,
which was built under the Royal patronage, is stated

to have been more than ten thousand pounds.

—

Dr
Busby's Anecdotes.
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MY LIBRARY.
My days among the dead are passed;
Around me I behold,

Where'er these casual eyes are cast.

The mighty minds of old:

My ncTer-failing friends are they,
With whom I converse night and day.

With them I take delight in weal.
And seek relief in woe

:

And while I understand and feel

How much to them I owe,
My cheeks have often been bedewed
With tears of thoughtful gratitude.

My thoughts are with the dead, with them
I live in long past years,

Their virtues love, their faults condemn,
Partake their hopes and fears.

And from their lessons seek and find

Instruction with an humble mind.

My hopes are with the dead, anon
My place with them will be;

And I with them will travel on
Through all futurity

;

Yet leaving here a name, I trust.

Which shall not perish in the dust.

SouTHEir.

TENOR.

ALTO, or 2d
SOPRANO

SOPRANO.

BASS.

Allegro,

P—

THE HEAVENS ARE TELLING
&RAND CHORUS.

^.

Haydn,
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-©-

±
-^ T^

±
The heavens are tell - ing the glo - ry of

^fl^

^w

:t

rr=F
'-W-—W-

God,

Q_

:zr:zw-—r-
:^

-&-
:P=P:
itzzt ^

The heavens are tell -ing the glo - rj of

2;i=i=3t =1=
-©- ^^

=72-©-

Ood.

S

i^

irq:

Iiftqc -&-i-
-•M=- 3t=i:±=nt Ti

—

-
The wonder of his works dis - plays the fir - ma - ment,

9—P—^ |t p' |t -. -f- «
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 w-

^z:

The

t-=-t :^=t:
--?=?: -e-'—m F—«

r f
:g3z^ r^^ -JF=tr. :p=:ft=jE: S_M_f=.

:t=t ±=tz± :t=i-
The wonder of his works dis - plays the firma - ment,

^ :P=iC :p=3t
q=-J=

:?--?: '-W=W^

Tha
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Tbio.P

-e-:ZfE: =^=?c::=P
I:|=: tr=t==l=1=

jiz=iz=i:

won - der of his works dis - plays the fir - ma - ment. The day that is

:p:=P:

.p^_lt.

-©-=

:Pzr^: :^
-w—'—I——*—

I
I

r?
ipc=p:

:t=^=t=t --^=J^
:tEE=P=

:p: ±r^ :i=f=X—t
won - der of his works dis - plays the fir - ma - ment.

:a= -&-

The day that

P

^P^ :(Czje:^ ESE2i:-©- iLt:

sotto voce.

jfzzfr. zc qsr :p=z^=zp: qz:=:^==p:£ :P=Pi
"t :^ ipzzlzrzp

com - ing with glo - ri - ous light, Dis - pera - es the gloom of re-

sotto voce.

^^-il :1=q=rq:ipczf—

^

:t: 1:
:pc

:^=t^=:i=3i
Dis - pers - es the gloom of re-com - ing with glo - ri - ous light.

grs^^ :r=w: -^=t=:2di
:^=iLW: :lTfx=p:=zf: :?=?:

:t=: :t--

zz^z^zwr.

:t:=t
The Hea- Tens are tell- ing the

ing night, Dis - perses the gloom of re - tir - ing night. .«- /-> • *

:t=t:

mjfLz^l
trtrtzl

Chorus.

.-J

t:

^*-"^?:^=^-
:p:«z:t rfzfi

:t^tzc

-1^-

The

^-.
-i»-

hea - vena are

=!=l=i:
H^--

:^=jzz)r=q=:ji :=i:
:S—^:

perses the gloom of re - tir - ing niglit. The hea - Tens are

pr3=©rp=p=^
:t:

:fX5=?E-

:p=-P=
inc
:p=

rprzjEzs::

-I—U-P

The hea - Tens are tell - ing the
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glo - ry of God. The won - der, The won - der of his worlis. The

?33: Sl==l=

^i3^rirzi:in
dis - plfiys, displays the fir - ma - ment,

i^Egs§=§=s; :p=

The wonder of his

.p.—p—p_^
-I I I

S^:U
i r I

1 '
,

displays displays the fir

-•—•

—

m-

I

ma - ment,
r i

r—

r

The wonder of his

3t=P:
rpoS^ :1T^:: ^-
-4izz\z

of his works, displays the

-©-

It

fir ma -

is

:^=t:: 3±:

The

i:

wonder of his works, displays the fir - ma - ment. The

Tkio.

^:-f=zi: atii: :i^-3::

dis - plays, displays the fir - ma - ment. While o'er the lands re-

.-zriipzczpcizzptz =p=?:=^
-P^—H-

:p:

dis plays, displays the fir - ma - ment.

:t2d:

:p=S^ :P=:pifPi—p: I-

—

h~HW—•-

b2:

of his works, dis - plays the fir - ma . ment.

Bzizzgirz^

It —I.

I^tt.xt
-i-

won - der of hia works, dis - plays the fir - ma ment. \Vhile o'er the
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P

:^ :p:

sounds the word,

zpzt
-^^
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Never unper - ceiv - ed, e ver under-

:i=i=g
?zz=if: m W--t-=f-

:trt
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:p: ±
While o'er the land re - sounds the word,

.^. -S-
-4-

Never unper - ceiv - ed,

-3-

zwzfLZW-

e-ver under-

:jE_^Z|£Ii

:t=p:td=t
land re - sounds the word. Never unper - ceiv - ed, ever under-

i
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=l==t
^^^^ t==p

-e- =p: ^
=pq:

:3=i=i:

Btood, ever, ver un - der - stood. While o'er the

il: ±L

i=E
t=t. -W-W^ ^^ ?z=^ :?2:

f ±zx :trt ±
stood.
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g

ijEzp:

ever. ver un - der - stood.

l^lgE-^J
Tr~P~-^--X

t=t

Btood, Ter un - der - stood.

laud

:pc
zw==?:i

Ne -ver un - per-re - sounds the word.
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While o'er the

:^=^ ± d:

land re - sounds the word,

-©-
I

d=
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Ne - ver un - per-
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While o'er the land re - sounds the word, Ne - Ter un - per-
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i^zqe: :tf^=P:-P-
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The

Pile Allegro.
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God;

-P-
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The hea - vens are tell - iiicj the g1o - ry of God.
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stood

;

The Hea - vens are tell - ing the

=1=
:p:
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Jz: :t=

glo - rj of God

;

The

HE :^-=je:

Hea - vens are tell - ing the glo - ft of God; The won der, the
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P m .p__P_b2= ^i^:P—
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The won - der of

l—^—fi..^
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The won - der of liis works

-F= F^
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won der of his works,
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-©-

the wonder of his works, dis - plays the fir - ma-
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the won - der of his works, dis - plays the fir - ma-won - der of his works.
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UNDER THIS STONE.
CATCH FOR THREE VOICES.

89

H. Purcell.
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Under this stone lies Ga - briel John, Who died in the year one thousand and one.
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Co^er his liead with turf or stone, 'tis all one, 'tis all one, with turf or stone, 'tis all one.
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Fray for the soul of gen - tie John ifyou please you may, or let it a - lone, 'tis all one.

THE MORAL INFLUENCE OF MUSIC.

The difl'usion of a taste for music, and the in-

creasing elevation of its character, may be regarded

as a national blessing. The tendency of music is

to soften and purify the mind. The cultivation of

a musical taste furnishes to the rich a refined and
intellectual pursuit, which excludes the indulgence

of frivolous and vicious amusements ; and to the

poor, a " laborem dulce lenimen," a relaxation from
toil, more attractive than the haunts of intemper-

ance. All music of an elevated character is calcu-

lated to produce such effects ; but it is to Sacred
Music, above all, tliat they are to be ascribed.

Music may sometimes be the handmaid of de-

bauchery; but this music never can. Bacchanalian
songs and glees may heighten the riot of a dissolute

party ; but that man must be profligate beyond
conception whose mind can entertain gross propen-
sities while tlie words of inspiration, clothed with
the sounds of Handel, are in his ears. In the

densely jjeopled manufacturing districts of York-
shire, Lancashire, and Derbyshire, music is culti-

vated among the working classes to an extent un-
paralleled in any other part of the kingdom. Every
town has its choral society, supported by the ama-
teurs of the place and its neighbourhood, where the

sacred works of Handel, and the more modern
masters, are performed with precision and effect,

by a vocal and instrumental orchestra consisting of

mechanics and work-people; and every village

churcli has its occasional holiday oratorio, where a
well-chosen and well performed selection of sacred

music is listened to by a decent and attentive

audience of the same class as the performers,

mingled with their employers and their families.

Hence the practice of this music is an ordinary do-

mestic and social recreation among the working-
classes of these districts, and its influence is of the
most salutary kind. The people in their manners
and usages retain much of the simplicity of the olden
time; the spirit of industrious independence main-
tains its ground among them, and they preserve
much of their religious feelings and domestic affec-

tions, in spite of the demoralising effects of a
crowded population, fluctuating employment, and

No. 51.

pauperism. Their employers promote and encour-
age so salutary a recreation by countenancing and
contributing to pay the expenses of their musical
associations; and some great manufacturers pro-
vide regular musical instruction for such of their

work people as show a taste for it. " It is earnestly

to be wished," says a late writer, " that such an
example were generally followed in establishments
where great numbers of people are employed.
Wherever the working-classes are taught to prefer

the pleasures of intellect, and even of taste, to the
gratification of sense, a great and favourable change
takes place in their character and manners. They
are no longer driven by mere vacuity of mind to the

beer-shop; and a pastime, which opens their minds
to the impressions produced by the strains of Han-
del and Haydn, combined with the inspired poetry

of the Scriptures, becomes something infinitely

better than the amusement of an idle hour. Senti-

ments are awakened which make them love their

families and their homes ; their wages are not
squandered in intemperance, and they become
happier as well as better."

In every class of society the influence of music is

salutary. Intemperance may be rendered more
riotous and more vicious by the excitement of loose

and prol'ane songs, and music may be an auxiliary

to the meretricious blandishments of the stage.

But the best gifts of nature and art may be turned
to instruments of evil ; and music, innocent in it-

self, is merely abused when it is conjoined with im-
mcjral poetry and the allurements of pleasure.

"Music," says Burney, "may be applied to licen-

tious poetry; but the poetry then corrupts the
music, not the music the poetry. It has often

regulated the movements of lascivious dances ; but
such airs, heard for the first time without the song
or the dance, could convey no impure ideas to an
innocent imagination ; so that Montesquieu's asser-

tion is still in force, 'that music is the only one of

all the arts which does not corrupt the mind.' "

—

Hogarth's Musical History'.

DANCING IN RUSSIA.
The musical accompaniment to their dancing

generally consists of a ballaika, a sort of small
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guitar, with a long neck, and only two strings, the
lowest of which is the bass, and upon the superior
one the melody is played. The dance, executed by
two persons, a youth and a maiden, is often full of
grace. The latter moves in short sliding steps,

while the lad follows quicker or slower, as the sen-
timent which the music expresses may require.

The pining desire of the lover, the diffidence of the
beloved, their meeting, his intreating her to hear
him, her cold repulse, the increasing passion of the
youth, the coquetry of the maiden, the pretended
flight of the swain, her regret, and gradual yielding,

in which she with much expression exhibits in-

creasing tenderness in her glances, until at length
they hold each other in embrace— in short, the en-
lire dance is a little romance, represented with
natural truth.

Young men and maidens also, upon certain oc-

casions, dance the centre dance, which they ac-

company with their voices, without any instrument.
Solo dances are frequent among the Cossacks of
the Don, in which they develope great corporeal
elasticity. Lastly, the ziganka is a wild, tiery

measure, bordering upon a sensual riot, which is

danced by the gypsies, who are found in Russia in

great multitudes, and from whom bands of dancers
come into the cities, where they exhibit their art at

the evening parties of the nobility. In these bands
damsels are seen of the most attractive beauty, which
is still further increased by their fantastic costume.
The musical accompaniments to their dance are

wild and striking. The dancers also frequently

accompany themselves with a small tambourine,
and with the so-called " loshki" which consists of

two wooden spoons, the handles of which are fur-

nished with small bells, and are forcibly struck to-

gether. In St Petersburgh, these national dances
are frequently introduced as an interlude at the
theatre, and are admirably executed by the mem-
bers of the corps de baUet.—St. Petersburgh, Sfc, a»

\8a3-4,by M. vim Tiett

SONNET TO SLEEP.
Sleep, silence' child, sweet father of soft rest,

Prince whose approach peace to all mortals
brings,

Indifferent host to shepherds and to kings

;

Sole comforter of minds which are oppress'd;
Loe, by thy charming rod, all breathing things
Lie slumbering, with forgetfulness possest,

And yet o'er me to spread thy drowsie wings
Thou spar'st (alas), who cannot be thy guest.

Since I am thine, O come, but with that face

To inward light which thou art wont to show,
With feigned solace ease a true felt woe

;

Or if, deafe god, thou do deny that grace,

Come as thou wilt, and what thou wilt

queath,

I long to kiss the image of my death.

Willimti Drummond, bom at Hantkomden, \3th

Dec, 1585. Died ith Dec, 1649.

be-

MUSICAL JOKE.
Jonathan Battishill, an eminent musician of the

last century, hearing that Dr. Nares, then master of

the children of the King's Abbey, was somewhat
unwell, asked what was his complaint? Informed
that it chiefly consisted of a singing in the Doctor's

head, answered, " that's a favourable symptom, for,

if there be singing in his head now, who knows but

that some time or other there may be music there."

AMIDST THE MYRTLES AS I WALK.

GLEE FOB FIVE VOICES.
Moderate. J. Battishill.

SOPKANO.

ALTO.

TENOR.

TENOR.

BASS.

A - midst the myr - ties walk, Love and mj
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deep di. - tress, Where I may find my shepherd - ess, tell . ess.

I've searched the groves and fragrant bowers,
Where oft I've culled her sweetest flowers,

I've search'd each mead and verdant plain

To find my love, but all in vain.

Why did my Silvia from me rove,

Why did she quit her shepherd's love

;

Return my Silvia to her swain.
And ease her anxious lover's pain.
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LOVE AND OUR OCEAN HOME.

Words hy W. Alexander, Esq.

Con spirito. '
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Music by John TurnbuU.
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cres.

93
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song that swells far on the wave, Is " love and our o - cean home,"
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*Ti8 night in our sea-girt isle,

And gaily the goblet goes round,

But aoon merry morn shall smile, shall smile.

Then to battle away we bound

;

And when from the deeds of our fame.

We daoce o'er crested foam,

Our fondest song and our proudest theme.
Is " love and our ocean home."

"Love and our ocean home,"
Our fondest song and our proudest theme,

Is "love and our ocean home."

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

Slow.
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No. 14.—A LAMENT FOR A FRIEND.

Very slow with expression. T" •• «_ I'/r-J' T *•

EE-S =^^^^ m
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No. 13.—The structure of this air, which is from
the collection of the Rer. Patrick M'Donald, is

worthy of remark. There seems an utter careless-

ness of the key: and the theme is very obscure, still

the efl'ect, when played slowly, is by no means un-

pleasing; there is a pathetic and melancholy feeling

Tunning through it, and although it be uncouth and
savage-like in its intervals, it nevertheless carries

with it the impress of its nationality. Properly to

appreciate the effect of such airs they should be
heard issuing in all their sudden and abrupt changes
from the piob mhor, by the shores of the Hebridean
seas, in the quiet time of an autumnal twilight.

No. 14.—We picked up this air from an old col

lection, without title page, and never having heard

it played, or seen it in any other, we think it is not
common, and on that account make a present of it

to our readers. There is an old proverb, " cocks
are free with horses' corn," and we respect old

proverbs almost as much as good old airs, still we
cannot allow our love for the one to cause us to

withhold the other, especially when we have it in

our power, as in this case, to bring a beauty within
the reach of our friends. This air has a Gaelic
twang about it, and is surpassingly beautiful. We
know nothing of its age or the circumstance which
gave it birth ; but we have no hesitation in saying
that it will amply repay the trouble of careful

study, and is well worthy of preservation.

ON CHURCH MUSIC.

A letter to the Rev. Dr. Wliite, from the morlts of
Francis Hoplunson, Esq., of Pennsylvania, pub-
lished in Philadelphia, 1791-2.

I am one of those who take great delight in sacred
music, and think, with Royal David, that heart,

voice, and instrument should unite iu adoration of
the Supreme.
A soul truly touched with love and gratitude, or

under the influence of penitential sorrow, will un-
avoidably break forth in expressions suited to its

feelings. In order that these emanations of the

mind may be conducted with uniformity and be-

coming propriety, our church hath adopted into

her liturgy the book of Psalms, commonly called

David's Psalms, which contain a great variety of

addresses to the Diety, adapted to almost every

state and temperature of a devout heart, and ex-

pressed in terms always proper, and often sublime.
To give wings, as it were, to this holy zeal, and

heighten the harmony of the soul, organs have been
introduced into the churches. The application of

instrumental music to, the purposes of piety is well
known to beof very ancient date; indeed, originally,

it was thought that music ought not to be applied
to any other purpose. Modern improvements, how-
eTer, have discovered that it may be made expres-

sive in every passion of the mind, and become an
incitement to levity as well as sanctity.

Unless the real design for which an organ is

placed in a church be constantly kept in view,

nothing is more likely to happen than an abuse of

this noble instrument, so as to render it rather an
obstruction to, than an assistant in, the good pur.

pose for which the hearers have assembled.

Give me leave, sir, to suggest a few rules for the

conduct of an organ in a place of worship, accord-

ing to my ideas of propriety.

1st. The organist should always keep in mind,
that neither the time nor the place is suitable for

exhibiting all his powers of execution ; and that the

congregation have not assembled to be entertained

with his performance. The excellence of an or-

ganist consists in his making the instrument sub-

servient and conducive to the purposes of devotion.

None but a master can do this. An ordinary per-

former may play surprising tricks, and show great

dexterity in running through difficult passages,

which he hath subdued by dint of previous labour

and practice. But he must have judgment and
taste who can call forth the powers of the instru-

ment, and apply them with propriety and effect to

the seriousness of the occasion.

2d. The voluntary, previous to reading tne les-

sons, was probably designed to fill up a solemn
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pause in the service, during which the clergyman

takes a few minutes respite, in a duty too lengthy,

perhaps, to be continued without fatigue, unless

some intermission be allowed ; then, the organ hath

its part alone, and the organist an opportunity of

showing his power over the instrument. This,

however, should be done with great discretion and
dignity, avoiding every thing light and trivial; but

rather endeavouring to compose the minds of the

audience, and strengthen the tendency of the heart

in those devout exercises in which, it should be

presumed, the congregation are now engaged. All

sudden jerks, strong contrasts of piano and forte,

rapid execution, and expressions of tumult, should

be avoided. The voluntary should proceed with

great chastity and decorum ; the organist keeping

in mind that his hearers are now in the midst of

divine service. The full organ should seldom be

used on this occasion, nor should the voluntary last

more than five minutes of time. Some relaxation,

however, of this rule may be allowed on festivals

and grand occasions.

3d. The chantx form a pleasing and animating
part of the service, but it should be considered that

they are not songs or tunes, but a species of recita

tive, which is no more than speaking musically;

therefore, as melody or song is out of the question,

it is necessary that the harmony should be complete,

otherwise chanting, with all the voices in unison, is

too light and thin for the solemnity of the occasion.

There should at least be half-a-dozen voices in the

organ gallery, to lill the harmony with bass and
trel)le parts, and give a dignity to the performance.

Melody may be frivolous ; harmony, never.

4th." The prelude which the organ plays im-

mediately after the psalm is given out, was intended

to advertise the congregation of the psalm tune

which is going to be sung; but some famous or-

ganist, in order to show how much he could make
of a little, has introduced the custom of running so

many divisions upon the simple melody of a psalm
tune, that the original purpose of this prelude is

now totally defeated, and the tune so disguised hy

the fantastical flourishes of the dexterous performer,

that not an individual in the congregation can pos-

sibly guess the tune intended until the clerk has
sung through the first line of the psalm. And it is

constantly observable, that the full congregation
never join in the psalm before the second or third

line, for want of that information which the organ
should have given. The tune should be distinctly

given out by the instrument, with only a few chaste

and expressive decorations, such as none but a
master can give.

5th. The interludes between the verses of the

psalm were designed to give the singers a little

pause, not only to take breath, but also an oppor-

tunity for a short retrospect of the words they have
sung, in which the organ ought to assist their re-

flections. For this purpose tlie organist should be
previously informed by the clerk of the verses to be
sung, that he may modulate his interludes according
to the subject.

To place this in a strong point of view , no stronger,

however, than what I have too frequently observed
to happen ; suppose the congregation to have sung
the iirst verse of the thirty-third Psalm,

Let all the just to God with joy
Their cheerful voices raise

;

For well the righteous it beconiea
To sing glad songs of praise.

How dissonant would it be for the organist to play

a pathetic interlude in a flat third, with the slender

and distant tones of the echo organ, or the deep and
smothered sounds of the single diapason stop 1

Or suppose again, that the words sung have been
the sixth verse of the sixth Psalm,

Quite tired with pain, with groaning faint.

No hope or ease 1 see,

The night that quiets common griefs,

Is spent in tears by me.

How monstrously absurd would it be to hear these

words of distress succeeded by an interlude selected

from the fag end of some thundering fugue in a full

organ, and spun out to a most unreasonable length ?

Or, what is still worse, by some trivial melody
with a rythm so strongly marked as to set all the

congregation to beating time with their feet or

heads? even those who may be impressed with the

feelings such words should occasion, or in the least

disposed for melancholy, must be shocked at so

gross an impropriety.

The interludes should not be continued above
sixteen bars in triple, or ten bars in common time,

and should always be adapted to the verse sung;
and herein the organist hath a fine opportunity of

showing his sensibility, and displaying his taste

and skill.

6th. The voluntary after service was never in-

tended to eradicate every serious idea which the
sermon may have inculcated. It should rather be
expressive of that cheerful satisfaction which a good
heart feels under a sense of duty performed. It

should bear, if possible, some analogy with the dis-

course delivered from the pulpit; at least, it should
not be totally dissonant from it. If the preacher
has had for his subject, penitence for sin, the frailty

and uncertainty of human life, or the evils incident
to mortality, the voluntary may be somewhat more
cheerful than the tenor of such a sermon might in
strictness suggest ; but by no means so full and free

as a discourse on praise, thanksgiving, and joy,

would authorise.

In general the organ should ever preserve its

dignity, and upon no account issue light and pointed
movements, which may draw the attention of the
congregation, and induce them to carry home, not
the serious sentiments which the service should
impress, but some very pretty air with which the
organist hath been so good as to entertain them.
It is as ofl'ensive to hear lilts and jigs from a church
organ, as it would be to see a venerable matron
frisking through the public street with all the fan-

tastic airs of a Columbitie.

THE BUNDLE OF STICKS.

Every one, we presume, is acquainted with the
little instrument called " the Harmonica," the tone
of which is produced by piano-forte hammers strik-

ing upon slips of glass. A Monsieur Sankson per-

forms in like manner with two small sticks, of the

length and dimensions of a lead pencil, striking

upon a number of simple pieces of deal, and elicits

from them a tone almost as brilliant as the well-

known musical snuH- boxes. The pieces consist of
three octaves connected together by a string, and
laid upon a table, elevated upon small bundles of

straw. The invention is by no means a novel one;
for many years ago, in the first exhibition of curio-

sities at the Egyptian Hall in Picadilly, weremember
seeing' an imperfect instrument of the same con-
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struction, which was brought from one of the South

Sea Islands, aud under each key was suspended a

cocoa-nut shell to act as a sounding board. If,

however, there he not any novelty in the invention,

M. Sankson will excite no common surprise in the

listener to his performance, for he plays several

waltzes and polonaises with astonishing rapidity

and brilliancy of execution.

—

Maeical World, 1836.

THE MERRY HEART.

I would not from the wise require

The lumber of their learned lore;

Nor would I from the rich desire

A single counter of their store.

For I have ease, and I have health,

And I have spirits—light as air;

And more than wisdom, more than wealth,

A merry heart, that laughs at care.

Like other mortals of my kind,

I've struggled for dame Fortune's favour;

And sometimes have been half inclined

To rate her for her ill behaviour.

But life was short— I thought it folly

To lose its moments in despair

;

So slipp'd aside from melancholy,

With merry heart, that laugh'd at care.

And once, 'tis true, two witching eyes

Surprised me in a luckless season ;

Turn'd all my mirth to lonely sighs.

And quite subdued my better reason.

Yet 'twas but love could make me grieve,

And love, you know's a reason fair:

And much improved, as I believe,

The merry heart, that laugh'd at care.

So now from idle wishes clear,

I make the good I may not find

;

Adown the stream I gently steer,

And shift my sail with every wind.

And half by nature, half by reason.

Can still with pliant heart prepare

The mind, attuned to every season,

The merry heart, that laughs at care.

Yet, wrap me in your sweetest dream.
Ye social feelings of the mind

;

Give, sometimes give, your sunny gleam,
And let the rest good humour hud.

Yes ; let me hail and welcome give

To every joy my lot may share

;

And pleased and pleasing let me live

With merry heart, that laughs at care.

Harry Hart Milman, birrn at Loudon, 1791.

THE BARDS OF IRELAND.

Ireland is doubtless preparing to rouse herself
from the lethargy of ages, and to snap asunder the
bonds which have hitherto bound her. A voice is

issuing from within the neglected halls of her
literature, which seems to say to her intellect and
her genius, " Sleep no more !" Ere long, we ti-ust,

she will hold up her head among the nations, and
bear away the prize in the strife of generous emula-
tion.

The ancient Irish possessed ample stores in their
native language, capable of captivating the fancy,
enlarging the understanding, and improving the
heart. Our country, from an early period, was fa-

mous for the cultivation of the kindred arts of

poetry and music. Lugad, the son of Ith, is called

in old writings, " the first poet of Ireland," and
there stili remains, after a lapse of three thousand
years, fragments of his poetry. After him, but be-

fore the Christian era, flourished Royne File, or the

poetic, and Ferceirte, a bard and herald. Lugarand
Congal lived about the time of our Redeemer,
and many of their works are extant. The DUm
Seanchas, or history of noted places in Ireland, com.
piled by Amergin Mac Amalgaid, in the year 544,
relates that in the time of Geide, monarch of Ire-

land, " the people deemed each others voices sweeter
than the warblings of the melodious harp, such
peace and concord reigned amongst them, that no
music could delight them more than the sound of

each others voice; Tmmr (Tarah) was so called

from its celebrity for melody above the palaces of

the world. Tea, or Te, signifying melody or sweet
music, and mur, a wall ; Te-mur, the wall of music."
This extract contains the earliest allusion to the

harp, which Mr. Hardiman has met with. There
is an ancient Gaelic poem, which used to be sung
in the Highlands of Scotland, in which the poet
addresses a very old harp, and asks what has be-

come of its former lustre. The harp replies, that it

belonged to aJdng of Ireland, anA had been present

at a royal banquet ; and had afterw ards been in the
possession of Dargo, son of the druid of Baal—of

Gaul—of Filan, &.c. Such are a few facts regard-
ing tlie Bards of Ireland before the inhabitants

were converted to the profession of the Christian

faith.

The introduction of Christianity gave a new and
more exalted direction to the powers of poetry.

Among the numerous bards who dedicated their

talents to the praises of the Deity, the most dis-

tinguished are Feich, the bishop ; Amergin ; Cin-

faela, the learned, who revised the Uraicepht, or
" Primer of the Bards," preserved in the Book of

Ballimote, and in the library of Trinity College,

Dubhn; and many others, the mention of whose
names might be tedious. Passing by many illus-

trious bards, whose poetic fragments are still pre-

served, we may mention Mac Liag, secretary and
biographer of the famous monarch, Brian Boro,
and whose poems on the death of his royal master
are given in Mr. Hardiman's " Irish Minstrelsy."

For two centuries after the invasion of Henry IT.

the voice of the muse was but feebly heard in Ire-

land. The bards fell with their country, and like

the captive Israelites hung their untuned harps on
the willows. They might exclaim, with the Royal
Psalmist,

" Now wliile our harps were hatiped soe,

,The men, whose captives then we lay.

Did on our griefs insulting goe.

And more to grieve us thus did say.

You that of musique make such show.
Come sing us now a Sion lay

;

Oh no, we have nor voice nor hand.

For such a song, in such a land 1"

But the spirit of patriotism at length aroused the

bards from their slumbers, and many men ofgenius
started up throughout Ireland. A splendid list of

names could be given, but mere names would not

interest the reader. In fact, the language itself is

so adapted for poetry, that it may almost be said to

mahe poets. Its pathetic powers have been long

celebrated, *' If you jdead for your life, jileod in

Irish," is a well known adage.

—

Dubim Penny
Jimrnci^
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MUSIC OF ITALY.
The liking for this art, and fine musical organiza-

tion, are indeed general ; but the result is not at all

what those who have not seen Italy are accustomed
to believe. The luusic of the lower classes is of two
kinds. That which can alone be considered as their

own property has its seat among the peasantry, and
scarcely approaches the towns, except in the airs

which are played to some of the popular dances,
like the tarantella of Naples and the Roman salta-

rello. Tliis national music may have interest for

the antiquaries of the science, who try to recognize
in it the ancient scales; or it may have charms
for those connoisseurs whose taste is peculiarly edu-

No. 62.

cated; but for the common ear it is as unattractive

as it is unvaried. A fesv airs have indeed been col-

lected, particularly about Venice and Naples, which
possess a wild originality ; stilJ the general character
is very little superior to tlie nasal chant with which
the shepherds in tlie Campagna of Rome imitate
successfully the harshest sounds emitted by their

favourite instrument the Calabrian bagpipe. The
second kind of popular music is found in the towns,
where we often hear excellent singing in parts, still

oftener vocal solos skilfully performed, and occasion-

ally serenades with the guitar, whi'4) acquire an
additional interest from their romantic associations.

Bnt every thing in these performance* is borrowed.
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The airs are usually those of the favourite operas

;

and the performers with their own national readi-
ness, have leamedtheiuin the theatres, or by listening

at the windows of houses in which concerts are given.

Italian music, then, is the fruit of artiiicial culti-

vation, and its office is to minister to the amuse-
ment of the aristocracy. The ojjcra, or musical
drama, is its great held; and in all the capitals

except Rome, the government in dilferent ways
contributes to the support of the chief operatic com-
pany. This indeed is distinctively the drama of

Italy; it is even considered as exclusively the
poetical drama, foJ in ordinary talk, and in the

playbills, a play without music is described as yrosa.

The immense theatres of the Scala at Milan, and
the San Carlo at Naples, which are the largest and
finest houses, are also the most celebrated for their

exhibitions. The performers may be said to sing
for the pit; since the fashionable audience in the
boxes resort to the place as a lounge and place of
rendezvous, and the conversation of such parties

produces a hum which makes it difficult to hear tho
music, and is interrupted only by the commence-
ment of a favourite air or of the ballet. The pre-
parations for the stage are suited to this careless
reception ; for not unfrequently two or three operas
make up the whole variety during a season.

—

Spalding's Italy and the Italian Islands.
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BIRDS IN SUMMER.
How pleasant the life of a bird must be,

Flitting about in each leafy tree

;

In the leafy trees so broad and tall,

Like a green and beautiful palace hall.

With its airy chambers, light and boon,

That open to sun, and stars, and moon
;

That open unto the bright blue sky.

And the frolicksome winds as they wander by.

They have left their nests in the forest bough,
Those homes of delight they need not now ;•

And the young and the old they wander out,

Aud traverse the green wood round about

:

And liark ! at the lop of this leafy hall

How one to the other they loving call:

" Come up, coiue up !" they seem to say,
" Where the topmost twigs in the breezes sway !"

" Come up, come up, for the world is fair.

Where merry leaves dance in the summer air;"

And the birds below give back the cry,
" We come, we come, to the branches high!"
How pleasant the life of the birds must be.

Living ia love in a leafy tree.

And away through the air what joy to go,

And to look on the green, bright earth below

How pleasant the life of a bird must be,

Skimming about on the breezy sea.

Cresting the billows like silvery foam.
And then wheeling away to its cliB' built home!
What joy it must be, to sail, upborne
By a strong, free wing, through the rosy morn,
To meet the young sun face to face.

And pierce, like a shaft, through boundless space.

To pass throiigl' the bowers of the silver cloud,
And to sing in the thunder halls aloud;
To spread out the wings for a wild, free flight !

With tlie upper cloud-wings—oh, what delight

!

Oh what would I give, like a bird, to go.

Right on tlirough the arch of the sun-lit bow.
And to see hmv the water drops are kissed
Into green, and yellow, and amethyst

!

How pleasant the life of a bird must be

!

Wherever it listeth, there to flee ;

To go when ajoyful fancy calls.

Dashing down 'mong the waterfalls,

Then wheeling about with its mates to play.

Above, and below, and among the spray,
Hither and thither, with screams as wild
As the laughing mirth of a rosy child!

What joy it must be, like a living breeze.
To flutter about 'mong the flowering trees

;

Lightly to soar, and lo see beneath
The wastes of the blossoming purple heath,
And the yellow furze, like a field of gold.

That gladden some fairy region old;

On mountain tops, on the billowy sea,^

On the leafy stems of the forest tree.

How pleasant the life of a bird must be.

Anon.

MOZART AND CIMAROSA.
As some of the Parisian musicians and amateurs

placed Mozart and Cimarosa, as composers, in the
same rank of merit, while others denied their
equality, the Emperor Napoleon one day asked
Gretry, what was the real difference between them ;

when the discerning musician replied ; " Sire, the

difference between them is this ; Cimarosa places

the statue upon the stage, and the pedestal in the

orchestra; instead of which, Mozart places the statue

in the orchestra, and the pedeotal oB the stage;"

meaning, that Cimarosa depended for the effect he

wanted more on his melodies than on his accom-

paniments ; while Mozart trusted more to his ac-

companiments than to his melodies.

THE BEST TEST OF GENIUS.
Baumgarten, the profound musical theorist, while

speaking of the incessant fluctuations of musical

taste, justly observed, that the strongest possible

test of genius, in some of tlie old compositions, is

their surviving the age in which they were pro-

duced, and becoming theadmii'ation of future mas.

ters. Handel's music has received this honour in

a more eminent degree than even our own divine

Purcell. By Boyce and Battishill the memory of

the great German was adored ; Mozart was en-

thusiastic in his praise; Haydn could not listen to

his "Messiah" without weeping; and Beethoven

has been heard to declare, that, were he ever to

come to England, he should uncover his head, and
kneel down at his tomb. This goes to prove that

Handel, like Shakspeare, was born for all ages,

and, in despite of the versatility of taste, will ever

be irodem.

MISERIES OF MUSICAL LIFE.

GROAN FIRST (DILETTANTE).

Going to the King's (her Majesty's) Theatre, on
seeing a tempting bill of fare—" II Don Giovanru,''
" II Matrimonio Segretto," &c., and complacently

hugging yourself upon having actually secured a
seat on the second row, notwithstanding your hav-

ing battled your way through a host of minacious

elbows, to the eminent discomfiture of your inter,

costal muscles ; suddenly finding the opera changed,

(owing to the indisposition of the prima donna—
videlicet, a non payment of salary) and " Olivo de

Pasquale," or " La Donna del Lago," or something

equally hacked, performed by hacks, put up as a
substitute. N.B. You have in the liberality of your

joyous anticipation just spent two shillings on a
book of the expected opera; and are, moreover,

lumbered with a score of said " Don Giovanni," or
" Matrimonio." Blem. Thermometer 75 at sunset.

GROAN SECOND (PROFESSOu).

Pshaw ! don't tell me of the dilettante's miseries;

they are " trifles light as air," compared with the

grievances of the professor. Think of this !—Just

as you have commenced the cadence to your solo

—

an original, tasteful, and peculiarly original one

(at all events in your own estimation)—which com-

prises some minutely piano passages
;
just in the

middle of one of these to find that the remainder

of the words have been printed on the second page

of the programme, so that the whole audience are

simultaneously employed in turning over the leaf,

thereby making the room one rustle and flutter.

GROAN THIRD (DILETTANTE).

Straining all your faculties to catch the low sweet

notes of Cinti Damoreau (who never yells like a
savage), and finding that you receive her passages

only by instalments, owing to the barking of a fel-

low in your rear, with a cough like Polyphemus.
N.B. The audience jammed together as though

packed by contract.

—

Musical World.
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'Tis she does the virgins excel.

No beauty with her may compare,
Love's graces all round her do dwell,

She's fairest where thousands are fair.

Say, charmer, where do thy flocks stray,

Oh tell me at noon where they feed

;

Shall I seek them on sweet winding Tay,

Or the pleasanter banks of the Tweed.

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 15.—RATTLING ROARING WILLIE.

Sprightly

^^a
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Pompously.
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No. 15.—Rattling Roaring Willie is a chield of

6ome mark and likelihood. His bacchanalian
merriment, this was long before the advent of

Father Matthew, may be found chronicled at length

in an old iong of considerable merit. We have

seen another sett of tins air, and if we can lay

liands on it may give it a place at a future oppor-
tunity.

No. 16.—Tills air is from our manuscript store

of 1778, and is there called a " Fife Boat Song."

MYSTERIOUS MUSIC.
Soon after my arrival at the Cape I was em.

ployed at some ornamental work in the church of

the Pilar), a very healtiiy and pleasant village situate

about forty miles from Cape Town, the inhabitants

of wliich devote themselves to the cultivation of the

vine, and a variety of table fruits, for which they

find a ready market. The village itself lies scat-

tered between two ranges of mountains of no great

elevation, but atl'ording shelter and prey to the

jackals and wolves of the country, whose bowlings
and night revels, immediately succeeding the lusty

croaking of the frogs and tlie chirping of the Cape
cricket, on an otherwise still and beautiful evening,

are anything but " sweet music" to the new comers,
such as I was. Close application to my business
did not allow me, independent of my ignorance of

the language, to make much acquaintance, that

being confined to the men employed about the

church— some of whom were African Jos, and a few
young Irisli lads, settlers, apprenticed to the master
carpenter, who, being accustomed to slaies and
slavery, had no very correct notion of any interme-
diate state between the slave and the freeman, and
therefore his apprentices were treated with great

severity (to my thinking), stinted as well in their

coarse food, as in their laither clothing, and being
absolute strangers to a bed. Can it be wondered
then that they left their lodgings (a barn), to prowl
amongst the vineyards aud fruiteries at night to

appease their bunger^and that their adventures as

related to me should partake somewhat of the mar-
vellous. A superstitious belief in the existence

of ghosts seemed, however, to have the greatest

terror over them, for all, without exception, be-

lieved in supernatural appearances, and that the

Paarl, of all places, was the most haunted village in

the universe. Seeing the utter friendlessness of

these youths, and for want of other society, with
which I could c(mverse, listening to their conversa-

tion, sympathising in their loneliness, and sometimes
administering to tiieir wants in the shape of scraps

of food or a glass of wine, I had some opportunity

for ofl'ering disinterested advice, reproof, or instruc-

tion,as circumstances required; and it was generally

well received; but on the subject of ghosts, all oi

them having seen thein frequently, according to their

account, I found great ditticulty either in believing

myself, or convincing them of the absurdity of such

a belief. As a proof uf their faith, cue of them told

me, and all the rest very gravely affirmed, that the
organ of the church where we were then at work,
was heard very frequently to play, or be played
uijon, long after all the doors and gates were locked
at night, and the quiet villagers had retired to rest

—no person having any chance of surreptitious ad-

mission—nor had any one, native or otherwise, any
knowledge how these wonderful doings were
brought about. But so they were ; and I was
destined ere long to have convincing proof that

ghosts are musical.

However incredulous I might be, I was anxious

to appear open to conviction, and therefore begged
as a favour that they would inform me the next

time the music was heard. The time of waiting

was not long, for on the next evening tliree or four

of the young fellows came stealthily to my room,

and in halfwhispers told me the organ was playing !

Going to the door, I could distinctly hear the sacred

peals swelling harmoniously through the stillness

of the evening, which was somewhat advanced

—

and although awestruck at the circumstance, im-

mediately proposed a nearer approach to the sacred

edifice, which was consented to with considerable

reluctance ; and indeed, I had myself some misgiv-

ings as we approached the gate through which the

church yard was to be entered— I looked at my
companions straggling cautiously behind, then
listened for the fresh sounds, as they broke on the

ear in a new and more awful peal.

Shame only impelled me forward ; we entered the

gate; a certain chilliness came over me as with

difficulty I kept my baton my head. Drawing near

to the eiiurch, the sound began apparently to move,
and as we got neat the front, or principal door, the

music seemed to recede as we advanced; rather

inspirited by this, we proceeded in the same direc-

tion, which led ustowardsapart of the church-yard
overlooking the road, from which a furze-bank rose

abruptly ; here the sounds were much more distinct

and harmonious but the church was behind jis in a

direct line to our dwelling ; here, then, the dreadful

discovery was to be made—looking over the wall

we beheld, sitting very comfortably, a couple of

Hottentots, playing, as was their usual practice, the

sacred tunes on their calabash fiddles !

One of the wonders of the south-west is the

mysterious music at West Pascagoula. A corres-

pondent of the Baltimore Republican who examined
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it attentively, tbus takes the mantle of romance
from it.

" During several of my voyages on the Spanish
main, in the neighbourhood of Baragua and San
Juan de Nicheragua, from the nature of the coast

we were compelled to anchor, at a considerable dis-

tance from the shore ; and every evening, from dusk
to late at night, our ears were delighted with
jEolian music that could be heard beneath the
counter of our schooner. At first I thought it was
tlie sea breeze sweeping through the strings of my
violin, the bridge of which I had inadvertently left

standing, but after examination, found it was not
so. I then placed my ear on the rail of the vessel

when I was continually charmed with the most
heavenly strains that ever fell upon my ear. They
did not sound as close to us, but were sweet and
mellow, and aerial ; like the soft breathings of a
tliousand lutes, touched by the soft fingers of the

deep sea nymphs, at an immense distance. To the

lone mariner, far from home and kindred, at the

still hour of twilight, the notes were soothing, but
melancholy.

" Although I have considerable ' music in my
Boul,' one night I became tired, and determined to

fish. My luck in half an hour was astonishing—

I

had half filled my bucket with the finest white cat

fish I ever saw—and it being late and the cook
asleep, and the moon shining, I filled my bucket
with water, and took fish and all into my cabin for

the night.
" I had not yet fallen asleep, when the same sweet

notes fell upon my ear, and getting up, what was
my surprise to find my catfish ' discoursing sweet
sounds ' to the side of my bucket.

" I examined them closely, and discovered that

there was attached to each lower lip an excrescence,

divided by soft wiry fibres, and by the pressure of

the upper lip thereon, and by the exhalation and
discharge of breath, a vibration was created similar

to that produced by the breath on the tongue of tlie

jews-harp."

It seems to have been at length ascertained that

the faii7 music at Pascagoula is a fish story. If

so, it is a capital one, has had a longer run, and re-

quired more wit to find it out than even the great

moon hoax. Symmes, the novelist, wrote a poem
of five hundred lines about it. The sound is ex-

ceedingly singular and pleasing at any rate, and it

is a pity to tear away the pretty romance attached
to it of old.

—

N. 0. Picayune.

leader of the choir, maestro dclla cappella in the

Pope's chapel, the Miserere of Allegriwas not com-
posed for all the voices, but only the bass of the

eighteenth or twenty-first parts ; all the rest is the

addition of successive singers. But in the beginning

of the eighteenth century, the existing manner of

singing it was established as a standard at Rome
by the orders of the then reigning Pope. A full

score ofit has never existed.

—

Biographie Univfrselle,

GREGORIO ALLEGRL
This composer was born at Rome, in 1590, and

died there in 1C63. He was a singer in the papal
chapel, and is considered even still, in Italy, one of

the most excellent composers of his age. He was
a scholar of Naniui. His Miserere, one of the most
sublime and delightful works of human art, has
particularly distinguished him. It is even now sung
yearly, during Passion week, in the Sistine chapel
at Rome. This composition was at one time
esteemed so holy, that whoever ventured to tran-

scribe it was liable to excommunication. Mozart
disregarded this prohibition, and, after two hear-

ings, made a correct copy of the original. It was
engraved and published in London in 1771, and it

appeared in 1810 at Paris, in the Collection des

Classiques. In 1773, the king of England obtained

a copy, as a present from the Pope himself. Ac-
cording to the opinion of Baini, now or lately the

THE ORGAN AT FRIEDBURG, SWITZER-
LAND.

This organ is a wonderful instrument, as it can

be made to imitate all other instruments, and the

human voice. It has been built only about six or

eight years. It has four rows of keys, and sixty-

eight registers, which do not draw out as is com-
mon, but shde to the right and left. The case is

very beautiful, of black walnut, very tastefully and
richly ornamented with carved and gilt work. The
varied powers of the Friedburg organ have been
thus described by Mr. L. Mason, an American
musical professor, in a communication to the

Musical World:—"The organist took his seat,

opened the full organ, all the keys being coupled,

and commenced by playing an introduction and
fugue by John Sebastian Bach. After this he
played an orchestra piece, in the manner of an
overture, in which the various powers of the instru-

ment were made to appear to admirable advantage.

The flute, oboe, horns, violins, &c., all being heard

in their turn, and all blending in the richest har-

mony in the tutti passages. The third piece was
in the military style ;—a fine representation of a
military band, in which clarionets, bassoons, horns,

trumpets, trombones, &c., are in the hands of the

most perfect masters of those instruments. But to

the fourth piece. This was a motetto by Haydn—
a vocal piece. The moment the introductory syni-

phony commenced, the peculiar style of the inimit-

able composer was obvious. It seemed almost a
pity that such a piece of music, requiring voices,

should have been selected for the organ, and espe-

cially as a piece designed to exhibit the powers of

the instrument. But when the prelude was draw-

ing to a close, and the organist came to the vocal

passage, what was my astonishment to hear a choir,

as it appeared, commence and sing. It was dis-

tinct from the organ, which all the while played the

accompaniment. The voices were heard, distinctly

heard, and it seemed as if there could be no mis-

take. No one was in the organ-loft but the organ-

ist and myself— I looked around for the choir—re-

moved from one position to another, and endeavour-
ed to ascertain whence proceeded the vocal sounds
but in vain ! I repeatedly moved from side to side,

and listened in every position, not being willing to

believe, what at last proved to be true, that the

sounds I heard were instrumental only and not

vocal. At the conclusion of the vocal passage the

organ was again heard alone in the symphony, and
at the close ot this the vocal parts were resumed
again : sometimes in solo or duet, trebles and altos,

responding tenors and basses, or vice versa, in

figurative, fugato, and plain counterpoint. Still I

could hardly be satisfied that there was not decep-
tion,—that there were not voices concealed in or

behind the instrument. But the organist having
concluded the piece, left the organ, and gave oppor-

tunity for others to touch the keys; When I found
myself produce the same quality of tone, all my in-
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fidelity ceased, and I believed that it is possible for

an organ to be made so exactly to imitate the hu-
man voice that the diflerence cannot be easily dis-

tinguished. The tremulous tones, as heard in the
Catholic chanting, are admirably imitated. The
organ was built by Moser, now about seventy-five

years of age. I was told that the king of France

lately applied to him to build a similar one, but he

declined, saying he was too old to build another,

and he wished his own city to possess the only

instrument of the kind in the world. No one
allowed to see the organ's interior."

Andante.

AWAY WITH MELANCHOLY.
DUET.
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O! DINNA ASK ME GIN I LO'E YE,

Moderately slow with feeling.

105

Air, " Comin' thro' the rye."
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O din - na ask me gin I lo'e ye, TrotR I daurna tell.
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gin JO look sae sair at me, 1 daurna look at jou.

An' when ye gang to yon braw town.
And bonnier lassies tee,

O dinna, Jamie, look at them.
Lest ye should mind na me.

For I could never bide the loss

That ye lo'ed mair than me

;

And O I'm sure my heart would break.

Gin ye'd prove fause to me.

now ROSSINI'S OPERA OF "OTELLO"
WAS COMPOSED.

[The following graphic sketch of the circumstances
under which this celebrated opera was produced— the
artist's whimsical engagement with Barbaja—and the
still more whinisicjd manner in which it was fulfilled

—

is from the pen of Alexandre Dumas. It is translated
from the feuilletoa of the Estafette, a Paris paper.]

Rossini had arrived in Naples, preceded by a
great reputation. Tiie first person whom he met
on alighting from the carriage was, as may well be
supposed, the Impresario (manager) o( the great
theatre, San Carlo. Barbaja went up to him with
open arms and heart, and without giving him time
to make one step, or speak one word, said to him,
" I come to make you three offers, and I hope

you will not refuse me any of them."
" 1 listen," replied Rossini with his usual delicate

smile.
" I offer thee my hotel for thee and thy people."

No. 53.

" T accept."
" 1 offer thee my table for thee and thy friends."
" 1 accept."
" My third offer is, that thou shall write an opera

for me and my theatre."
" I do not accept."
" How ! you will not work for me?''

"Neither for you nor anybody. I compose no
more music."

" Thou art foolish, my friend."
" It is as I have the nonour to tell yon."
" And what dost thou come to Naples for?"
" I come to eat maecaroni and lake ices ; it is

my humour."
" I shall cause my limonadier, who is the best in

the Toledo, to make ices for you, and I myself shall
make you maecaroni which shall astonish you."

' The devil! that is becoming serious."
" But thou wilt give me an opera in exchange ?"

" We shall see."
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" Take one, or two, or six months, whatever
time thou desirest."

" Well, six months."
" It is agreed."
" Let us to supper."

From that evening the house of Barbaja was
placed at the disposal of Rossini; the proprietor

was completely eclipsed, and the celebrated com-
poser regarded himself as being at home there in

the strictest acceptation of the word. All the
friends, and even the most distant acquaintances
whom he encountered in walking, were invited

without ceremony to the table of Barbaja, of which
Rossini did the honours with perfect coolness.

Sometimes he complained that he had not found
enough of friends to invite to tbe entertainments of
his host; when he was only able to assemble twelve
or fifteen, he considered it a bad day

!

As for Barbaja, faithful to the post of cook,
which he had imposed upon himself, he invented
every day new dishes, emptied the oldest bottles in

his cellar, and feasted all the strangers whom it

pleased Rossini to bring to him, as if they had been
the best friends of his father. Only, towards the

end of a repast, with an easy air, infinite address,

and a smile upon his lips, he would insinuate, be-
tween the cheese and tbe dessert, a few words on
the opera which he was allowed to promise him-
self, and on the brilliant success which could not
fall to attend it. But whatever delicacy of phrase
was employed by the honest Impresario to recall to

his guest the debt he had contracted, these few
words, as they fell from his lips, produced on the
composer the same effect as the three terrible words
at the feast of Balthazar. Barbaja, whose presence
had been tolerated till now, was in consequence of

them, politely requested by Rossini to appear no
more at the dessert.

In the meantime, months rolled away; the li-

bretto (words of the opera) had been long finished,

and nothing yet announced that the composer had
thought of setting to work. To dinners succeeded
promenades, to promenades country excursions

;

hunting, fishing, riding, occupied the time of the
great master; but there was no sign of sharp or

flat, major or minor. Barbaja was agitated twenty
times a day by feelings of rage, nervous spasms, an
impulse almost irresistible to break out. He re-

strained himself, however, for nobody had greater
faith than he in the incomparable genius of Rossini.
For five long months he kept silence with most
exemplary resignation. But on the morning of the
first day of the sixth month, thinking it vain to lose

more time, or keep measures longer, he took the
great musician aside, and began the following con-
versation :

—

" Ah ! my friend, knowest thou that there wants
no more than twenty-nine days of the fixed epoch?"
"What epoch?" said Rossini, with the amaze-

ment of a man who had been mistaken for another,
and asked a question to him incomprehensible.
" The thirtieth of May."
" The thirtieth of May !"—again the same sign

of astonishment.
" Hast thou not promised me a new opera which

is to be played that day?"
" Ah ! I did promise !"

" It is unnecessary to pretend astonishment,"
eried the Impresario, whose patience was ex-
hausted, " I have born the delay to the utmost,
reckoning on thy genius and the extreme facility of
working which God has given thee. Now it is im-

possible for me to wait longer; I must have my
opera."

" Could not one re arrange some old opera,
changing the name?"
"Dost thou think so? And the actors who are

engaged to play in a nerv opera?"
" You can tine them.''
" And the public?"
" You can shut the theatre."

"And the King?"
" You can tender your resignation."
" All that is so far true; but neither the actors,

the public, nor the King himself, can force me to

break my promise. I have given my word, Sir,

and Dominic Barbaja has never failed in his word
of honour."

" That, to be sure, alters the case."
" Well, promise me to begin to-morrow."
"Tomorrow! it is impossible • I have a fishing-

party to Fusaro."
" Good," said Barbaja, thrusting his hands into

his pockets, " we talk no more of it ; I shall see

what step there remains for me to take." And he
withdrew without adding a word.
That evening Rossini supped heartily, and did

honour to the table of the Impresario, like a man
who had completely forgotten the discussion of the

morning. Wnen retiring, he ordered his servant to

awake him at day-break, and to have a boat in

readiness for Fusaro. After that, he slept the sleep

of the just.

On the morrow, the hour of noon had sounded
from the five hundred clocks in which the town of

Naples rejoices, and the servant of Rossini had not

yet ascended to his master ; the sun darted his rays

through the Persiennes. Rossini started out of his

sleep, sat up, rubbed his eyes, then rang the bell;

the cord remained in his hand.

He called from the window which opened upon
the court : the palace remained mute as a seraglio.

He shook the door of his chamber, the door re-

sisted his assaults: it was built tip on the outside.

Then returning to the window he shouted

—

"Help! Treason! Murder!" He had not even the

consolation to find that echo replied to his com-
plaints ; the house of Barbaja was the deafest in

the world.

There remained to him only one resource, this

was to leap from the fourth storey ; but it must be
said, to the praise of Rossini's discretion, that this

idea did not occur to him.

At the end of an hour Barbaja showed his cotton

cap at a window of the third flat. Rossini, who
had not quitted his window, had a great wish to

throw a tile at him, but he contented himself by

loading him with imprecations.
" Do you want anything?" asked the Impresario

with a tone of indiB'erence.

" Let me out this instant.'

" You shall get out when yonr opera is finished."

" What ! shut me up by force."

" By force if you will have it, but I must have my
opera."

" I shall proclaim it to all the actors, and we
shall see what will follow."

" I will fine them," said Barbaja.
" I shall inform the public of it."

" I will shut the theatre."

" I shall go even to the King."
" I will give in my resignation."

Rossini perceived that he was taken in his own
snares. So, like a man of sense changing at once
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his tone and manner, be said with a calm voice

—

" I take your joke in good part, but may I know
when I shall be at liberty ?"

*' When the last scene of the opera shall be sent

me," replied Barbaja, lifting his cap.
" Good ; send this evening for the overture."

That evening Barbaja received punctually a copy-

book of music, on which was written in large let-

ters, Overture to Othdlo.

The saloon of Barbaja was filled with celebrated

musicians at the time he received the first packet

from his prisoner. One ofthem immediately placed

himself at the piano, deciphered the new clief-

d'wuvre, which impressed them with an idea that

Rossini was something more than a man ; that like

a deity he created, without labour or efl'ort, by the

sole act of his will. Barbaja, foolish with joy,

snatched the piece from the hands of the admiring
artists, and sent it to be copied. On the morrow,
he received a new copy-book, inscribed, the first act

of OtJu'llo ; this new piece was also sent to the copy-
ists, who acquitted themselves of their duty with
that mute and passive obedience to which Barbaja
had accustomed them. At the end of three days,

that division of Othello had been delivered and
copied. The Impresario could not contain himself
for joy; he threw himself on the neck of Rossini,

made him the most sincere and touching excuses
for the stratagem he had been obliged to employ,
and begged of him to complete his work by assist-

ing at the rehearsals.
" I shall go myself among the actors," replied

Rossini, with a careless tone, " and make them re-

peat their parts. As for the gentlemen of the or-

chestra I shall have the honour of receiving them
here."

" Well, my friend, thou canst arrange with them.
My presence is not necessary, and I will admire
thy chef d'auvre at the general rehearsal. Once
more, I pray thee pardon me the manner in which
I have acted."
" Not a word more on that, or you annoy me."
The day cf the general rehearsal arrived at last;

it was the eve of the famous thirtieth of May, which
had cost Barbaja so many pangs. The singers

were at their posts, the musicians took their places

in the orchestra, Rossini seated himself at the
piano. Some elegant ladies and privileged men
occupied the boxes of the proscenium. Barbaja,
radiant and triumphant, rubbed his hands, and
walked about his theatre whistling.

They played first the overture. Frantic applauses
shook the arches of San Carlo. Rossini rose and
bowed.

" Bravo !
' cried Barbaja, " let us now have the

cavatina of the tenor."

Rossini reseated himself at his piano, all kept
silence, the first violin raised his bow, and they
began again to play the overture. The same ap-
plause—more enthusiastic still, if it were possible

—burst forth at the end of the piece.
" Bravo ! bravo !" repeated Barbaja. " Let us

pass now to the cavatina;" and the orchestra began
a third time to play the overture.

" Enough !" cried Barbaja, exasperated, " all that
is charming, but we cannot remain at that till to-

morrow. Come to the cavatina." But in spite of

the injunction of the Impresario, the orchestra con-
tinued to play the same overture. Barbaja threw
himself on the first violin, and taking him by the
collar, cried in his ear, " What the devil do you
mean by playing the same thjng for an hour?"

" Bless me!" said the violin, with a phlegm that
would have done honour to a German, " we play
what has been given us."

" But turn the leaf then, imbecile !"

" It is in vain to turn—there is only the over,
ture."

" How ! there is only the overture !" cried the
Impresario, turning pale, " it is then an atrocious
mystification

!"

Rossini rose and bowed.
But Barbaja had fallen motionless upon a fan-

teuil. The prima donna, the tenor, everybody
pressed round him. For a moment they believed
he was struck by a dreadful apoplexy.

Rossini, grieved that the pleasantry had assumed
an aspect so serious, approached him with real in-

quietude. But at the sight of him, Barbaja, spring-
ing up like a lion, began to vociferate

—

" Out of my sight, traitor, or I shall be guilty of

some excess."

"Let us see, let us see," said Rossini, smiling;
" is there not some remedy ?"

" What remedy, wretch ! to-morrow is the day of
the first representation."

" If the prima donna were to find herself indis-

posed?" murmured Rossini in the ear of the Im-
presario.

" Impossible !" replied he in the same tone ; " She
would never draw upon herself the vengeance and
the peltings of the public."

" If you will press her a little ?"

" It would be useless ; thou knowest not Col-
bran."

" I believe you are on the best terms with her.''

" An additional reason—do as you please, but I

warn you it is lost time."

On the following day, the affiche (playbill) of

San Carlo announced that the first representation

of Othello was delayed by the indisposition of the

prima donna.

Eight days afterwards Othello was played.

The whole world now knows this opera; and
nothing need be added. Eight days had sufficed to

Rossini to eclipse the chef-d'cetivre of Shakspeare.
After the fall of the curtain, Barbaja, weeping

with emotion, sought the composer everywhere that

he might press him to his heart; but Rossini,

yielding no doubt to that modesty which is so be.

coming in the successful, had stolen away from the

ovation of the multitude. Next morning, Barbaja
called his prompter, who performed the functions

of valet de chambre to him, impatient as he was, the

worthy Impresario, to present to his guest the feli-

citations of the preceding evening.
" Go, beg Rossini to come to me," said Barbaja

to him.
" Rossini is gone," replied the prompter.
" How, gone !"

" He left for Bologna at daybreak."
" Left without saying anything to me?"
" Yes, Sir, he has left you his adieus."
" Then go and pray Colbran to permit me to

visit her.''

" Colbran."
" Yes, Colbran; art thou deaf this morning?"
" Excuse me, but Colbran has departed."
" Impossible !"

" They are gone in the same carriage."
" The wretch ! she has quitted me to become the

mistress of Rossini.''

" Pardon me, Sir, she is his wife."

" I am revenged," said Baibaja. N. H. N
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Jig time.

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 17.—THE HOWLET AND THE WEAZLE.
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No. 18.—MY LADY'S GOWN HAS GAIRS UPON'T.
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" The Howlet and the Weazle," and " My lady's

gown has gairs upon't," are two excellent tunes not
often heard amid the present storm of waltzes and
quadrilles. They have both attained no Tery honour-
able notoriety from their old blackguard names, and
the blackguard songs united VTith them. Dare we
hope that the improred taste, and more perfect and
pure education which prevails in our age, will be able

to banish from all memories the rubbish which has

almost incurably contaminated the popular mind,
and which blurs the exquisite beauty of our old

lyrical remains. Yes, we do hope, and feel assured

that the national mind will as thoroughly imbibe
the beauties contained in the inspired strains of
the glorious triad of Roberts, the boast and the
honour of Scotland, Burns, Tannahill, and NicoU

—

to the utter exclusion of such prolligate though
hoary licentiousness.

We are disposed to attribute the " Weazle" to the
musical genius of Ireland; while there can belittle

doiibt with regard to the claims of Scotland to " My
lady's gown." This last we take from Neil Gow's
collection, the other we publish from our manuscript
collection of 1778.

THE SERENADE.
Softly the moonlight

Is shed on the lake,

Cool is the summer night

—

Wake! O wake!
Faintly the curfew

Is heard from afar

;

List ye ! O list

To the lively guitar.

Trees cast their mellow shade
Over the vale;

Sweetly the serenade
Breathes in the gale,

Softly and tenderly

Over the lake.

Gaily and cheerily

—

Wake ! O wake

!

See the light pinnace
Draws nigh to the shore.

Swiftly it glides

At the heave of the oar.

Cheerily plays

On its buoyant car,

Nearer and nearer

The lively guitar.

Now the wind rises

And ruffles the pine,

Ripples foam crested

Like diamonds shine

;

They flash where the waters
The white pebbles lave.

In the wake of the mocui
As it crosses the wave.

Bounding from billow

To billow, the boat
Like a wild swan is seen

On the waters to float

;

And the light dipping oars

Bear it smoothly along
In time to the air

Of the gondolier's song.

And high on the stem
Stands the young and the brave.

As love led he crosses

The star spangled wave,
And blends with the murmur
Of water and grove

The tones of the night

That are sacred to love.

The gold hilted sword
At his bright belt is hung.

His mantle of silk

On his shoulder is flung;

And high waves the feather

That dances and plays
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On his cap, where the buckle

And rosary blaze.

The maid from her lattice

Looks down on the lake,

To see the foam sparkle

The bright billows break

;

And to hear in his boat.

Where he shines like a star,

Her lover so tenderly

Touch his guitar.

She opens her lattice.

And sits in the glow
Of moon-light and star-light

A statue of snow

;

And she sings in a voice

That is broken with sighs,

And she darts on her lover

The light of her eyes.

His " love-speaking pantomime"
Tells her his soul—

•

How wild in the sunny clime

Hearts and eyes roll !

She waves with her white hand
Her white fazzolet.

And her burning thoughts flash

From her eyes living jet.

The moon-light is hid

In a vapour of snow

!

Her voice and her rebeck
Alternately flow;

Re echoed the swell

From the rock to the hill

They sing their farewell.

And the music is still.

J. C. Percival.

TENOK.

ALTO.

AIK.

BASS.

O WHAT BEAUTY LORD APPEARS.
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WHERE THE BEE SUCKS.

ARIEL'S SONG, FROM THE "TEMPEST," ACT V., SCENE L
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ON TEACHING SINGING.
Singing is an acquirement which perhaps gives

more general pleasure than any other accomplish-

ment, since it affords gratification even to those

who are ignorant of the art, and does not, like in-

strumental music, require a, practical audience in

order to be appreciated, nor, like painting, a par-

ticular education in order to perceive its beauties.

The love of sweet sounds seems a part of our na-

ture ; and these, when connected with poetry, ad-

dress themselves to the understanding and to the

sensibility, as well as to the ear.

Music, and vocal music especially, forms a
valuable addition to domestic enjoyments, and as a
female accomplishment, deserves cultivation upon
this ground, as well as upon the principle that wo-
men should possess as many rational resources as

possible, both for their own happiness, and that of

those who look to them for solace and amusement.
It has been often said, that nothing is worth

learning that is not worth learning well. This
maxim applies to music equally with other things

;

and for this reason we would endeavour to show
how an acquirement, which contributes so largely

to individual and general happiness may be best at-

tained, and with least expenditure of time. We
shall here confine ourselves to singing, and to fe-

male instruction only, though most of our remarks
are generally applicable.

It is first necessary to ascertain whether the voice

and ear promise any results.

In determining the natural capabilities, there are
two points to be examined, first, whether there is

any power of imitation, since it is evident that all

singing must be resolved into an imitation by the
voice of sounds heard by the ear. If the pupil is

totally incapable of repeating the sounds of an in-

strument, or another voice, all attempts to learn

singing are hopeless.

Secondly, presuming the imitation to be made, it

must be next ascertained whether the notes be
strictly in tune, and if they be not, whether the
imperfection arise from a density of hearing, or

from weakness in the voice itself; and also (which
a few trials will decide) whether the natural defect

in formation is likely to be overcome by practice.

If these points be determined unfavourably, we con-
clude that no rational person would contend against
nature in a matter which does not concern the
moral welfare of the pupil; and that, where organic
capability does not exist, the attempt to learn will

not be made.
We next consider how the pupil whose organs

are worth cultivating may be best trained. The
object of vocal art is to produce agreeable sounds,

and, at the same time, to modify those sounds to

the expression of the words wliich are uttered in

connexion with them, and which are presumed to

have dictated the sentiment of the melody to the

composer.
Purity of tone (which necessarily implies perfect

tune) is the first object to be attained in learning to

sing ; and to acquire this, the practice of the diato-

nic scEde, ascending and descending, beginning on
C natural (the first ledger Une below the lines) and
ending where the compass of the voice ceases,

ought to be steadily pursued.

By pure tone, we mean that the notes emitted by
the voice are free from the guttural thick sound which
shows that they are formed in the throat—from the

snuffling which indicates that the nose is not per-

forming its proper function—and from the muffled

indistinct sound which indicates the improper action

of the tongue and lips. Some one of these defects

is generally perceptible in amateur singers. The
Italian method of instruction is the only system

which makes pure tone the basis of vocal instruc-

tion, and it is this that we would here recommend
and explain.

The diatonic scale, ascending and descending,

ought to be executed in the following manner. Let

the pupil pronounce the Italia? letter a, which is

uttered like the a in the English word father, and
begin the note very soft, swelling it gradually to the

fall power of her voice, and then as gradually di-

minishing it to the softest sound. The mouth must
be opened wide, but a little elongated, and kept

steadily in the same position till the note is ended

;

for it is evident that the size of the aperture through

which the sound issues must alter tlie character of

the sound, even if it do not affect its tune or pitch,

and a variation in the tone during the production

of a note is always bad ; the quantity but not the

quality may change. This method ought to be ap-

plied to every note in the scale, going on to the

second octave, and descending as soon as the voice

has reached the extent of its compass, taking care

not to strain it beyond that compass.

In all voices the upper notes are formed by using

what is called thefalsette, oivoce di testa, which we
may translate by the words head voice. This terra

seems to imply that the voice comes from the head

;

but the fact is, that all falsette notes are produced
by an action in the upper part of the throat, and
the tone is sensibly felt in the head High notes

can also be formed by the chest voice, or voce di

peito, but they are loud, strained, and harsh, in-,

capable of flexibility, possessing neither sweetness,,

richness, nor brilliancy, and wholly unfit for cham-
ber singing ; indeed they ought to be employed only
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occasionally on the stage, in the expression of'strong

passion.

The singer, in practising the scale, should dis-

cover where the chest voice (or natural voice) ends,

and learn to unite it to the falsette, so that no
hreach or striking dissimilarity between the two
voices may appear.

Particular attention should be paid to taking the

breath. A long note cannot be held unless the

lungs are fully inflated, and this is equally important
in a succession of short notes, because a frequent

inlialing disturbs the smoothness of the performance,

and gives an idea of exhaustion which is both pain-

ful and destructive of eft'cct.

In practising the pupil should open the chest by

throwing back the shoulders and raising the head,

so that the action of the throat, as well as of the

lungs, may be unimpeded. The breath should be

very deeply inhaled before the note is commenced
and should not be emitted rapidly with the sound,

but gradually, and in a restrained way, rather than
exhaled quickly. By this means a command of the

breath will be acquired, and the singer will never

be, or appear to be, distressed, but will have the

power of duly apportioning the quantity of force she

may be called upon to use, and of applying it where
and when it will be required. When the voice has

become tolerably steady, and the tune certain, it

will be necessary to learn to unite the notes ; and
this may be done by proceeding from one note to

the next in a breath, or at intervals of a second,

third, fourth, iifth, and so on.

The first note should be commenced soft, gradually

swelled, and when it nearly reaches the loudest

point, the next note taken, and the voice diminished.

In passing from one note to another, whether
slowly or rapidly, that union should invariably be

observed which the Italians designate by the term
leyato, i.e. tied. This quality is essential to a
singer. It may be best attained by the practice of

the diatonic scale, pushing the voice from note to

note, in ascending throughout the octave, and in-

creasing in loudness; in descending, by sliding the

voice from note to note, and decreasing tlie sound

;

the rapidity should be increased in proportion to the

progress of the student, but all first essays must he

slow. The times for breathing will also vary in the

like proportion. And here we would caution the

singer against changing the syllable, or altering the

position of the mouth when executing rapidly ; it is

a defect which commonly obtains either from care-

lessness, or from an idea that the execution is

thereby facilitated. It may be imagined, that as,

in singing words, a constant change of syllables

occurs, it is therefore needless to guard against an
event which must necessarily take place; every

finislied singer, however, knows that words may be

made articulate, and yet be kept subservient toUme,
and that the latter is first to be steadily acquired.

For this reason the voice should iirst be practised

on one and the same syllable.

When the pupil can execute a slow scale, in

whieii each note has the same character of tone,

and in perfect tune, with the power of beginning

and ending either loud or soft, and a quick legato

scale, possessing the same characteristics of unvaried

tone and correct tune, much has been done towards
the formation of a singer; at least, the chief me-
chanical diificulties are overcome. Half an hour a
day, regularly and well employed on the best means,
will be sufficient for the amateur, but the voice

ought to be used in singing no other way until good

habits are firmly fixed, otherwise the process of
learning to sing will be all doing and undoing.

Exercises for the voice form the next step (among
which the best are those of Ferari or Lablaehe).
These should also be practised on the syllable a,

with the same cautious attention to the purity of

tone, correctintonation,audlegato execution ; taking
breath without efibrt or noise, never suffering it to

be exhausted, yet, when inhaled, being careful not
to break the accent of the music, selecting a rest, or

the unaccented part of the bar, for the purpose, and
filling the lungs before a long note or passage of
uninterrupted execution.

Attention should also be paid to the increase or
diminuli(m of sound, whether upon one or a succes-

sion of notes, giving the loud parts without violence,

and the soft with the distinctness of an audible
whisper. Contrast is as necessary in singing as in

painting, but it is seldom required to be violent;

this character belongs to the expression of strong
passion rather than sentiment, and is more suitable

to the theatre than a private room.
In the acquisition of rapid execution, the student

must be guided by the time she can devote to the

practice. It is decidedly an ornamental jiart of the
art, and, when properly applied, a valuable and
powerful adjunct of expression. But it is not, like

tone, an essential, and should therefore be the last

considered. Voices which are naturally flexible,

acquire execution easily, while thick and heavy
voices move with difficulty, and demand more
labour.

The mode of practice, and the energy of the

learner, will convert minutes into hours ; half an
hour daily will scarcely be deemed too great a
sacrifice; and we boldly assert that this is time
enough, when coupled with regularity and ardour,

to produce an agreeable, and where nature has been
bountiful, an accomplished singer.

The essentialsare tune, tone, the expression which
results from the singer's capability to make the

voice perform her intentions and conceptions, and
the power of producing the precise quality of tone

which will best express the various emotions of joy,

sorrow, love, anger, disappointment, or calm de-

light. In plainer language, we may say that the

pupil must learn the simple means of expression,

and then the power of applying them. Until these

are acquired, she has no pretensions to be styled a
singer at all ; and when they have been obtained,

it depends upon opportunity and other circumstan-

ces whether the acquisition ought to be carried any
farther.

Having thus described the course of study neces-

sary to acquire the first principles of the art, we
proceed to the adaptation of words to sound. It is

a rule that pronunciation must be distinct and iree

from vulgarity and aftectation ; the inaccuracies of
dialect are even more disagreeable in singing than
in speaking.

Though distinct utterance is essential, the pupil

should be on her guard against the sharp pronun-

ciation which separates the speaking from the

singing, so that the words appear to come ujion the

ear unconnected with tiie tone of the voice. If

words be clearly begun and perfectly finished, they

will fall distinctly upon the ear, and will neither

impede nor be impeded by the tone. A clear and
finished enunciation, when not carried to excess,

also imparts a general finish to tone and manner.
The tongue must be held rather hack in the mouth,
and the lips not suffered to hang loose, or they will
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make the pronunciation, as well as the tone, thick

and indistinct.

Attention should also be paid to the meaning of

the words, to their accent, and to the rhythm and
sentiment of the poetry ; for unless the sense be as-

certained, the right expression will be wanting, and
every singer is expected to unite her own concep-
tions with those of the composer.

Recitative, as the term implies, approaches more
nearly to speaking than to singing ; it is commonly
so written that one note falls to each syllable; it

requires more of striking enunciation, and less of

singing, than the performance of an air; and some
compositions call upon the performer for the feeling

and elocution of an orator rather than the qualities

of a singer, since she is neither limited by time nor
rhythm, but solely by the accent of the words them-
selves. It is therefore in recitative especially that

the elocutionary defects of the singer are detected

;

and it is consequently the best exercise for the at-

tainment of articulate and finished pronunciation.
But in singing an air, the speaking must blend so

entirely with the tone, that although the audience
may be able to hear every word, yet the speaking
must be only as an adjunct. The poetry ought not
to be the prominent part of a song ; the pronuncia-
tion, as in reading, should be articulate and free

from vulgarity or affectation.

In taking a breath, the singer must endeavour
not to breathe in the middle of a word, and also

not to break the sense, or accent of the melody. The
singer should not change the vowel or syllable upon
which she may have to hold a note or execute a
passage, since it will detract from the beauty of

articulate speaking, as well as from correct tone.

As to the ornamental part, professional singers

are expected occasionally to alter or add to the

notes set down in a melody, for the sake of novelty

and variety, and also for the purpose of exhibiting

their peculiar attaiuments, or tlieir invention and
imagination. The nearer an amateur approaches
professional excellence, the more highly is she esti-

mated ; and this custom is consequently practised

by the former where music is highly cultivated. It

is obvious that, in order to create new combinations
of notes, the mind must be stored with examples,
and possess the power and habit of invention ; and
in order to apply them tastefully and appropriately,

there must be a perfect understanding of the style

of the composer, and of the character and expression
of the composition. All this information and ability

presumes an acquaintance with the science of mu-
sic, an intimate knowledge of style, or a wide and
extensive reading in the works of various masters.

There are, however, some persons with retentive

memories, quick apprehension, andretined feelings,

who can remember and apply ornaments appropri-
ately and cB'ectively. But these are exceptions, for

this capability is generally the result of study, and
requires more time and labour than singers can
commonly bestow. There are some graces which
are indispensible, and call for no such exertion, nor
such expenditure of time, but only patience and in-

dustry. The shake is one of these. It should lie

practised fiist on the middle of the voice, beginning
slow, and gradually increasing in velocity. A per-

fect shake is rapid, but distinct, liquid, smooth, and
full of tone. In old English music it almost in-

variably terminates every composition; the Italians

use it more as a passing grace, either very slow or
very quick. The singer ought to be able to malic
a shake on every note of the voice ; but though es-

sential in the middle, it is not often required at the

extremes of the compass. It demands some labour

and more patience on the part of the pupil, but is

an indispensible ornament to an English singer,

and well worth the trouble of acquiring.

The mordente and the turn, both plain and in-

verted, are other necessary graces, requiring liquid

tone, and distinct, but legato execution. Their ap-

plication, where not designated by the composer,

must be regulated by the sentiments of the passage

to which they are affixed; and their expressiim may
be varied, and a new character given by the em-

ployment of different accentuation and tone. A
slow inverted turn, tliough composed of the same

notes, bears a totally different expression Irom a

quick turn ; and the accent falling upon any one of

the four notes will again chang:e its meaning.

Excellence in these minor points is derived from

the mind; it is the intellect working with mechani-

cal means which raises artists of every description

above the mass. We cannot, therefore, urge too

strongly upon the young vocalist to exercise her

understanding at the same time that she practises

her voice and her fingers.

The appogiatura is another addition, the use of

which calls for the discretion and judgment of the

performer. It is too common to need description

;

it requires legato execution, and may be varied in

rapidity, accent, and tone, according to the ex-

pression required. The Italians almost invariably

introduce the appogiatura when the same note

occurs twice in succession; this frequently happens
in recitative, when the rule is that the singer in-

stead of taking the first note as it is written, intro-

duces the note above, or the half note below, as an
appogiatura.

Another modern application of this ornament

consists in repeating the appogiatura a second or

even a third time before taking the note wliiuh it

precedes. The execution of the repetition should

be soft, like a throb of the voice, if we may be

allowed the expression.

The portamento, or carrying the voice from one

interval to another, comes perhaps under the head

of legato execution. It consists in sliding the voice

through the intervening notes. Italian singers

rarely omit so to connect the notes; in English

music it must be employed with caution, and under

all circumstances it ought to be used without

violence, otherwise it has a ludicrous efl'ect, and
resembles a caricalmed imitation of the Italian

manner.
It has long been the fashion to conclude English

songs with a cadence, why we know not, unless it

be to give the singer further opportunity of display-

ing his execution and invention. The Italians have

better taste, and although they may be justly ac-

cused of ending all arias alike, yet this is a less

obvious absurdity than commencing a long roulade

upon a word of no meaning, when the sentiment

has drawn to a close, and passion has vented its

fervour. The singer has every opportunity in the

course of an air to show her taste and ability, and
these are not unfrequently best displayed by a
sparing rather than a redundant use of ornament.

It is desirable to possess the power of execution,

but equally so to employ it judiciously.

We have now treated of tone, execution, elocu-

tion, ornament, and expression. We come next to

style, or the peculiar mode in which all these means
are to be employed. It seems impossible that a

succession of notes arranged to certain word^ should
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be so performed by two or more persons as to bear

a difl'erent character, and yet that each performance
should be equally successful. This is undoubtedly

the case in acting. Actors give the same passage

different readings, and accompany it by difl'erent

action, yet each may claim equal excellence ; how
else indeed should there be variety or novelty, the

two great charms oflife ? So is it with singers. No
two voices have the same character, and although

trained by the same master, and in the same method,

yet they are totally dissimilar ; and as no two minds
are alike, the nature of the intellect gives other

varieties which are manifested in conception, imagi-

nation, and feeling. For instance, one singer will

be distinguished for tenderness, another for dignity,

a third for pathos. One will employ mere beauty

of voicing, another great power, a third will adopt

contrast, a fourth delicate or powerful execution.

Some will introduce appropriate, but far fetched

ornaments ; others, when the character of the words

is not decided, will alter the time of a composition

from quick to slow, or the contrary, so as to sur-

prise by novelty, or to gain the opportunities of dis-

playing some acquirement or natural gift peculiar

to herself. It is also to be remarked, that different

kinds of compositions have each their peculiar

character. The mtisic of the church in all its sub-

divisions, chamber music in all its varieties, such

as the canzonet, the air, the bravura, the ballad, &c.

are distinct species which call into action the same
qualifications, but demand an application fitted to

the particular nature of the composition. There is

also some regard due to tlie age and country of the

composer. Attention to these points implies a
general knowledge of the art and its history, and
requires more than mere mechanical excellence.

All these differences constitute style; for as they

belong to mind, or the attainments resulting from

long and diligent study, they will manifest them-

selves in every attempt, however extensive the field

upon which they are exerted. It follows, therefore,

that style is a consequence of sedulous practice

united to a good understanding, and the experience

which comes from hearing and observing; and
hence it is that amateurs seldom acquire style. It

is lamentable how little the reasoning powers are

exercised and cultivated in female education ; were

it otherwise, the time and money now wasted upon
accomplishments would be employed to the advan-

tage and pleasure of the pupil, and of all who expect

from her the fruits of those long years which she

has expended on her studies.

Those parents, then, who desire their daughters

to become singers, must first ascertain how far na-

ture has lent her aid ; next, what degree of excel-

lence it is probable they may attain, and whether

the talent is to be employed as a means of profit or

of mere amusement; and, finally, how much time

they can rationally spare from duties and studies of

more importance. The next step is to adopt the

methods most likely to secure the ends proposed.

All hoiwst and capable instructor is essential j but an

explanation, such as we have endeavoured to con-

vey, of the best method, although necessarily general,

will materially assist the pupil, because she will

understand why that method is desirable, and being

thus led to reflect upon the subject, she will be

more likely to apply it advantageously. When
some progress in the art has been made^ hearing the

best modelsfrequvntly, listening n-ith the mind as well

as with the ears, tvill do -more tiian many lessons care-

lessly given and thoughtlessly received.

Slightly abridged from an article in the " Quar-

terly Journal of Education," of the Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.

KING FROST.

King Frost galloped hard from his palace of snow
To the hills whence the floods dashed in thunders below

;

But he breathed on the waters, that swooned at his

wiU,
And their clamoui' was o er.for thetorrents stood still!

" Ho I ho !" thought the King, as he galloped along,
" J have stopped thosa mad torrents awhile in their

song."

With pennons high streaming, in gladness and pride,

A fair vessel moved o'er the billowy tide

;

But whilst bold hearts were deeming their peril all

past,

King Frost struck the billows, and bound them all fast I

" Ho ! ho !" cried the King, " Ah, their homes may long

wait
Ere aught, my fine vessel, be heard of their fatel"

Thro' the forest rode he, and the skeleton trees

Groan'd, wither'd and wild, 'gainst the desolate breeze;

And shook their hoar locks as the Frost King flew by,

Whilst the hail rattled round, like a volley from high

!

" Ho ! ho !" shouted he, "my old sylvans are bare.

But my minister, snow, shall find robes for your wear."

By the convent sped he, by the lone ruined fane.

Where the castle frown'd wild o'er its rocky domain

;

And the warder grew pallid, and shook, as in fear,

As the monarch swept by with his icicle spear

!

Whilst his herald, the blast, breathed defiance below.

And hurra'd for King Frost and his palace of snow 1

INAUGURATION AT LIEGE.

On the 17th and 18th of July, 1842, the festival

took place for the inauguration of the statue of

Gretry. The ceremony was magnificent. When
the statue was uncovered, acclamations burst from

all sides. The work, which was cast by Duckens,

from a model furnished by Geefs, was much ad-

mired. The sculptor has chosen the moment in

which the musician, giving way to his inspiration,

has found a new melody. He has just produced

the popular air, " Ou peut-mi etre mieux qu'au sein

de sa famille ?" A song of triumph, by Pertuis,was

performed by an orchestra consisting of three hun-

dred musicians. A beautiful chorus, " Homage to

Gretry," by M. Dausoigne Mehul, was then sung.

Lastly came the " Apotheosis of Gretry," a grand

lyrical scene, with words by M. Desessart, and music

by M. Hanssens, intermingled with dances and

chorusses. Liege will long remember this festival;

which, however, would have been still more splen

did had not the death of the Duke of Orleans pre-

vented the King of the Belgians, and the members

of the Institute of France, from being present.

CoBREtti.—While the famous Correlli, at Rome,
was playing some musical compositions of his own, to a

select company in the private apartment of his patron

cardinal, he observed, in the height of his harmony,

that his eminence was engaged in a detached conversa-

tion ; upon which he suddenly stopped short, and

gently laid down his instrument. The cardinal, sur-

prised at the unexpected cessation, asked him ifa string

was broken?— to which CorrelU, in an honest con-

sciousness of what was due to his music, replied, " No,

sir ; I was only afraid I interrupted business." His

eminence, who knew that a genms could never show

itself to advantage where it had not proper regards,

took this reproof in good part, and broke off his con-

versation,to hear the wh(rfe concerto played over again.
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HUSH TO PEACE
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THE BEAM ON THE STREAMLET WAS PLAYING.
Irish air—Coleen dhas crootha na moe.

Slow.
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" Whilst green is yon bank's mossy pillow,

Or evening shall weep the soft tear,

Or the streamlet shall steal 'neath the willow
So long shall thy image be dear.

O fly to these arms for pvotection.

If pierc'd by the arrows of woe

;

Then smile on my tender affection,

Ma coleen dhas croothe na moe."

She sigh'd as his ditty was ended,

Her heart was too full for reply
;

Oh ! joy and compassion were blended.

To light the mild beam of her eye

;

He kiss'd her soft hand, '* what above thee.

Could heaven in its kindness bestow ?"

He kiss'd her sweet cheek, *' Oh ! I love thee
Ha coleen dhas croothe na moe."

A MODERN PIANIST.
A foreign gentleman, who wanted his hair cut

very badly, with a name that nobody had, up to the
present time, been able to pronounce, now took his
seat at the piano, Mrs. De Robinson having pre-
vailed upon him to oblige the company with a per-

No. 66 and Sup.

formance thereon. And this he did with a vengeance
—it was only a wonder how the piano survived such
a succession of violent assaults as were continued
upon it for about twenty minutes. First the foreign
gentleman arranged his hair to his satisfaction,

turned up his cuffs and wristbands, and galloped his
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fingers atrandom over the keys, by way ofsymphony;
whilst thoseimmeiliately round tile piano, compelled

by their position to take an interest in the display,

gave forth various intonations of the word "ish h-h,"

t» command silence. When this was procured, the

artiste commenced his prelude, which might be

likened to a continuous (iiseharge of musical squibs,

the occasional attack of the little finger of the left

hand upon the extreme bass notes producing the

bangs; and then there was that vague sort of instru-

mentation which a lively kitten might be expected to

produce when shut up in the fnmt part of an old-

fashioned cabinet piano, by running over the keys.

At last all this came down to the popular air of" Auld
Lang Syne," which was played tliroughout as people

had been accustomed to hear it, previously to introduc-

ing the variations thereon, liuttliese contained the

grandest part oftheforeign gentleman's performance,

and were founded upon the principle of making the

tune as unlike itself as could possibly be done. And
there was a great deal of wily pleasantry in these va-

riations, the leadingjoke appearing to be that ofput-

ting the original air to great personal inconvenience.

First of all, the tune seemed stretched out to twice

its length, while a quantity of small notes buzzed

allabout it, like tiresome Hies ; and then you thought

you were going to hear it again,only you did not, but

something quite different, through which, however

the tune kept starting up at certain intervals, to be

immediately knocked on the head by some powerful

chord fur its audacity, until it was finally settled, and
appeared no more until the finale. It took a great

dealolbeiLtiug, th.iugh f.u'all tliat, to get rid of it even

for a time; arid when at last you heard it in conclu-

sion, it seemed to have become quite reckless from its

captivity, and darted wildly about to all parts of the

piano at once, with such a headstrong audacity, that

you nil longer wondered at the airs it had given itself

in a previous part of the performance. Nor was the

foreign gentleman less excited; for, being evidently

under the intiuence of soiue invisible galvanic

battery, he breathed hard and fast, and shrugged his

shoulders, and twitched his face and elbows to such

a degree, that nobody would have been at all sur-

prised to have seen sparks fly ofl' /rom liim in all

directions towards the nearest couductors,—the most
proximate being the caoutchouc ear-cornet upon
which a deaf old lady, in a rather terrific turban,

was performing a solo near the pianist.

Great was the applause when he concluded by
giving a final spring at all the keys together, and
precipitately rushing from the instrument, as if he
stood in extreme dread of the consequences likely to

result from so savage and unprovoked an attack.

But everybody appeared extensively delighted,

—

whether at the wonderful performance, or because
it n as over, did not seem so clearly defined ; although

there was no doubt that somehow or another, these

firework harmonies created a sensation.

—

Bmtley't
Miscellany.

HERE'S A HEALTH TO ALL GOOD LASSES.

GLEE FOR THREE VOICES.
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MUSICAL FLOURISHING.
Felici Giardini, the very distinguished violin

performer, who resided in England during a great
part of the latter half of the last century, was when
a young man, one of the ripienoa in the opera
orchestra at Naples. Elated with the praise his
rising talents excited, he became too fond of flour-

ishing and displaying his powers of execution. One
night Jomelli,thegreatoperatic composer at Naples,
on coming into the orchestra, happened to seat him-
self beside Giardini, who, ambitious of letting the
maestro di capella know what he could do, began
in the symphony of a tender and pathetic air, to

give a loose to his fingers and his fancy, when Jo-
melli immediately rewarded him with a violent slap

on the face. Giardini assured Dr. Burnej that this

was the best lesson he ever received during his life-

time.

THE CHARMS OF MUSIC.

'Tis thine,sweet power, to raise the thought sublime,
Quell each rude passion, and the heart refine.

Soft are thy strains as Gabriel's gentlest string,

Mild as the breathing zephyrs of the spring.

Thy pleasing influence, thrilling through the breast^

Can lull e'en raging anguish into rest.

And oft thy wildly sweet enchanting lay.

To fancy's magic heaven steals the rapt thought
away. Columbian Magazine, 1793.

Moderato. f.
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BACKED GLEE FOR FOUR VOICES,
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OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 19.—DULCE DOMUM.
Allegro moderato.

•*—I—
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The old and justly favourite song of " Dulce
(

Dornum," the melody of which we give ahove, was
written more than two hundred years ago, by a
Winchester scholar, who had been detained at the

usual time of vacation, and chained to a tree or

pillar, for an offence to the master, when the other

scholars had liberty to visit their friends and homes.
This unfortunate youth %vas so affected with the dis-

grace, loss of liberty, and all that was dear to him,

that, before his companions returned to school he
is said to have died of a broken heart.

In memory of this melancholy incident, the

scholars of Winchester school or college, attended

by the master, chaplains, organist, and choristers,

have an annual procession, and walk three times

round the pillar or tree, to which their unhappy
fellow collegian was chained, chaunting, as they

proceed, the following Latin verses, which we sub-

join for the delectation of our young friends who
are deep in the mysteries of Ovidius Naso, ren-

dering into English verse the beauties of Virgilius

Maro, and scanning the verses of Horatius Flaccus.

Concinamus, O sodales

!

Eja! quid silemus!
Nobile cantieum,
Dulce melos Domum,
Dulce Domum, resonemus.

Appropinquat ccee ! felixl

Hora gaudiorum

:

Post grave tedium,
Advenit omnium
Meta petita laborum.

Musa libros mitte, fessa ^

Mitte pensa dura
Mitte negotium.
Jam datur otium
Me mea mittito cura

!

Rldet annus, prata rident;

Nosque rideamus.

Jam repetet Domum,
Daulius advena;

Nosque Domum repetamus.

Heus ! Rogere ! fer caballos

;

Eja, nunc, eamus

;

Limen amabile,
Matris et oscula,

Suaviter et repetamus.

Concinamus ad Penates
Vox et audiatur,

Phosphore quid jubar
Segnius emicans
Gaudia nostra moratur.

For the benefit of our unclassical subscribers we
insert an English rendering of the student's song
Dulce Domum. Of two versions of this song which
we have seen, we give the preference to the follow-

ing, which, independently of its merit as a transla-

tion, has this additional advantage over the other,

that it may be sung to the air given above, the
first four lines being the chorus.

Home, sweet home ! an ample treasure

!

Home ! with every blessing crown'd I

Home ! perpetual source of pleasure !

Home ! a noble strain resound 1

Sing a sweet melodious measure,
Waft enchanting lays around

;

Home's a theme replete with pleasure

!

Home! a grateful theme, resound 1

Lo! the joyful hour advances;
Happy season of delight

!

Festal songs, and festal dances,

All our tedious toil requite.

Leave my wearied muse, thy learning,

Leave thy task, so hard to bear;

Leave thy labour, ease returning.

Leave my bosom, O, my care.

See the year, the meadow, smiling,

Let us then a smile display

;

Rural sports, our pain beguiling.

Rural pastimes call away.

Now the swallow seeks her dwelling.

And no longer loves to roam;
Her example thus repelling.

Let us seek our native home.

Let both men and steeds assemble.
Panting for the wide champaign,

Let the ground beneath us tremble,

While we scour along the plain.

Oh, what raptures ! oh, what blisses 1

When we gain the lovely gate!
Mother's arms, and mother's kisses.

There our blest arrival wait.
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Greet our household gods with singing,
Lend, O Lucifer, thy ray

;

Why should light, so slowly spr
All our promis'd joys delay?

We have this air, with the Latin song, from
" Dale's First Book of Songs," where there is an
English version, but it is more literal and prosaic
than that which we have given. This last we have
extracted from " Music and Musicians," by Dr.
Busby.

BLIND GIRLS GATHERING FLOWERS.

The love of Nature in her spring attire is so pow-
erful, that even the loss of sight cannot quench K.
A proof of this was witnessed on May Day in Tyn-
dall's Park, where some fourteen or iifteen blind
girls, belonging to the Bristol Asylum, were engaged
in groping (or and picking daisies, their happy faces
indicating the delight they felt in the occupation.

—

Felix Farley's Bristol Journal.

Play on, play on, ye raeiry girls,

And gather the fair young flowers

—

Tlie laughing Spring her banner unfurls,

And scatters her blooming dowers.

Ye have cast away the veil of care.

Which hung on your youthful brow
And ye seem as blithe as the lark in the air,

And ye feel as happy now.

Though you cannot look on the radiant skies,
In their golden glories clad

—

Though you cannot perceive their changing dies
Yet still they make you glad.

Though ye cannot watch their airy wings
Which bear the light bird away,

Yet ye listen with joy to the song it sings,

Aud ye love the enchanting lay.

The whispers which come from the rustling trees
Have a thousand charms for you

;

And dearer by far is the soft-winged breeze
Than the sunlight's fairest hue.

Though the darkling film obscures the sight,
It cannot dim the mind

;

And your fancies float on their waves of light
Where they list—for they are not blind.

Then sport away, ye merry girls

And gather the fair young flowers ;

—

The laughing Spring her banner unfurls.
And ye reap her blooming dowers.

Play on, play on! and when ye die,

And the blinding clouds are riven

—

Then may ye gather in fields on high
The Amaranth Flowers of Heaven.

Aitierican paper.

INAUGURATION AT SALZBURG.

On the 5th of September, 1842, the inauguration
of Mozart's statue took place at Salzburg, his birth-
place. It was an imposing ceremony. At noon
precisely, the statue was uncovered; and at that
moment all the bell* of the churches began to ring.

and salvos were fired by lUOO pieces of artillery;

while a band of 600 mingled their triumphiil

flourishes with the hurrahs of more than 50,000
spectators. At ten o'clock in the evening the statue
was illuminated with Bengal lights, and 2000 luu
sical artistes and dilettanti executed a popular hymn
written for the occasion by Count Ladislaus Pirker,

Archbishop of Erlau in Hungary, and set to music
by the Chevalier Neukomm. The brilliancy of tlie

fete was increased by the fineness of the weather.

LOVE OF THE COUNTRY.

Perhaps there is no country in the world where
green fields and quiet out-of-the nay places are

more eagerly sought for than in England. I speak
not of the enjoyment of them occasionally, but a
thirst to possess some such spot, which has stimu-
lated many a man to industry such as few save
Englishmen can contend with. Look only at Lon-
don ! What numbers you meet on a summer's even-

ing walking home to their picturesque dwellings,

which lie perhaps five miles from the city. They '

care not for the fatigue of the long walk—nay, it

refreshes them after a long day's application to

business, and they feel a pleasure in knowing they

will meet a lovely wife and fair healthful children

awaitingtheir return at thegarden gate; perchance
their ears will be arrested by a sound of laughter
echoing from the smooth greensward, where they

are romping and tumbling over each other. Look .

at the healthful families that daily pour into the
metropolis ; they are not indwellers of the city, but
live where the blackbird sings them to sleep in the

evening, and where the early lark is heard singing
above the paddock on which their chamber windows
open. Many a father leans with aching head over
the time-worn desk in the city, that his family may
enjoy the pure air of the suburlj. Many a merchant
plods through the dull and feverish calculation of

traflic for years, that he may at last retire to some
quiet cottage which he cau call his own, and spend
the remainder of his days in peace. And is there no
love of nature in all this? Watch some old citizen,

seated in his little summer-house—one who has
been city-dried for fifty years of his life—view him
eyeing his little garden, and you will at once dis-

cover that he feels amply rewarded for all he has
undergone. These things are beyond the reach oi

the poor; but still the heaths and commons and
green fields are not. There is a pleasure in con
templating the happiness of others; and although
we may never be so fortunate as to possess on e o,

these earthly paradises, still there is nothing to hin
der us from occasionally enjoying ourselves in

similar scenes. We have yet left a few lovely

places, where the flowers spring forth, and the

shady trees offer a shelter, and the free birds carol

as loudly as they did of yore. » • « There is

nothing more delightful than for a poor man to

have the right of walking over some rich gentle-

man's estate. He enjoys the wealth of his neigh-
bour without envying him: he feels it his own lor

the time; and lays the same claim to the fragrant

breeze, and the cool shade of the venerable trees, as

the lord of the estate. He sees the stately deer troop
before him with as much pleasure as the owner of

the soil ; he enjoys a wealth which leaves the pro-

prietor no poorer, and partakes of the happiness
that renders others happy without diminishing the

store.

—

MilUr's Bixiutivs of the Country.
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strike old Jack, Etrike old Jack, strike old Jack, strike old Jack.

ORGANS.
All music, with tlie single exception of the hu-

man voice, is tame, when heard beside the proud
and billowy tones of the organ. There is no instru-

ment so calculated to express devotional feelings,

and to give a tone of devotion to the mind; and
when it rolls its notes, as we have sometimes heard
it, over an assembly of six or eight thousand per-

sons, while everyone stood uncovered, and joined

in swelling back the solemn anthem, it seemed to

Ws that the combined energies of the world could
not produce a more thrilling effect. The organ is

an instrument of great antiquity ; neither the time,
norplace of inventicm, nor the inventor's name have
ever been identified. Gervas, the monk of Can-
terbury, who flourished about 1200, says they were
in use about a hundred years before his time. If

his authority be good, it would countenance a
general opinion that organs were common in the
churches of Italy, Germany, and England, about
the tenth century. After the Restoration, the num-
ber of workmen being found too few to answer the
demand for organs, it was thought expedient to

make ofters of encouragement for foreigners to

come and settle here, which brought over Mr. Ber-
nard Schmidt and Harris ; the former, for his

excellence in the art, deserves to live in the remem-
brance of all those who are friends to it. Bernard
Schmidt, or as we call it Smith, was a native of

Germany, but of what city or province is not known.
He brought with him two nephews, the one named
Gerard, the other Bernard ; to distinguish him from
these, the elder had the appellation of Father Smith.
Immediately upon their arrival Smith was em-
ployed to build an organ for the royal chapel at

Whitehall, but as it was built in great haste, it did
not equal the expectations of those who werejudges
of his abilities.

He had been but a few months here before Har-
ris arrived from France, with his son Renatus,who
No. 56.

had been brought up in the business of organ-
making under him. They met with but little en-
couragement ; for Dallans and Smith had all the
business of the kingdom ; but upon the decease of
Dallans in 1672, a competition arose between these
two foreigners, which was attended with some re-

markable circumstances. The elder Harris was in

no degree a match for Smith; but his son Renatus
was a young man of ingenuity and perseverance,

and the contest between Smith and the younger
Harris was carried on with great spirit. Each had
his friends and supporters, and the point of prefer-

ence between them was hardly determined by that

exquisite piece of workmanship by Smith, the organ
now standing in the Temple church, whereof tlie

following is the history.

On the decease of Dallans and the elder Harris,

Renalus Harris and Father Smith became great

rivals in their employment, and there were several

trials of skill betwixt them ; but the famous contest

was at the Temple church, where a new organ was
going to be erected, towards the end of the reign of

Charles II. Both made friends for that employ-
ment, and as the Society could not agree as to

which should be the man, the Master of the Temple
and the Benchers proposed tliat each should set up
an organ at each end of the church. In six or nine
months this was done. Dr. Blow and Purcell, who
was then in his prime, showed and played Father
Smith's organ on appointed days, to a numerous
audience, and till the other was heard, everybody
believed that Father Smith would carry it.

Harris brought I.uUy, organist to Queen Cather-

ine, a very eminent master, to touch his organ.

This rendered Harris's organ popular, and the
organs continued to vie with one another near a
twelvemonth. Harris then challenged Father Smith
to make additional stops against a set time; these

were the vox humana, the cremona or violin stop,

the bag's flute, with some others. These additional
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stops, as Being newly invented, gave great delight
and satisfaction to a numerous audience, and were
so well imitated on both sides, that it seemed hard
to adjudge the advantage to either. At last it was
left for the Lord Chief Justice Jefl'ries, who was of

that house; and he put an end to this controversy,
by pitching upon Father Smitli's organ ; and Har-
ris's organ being taken away without loss of repu-
tation. Smith's remains to this day.
Now began the setting up of organs in the prin-

cipal parishes of the city of London, where for tlie

most part Harris had the advantage of Father
Smith, making two, perhaps, to his one. Among
them some are very eminent, viz. the organ of St.

Bride's, St. Lawrence, near Guildhall, St Mary
Axe, etc. etc. Notwithstanding Harris's success.

Smith was considered an able and ingenious work-
man; and in consequence of this character he was
employed to build an organ for the cathedral of St.

Paul's. The organs made by him, though in respect

of the workmanship they are inferior to those of

Harris, and even of Dallans, are yet justly admired,
and for the fineness of their tone have never yet

been equalled.

Harris's organ, rejected from theTemple by Judge
Jeffries, was afterwards purchased for the cathedral

of Christ Church at Dublin, and set up there to-

wards the close of George II.'s reign. Mr. Byfield

was sent for from England to repair it, which he
objected to, and prevailed upon the chapter to have
a new one made by himself, he allowing for the old

one in exchange. When he got it, he would have
treated with the parishioners of Lynn in Norfolk
for the sale of it ; but they, disdaining the offer of

a secondjiand instrument, refused to purchase it,

and employed Snitzler to build them a new one,
for which they paid him seven hundred pounds.
Byfield dying, his widow sold Harris's organ to the

parish of Wolverhampton for five hundred pounds,
and there it remains to this day. An evening mas-
ter, who was requested by the churchwai'dens of

Wolverhampton to give his opinion of this instru-

ment, declared it to be the best modern organ he
had ever touched. The organ at Haarlem is said

by many to be not only the largest but best in

Europe, and therefore in the world. We shall not
enter curiously into either of these particulars, but
lay before our readers with a little modification, the
lively account given by Dr. Bumey of this instru-

ment in his " Present State of Music in Germany,
the Netherlands, and the United Provinces, 1773."

There were few things (says this most competent
judge of musical afl'airs) that I was more eager to

see in the course of my journey than the celebrated
organ in the great church of this city. Indeed it is

the lion of the place, but to hear this lion roar is

attended with more expense than to hear all the

lions and tigers of the tower of London. The fee
of the keeper or organist is settled at half-a-guinea,

and that of his assistant-keeper or bellows-blower
is fixed at half a-crown,—expectation when raised

very high is not only apt to surpass probability, but
possibility. Whether imaginary greatness dimin-
ished the real on this occasion I know not ; but I

was somewhat disappointed on hearing this instru-

ment. In the first place the person who plays it is

not so great a performer as he imagines; and in the
next, though the number of stops amount to sixty,

the variety they afford is by no means equal to what
might be expected; as to the vox hmnana, which is

so celebrated, it does not at all resemble the human
voice, though a very good stop of the kind. But

the world is very apt to be imposed upon bynames,
—the instant a eommon hearer is told that the or-

ganist is playing upon a stop that resembles the
human vciice, he supposes it to be very fine, and
never inquires into the propriety of the name, or the

exactness of the imitation. However, with respect

to my own feelings, I confess that, of all the stops

I have yet beard, which liave been honoured with
the appellation oVvox huinana, no one, in the treble

part, has ever reminded me of anything human so

much as the cracked voice of an old woman of

ninety ; or in the lower parts, of Punch singing
through a comb. The organ was built by MUller,
in 1738. It has sixty stops; several of which are

not known to our organ-builders, or to be found in

any instrument in this country. There are two
tremulants, two couplings, or springs of communi-
cation, five separations, or valves to close the wind-
chest of a whole set of keys, in case of a cipher, and
twelve pair of bellows. Upon the whole—concludes
Dr. Burney—it is a noble instrument, though I
think that of the New church at Hamburgh is

larger, and that of the Old Kerk in Amsterdam
better toned.

But all these enormous machines seem loaded
with useless stops, or such as only contribute to

augment noise audstill'en the touch. In the cathe-
dral of Seville in Spain, there is an organ with 100
stops, which comprises 5300 pipes. The organ at

Goeriitz in Upper Lusatia, has 82 stops, comprising
3270 pipes. That at St Michael's, in Hamburgh,
has 67 stops (not 64, as stated by Burney), contain-
ing 9 pipes of 16 feet high, and 3 of 32 feet. It is

stated that the monks were so delighted with this

fine instrument, that they presented the builder

(Gabelaar, of Ulen) with 6666 florins—a florin for

each pipe beyond the amount of his charge.

The old organ at York was the largest in

England. It had 52 stops, 3254 pipes, and three

rows of keys. The largest organ at Rome is that

in the church of St. John Lateran. It has36 sti>ps.

There is one in the cathedral at Ulen that has 45
stops, with 3442 pipes. At Baltimore, in the United
States, there is an organ in the cathedral which
has 36 stops, with 2213 pipes, the height of the

largest of which is 32 feet.

It is usual, in describing an organ, to dwell par-

ticularly on the number of its stops; but, in point

of fact, the number of pipes is a more accurate cri-

terion of the power of such instruments. Many of

the organs on the continent, with such an imposing
number of stops, are, in actual power, greatly in-

ferior to those of much humbler pretensions. To
complete this comparative statement, we may add
that the organs at Seville, Goeriitz, Merseberg,
Hamburgh, Weingasten,and Tours, are now proved
to be all larger than that of Haarlem ; and that the

new instruments at York and Birmingham exceed
them all. It is still a disputed point which of the

two is the largest, though the question would not

seem very difficult to determine : but it is admitted
that the pipes in the Birmingham organ are a trifle

larger than in that of York; and, from its situation

in a noble room, in which the volume of sound is

not deadened, broken, or impeded by pillars and
other obstructions, it possesses advantages which
would enable a very ordinary instrument to com-
pete in fulness of effect with the more powerful
cathedral organs. The width of the Birmingham
organ is thirty-five feet, the depth fifteen, the height

forty-five. The swell-box, or receptacle for the

pipes used for the swell alone, is of the size of an
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ordinary church-organ. In this organ there is a
reed-stop, called the poaanna, or trombone, which
all who are acquainted with the organs of the con-

tinent consider to oe the most powerful and the

richest in tone of any existing. The powerful
volume of sound proceeding from this stop, is

mingled with a mellowness which corrects the un-
pleasant impression which loudness occasionally

produces. The assistance afforded by these pipes

to the voices in the chorusses, cannot easily be esti-

mated by those who have not heard it. Much of

the superiority of the choral effects at the Birming-
ham Festival is attributed, by eminent professors,

to the power of this splendid stop. The builder of

this grand instrument is Mr. Hill of London. The
requisite funds were raised by subscription, and the

expense is calculated at the very moderate sum of

£2000 ; which seems to indicate that the artist has
rather sought reputation than pecuniary profit in

his undertaking. The case of the instrument is

from a design by Mr. Mackenzie, and perfectly har-

monises with the architectural style of the building

in which it is placed. It is calculated that the tim-

ber alone, employed in the construction of this or-

gan, would weigh between twenty and thirty tons,

while the metal and other materials of the structure

would raise the weight of the whole to at least

forty tons.— Wonders of the Wurld.

INFLUENCE OF THE STUDY OF THE
FINE ARI'S.

I can pretend to little knowledge of the rules of

art, and must be content to look at the works which
are presented to my notice with an unpractised eye;

a fervent love of the beautiful must compensate for

the want of scientific knowledge. A passage quoted
from Plato which I met with the other day pleased
me; " In beholding daily," says he, " the master-
pieces of painting, sculpture, and architecture, full

of grace and purity in all their proportions, we
learn to observe with accuracy what is lovely or

defective in the works of nature and art, and this

happy rectitude of judgment will become a second
nature to our souls." I cannot describe the efl'ect

which painting and sculpture produce on my mind;
it is strange and overpowering, andawakens thoughts
and feelings which are as novel as tliey are delight-

ful. He who walks through the world with no love

of art, or perception of its power and influence, may
well he said to have one sense asleep, and to lose a
source of pure and exalted pleasure. God has im-
planted in our nature the love of the beautiful, and
as we meet with nearer and nearer approaches to

its perfection, in character, in form, or in the various
combinations in which beauty is presented to us,

our hearts glow in proportion with delight, and our
thoughts rise to Him who is the source of all that

is true, and beautiful, and good. Art appeals to

the feeling of truth within us ; through the feelings

it speaks to the heart, and awakens our noblest
faculties. In saying this, I look at what its tenden-
cies might be, more than what they actually are

;

in proportion as the pursuit of art is followed in a
spirit of trade, for the wealth that it promises,

rather than the mental delight which it so richly

affords, its character must decline. There is, how-
ever, a pleasure in reflecting that although artists

may vary at different periods in excellence with the

shifting influences of society, art remains un-
changed, its powers immutable, its purposes pure
and noble.

—

Catherine Taylor's Letters from Italy

to a Younger Sister.

ODE TO SCOTTISH MUSIC.

What words, my Laura, can express
That power unknown, that magic spell,

Thy lovely native airs possess,

When warbled from thy lips so w«ll,

Such nameless feelings to impart,
As melt in bliss the raptur'd heart.

No stroke of art their texture bears.

No cadencu wrought with learned skill;

And though long worn by rolling years,

Yet, unimpair'd, they please us still;

While thousand strains of mystic lore

Have perish'd, and are heard no more.

Wild, as the desert stream they flow,

Wandering along its mazy bed;
Now, scarcely moving, deep and slow,
Now, in a swifter current led ;

And now along the level lawn.
With charming murmurs, softly drawn.

Ah ! what enchanting scenes arise,

Still as tliou hrealh'st the heart-felt strain

How swift exulting fancy flies

O'er all tde varied sylvan reign

!

And how thy voice, blest maid, can more
Tlie rapiure and the woe of love !

There, on a bank by Flora drest,

Where flocks disport beneath the shade,
By Tweed's soft murmurs luU'd to rest,

A lovely nymph asleep is laid

;

Her shepherd, trembling, all in bliss,

Steals, unobserved, a balmy kiss !

Here, by the banks and groves so green,

where Yarrow's waters warbling roll.

The love-sick swain, unheard, unseen.
Pours to the stream his secret soul

;

Sings his bright charmer, and, by turns,

Despairs, and hopes, and fears, and bums-

There, night her silent sable wears.

And gloom invests the vaulted skies

;

No star amid the void appears.

Yet see fair Nelly blushing rise

;

And, lightly stepping, move unseen
To let her panting lover in.

But far removed on happier plains.

With harps to love for ever strung,

Methiuks I see the fayour'd swains
Who first those deathless measures sung;

For, sure, I ween no courtly wight
These deathless measures could indite.

No ! from the pastoral cot and shade
Thy favourite airs, my Laura, came.

By some obscure Correlli made.
Or Handel never known to fame!

And hence their notes, from Nature warm,
Like Nature's self, must ever charm.

Ye sp'rits of fire, for ever gone.

Soft as your strains, O be your sleep

!

And, if your sacred graves were known.
We there should hallow'd vigils keep.

Where, Laura, thou should'st raise the lay.

And bear our souls to heaven away I

The above " Ode to Scottish Music" was written

by a poet now almost forgotten, but whose memory
is worth preservation—he was named M'Donald,
but was better known as Matthew Bramble, th«

author of" Vimonda," &c.
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MY GENTLE BRIDE.
Words by James Manson.

Scherzando. non troppo allegro.

Music hy W. J. P. Kidd.
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THE CONVENTS ON THE BANKS OF THE
DANUBE.

• • • • In Germany, the school of Austrian

composers and organists holds a conspicuous place

in the annals of the art of music ; and it is for the

most part in the cloisters on the banks of the

Danube that these distinguished men dwelt and
prosecuted the study of their art. There, too, were

the works of the composers of Southern Germany
planned and executed ; and had it not been for the

nol)le hospitality allbrded to artists by these monas-

teries, many a rising genius would have been

nipped in the bud for lack of the sheer necessaries

of life. Their works once completed, the convent

itself took care to bring them forward, for the

choristers, scholars, heads of the chapter, and
musicians attached to the establishment amply
sufficed for this, without it being necessary to have

recourse to extraneous resources.

To the convents of St. Florian, Krems-Miinster,

Seitenstfiten, Lerchenfeld, Melk, and Neuburg, the

Fuchs, Albrechtsbergers, Schneiders, Stadlers,

Haydns, and Mozarts,were indebted for a generous

welcome, organ, orchestra, and choirs.

In the schools attached to the convents, music is

cultivated equally with the classics and foreign

languages; it is followed up in all its branches,

both of composition and execution; the latter in-

cludes the practice of all instruments from the organ

downwards.
There are some abbeys where, besides the usual

choristers, their choir is aided by the students,

novices, and professors. A uiililary band, including

janissary* instruments, is often united in their in-

strumental music.

In the convents on the banks of the Danube
every species of music is cultivated. Haydn's and

Mozart's instramental works are performed there

with a degree of accuracy not to be surpassed in

the drawing-rooms of Vienna. The brothers meet

together several times a week for the purpose of

executing these works; nor do they confine them-

selves exclusively to Haydn and Mozart, for their

repertory is diversified with Beethoven, Spohr,

Weber, Hummel, Romberg, Mayseder, Ries, and

Fesca. They are well acquainted with, and exe-

cute with the greatest skill, foreign productions,

such as the inspirations of Boccherini, Viotti, Kreut-

zer. Rode, Baillot, and Clementi.

Some of these reunions take a still more exten-

sive range ; overtures, symphonies, concertos, have

their turn. The vocal powers of their establishment

are put in requisition, and, aided by amateurs and

ecclesiastics from neighbouring chapters, they per-

form the motetts, cantatas, and oratorios of Bach,

Handel, Graun, Caldara, Jomelli, and likewise

such modern works as Stadler's " Jerusalem De-

livered," Schneider's " Paradise Lost," and " Last

Judgment," " Die letzten Dinge," by Spohr, and a

variety of others. Dramatic music is not so little

heard in these pious establishments, as one would

be led to suppose ; operettas founded on scriptural

subjects are performed there, such, for instance, as

the lyric drama of "Rebecca, or Isaac's Bride;"

and even Gluck's, Spontini's, Weber's, and Rossini's

finales and concerted pieces. During Passion Week

the abbey walls resound with mournful strains of

penitence and prayer, furnished by AUegri, Pergo-

lesi, Schicht, Fasch, and others.—Musical Times.

* This appellation is given in Germany to all in-

struments of percussion, such as the timbal, double-

drum, cymbal, triangle, &c.

ORIGIN OF MUSIC.

The first idea of music, perhaps, was derived from

the birds; for what poetic mind could rise with the

sun, when to borrow those noble lines of Thomson,

" Up springs the lark,

Shrill Toic'd and loud, the messenger of morn,

Ere yet the shadows fly, he mounted sings."

What poetic mind could hear the feathery songsters

carolling their matins, " the sweetest length of

notes" of the thrush and woodlark, the concert of

the blackbird, the linnet, and the mellow bullfinch,

and not conceive that it was possible, with the aid

of skilful hand and curious ear, to imitate their

music? Or, if such a fancy do not seem a probable

consequence, did Jubal, the brother of the artificer

in brass and iron, derive his first notion of harmo-

nies from the smithy of Tubal Cain? Did the col-

lision of the massy hammer with the ringing anvil

teach him his first lesson in the gamut? Whether

was it an analysis of the notes of the choral birds

or the habitual audience of Tubal Cain's hammer
that created the first musician?

There is a story connected w ith Pythagoras, not

generally known, which may decide the point.

"Pythagoras," says Professor Whewell, " walking

one day, meditating on the means of measuring

musical notes, happened to pass near a blacksmith's

shop, and had his attention arrested by hearing the

hammers, as they struck the anvil, produce sounds

which had a musical relation to each other. On
listening furtner, he found that the intervals were a

4th, a 5th, and an octave; and on weighing the

hammers, it appeared that the one which gave the

octave was one-half the heaviest, the one which

gave the 5th was two thirds, and the one which

gave the 4th was three quarters. He returned

home, reflected on this phenomenon, and finally dis-

covered that if he stretched musical strings of equal

length, by weights which have the same proporti<m3

as those above described, they produced the inter-

vals above mentioned." Now, although the musical

intervals in question would not be elicited by

striking with hammers of the weight specified, yet,

as the learned and reverend author from whom we
borrow the story adds, " the experiments of the

strings is perfectly correct, and is to this day the

ground-work of the theory of musical concords and

discords;" and therefore, after all, this singular

story may rest upon good foundation.

Whencesoever Jubal may have gleaned his

original ideas of intervals, however, we may, I think,

safely conclude, that though it might have continued

in a rude state down to the time of Pythagoras, the

science of harmonics has never since been wholly

lost. We can easily imagine the effect which its

discovery and promulgation would produce on the

young world—the softening tone which it would

lend to popular morals, and, if it preceded it a

single day, how soon it would be succeeded by its

sister Poetry. It would undoubtedly raise emotions

in the human bosom to which it had hitherto been

a stranger; it would lend sentiment, if it fixed no

limit, to the yet animal and unrestrained passion of

love; it would exalt the mind of man, and add

grace to the person of woman.

—

Polytechnic Journal.
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HASTE THEE O EORD
SACKED ROUND POR THREE VOICES.

Lento. T/iomas Ford (1650).
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Briskly.

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 20.—MY SPIRITS ARE MOUNTING.
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" My spirits are Mounting." This is the first line

of a song written by the late Captain Morris, the
boon companion ot George IV. The air, which is

good, is evidently of older date than the captain's

song, but how much we have hitherto been unable
to ascertain. About twenty years ago died John
Coulter, aged 70, a violin player in Ayrshire, who had
his memory stored with an immense amount of old

melodies, and this was one among many others

which he played, and wliich we listened to with de-

light; he said that he knew no name to it save
"Fai de riddle laddy," " but," he added, "it is as
old as the hills, for I mind the tune since I was a
bairn." We by no means claim so venerable and
remote an origin for it, but believe it to be upwards
of an hundred years old.

EXPRESSION.
What a mighty mystery is expression. Poets

and orators, to whom the world feels itself so much
indebted, and with whom it has been so enamoured
and delighted, have revealed no new facts to man-
kind. We do not owe to them the knowledge that
we possess of the course of the stars—of the move-
ments of ocean's waters—of the mechanism of the
human frame—of the elements and their combina-
tions which form the material world. When the
voice of Demosthenes thundered over the waves of

the democracy of Athens—when the solemn music
No. 37.

of Cicero's eloquence in the senate or forum awaken-
ed indignation against treason or tyranny—when
the blind old bard wandered through the cities of
Greece singing the tale of Troy divine—the rapture
with which these men were heard, was not ownig
to any perception of profitable knowledge which
they conveyed, but was measured by the beauty of
their expression. We have all eyes to see and
hearts to feel ; but when the eye roams delightedly
over the external and visible'world, or the heart
beats ra])turously in a happy .sympathy with beauty,
there is a pleasure for which it is not easy to fiiid
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words ; and it is when tlie poet gives expression to

these feelings, and embodies them in language,
that we admire his genius. Now, the poet who
describes external nature beautifully and poetically,

has no more physical apprehension of its beauty
than we have; and, indeed, we can only measure
the excellence of the poetry by its answering to our
feelings. It is precisely the same with the poet of

the heart and with the impassioned orator : their

excellence is measured, not by their apprehension,

but by their expression; and this is proved by the

simple and well-known fact, that if any sorrow, suf-

fering, or injustice, be spoken of by the poet or

orator in terras too strong for our own apprehen-
sion, we are not excited to sympathy, but offended

by what we feel to be bombast; nay, only let a real

matter of sorrow be spoken or written of with an
excess of passionate language beyond our sympathy,
and that which might have moved us to tears will

go nigh to provoke us to laughter. The sorrows of

children and the sorrows of lovers are matters with

which we can sympathise
;
yet we can also laugh at

the lackadaisicalness of lovers, and smile at the

pretty passions of infancy. I dare say that a genius

like Shakspeare or Goethe could make a very

moving passage out of the tears of a little girl for

the loss of a doll,^but it would require great

management, or it would presently become ridicu-

lous. Good reader, do not say that the fact itself is

ridiculous; it is not so; it may indeed be a species

of microscopic sorrow, easily overlooked by the

broad gross eye of the world—and you think the

sorrow nothing because you know it will soon be
over. But I am not discoursing of the philosophy,

but of the feeling of life ; and I am sure, that if you
were to see and for a moment attend to the gentle

sobbings of a weeping child, you would sympathise
with them. What a volume of poetry there is in a
mother's breast when she hears the inarticulate

wailings of her infant, while the passing stranger

cries—" Out upon the squalling brat;" and yet that

stranger is susceptible of the emotion whicli true

expression can excite. With sorrow, with joy, and
with all human 'emotions, we must as human beings,

sympathise—but the expression must not exceed

the bounds of verity or the capacity of sympathy.
If a young girl should have a favourite bird, and that

bird should die, she would place the little corpse in

her delicate hand, would smoothe down its feathers,

turn the closed beak with her linger to place the

head in the attitude of life, would sigh and shed a

tear or two, smiling the while at her own weakness
—as she would call it, by way of apologising for

giving way to a natural feeling. So far so good

;

but if the young lady should be pleased to go into

hysterics, to wear mourning, to close the shutters,

to deny herself to all company, and refuse to be com-
forted, then her sorrow would be laughable. All

expression therefore should be in unison with the

average capability of sympathy, so that we hence
discover or discern that the great art of the poet

and the orator is to apprehend aright the general

feeling, and to express it well. Now, do we not

hereby arrive at the secret of genius and at the

standard of poetic excellence ? But while we gain
knowledge, we gain no power—we may know what
genius is, and what is the standard of poetic excel

lence, but we thereby attain to no ability to express
what we are conscious ought to be expressed. I

contemplate moral or physical beauty or sublimity,
and I have certain definite feelings of delight

;

I may say that tliey exist, and any one else may

know that they must exist, but I am not able to

express them : yet a man ofgenius, not feeling more
than I do, clothes these feelings in words, and I

applaud in proportion as his expression approaches
the height or depth of my own. It is precisely the

same with eloquence as it is with poetry. The
orator has a mighty power over human hearts,

moving and exciting them to pity and indignation,

as the case may be, but then he can only move
them in proportion to their susceptibility, or, in

other words, he can only move them by expressing
their feelings. If an orator would fain excite

indignation against an oppressor, he must make
those whose indignation he would excite, sympathise
with the oppressed ; but there can be no sympathy
where there is no feeling, and sympathy cannot go
beyond feeling. For want of rightly considering

this, we olten tind young and ine.xperienced barris-

ters making outrageous demands on the sympathy
of a jury, and these demands are successfully met
and opposed by the adverse party casting ridicule

on their extravagance. How very clearly then do
we see that the genius of the poet and orator is

discerned, not by any peculiar perception of his own,
but by the power of expressing what all can feel

and sympathise with. Even a metaphor or simile,

or any illustrative language, must commend itself

to our judgment, or it cannot command our admi-
ration. Hence it is that we are said to feel the
beauty of poetry or eloquence. And I think I see

how it is that we enjoy and appreciate the tine arts,

for in them we lind a reflection of our own minds,
and, as it were, an incarnation of our own feelings.

The ignorant, the savage, the brutal, and the .stupid,

have their several and peculiar feelings, and enjoy

the expression of them ; but their feelings are not

of the same nature as those of the cultivated, the

refined, and the reflecting, therefore the same ex-

pression will not suit them. With Blilton's Paradise

Lost they have no sympathy; but a rude drinking

song Ironi the lips of a drunkard awakens their

feelings, and they cry " Bravo !" They can see no
beauty in the Cartoons of Raphael, but they admire
a well painted sign. . Now, he that among the rude
and ignorant can make or sing a song which will

call forth their applause, is a man of genius, for he
can express their feelings, which they themselves

cannot ; though they can heartily sympathise with

the expression when another makes it for them. It

is also very possible that a man who may liave the

capacity of admiring and enjoying, by way of the

fine arts, the expression of the deepest and purest

and sublimest feelings, may not have the power to

give expression even to the lowest, coarsest, or

shallowest. The power of giving expression is the

great secret of genius, and a secret it must ever re-

main. The poet, the painter, the musician, who
pleases you, must not have an apprehension of

feelings which you have not, but must have the

power of expressing your feelings—you may say

exciting, awakening; well, be it so, you cannot

awaken that which is not. In this line of thought

we have an interpretation of the rampant and roar-

ing mistakes of the outrageous blockheads, who,
because they cannot hit the public taste by a right

expression, fancy that they shall take approbation

and success by storm, and so out-Herod Herod.
This is altogether a great mistake, and I think I

can show why. The feelings up to a certain point

will sympathise with a certain degree of expression,

but beyond that point will not go. Now, if the ex-

pression, not exceeding the feelings in intensity, but
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merely missing them by awkwardness, fails of

awakening sympatiiy, it will go yet more wide of

its mark in proportion to its extravagance. I will

use a metaphor, and that will make the matter

plain. You shoot an arrow at a target; you miss

the target;—then you draw your bow more vigor-

ously in the same direction and send your arrow
farther still; then you are farther from the target

than ever. Few can send the arrow into the bull's

eye—they are men of genius; few, but more can hit

the target—they are men of ability ; but many miss,

before, beyond—they are friends tu the trunk-maker—AtheiKBum,

THE CHILD AND THE DEW-DROP.
One summer's morn, when Nature's dress

Was rich in varied loveliness

—

When, from the sky, the morning sun
Was pouring floods of radiance dowu
And, shooting from the glowing east

Had seatter'd wide the morning mist,

—

A father and his youthful son
Thro' field and wood were sauntering on.

Pale was the boy, and in his eye

Beam'd not the smile of infancy.

Nor sport had he, nor gambol wild,

That mark the frolic of the child.

But even in his youthful face

Wisdom's grave features you might trace.

With listless step, as on they stray'd.

The child, with earnest gaze, survey'd

A flow'ret, on whose mantle green,

There glitter'd still the dewy sheen

;

Tho' with rude heat, each sparkling cup
The scorching sun was drinking up.

Till on the flower the last one shone

—

Trembled a moment—and was gone.

Then rais'd the child his thoughtful look,

As the last drop the flower forsook;
" Father ! why hath yon wrathful light

Chas'd from the earth these dew-drops bright ?

And why doth he whose quick'ning beam
Gives life to all, deal death to them ?

Why does the morning bring their doom
That wakens all things else to bloom?'

—

But as he spoke, a wat'ry cloud
Threw o'er the sun its dark'ning shroud

;

It passed him o'er and, now on high
A brilliant rainbow arch'd the sky.
" See," said the father, " yon bright bow

—

There stand the dew-drops shining now

;

The sun but took them from the earth

To give them there a glorious birth.

Thus learn, my child, what withers here
Is wak'd to joy and glory there'."

—

The child with wonder heard him trace

Earth's dew-drops to their heav'nly place;

But read not in their changed state,

The emblem of his coming fate^
For few more suns pass'd o'er his bead,
Ere he was mingled with the dead.
A while to sparkle here was giv'n

—

Then dew-drop-like he rose to heaven !—Z.

The foregoing verses were suggested by the fol-

lowing passage in one of our late numbers:—
" A delicate child, pale and prematurely wise, was
complaining on a hot morning that the poor dew-
drops had been too hastily snatched away, and not
allowed to glitter on the flowers like other happier
dew-drops that live the whole night through and
sparkle in the moonlight. ' The sun,' said the

child, 'has chased them away with bis heat, or

swallowed them up in his wrath.' Soon after there

came rain, and a rainbow ; whereupon the father

pointing upward— ' See,' said he, ' there stands the

dew-drops gloriously re-set—a glittering jewellery

in the heavens—and the clownish foot tramples ou
them no more ! By this, my child, thou art tauglit

that what withers upon earth blooms again in

heaven.' Thus the father spoke, but knew not that

he spoke prefiguring words ; for soon after, the deli-

cate child, with the morning lightness of his early

wisdom, was exhaled like a dew-drop into heaven!"
— Greenock Advertize}; 24th October, 1838.

MUSIC.
It addresses itself to the mind through the me-

diuni of the sense of hearing. We own that some
can find much pleasure in studying it with the eye

only ; but the gratification must be somewhat like

that of the hungry Sliacabac, whom the generous

Barmecide treats with a delicious supper—at least

in description and idea, a kind of feasting on a bill

of fare. But poetry touches the mind more imme-
diately, so that it is indiflerent whether we hear it

pronounced, con it with our eyes,or, closing our optic

organs, give ourselves up to a delightful reverie,

while memory opens her broad page, and reads to

us a lesson of delights. Now, it to the refined

pleasures of sense, we add those more directly con-

nected with the mind, what an exquisite liaison do
we form : one assists and beautifies the other, or

perhaps rather the effect of both disjjoses us to

overlook trivial defects, which might have allracted

more attention had each been single.

Sweet the wild song that wakes the valley—sweet
Warbles the soft lute's melancholy note

;

But sounds with silver melody replete

From Lesbia's lips on gales of fragrance float.

Saimaynndi,

The first words we hear adapted to music, become
identified with that music (first impressions being

most durable), and even when we hear the sounds

without the words, the same associations are raised,

the same ideas excited, the same picture brought

before our eyes. To most persons, an air is elegant

or vulgar accordingly as they have heard it sung to

elegant or vulgar words ; though we grant that when
an air that we are acquainted with only by hearing

it in the nursery or street, is elegantly arranged to

more expressive and well turned words, we may, by
an efi'ort, throw off part of our bad feeling towards

it, but still we conceive we must be more or less

prejudiced against it, as long as we remember our
former opinion. The same expressions will, with

little modification, apply vice versA ; when an elegant

song has been parodied and ridiculed, we may laugh

for a moment, but we have far more cause to deplore

that so fair an image has been broken, to afl'ord a
transient burst of mirth—we must set about gather-

ing up the fragments, but it will be long ere the fis-

sures where it has been joined can be effaced. Those
who have heard some of the melodies so beautifully

adapted by Mr. Moore, before he arranged them,

when they were sung to some unmeaning or foolish

words, will easily enter into our idea; they may re-

joice to see them rescued from so low a fate, but they

must regret ever having seen them in that state, while

those who have been happy enough to have known
them first in their new attire will still admire them,

even though they may hear them parodied, or ground
upon a barrel organ.
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O H I NO, ]M Y LOVE NO.

Words by M. G. Lewis.

Expressive.

Michail Kelly.
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SOPRANO.

ALTO, or 2d
SOPRANO

TENOK.

BASS.

THE BRITISH MINSTRKL; AND

THE LASS OF PATIE'S MILL.

GLEE FOR FOUR VOICES.
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The lass o' Patie's Mill,

Sae bonnie, blythe, and gay
In spite of a' ray skill,

She stole my heart away,
"When teddin out the hay.

Bareheaded on the ^reen,

Love mid her locks did play,

And wanton'd in her een.

Without the help of art,

Like flowers that grace the wild,

She did her sweets impart,
Whene'er she spak or smilM :

Her looks they were so mild,

Free from affected pride,

She me to love beguil'd ;

I wish'd her for my bride.

Oh ! had I a' the wealth
Hopetoun's high mountains fill,

.Insured long life and health.

And pleasure at my will;

I'd promise, and fulfil,

That nane but bonnie she.

The lass o' Patie's Mill,

Should share the same wi' me.

The Bon(j of " The Lass o' Patie's Mill" was written
by Allan Ramsay (born 1686 died 1757), and appeared
for the first time in the Tea-Table Miscellany, 1724;
to the copy of it printed in ** Chambers's Scottish
Songs" the following note is appended:

—

" The scene of this song lies on the southern bank of
the Irvine Water, near Nevvmills, in the eastern part
of Ayrshire. I visited the spot in September 1826,
and took an exact note of the locality. Patie's Mill,
or rather Pate's Mill, for the poet seems to have eked
out the name for the sake of his versification, stands
about a stone- cast from the town of Newmills, and a
mile from Loudoun Castle. The mill and all the con-
tiguous tenements have been renewed since Ramsay's
time, except part of one cottage. They occupy both
sides of the road to Galston. A field is pointed out at
the distance of two hundred yards from the mill, as
that in which "the lass" was working at the time she
was seen by the poet. Ramsay had been taking a
forenoon ride with the Earl of Loudon along the op-
posite bank of the river, when they observed the rural
nymph, and the Earl pointed her out to his companion
as a fit subject for his muse. Allan hung behind his
lordship, in order to compose what was required, and
produced the song at the dinner table that afternoon "
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THOMAS AUGUSTINE ARNE.
This celebrated composer was born in London

on the 28th of May, 1710. He was the son of BIr.

Thomas Arne, upholsterer, in King Street, Covent
Garden, the person at whose house the Indian kings,

who visited this kingdom in the reign of Queen
Anne, had their lodging. Young Arne was sent to

receive his education to Eton, but a love of music
even at this seat of classical education, was his

predominant passion ; at his return home he grati-

fied this predilection, unknown to his father, by

putting on livery and going to the upjier gallery of

the opera house, then appropriated to domestics.

He also contrived to secrete a spinet in his room,

on which he used to practice in the night, iirst

muffling the keys with a handkerchief. His father,

who designed him for the law, obliged him to serve

a three years' apprenticeship ; but during this

period he devoted all the time he could command
to the study of music, and having procured a violin,

he took some lessons of Michael Festing, an eminent
performer. Such was his progress, that soon after

the expiration of his clerkship, his father, happen,

ing to go to a private amateur concert, learnt for

the iirst time of his son's musical proliciency by

seeing, with surprise, the young lawyer in the act

of playing first fiddle. This decisive proof that mu-
sic was more to his liking than the study of law,

convinced his fatherthat resistance was useless, and
induced him to consent to his following it profes-

sionally ; thenceforward the resigned parent sup-

plied him with the means of prosecuting the study

of music in an open and advantageous manner.
Young Arne soon imbued his sister with a love for

the art of vocal music, and gave her such instruc-

tions as enabled her to appear on the stage as a

singer; she made her debut in Lampe's opera ol

" Amelia," and her first appearance gave such pro-

mise of success, that her brother composed music
for Addison's " Rosamond," in which Miss Arne
represented the heroine. She shortly after becauie

the celebrated Mrs. Gibber. Arne himself was en-

gaged as leader of the band at Drury Lane, a situa-

tion he held for many years with great credit. ThL-

success of "Rosamond" led to the composition of

others, and soon afterwards he converted Fielding's

"Tom Thumb" into a burlesque opera, which was
likewise well received. In 1738 he produced his
" Comus,'* in which he -evinced powers of a kind

much superior to what he had as yet given proofed,

and his reputation became at once thoroughly es-

tablished. In the masque he introduced a light,

airy, original, and pleasing melody, wholly difierent

from Purcell and Handel, whom all Knglish com
posers had hitherto pillaged or imitated. Indeed,

the melody of Arne at this time, and of his Vauxhall
songs afterwards, forms an era in English nmsic

;

it was so easy, natural, and agreeable to the whole
kingdom, that it had an evident efl'ect upon the

national taste.

In 1740, Arne married Miss Cecilia Young, a

pupil of Geminiani, and a singer of eminence. In

17-42, he went into Ireland, where he and his wife

were engaged by the Dublin manager, the one to

sing, the other to c<mipose. There he produced his

masques " Britannia," and " The Judgment of Pa-
ris;" " Tiiomas and Sally," an afterpiece; and
" Eliza," an opera. In 174.5, he accepted an ofler

of engagement from the proprietor of Vauxhall gar-

dens, who thus added Mrs. Arne to the list of his

vocal performers, her husband at the same time
becoming his principal composer. Subsequent to

this, he wrote his two oratorios, " Abel" and "Ju-
dith," after which the University of Oxford con-'

ferred on him the degree of Doctor in Music. His
greatest work, " Artaxerxes," was composed in

1762, in imitation of the Italian opera, and to prove
that it was possible to succeed with the English
language in the recitative. The attempt was bold

and triumphant; the approbation wiiich crowned
his labours, and the high place assigned to it by
posterity, prove its many antl great merits. The
libretto is a translation by himself of the " Arta-
serse," from the Italian of Metastasio, and is much
above mediocrity. While Dr. Arne was engaged
as composer to Drury Lane, he is said frequently

to have rebelled against the sovereignty of Handei,
but with as little ellect, according to Dr. Burney,
as Marsyas against Apollo. The writer in the
Penny Cyclopedia states, that in 1765 he produced
an entire Italian opera at the King's Theatre, Me-
tastasio's " Oliampiade," of which no notice is taken
by any of his biographers. He afterwards produced
" The Fairies," music to Mason's "'Elfrida," and
" Caractacus," additions to the " King Arthur" of
Purcell, music to the songs of Shakspere, airs for

the Stratford Jubilee, &c. His opera, " Love in a
Village," is a compilation from various sources, but
many of the airs are the composition of Arne-
auiong which " Gentle youth, ah ! tell me why':"' is

admirable, and will be a favourite ol all time. Dr.
Arne was successful in other departments of music

;

many pieces of his harmonised vocal music mu=t
continue to give pleasure as liuig as harmony has
power to gratify. "His song and chorus, 'Rule
' Britannia,'" says the writer last quoted, "need
hardly be mentioned as the ofl'spring of his genius;

it may be said to have waited his name over the

greater half of the habitable world."

Dr. Arne was seized with spasms of the lungs,

and died 6th March, 1778. He was educated in

the Roman Catholic religion, and after a life spent

in the ])ursuit of pleasure, the influence of early

principles began to be felt ; he seized the consola-

tions afforded by the rites of that church, and his

last moments were cheered by a Hallelujah sung
by himself.

He left an only son, Michael, who evinced a pre-

cocious taste for music, but never attained the same
eminence with his talented father. He produced tlie

opera " Alemena," at Drury Lane theatre, written in

conjunction with Mr. Battishill,but with indifl'erent

success. His " Cymon," subsequently brought out

at the King's theatre, was more successful and more
profitable. He is said to have died without issue.

SONG—TO A DESPAIRING LOVER.

Why so pale and wan, fond lover?

Prythee why so pale?

Will, when looking well can't move her,

Looking ill prevail?

Prythee why so pale ?

Why so dull and mute, young sinner?

Prythee why so mute?
Will, when speaking well can't win her,

Saying nothing do't?

Prythee why so mute

'

Quit, quit for shame! this will not move,
This cannot take her;

If of herself she will not love,

Nothing can make her :

—

The devil take lier.

Sir J. Suckliiui bum in Middlesex, 1609, diec' 1641.
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O THOU THAT T E L L E S T.

SACRED CHORUS. Handel.
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THE NUN.
'Tis over ; and her lovely cheek is now
On her hard pillow—there, alas to be
Nightly, through many and many a dreary hour,
Wan, often wet with tears, and (ere at length

Her place is empty, and another comes)
In anguish, in the ghastliness of death;
Hers never more to leave those mournful walls.

Even ou her hier.

'Tis over; and the rite,

With all its pomp aud harmony, is now
Floating before her. She arose at home.
To be the show, the idol of the day

;

Her vesture gorgeous, aud her starry head

—

No rocket, bursting in the midnight-sky,
So dazzling. When to.morrow she awakes.
She will awake as though she still was there.

Still in her father's house; and lo, a cell

Narrow and dark, nought through the gloom dis-

cern'd.

Nought .save the crucifix, the rosary.

And the grey habit lying by to shroud
Her beauty and grace.

When on her knees she fell,

Entering the solemn place of consecration.
And from the latticed gallery came a chaunt
Of psalms, most saint- like, most angelical.

Verse after verse sung out, how holily !

The strain returning, and still, still returning,

Methought it acted like a spell upon her.

And she was casting oft' her earthly dross

;

Yet was it sad as sweet, and ere it closed,

Came like a dirge. When her fair head was shorn.
And the long tresses in her hands were laid.

That she might fling them from her saying, " Thus,
Thus I renounce the world and worldly things !"

When, as she stood, her bridal ornaments
Were, one by one, removed, even to the last.

That she might say, flinging them from her," Thus,
Thus 1 renounce the world I" when all was changed,
Aud, as a nun, in homeliest guise she knelt,

Veiled in her veil, crown'd with her silver crown,

Her crown of lilies as the spouse of Christ,

Well might her strength forsake her, and her knees
Fail in that hour! Well might the Loly man.
He, at whose feet she knelt, give as by stealth

('Twas in her utmost need; nor while slie lives.

Will it go from her, fleeting as it was)
That faint hut fatlierly smile, that smile of love
And pity

!

Like a dream the whole is fled

;

And they that came in idleness to gaze
Upon the victim dress'd for sacrifice,

Are mingling in the world ; thou in thy cell

Forgot, Teresa. Yet, among tliem all.

None were so formed to love and to be loved,

None to delight, adorn ; and on thee now
A curtain, blacker than the night, is dropp'd
For ever ! In thy gentle bosom sleep

Feelings, affections, destined now to die,

To wither like the blossom in the bud.
Those of a wife, a mother; leaving there
A cheerless void, a chill as of the grave,
A languor and a lethargy of soul,

Death-like, and gathering more and more, till Dfath
Comes to release thee. Ah, what now to thee,

What now to thee the treasure of thy youth ?

As nothing

But thou canst not yet reflect

Calmly ; so many things, strange and perverse,

That meet, recoil, aud go but to return.

The monstrous birth of one eventful day.
Troubling thy spirit—from the first, at dawn.
The rich arraying for the nuptial feast.

To the black pall, the requiem.

All in turn

Revisit thee, and round thy lowly bed
Hover, uncall'd. Thy young and innocent heart,
How is it beating? Has it no regrets ?

Diseoverest thou no weakness Im'king there
But thine exhausted frame has sunk to rest.

Peace to thy slumbers

!

Uogers^s Ilnhj.
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THE MORN KETURNS IN SAFFRON DREST.

Andante.
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GLUCK IN DISHABILLE.

Mehul the eminent composer of the oratorio of
" Joseph," in his latter years delighted in talking

about Gluck, and relating the circumstances of his

first connexion with that illustrious composer.

" I arrived in Paris in 1779," said Mehul, " pos-

sessing nothing but my sixteen years, my old woman,
and hope. I had a letter of recommendation to

Gluck: that was my treasure; to see Gluck; to

hear him; to speak to him; that was my sole de-

sire upon entering the capital; and that thought
made my heart leap for joy.

" Upon ringing at his door I could scarcely draw
my breath. His wife opened it to me, and told me
that M. Gluck was at his occupation, and that she

could not disturb him. BIy disappointment 1 have
no doubt gave an air of vexation to my features,

which touched the good lady ; she made herself

acquainted with the nature of my visit; the letter

of which I was the bearer came from a friend. I

took courage; spoke with fervour my admiration
of her husband's works ; of the delight I should

have simply in beholding the great man—and Ma-
dame Gluck completely relented. She proposed to

me, with a smile, that I should look at her husband
while he was at work, but without speaking to him
or making the slightest disturbance.

" She then conducted me to the door of a cabinet,

from whence proceeded the tones of a harpsichord,

upon which Gluck was thumping away with all his

strength. The cabinet was opened and closed with-

out the illustrious composer's suspecting that any
profane being was approaching his sanctuary ; and
there was I behind a screen, which was luckily

pierced here and there, so that my eye could feast

upon the slightest movement, or most trifling ex-

pression of feature in my Orpheus.
" He had on a black velvet cap of the German

fashion. He was in slippers; and his stockings
were negligently pulled over bis drawers. As for

tlie remainder of his dress, he had on an Indian
jacket of a large flower pattern, which came no
lower than his waist. I thought him superb in this

accoutrement. All the pomp of Louis the Four-
teenth's toilette would not have excited my admira-
tion like the dishabille of Gluck.
• " Suddenly I saw him dart from his seat, seize on
the chairs, range them about the room to represent
the wings of the scene, return to his harpsichord to

give the air, and there was my man, holding in each
hand the corner of his jacket, humming an air de
ballet, curtseying like a young dancer, making glis-

sades round the chairs, cutting capers, describing

the attitudes, and acting all the tricks and pretty

allurements of an opera nymph. He then appeared
to wish to manoeuvre the corps de ballet, but space
failing him, he desired to enlarge his stage, and for

this purpose came with a bang of his list against
the first wing of the screen, which suddenly opened
—and, lo ! I was discovered.

"Alter an explanation, and some future visits,

Gluck honoured me with his protection and friend-

ship."

—

Musical World.
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IT IS FOR THE PEOPLE LETTERS MUST
BE CULTIVATED.

Poetry has hitherto been for the most part the

humble follower and dutiful servant of tyranny and
aristocracy; a minstrel to soothe them in their

mood, or to celebrate their praises, a herald to

proclaim their doctrines to the multitude. But
things are changed, or, at least, changing. And
now we can feel that the paramount reason for

Shakspere's greatness (as for Homer's), and the

guarantee of his everlasting renown, is, that he was
the Poet or the People. Princes, and courts,

and castes, are perishable things; and tlieir putre-

faction imparts disease, and brings death upon all

works reared for them ; but the People is eternal,

and to its own servant, orator, conqueror, poet

—

Mirabeau, Napoleon, Shakspere, it can communi-
cate its own eternity. A poet yet living, and one
more universally popular with his nation than per-

hai)s any who ever yet lived, has recognised as the

great happiness of Shakspere, and as the first great

cause of the unapproachal)le excellence of his

dramas, that he wrote for the people. I gladly cite

his opinion both about the people and him whom I

hold pre-eminently of the olden time, to have been
their poet. I can strengthen it, too, by some high
authorities. B^ranger, in the preface to the last

and great edition of his works, says, when alluding

to his own success as a ckansonier

:

—
" I have sometimes thought that if contemporary

poets had reflected that henceforth it is for the

people letters must be cultivated, they would not

Lave envied me the little laurel which, through
their hanging back, I have succeeded in gathering

;

and which, doubtless, would have been more en-

during, if twined with others more glorious. When
I speak of the people, I mean the multitude; I

mean, if it so please you, the low, common people.

Tliey are not sensible to the subtilties of wit, to the

niceties of taste! So be it! But for that very

reason authors, to captivate their attention, are

compelled to conceive more grandly and more
vigorously. Adapt, then, to their vigorous nature

both your subjects and the developement of them.

They neither require from you abstract ideas nor

yet models. Show them the naked human heart!

Shakspere, it seems to me, was happily bound in

this obligation. But what would become of the

perfection of style ! Can it be believed that if the

inimitable versification of Racine were applied to

one of our first-rate melodramas, it would have
hindered the success of the works even on the

Bi.ulevards ? Invent, conceive, for all those who
know not how to read; write for those who do
know how to read ! In consequence of rooted

, habits, we still judge the people with prejudice.

\
They appear before us only as a gross multitude,

j incapable of noble, generous, tender feelings.

\
Nevertheless, it is the worse with us even in the

matter of literary judgments, and especially with

regard to the theatre. If there be any poetry left

in the world, it is in the ranks of the people we
must seek it. Let us endeavour then to compose
for them ; but to succeed in this, we must first study

the people. When we do accidentally win their

applause, we ti'eat them after the manner of those

kings who, on their days of munificence, pelt them
with sausages and drown them with factitious wine.

Ijook at our painters ! Whenever they have to re-

present men belonging to the people, even in their

historical pictures, they seem to take a pleasure in

making them hideous ! Might not this people say

to those who represent them thus—Is it my fault

that I am wretchedly ragged ?—that my features

are branded by want and occasionally by vice?

But in these worn and withered features the enthu-

siasm of com'age and liberty has blazed,—under

these rags there flows a blood which I lavish at my
country's call. It is when my soul is sublimed that

I should be painted. Then 1 am beautiful ! and in

speaking thus the people would be riglit. With
very few exceptions all who belong to literature

and the ai'ts have sprung from the lower classes.

But we are like those upstarts who wish to have
their origin forgotten ; or if we do indeed tolerate

family portraits in our houses, it is upon condition

of making them caricatures. Truly here is a fine

mode of ennobling oneself! The Chinese are

wiser, they ennoble their ancestors.
" Napoleon, the greatest poet of modern times,

and, peradveriture, of all times, when he withdrew
from an imitation of the ancient monarchical forms,

judged the people, as they should be judged, by our

poets and artists. For example, he desired that in

the gratuitous representations the entertainments

should consist of the master pieces of the French
stage. Corneilleand Moliereoftendid the honours,

and it has been remarked that never were their

pieces applauded with greater discernment. In
camps and amidst our revolutionary troubles The
Great Man had early learned the point of elevation

which the instinct of masses ably agitated could

obtain. One would be almost tempted to believe

that it was to satisfy this instinct he has so worried

the world. The love borne to his memory by the

new generation that knew him not sufficiently proves

tlie power which the poetic influence has upon the

people. Let our authors then labour earnestly for

this multitude so well prepared to receive that in-

struction whereof it has need. By sympathising

with it, in the end, they will make it moral, and the

more they add to its intelligence the more will they

extend the domain of genius and of glory."

These are tlie words of one who could understand

Shakspere's mission to the people. In a later age

he has been himstlf a servant in the same high

cause. And while, like Shakspere, he exercised a
genius which must recommend him to all countries

and all times, he shares with him for his own
country and his own times the especial, the heart-

home praise of nationality. Each adopted the

popular vehicle fur the communication of highest

thoughts and noblest feelings to his countrymen.

Let us now cite a great authority to explain the

Shaksperian drama. Pious translator of Milton,

you who gratefully acknowledge that our second

poet, the champion of liberty and the minstrel of

the Lord, soothed your exile and delighted your

youth, and, at last, gave you bread in your old age

—Chateaubriand, appear!

—

" Shakspere plays at one and the same moment
the tragedy in the palace and the comedy at the

door. He does not paint a particular class of men;
he mingles, as they are mingled in real life, the

sovereign and the slave, the patrician and the ple-

bian, the warrior and the peasant, the illustrious

and the obscure. He makes no distinction between

classes; he does not separate the noble from the

humble, the serious from the comic, the gay from

the grave, laughter from tears, joy from grief, good

from evil. He sets in motion the whole of society,

as he unfolds at full length the life of man. The
great poet knew that the incidents of a single day
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cannot present a pictuve of human existence, and
tliat there is unity from the cradle to the tomb.

He takes up a youthful head, and, if he does not

strike it oft', he gives it you back whitened by age.

Time has invested him with its own powers."

The grandee with " the stirring memories of a

thousand years," takes to his bosom theplayer whom
the hosier's son despised. Chateaubriand under-

stood the man; he conceived his mission; he had
love and reverence for the people.

From an excellent article in Frazer's Magazine,
" On the Shaksperian Drama, and the Commenla
tors on Shakspere."

ON MODERN SONGS SUNG AT PLACES
OF PUBLIC DIVERSION.

[The following paper from the "Winter Even-
ings" of Dr. Vicisimus Knox, although not strictly

applicable to the present age, is nevertheless well

worthy of the attention of all readers of light litera-

ture, and the youthful admirers of ballad and lyrical

poetry.]

Every scholar knows that Bishop Lowth, in a so-

lemn introduction to his Lectures on Sacred Poetry,

lias inserted in the very first place, and as one of the

most striking instances of the power of poetry, a

Greek political ballad, which used to be sung by
the Athenian liberty-boys at their festive symposia,

and by the mob and the ballad singers in the streets

and alleys of that celebrated city. The Bishop, af-

ter citing it at full length, suggests, that if, after the

memorable Ides of March, such a song had been
given by the Tyrannicides of Rome to the common
people to be sung in the suburra and the forum, it

would have been all over with the party and the

tyranny of the Cssars. This ballad {Harmodion
Melos) would, in the opinion of the Prelate, have
done more than all the philippics of Cicero ; and
yet, though in Greek, it is not better than many a
one sung in the Cheapside in praise of Wilkes and
liberty. It bears a considerable resemblance to

several popular songs written by such poets as Tom
D'Urfey and George Alexander Stevens, whom some
future lecturer in poetry may call fas the Bishop
does Callistratus, the author of his favourite song)

ingenious poets and excellent members of the state.

That the Bishop thought proper to select a trivial

ballad to show the force of poetry, when he was to

treat of heaven-inspired poetry, evinces that he
deemed ballads capable of producing wonderful
effects on the human heart, and therefore of great
consequence, and worthy to be ranked with the

sublimest strains, and even with saered poetry.

I imagine there must have been a favourite tune
to these words, which is now lost past recovery ; for

among us a popular tune and popular words are

generally united; at least the words will seldom be
long popular without a favourite tune. Words
scarcely above nonsense have had a fine effect when
recommended by favourite sounds; " Lillibullero"

is an obvious instance, and many others might be
enumerated. Lord Wharton boasted that he rhymed
the king out of the kingdom by it. " Hearts of oak
are our ships,' is as good a composition as that of

the old Grecian with the hard name, and I dare say

has contributed to animate many a poor creature
whose unhappy lot it was to be food for powder.
" Hosier's Ghost," " The Vicar of Bray," and " Joy
to Great C'Eesar," had great weight in the times in

which they first appeared.
But if political tongs produce consequences so

important, it is but reasonable to conclude that

bacchanalian and amorous songs have, in their way,
an influence similar and no less powerful.

Music and poetry are wonderfully eifioacious on
the mind when they act separately ; hut, when
united, their power is more than doubled. They
are, of necessity, united in songs, and the effect is

usually increased by wine, cheerful conversation,

and every species of convivial joy.

I argue then, that, if political songs have had
such wonderful power as to lead on armies to con-

quest, and to dethrone kings; those songs in which
the joys of love and wine are celebrated, must have
done great execution in private life. It is fair, I

think to draw such an inference.

I proceed to infer, that it is of great consequence
to the cause of temperance, and all other virtues,

that the poetry of popular songs should be of a good
tendency. For as songs may do great harm, so may
they do great good, under proper regulaticm.

Perhaps we have not improved in song writing

so much as in other species of poetry; for the old

songs are still the best, if we judge by that infallible

criterion, popularity.

But such is the love of novelty, that with a new
tune there must be a new song; and, unhappily,

the composers of the poetry are less excellent in

their art than the composers of the music. The
music is often delightful, while the verse is merely

rhyme, not only unaccompanied with reason, but

destitute of fancy, harmony, and elegance.

But they who can write neither good sense nor

poetry, can write licentiously, and give to their in-

sipid jingle the high seasoning of indelicate double
meanings, or even gross obscenity.

If they descend not to this degrado.tion, they yet

represent the passion of love in language, which,
thcmgh mere common-place, renders it very difficult

for ladies of decency to sing their songs without the

blush of confusion. Nothing is, indeed, more com-
mon than to hear young ladies say, " The tune is

delightful, but the words are nonsensical. We
never mind the words, we only make use of them to

sing the tune, without giving them a moment's at-

tention."

The effects of a song ought to arise conjointly

from the music and the poetry. If the words are

considered as of no consequence and unworthy of

attention, it is evident that much of the pleasure,

perhaps half of it, is entirely lost to the singer and
the hearer. But though the young lady may apolo-

gise for singing nonsense, or warm descriptions of

passions which her delicacy must conceal, by saying

she does not mind the words, it may be doubted
whether it is not possible to learn a song by
memory, and sing it frequently in company, with-

out giving the words a very considerable degree of

attention. The ear often corrupts the heart by the

intervention of the lyre.

And I think it probable that indelicate songs have
done almost as much harm by inflaming the imagi-

nation, as novels and sentimental letters. I do not

speak of songs grossly indecent, for such are cer-

tainly never permitted to lie on the young lady's

harpsichord ; but I speak of those which come out

every season at the celebrated places of public

amusement. The music is charming, and the words
are usually well adapted to a mixed audience of

those places, but not so well to the parlour, the

drawing room, and ladies library.

I propose to the musical ladies, or rather to the

music masters, that whenever a foolish or improper
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song is set to a pleasing and excellent tune, they

would seek some poetical composition of similar

metre, and of established reputation, which may be

sung to the same tune, without any inconvenience,

but on the contrary with great advantage to the

tunc, to the morals, to the taste, and with an addi-

tion to the pleasure of all young persons who are

educated with care and delicacy.

Where young ladies have a poetical talent, which
is common in this age, I should think they could

not employ it more agreeably and usefully, than in

writing new words to tunes which are accompanied
with such as they cannot but disapprove. It would
be an additional pleasure to hearers to have at the

same time, a specimen of the fair performer's skill

both in music and poetry.

I cannot dismiss this subject without expressing

a wish that the composers of fashionable songs

would take care, for their own sakes, that the poetry

should beat least inoffensive; for there are many
most pleasing pieces of music rejected byrespectable

families, and consequently soon lost in obscurity,

because the words are such as cannot be sung with-

out causing some degree of pain or exciting a blush.

This is not indeed a licentious age in theatrical

amusements, nor in song writing, compared with the

reign of the second Charles; but still there is a

disguised indecency which prevails in both, and
which is probably the more injurious, as the

poisoned pill is gilded, and as the dagger is braided

with a wreath of myrtle.

But, exclusively of moral considerations, every

man of taste must wish to see good poetry united

with good music.

The best poets of antiquity wrote the most popu-

lar songs. Most of the odes of Horace are love and
drinking songs. Anacreon has gained immortality

by songs alone. Sappho was a song writer. Even
great statesmen, as, for instance, Solon, wrote songs
for political purposes with great success.

Many of our best poets also who have obtained

the rank of English classics, wrote songs; but who
writes for Vauxhall? The best writers of the age
need not think it a degrading condescension, when
they consider the dignity of music and poetry, and
how widely their effects are diffused in this musical

age and country.

JOSEPH NOTOT.
This composer was born at Arras, Pas de Calais,

in 1755. From his earliest infancy he manifested

a most wonderful aptitude for music. Before he
had completed his sixth year, he happened to be
taken to a public concert where he astonished all

by the enthusiasm with which he listened to the

performances. His father designing to educate him
for the pulpit or the bar, felt much displeasure at

the bias his genius exhibited towards music, and
did all in his power to alter the inclination of the

child. Nevertheless his musical predilection re-

mained; and, though he never had received any
instructions, he would frequently stand behind his

sister while she was practising on the piano-forte,

and, the moment she had gone through a difficult

piece, which he perhaps had never heard before,

would take her seat and execute it with the utmost
facility and correctness. His parents marked these

proofs of his precocity with pain, as they wished to

restram him from a study so much opposed to their

fondest wishes ; and for the purpose of diverting his

attention they sent him to Paris. It happened soon
after his arrival in that city that the friend to whose

care the young Notot was confided, took him to

Saint Germain-des-Pres; where having obtained

permission of Leclerc, the celebrated organist, to

sit at the organ, he performed extempore in so in-

genious and learned a manner that Leclerc would
not believe it possible that the boy could be playing

from his own ideas. But having got from Leclerc

a subject, the untaught boy instantly formed a fugue
upon it, and acquitted himself so admirably in the

performance, that the great composer seized him in

his arms, and lifting him as high as he could, ex-

claimed in an extacy of fond delight, " Tu resteras

a Paris" (Thou wilt remain at Paris). His father

yielded at length to his son's propensity, and per-

mitted him to adhere to music as his future profes-

sion, and he remained at Paris where he soon ac-

quired great reputation. At his return to Arras he
was appointed organist of that town. His compo-
sitions, which were greatly admired by John Chris-

tian Bach, consist of four symphonies, three piano-

forte concertos, and a number of souatas for the

same instrument. In his style of accompanying
from the score Joseph Notot was unequalled. Pici-

ni, Sacchini, Vogel, and Salieri, were happy when
he played from their jiartitiiras, because no one else

they remarked could so well elicit and express their

meaning. At the French Revolution, which caused
so many to leave their homes, this excellent musi-

cian renounced music as a profession, and settled in

England. We have not been able to ascertain the

date of his death.

ROSSINL

When Rossini visited this country, I was intro-

duced to him by Spagnoletti. He was a fine, portly,

good-looking fellow, a voluptuary that revelled in

the delights of the table as much as in the luxury

of sweet sounds. He had just composed a dirge on
the death of Lord Byron, the score of which he ex-

hibited to me, obviously penned with the greatest

rapidity. I heard part of it performed, and thought

it worthy of that great genius. I am not aware
that this work was ever printed. He sang the prin-

cipal airs himself in a graceful manner, and with a
rich liquidity of tone; the easy movement of his

voice delighted me; his throat seemed lacquered

with Florence oil, so ripe and luscious were the tones

he threw out. He was a perfect master of the

piano-forte, and the mode of his touching that in-

strument was beautifully neat and expressive. Gar-

cia had brought his daughter Malibran, then only

fourteen, for the Maestro to hear her sing ; he ac-

companied her in a cavatina. When he sat down,
he had his walking-stick in his hand, for he was a

great beau, and he contrived to hold it while he
was playing ; but Madame Colbran his wife, seeing

the incumbrance drew it away. He was the most
joyous, good-natured, well-fed fellow I ever saw

;

and I have no doubt, when at Carlton House, he

broke through all ceremony, and was as much at

ease with his Majesty as represented. In his opera-

tic pieces, his style is as gay as himself; light and
cheering, glowing with the brightest colours—apath
so flowery that it gives birth to a new set of feelings

in the musical science. Having none of the dark

shades of Beethoven, we are lured into the gayest

flowers of fancy. His compositions, though highly

ornamented, possess a simplicity of thought intelli-

gible to the most untutored ears. His style is full of

voluptuous ease, and brings with it a relief from the

cares of the world.

—

Gardiner's Miisie and Friends.
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PITCHING THE VOICE.
Pitching the voice is uniting as perlcctlv as pos-

sible the movements of respiration with the emission

of sound, and to develop the voice as much as its

compass will allow, but it must not degenerate into

a shriek. In former times, when what is called the

good old Italian school existed, pitching the voice

was a long study; it was not then supposed that

talent could be improvise; it is easy to judge what
pains were taken by the following anecdote:

—

Porpora, one of the most illustrious Italian mas-
ters, took a liking to a young pupil, and asked him
if he felt sufficient courage to follow his directions,

however tiresome they might prove ; receiving an
affirmative answer, he took a sheet of music paper,

wrote down the diatonic and chromatic scales, the

thirds, fourths, and Hfths, the intervals, shakes, ap-

pogiaturas, slurs, turns, cadenza, and sol-faing of

dili'erent sorts. Both master and scholar spent a
year over this single sheet of music ; the second and
third year they did the same, the pupil began to

nmrmur; the master reminded him of his promise.

The fourth year passed, and so did the fifth ; no
change had been made, the lesson was the same,
with some instructions on articulation, pronuncia-
tion, and declamation. At the end of the fifth year,

the scholar not aware of the progress he had made,
was surprised to hear his master say, " Go, my sim,

thou hast nothing more to learn, thou art the first

singer m the world."

singer was Caflarelli.

He spoke truly, for this

MADAME MAINVILLE FODOR.

This lady, who first performed the character of

Zerlina on the English boards, is settled at Foun-
tainbleau. Her musical soirees are spoken of with
the highest gusto, where the musical selections are

executed with a perfection that artists never hear
and feel so thoroughly as when they are given in

this manner

—

eiifamille. Madame Fodor was one
of the few opera singers who gave us the idea of an
artist that possessed a knowledge beyond the mere
part in which she appeared. Her manner, like that

of Lablache, impressed you with the feeling that

she was a musician. She never committed any oi

those contemptible extravagancies that some of the

modern singers resort to, for the purpose of creating

a sensation, and because they are conscious of a
deficiency of true sentiment. Her singing of Mo-
zart's music was all but perfection. We despair of

ever hearing the part of Zerlina, and particularly

the " Batti, batti," delivered with the exquisite

polish, brilliancy, and purity of tone with which she
was accustomed to invest it. They were noble days

that first season of Don Giovanni! Madame Fo-

dor, it is said, has still preserved the fine quality of

her tone.—Musjtai World.
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O WERE 1 ON PARNASSUS HILL.

W'urdi- by Burns.

Andante Espressibo.
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write how dear luve thee.

Then come, sweet muse, inspire mj' lay

!

Por a' the lee-lang simmer's day
I coudna sin{^, 1 coudna say.

How much, how dear, I love thee.

I see thee dancing o'er the green,

Thy waist sae jimp, thy limbs sae clean,

Thy Tempting lips, thy roguish een

—

By heaven and earth I love thee

!

By night , by day, a-field, at hame,
The thoughts o' thee my breast inflame;
And aye I muse and sing thy name

—

I only live to love thee.

Tho' I were doom'd to wander on
Beyond the sea, beyond the sun,

Till my last weary sand was run

;

Till then—and then I'll love thee.

AUBER'S MUSIC.

The Illustrated Pulytechnic Review, of Jan. 14,

1843, in noticing the revival of " Gustavus, or the

Masked Ball," has the following judicious remarks,

which we have much pleasure in presenting to our

readers, while we recommend the work to their

especial attention.—" The great charm of Auber is

his strong dramatic feeling—his subjects are dis-

tinctive, and his colouring, though at moments
somewhat broad, is always in perfect keeping with

the grand outline of the work. Unlike Rossini, and

the great masters of the German school, he has no

standard rule lor the construction of his operas. The
several mutivos are not methodically introduced at

given positions—the concerted pieces in which other

writers express the passions of love, hate, fear, and
revenge, by the same subject, with adifterent physi-

cal action—in ' Masaniello,' ' Fra Diavolo,' ' Le
Cheval de Bronze,' spring naturally from the inci-

dents of the drama, without any positive dependence
on their musical form or harmonic developement.

Tile costume, if we may venture the expression, is

oiiderful. 'Masaniello' is redolent of Naples;

while the quaintness of the ' Cheval de Bronze'
carries us to 'furthest Ind;' 'Gustavus' is fuU of

the national musical thoughts of the North, and the

exquisite airs in 'Fra Diavolo' breathe of the
' sweet South.' Auber's fertility is boundless—the

most lovely flowers of thought spring up almost
spontaneously. His great productions are marked
by the most extraordinary invention, the highest

test of musical genius. He is the greatest composer
France has produced. Singularly fortunate in his
' coparcenary ' with Monsieur Scribe, he is certain

to possess a book with sufficient dramatic skill to

interest, and operatic construction to bear grace-

fully his musical interpretation. The leading error

in authors who write operas, is the burthening their

stories with a complication of interests and com-
plexity of plan. If the story does not evolve itself,

vainly may genius inform the characters by radiant

thoughts breathing melody, or the rarest or most
truthful harmonic combinations. All must be lucid

and obvious, the eye captivated, the feelings in-

terested, the heart refined, and the ear charmed.
This is music s potver ivhen tomlnned with dramtttic

ffeniusS*
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MUSIC FOR INSTRUMENTS.

Tn the musical taste of the British public an im.

ineiise change has taken place within the last fifteen

years. Let any one turn back to the year 1830, and

reflect for a moment on the condition of the popular

mind in this respect at that time. Music, as a pait

of education, was confined only to the compara-

tively wealthy, and amongst the people it was al-

most unknown. Here and there individuals might

have been met who, by years of awkward and la-

borious perseverance, had acquired the power of

reading at sight with an instrument; and those

who could sing at sight were si>oken of as among

the wonderful men of the district in which they

lived. Now, however, scarcely a village can be

named which has not its glee and clioral society,

and amateur instrumental band. Thanks to the

labours of Mr. Mainzer, and his indefatigable

professors, and those of Mr. Hullah, the number

of sight singers is rapidly on the increase ; and

we are hopeful that ere long those possessed of a

musical ear, as it is called, who cannot sing at

sight will bethought as much objects of especial

wonder as were they who had the ability to do

so ten years ago. VVliile we contemplate with

satisfaction and delight this revolution which is

taking place, we cannot choose but lament that

some circumstances are in operation which tend

mightily to retard the progress of musical education

amongst the working classes; and chief of these,

we name the enormously high price at which musi-

cal works are ofl'ered to the public. We are well

aware that original music could be published, yield-

ing ample remuneration, at a price at least fifty per

cent, lower than it is at present. Publishers and

composers would be both benefited by the reduc-

tion ; there would be more than double the quantity

disposed of, because just in proportion as the price

is low so are the chances of a wide circulation in-

creased. This evil however is being ameliorated to

a considerable extent. Many works are pnblishing

at present which all strive honourably to bring

music within the reach of the poorest of the poor

people of Great Britain. By means of these perio-

dical issues the amateur vocal performer can pro

vide himself with an amount of music, which fifteen

years ago would have been held incredible, for an

amount of outlay ridiculously small when compared

with its usual published rate. Among these we
claim an honourable place for our "British Min-

strel," and speak with honest pride of the good

which it inevitably must achieve. We have no

doubt but that its success will lead the way to

changes in the trade of musical publication, and
we rejoice in such a prospect, the realization of

which would conduce so greatly to the happiness of

the multitude, without inducing the smallest amount

of concomitant evil to any one. While the vocalist

is thus cared for, by philanthropic professors, who

are each and all striving to smooth the way by

which he is to acquire the power of reading, and

we and others are collecting and publishing for his

especial gratification, we cannot but lament that

his brother instrumentalist is left to knock at the

door of the Temple of Music, and cannot gain

admittance strive he ever so earnestly. Is there

no instrumental Mainzer or Wilhelm willing to de-

vote themselves to the task of cheering his path

and lightening his labour? We dare hazard the

prediction, that at this moment some minds are

anxiously experimenting for the express purpose of

clearing away the difficulties which waylay the

enthusiast who would begin the work of self tuition

in instrumental music. It may be said that innu-

merable treatises already exist which give full in-

structions on all instruments. But some of these

bear internal evidence of the unfitness of the writer

for teaching the initiatory steps and rudimentary

principles necessary to be acquired before enter-

ing upon the study of an instrument. He who

would instruct others must, while he communicates

his knowledge and experience, forget that he is a

proficient, and write in the simplest manner the

simplest lessons; and as he progresses in his Ineme,

always put himself in the position of the learner,

and study how to make his precepts most thoroughly

useful, and most easy of ajiprehension. And how-

ever excellent others of these written treatises may

be, still no written work, however perfect, can make

an instrumentalist more than a vocalist. Many

circumstances combine to render the assistance of

a master absolutely necessary. But passing over

all this, and supposing that the power of reading

at sight upon an instrument has been acquired, how

can the working man improve his taste in music,

or how find access to the compositions which be-

long to other ages and to foreign countries? He
cannot—because his means are inadequate, the

price is so exorbitant. Publishers in England pro-

cure, often at a trifling outlay, the published works

of German, Italian, and French masters, reprint

them in London, and affix a price which most ef-

fectually circumscribes the range of their useful-

ness. These reprints may be found in the boudoir

of the Duchess this, my Lady that, and here and

there on the music stand of the wife of some

wealthy commoner, but their names and their

characters never reach the habitation of the arti-

zan. And yet wealth does not endow with the

taste for music; it is as much difl'used as the

power to speak ; and frequently it exists in ahigher

degree with the lowly born than with the favourite

of fortune.
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For the purjjnse of enabling the working man
who has learnt the use of an instrument, to taste

the delights of music, which he is so thoroughly

capable of relishing, and which may be enjoyed

without the slightest dereliction of duty or infringe-

ment of moral principle, we intend shortly to com-

mence publishing, periodically, a Collection of

Airs of all Nations, adapted for Violin, Flute, Cla-

rionet, &.C., which we are confident will be the

commencement of a better state of things. Our

Book is intended to furnish him with a Cyclopedia

of Melodies collected from the works of the com-

posers of all times and countries. We will have airs

from the Operas, Waltzes, Quadrilles, Gallopades,

Strathspeys, Reels, Country Dances, Jigs, and Horn-

pipes. We hope that our work will be found on

the window sill of every peasant's and mechanic's

dwelling, and that its strains will be heard cheering

the hours of relaxation, and making glad the hearts

of aged toil-worn men, yielding a rich and sweet

accompaniment to the sedate joy of healthy and

virtuous manhood, and carrying withit atalismanic

force to excite the gay laugh, and sportive and inno-

cent mirth of youth and chi-ldhood. Let no one say

that music leads to vice or to vicious indulgence.

We remember hearing an old man state, that in

the village church where he had knelt in prayer

when a child, and had poured out the fulness of his

heart to the God of Heaven when he was a man

—we mind like yesterday, altliongh it is now more

than twenty years since he was laid in the grave of

his fathers—he laughed when he told us the story,

for he had learnt other things before he retired

from the world an honoured and greyhaired grand-

father. The story is soon told. A new precentor

having been elected to lead the psalmody of the

church, the person who was appointed, on the

first day of his task, sung the tune known in the

books of Scottish Psalmody by the name " St.

George's," then heard for the first time; such was

the consternation and surprise caused by the seeming

irreverence of its transitions, that the narrator, and

many more beside, rose from their pews and left

the church, protesting that they could not sit still

and hear the sanctuary of their God polluted by the

chaunting of such light and ale-house tunes. Now
mark the change—the same air is voted old by

common consent, and tunes of a more seemingly

I'rivulous and sprightly character have been intro-

duced, and have given way to others. And so it

must be for ever. Music is never profane, is never

irreverent ; the mighty minds who weave such nia-

giciil melodies, like the great poets, are the in

spired propliets of this latter time, and interpreters

of the Eternal Mind. Music may be prostituted, or

it may be associated with the highest offices of the

sanctuary, but because we hear an air for the first

time in questionable circumstances, are we thence,

with bigot blindness, to infer that the air is neces-

sarily base? No! Men are beginning to penetrate

the thin veil of sophistry which hides the truth in

this as in other matters, and are not, and for the

future will be less, likely to be seduced by the hue-

and-cry of illiberal ignorance.

We had intended to write a prospectus, but find

we have been led into an article. As we said above

we will shortly publish No. I of a Book of Melodies

of all Nations, which is meant to be at once care-

fully and correctly printed from the best editions,

and to be, if we meet encouragement, the most com-

plete work of the kind ever offered to the public.

Particulars as to time of publication, price, and

quantity, will be found advertised on the wrapper

of our monthly part.

BIONUMENT TO TANNAHILL.
Our readers would observe, from a paragraph in

our last, that it has at length been resolved on to

rear a monument to the lamented poet Tannabill,

in the place of his birth. More than thirty years

have passed away since this sweetest of our lyric

poets sung his last, and found an undistinguished

grave in his native place, and amidst scenes which
have been rendered classical by his muse. The
lapse of so long a period has tested well the real

value of his productions. The simple songs, which
at first the scholastic and pedantic were inclined to

sneer at as imperfect and inartificial, are now gene-

rally admitted to possess qualities far above the

mere niceties of regular structure and strict literary

accuracy. 'I'he genuine poetic feeling that pervades

them has been universally felt and acknowledged.
Their truth to nature, their descriptive fidelity, their

chaste beauty, and their unaffected and touching

sim])licity, have endeared them to every lover of

Scottish song. One excellence which they possess

is not often adverted to, namely, their perfect origi-

nality. There is not one of our native poets who
has borrowed less from others, or who has been
imitated so seldemi, and with so little success, as

Tannahill. His style is his own, and can be mis-

taken for that of no other auihor. There is a family

likeness in " Gloomy Winter," " The Braes o'

Gleniff'er," "The Braes o' Balquhidder," "Thcju

dark winding Carron," "The bonny wood o' Craigie

lee," and his other songs, which is very striking;

and yet how different, too, are they ail! Burns

himself did not treat similar themes with more

variety, or more completely in a manner of his own.

There is another element of permanency in the

songs of Tannahill. They above all others express

the peculiar feelings, and "paint the habits and man-
ners of the manufacturing population of his country.

In the productions of Ramsay, Crawford, Burns,

Macueili, and Hogg, we have pictures of Scottish

rustic lile, and ideas common to the people both in

town and country. But Tannahill alone represents

the aspect of nature as seen and appreciated by the

artisan class in our populous towns. He alone

delineates truly their joys and sorrow, and their

peculiar feelings. Even when he pourtrays pastoral

scenes and characters, as in the " Lass of Arran-
teenie," '' The Braw Highland Laddie," and " Jes-

sie the Flowero' Dumblane," he contemplates evsiy
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thing at a distance and through a medium that

lends enchantment to the view. He speaks not
as a rustic to whom close contact with the scenes

he describes has rendered them familiar and some-
what stale. He speaks like a sensitive town-bred
man (as he was) enraptured with his casual glimpses
of the freshness and beauty of nature. Hence, he is

more enthusiastic in his admiration of tine scenery

and simple rural lite, and perhaps more felicitous

in describing it, too, than other poets of higher
powers. Above all he has enbalmed the best feel-

ings, "The homely joys, the destiny obscure," of

the class to which he belonged, in a manner that

leaves him without a rival in his own walk. His
memory must ever be cherished by his countrymen,
for the lapse of time will only cause the productions

he has left to be more and more appreciated. Not
only in his own country, but in every distant clime

where the tide of emigration has carried the hand
loom-weavers of Scotland, Tannahill's songs will

continue to be sung so long as the lowland Scottish

dialect is understood. Many a young maiden who
was never within a thousand miles of Glenfieoch,

or saw a recruiting party in her life, will rouse the

echoes of Canadian or Australian hills singing,

—

" My heart sunk wi wae on that wearifu* day,
AVhen torn from my bosom, they march'd him awa,

He bade me fareweel, and he cried Oh I be leal

;

And his red cheeks were wat wi' the tears that did
fa';"

and many a youth traversing the flat prairies of

Illinois, or the sandy shrubbless plains of New South
Wales, will be in imagination

"Far o*er amang yon Highland hills.

Midst nature's wildest grandeur;''

and sigh as he sings—
*' We'll meet beside the dusky glen
By yon burnside,

"Where the bushes forma cozy den
By yon burnside."

This is indeed fame. The poet's hope to rank as

one of the minor bards of his country has been
realised. His reputation has become more univer-

sal than he could ever have anticipated, and is

likely also to be more enduring. Let us hope that

the monument about to be erected to his memory
will be worthy of his rank as a poet who has dime
hcmour to his country and his class, and of his

virtues as a man.

—

Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle.

[We are happy to have an opportunity of present-

ing to our readers the above kindly and generous
review of Tannahill as a poet. Melancholy was his

fate, and pitiful it is to think that his resting place

should have remained so long without a stone to

tell the wayfarer where moulders the all that remains
of what onje was the warm-hearted, and nature-

loving Tannahill. Truly it may be said that he
describes nature in a manner of Iiis own, and like

no other author. Little know they whose hours arc

all spent looking abroad upon the gorgeous and
everchanging panorama of gaily painted nature,

what difficulties Tannahill and those who like him
are necessitated to earn their daily bread by hand
loom weaving have to strive against, and how
seldom they are enabled to learn the language
spoken by the hills and rivers, the trees and flowers

of Scotland. The young spring-day of their life

is devoted to long and irksome toil, their roan-

hood is chained to a course of unremitting and
miserably paid industry—noevening walks, no mid-
day hours of pleasing recreation on the hill side

—

even the Sunday of the working man is no holi-

day, for it is only robbing hira of one-seventh part

of that time which commercial exigencies would
almost force him to economise for the production
of his meagre pittance. But Tannahill, who was
gifted with the power to appreciate nature in a de-

gree beyond his compeers, became her interpreter

even in spite of such deadly drawbacks. His
talent has achieved for itself a place in the rank
with the highest, his memory lives green in the
afl'ections of his fellow men, and his songs have
become identified with the language and with the
loves and home joys of all the working people
of the West of Scotland. The simple utterings

of the genius of Tannahill are more thoroughly
akin to the feelings, tastes, and education of the
manufacturing population even than those of Burns.
In Burns we meet with the fierce strife of a chained
giant struggling against the unyielding force of

fashion and existing impediments, while in Tanna-
hill the power is subdued, and though it strives with
as much bravery it nevertheless has less of moral
power, because the dead weight has cut a way into

the very soul, and the motives come with just suffi-

cient force to meet a ready response from the aching
hearts of his fellow arlizans. The soft and balmy
expressions of Tannahill are more in accordance
with the tastes of a people whom adversity and ill

paid work has almost brought to the brink of

despair ; while the metaphors of Burns are adapted
to the thoughts of men great in their mind's inde.

pendence, who have not been forced to bow their

knee before the god of commerce, whose insatiable

appetite must be gorged with gold, no matter how
procured, whether by the chicanery of commercial
etiquette, or wrung from the muscular tissue of

starved and ragged Paisley weavers.

Poor Tannahill, little reckest thou of monument
or sarcophagus. Thy sleep is quiet and blessed be

thy awakening. But earnestly do we hope that the

monument about to be raised over thy dust may
beget a generous warmth in the cold bosoms of those

whose wit and whose wealth relish none the worse

that they be raised and enjoyed at the expense of

wearied bodies and aching minds.

—

Ed. B. M.]

JOHN ABELL,

An English musician, belonged to the chapel of

Charles II., and was celebrated lor possessing a
very fine counter tenor voice. Being dismissed as

a papist at the Revolution, he went abroad ; and at

Warsaw, he was sent for to court by the King of

Poland, and refusing to go, he was taken there by

a guard of soldiers, placed m a chair in a spacious

hall, drawn up to a considerable height, while the

king and his courtiers appeared in a gallery oppo-
site. While swinging in the middle air, several

bears were brought into the arena below him, he
was informed that he might take his choice, either

to sing or be let down among the bears. He chose

to sing; and if we believe his own account of the

adventure, he never sung better in his life. He
subsequently returned to England, and in tiie year

1701 published a book of songs in several languages.

It is said of Abell, that he possessed a secret by
which he was enabled to preserve the tone of his

voice to an extreme old age.
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Andante.
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Oh I where and oh where is jour Higliland laddie

gone?
He's gone to fight the French for King George upon

the throne,

And it's oh in my heart I wish him safo at home.

Oh ! where and oh where did jour Highland laddie

dwell ?

He dwelt in merry Scotland at the sign of the blue
bell,

And it's oh in my heart 1 love my lad lie well.

:P=t
-^tr-^

In what clothes, in what clothes is your Highland lad-
die clad?

His bonnet of the Saxon green, and his waistcoat of
the plaid,

And it's oh in my heart I love my Highland lad.

Suppose, and suppose that your Highland lad should
die?

The bagpipes should play over him, and I'd sit ma
down and cry.

And it's oh in my heart I wish he may not die.

CAMILLO SIVORI.

A musical wonder made his appearance on Thurs-

day in the shape of M. Sivori, the sole pupil of

Paganini, who not only brings with him the violin,

but the very spirit of his master. This is the only

one of all Faganini's imitators that we have heard

who may be considered any way worthy to supply

his place. If there is a doubt respecting hira, it is

whether he has not too large a portion of the mimic
mingled with the legitimate artist. The same
shower of ornaments which Paganini used to lavish

on the ear, the same fantastic jumble of all the ec-

centricities which the violinist can achieve, distin-

guish the performance of his wonderful successor.

He has even caught the personal manner of Paga-
nini, those peculiarities which were seized with

No. 60 and Sup.

such avidity by the makers of statuettes. There is

the curious jerk of the bow, the strange position of
the legs, and the sidling twist of the body. It is in

his master's " Carnivale di Venize" that M. Sivori

chiefly shows his powers, and the piece was encored
on Thursday with the utmost enthusiasm.

—

Examiner, May 20, 1843.

Who says the age of song is o'er.

Or thit the mantle finely wrought
Which hung upon the bards of yore
Has fall'n to earth and fall'n uncaught.

The dying bequest of Paganini, namely his fa.

vourite violin to his beloved and only pupil, has
given birth to a belief in a novel kind of metemp-
sychosis—that the genius or soul of the maestro wa»
transferred to the iUve by the gift ; such supersti-
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tions are quite W(irthy of those who imagined tliat

il diavola Paganini had his violin manufactured
from the wood of his father's coffin, with many other
absurdities of a similar nature. Sivori is univer-
sally allowed on the Continent to be the first per-
former on his difficult instrument now living, and
we are prepared to add to the opinion by saying
that perhaps he can " enchant our ears" more de-
lioiously still than the magician his master. The
compositions which he played for Perrot's benefit
at her Majesty's Theatre on Thursday week, were a
concerto composed by himself and Paganini's " Car-
nivale di Venize," which he played so supernaturally
that he left us "gaping with mute wonder and de-
light;" and, consequently, feeling the inadequacy of
language to convey any idea of his miraculous
powers, must request our readers to forego any de-
mand of detailed description on our parts, and ad-
vise them to hasten as soon as possible to hear, not
an artist, but an inspired genius, a personification
in musical power of the angel Israfil himself, who
(we almost fear to express it) is the greatest violinist

that has yet appeaTcd.— Illustrated News, May 20,
l»4a.

Paganini's only pupil, as it is said, made his first

dtbul at the Italian opera, by performing two solos
on the viiilin, and seems to have imbibed from his
extraordinary master all his eccentricity of manner
and singularity of execution. But Signor Camillo
Sivori does not make the violin a mere instrument
on which he can display an ingenious rapidity of
execution, which it would almost seem impossible
for the human fingers to cause; but he plays with
feeling, and brings out the full tone of the violin in
passages of expression, and that in a manner seldom
heard amongst the best players. But as a copyist
of Paganini, he has all the oddity of humour which
the great artist used to throw into his most extraor-
dinary and difficult performance. We will not say
that Signor Sivori is equal to his famous instructor;
but no one can say that he is not one of the won-
ders of Europe. To hear him is to be surprised,
and that surprise will amply repay the person who
hears bim.— Weekly Dispatch, May 21, 1843.
He (Sivori) is a disciple of the wonder.giving,

that is of the Paganini school, and a successful one,
for he accomplishes all that he proposes or at-
tempts. The accuracy with which he alights upon
a note after the boldest leaps, the truth and facility
of his double stopping, and his command of the
liarmonics, are equally surprising. But there our
commendations end. His concerto, of a single
movement, was a mere vehicle for this sort of dls.
play, having little characteror pretensions as a com-
position.

—

Spectator, June 10, 1843.

LITERARY NOVELTY.
Friday last. Punch had the satisfaction of being

present at Signor Sivori's farewell concert. He
was exceedingly diverted by the performance of that
clever violinist, which also reminded him of an idea
Iliat had occasioually occurred to him before, on
hearing OU Bull, Liszt, and other professors of
musical gynmastics.
He perceived that the talent of these gentlemen

lay principally in executing variations on certain
favourite airs ; that is, in disjoining their different
portions, and filling up the intervals with divers
fantastical and eccentric luovements of their own

—

runs, shakes, and so forth; thus interspersing the
original music, which was expressive of some senti-

ment, feeling, or state of mind, with passages which,
having no meaning at all, formed an agreeable con-
trast to the melodies wherewith they were blended.
Now, the idea that occurred to Mr. Punch was,

that the principle which (so greatly to the gratifica-
tion of the public) is acted upon by musicians,
might be advantageously applied to the sister ^t of
poetry. He thinks that Shakspere with variation*
would very probably be received with great ap-
plause. The variations, of course, should corres-
pond in expressiveness and intellectuality to those
above alluded to. For instance, let the line to be
varied be,

" To be, or not to be; that is the question."

The theme ought to be first recited entire.and then
treated as follows :

—

To be or not, fiddle; to be, diddle; that, tooral;
is, looral; the question, lay.

Fiddle, fiddle, iddle, iddle, tooral, looral, lay.
Tooral, to be ; looral. or not ; lay, to be ; that i^

fiddle ; the question, iddle de dee.
To, yoddle ; be, doddle; or, fol; not, dol; to, de;

be, rol; that, ri ; is, tol; the, lol
;
question, de rido.

Yoddle doddle fol de rol, to be; hey down derry
diddle dum, or not ; whack rum ti oodity, to be; ho
down, that ; chip chow cherry chow, is; tra la la la,
the question.
Ding dong, harum scarum divo, question.
Right fol di riddy oody, bow, wow, wow!
Drowning men will catch at straws; and con-

sidering the present declining state of the drama.
Punch seriously recommends his suggestion to the
notice of managers. Its adoption will doubtless
astonish the weak minds of many, to whom Shak.
sperc's sense, at present too strong for them, will
be rendered the more palatable by dilution.

—

Pu7ich, August 12, 1843.

WHAT DOES THE YOUTHFUL POET
LOVE?

He loves to wander 'neath the heaven's broad arch,
When day has faded from the blue expanse.

When moon and stars are on their midnight march.
And in their wake bright streamers lightly dance.

He loves to roam when dewy morning wakes
All fair, like maiden from a sleep of dreams.

When rosy light o'er hill and mountain breaks,
And giant shadows sweep the gurgling streams.

He loves to stray 'mongst fields and forests wild.
To cull rich beauty from each bursting flower.

To gather sweets—rich perfume undefiled

—

From groves that balmy fragrance heavenward
pour.

He loves to muse by some clear crystal well
That oozes from the dark grey mountain's side,

When brilUaut thoughts voluptuously swell,
And flow more rapid than the gUtt'ring tide.

He loves the light that sparkles from bright eyes;
Love fires his soul, high thoughts gush forth anew,

And, leaving earth, they soar into the skies,

There grasp at things of bright and heavenly
hue.

'Tis when his soul is tempest- tost and riven.
Love's honey'd essence o'er frail nature steals,

—

With dreamy sweetness—earth seems changed to
heaven,

Fraught with such bliss as saint or angel feels

!

Glasgow, August, 1843. Jatrus M'Gregor.
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No. 21.—AN SEALLADH MO DHEIREADH DO THEAKLACH.

ferji slow.

i
"Prince Chakles's Last View of Scotland,

r»^ P ores.
. ,-. . ffl . ^'w

^ P

IS

> -^rr-^

^ii^gs^^^fe
No. 22.—CHARMANTE GABRIELLE. Old French air.

gfelJJVJr^gfe^^Sg '-Jtz-^. 3E^
i-

No. 21 .—This is a perfect gem. It will be as good
as new to a very great number of our subscribers,
and to those who Icnow it previously, we are very
certain that it will not be considered an unwel-
come intruder. Captain Frazer, who has it in his

collection, states that it w»s transmitted to him by
'

Colonel Stewart of Garth, and says of it, that
" whether ancient or modern, the mind readily as-

sociates it with the name it bears."
No. 22. — Vide Volume First, ••British Min-

STREL," page 273.

HEALING THE DAUGHTER OF JAIRUS.
Freshly the cool breath of the coming eve
Stole through the lattice, and the dying girl

Felt it upon her forehead. She had lain

Since the hot noontide in a breathless trance,

Her thin pale lingers clasp'd within the hand
Of the heart-broken Ruler, and her breast,

Like the dead marble, white and motionless.

The shadow of a leaf lay on her lips

And it was stirr'd with the awakening wind.
The dark lids lifted from the languid eyes.

And her slight fingers mov'd, and heavily

She turn'd upon her pillow. He was there

—

The same lov'd, tireless watcher, and she look'd
Into his face until her sight grew dim
With the fast falling tears, and with a sigh

Of tremulous weakness, murmuring his name,
She gently drew his hand upon her lips.

And kiss'd it as she wept. The old inau sunk
Upon his knees, and in the drapery
Of the rich curtains buried up his face

—

And when the twilight fell, the silken folds

Stirr'd with his prayer, but the slight hand he held
Had ceas'd its pressure, and he could not hear
In the dead, utter silence, that a breath

Came through her nostrils, and her temples ga?e
To his nice touch no pulse, and at her mouth
He held the lightest curl that on her neck
Lay with a mocking beauty, and his gaze
Ach'd with its deathly stillness.

Like a form
Of matchless sculpture in her sleep she lay

—

The linen vesture folded on her breast,

And over it her white transparent hands,
The blood still rosy in her tapering nails,

A line of pearl ran through her parted lips,

And in her nostrils, spiritually thin.

The breathing curve was mockingly like life,

And round beneath the faintly tinted skin

Ran the light branches of the azure veins

—

And on her cheek the jet lash overlay

Matching the arches pencilled on her brow.
Her hair had been unbound, and falling loose

Upon her pillow, hid her small round ears

In curls of glossy blackness, and about
Her polished neck, scarce touching it, they htmg
Like airy shadows floating as they slept
Twas heavenly beautiful. The Saviour nis'd,
Her hand from oft' her bosom, and spread out
The snowy fingers in his palm, and said
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Maiden! Arise !—And suddenly a flush

Sliot o'er her forehead, and along her lips

And through her cheek the rallied colour ran,

And the still outline of her graceful form
Stirr'd in the liuen vesture, and she clasp'd

The Saviour's hand and fixing her dark eyes

Full on his beaming countenance—Arose

!

N. P. WiUis.

MR. VAUGHAN.
This accomplished singer died in his 61st year,

after a short but painful illness, at Birmingham, the

Week before last. With him ended a school of vo-

calists so completely national that a record of his

eKcellence may justly find a place in our pages. To
a singularly beautiful tenor voice he added the

graces of a style most chaste and finished. Aiming

at effect through the means of careful and impres-
sive enunciation, he addressed himself to the refined

few ; and never laid himself out for the applause of

the uncultivated multitude. His early efforts were
rewarded by the approbation of the Court at a time
when the taste for English composition had a full

share of Royal favour; and when English artists

had the prudence to avoid the treacherous ground
of imitation of foreign performers. Here we offer

our tribute of admiration to Mr. Vaughan's talents,

and record the fact that he has, by higluy honourabl e

conduct and the zealous discharge of his varied and
laborious duties, descended to the tomb with the
esteem and affection of all who knew him. He lies

interred in the cloisters of Westminster Abbey,
close by his friends Bartleman and Dr. Cooke.

—

Illustrated Pelytechnic Review, Jan. 28, 1843.

SOPRANO.

ALTO, or 2d
SOPRANO

TENOR.

BASS.

HA LLELUJAH.
GRAND SACRED CHORUS, FROM "THE MESSIAH."

Attegro,

-Q-^ ,—. ^-N
ElEE
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:i=P: i—ii—i—
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Hal - le - lu -jah I Hai- lo - lu-jah! Hal - )e-
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00. Sup.
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CONTENTED IN THE VALE.
Siciliana.

177

Haydn.

P
rtpc

:^zpz(c±zf=fc: z^Tip: F=l^;u^^5^^^EPE^-0^^£e2E£ i:*:^
itt^: =5:1^:

While en - vy and am - bi - tion fire The wealth - y and the proud, I

.= ,,^^K
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to my hum - ble cot retire, To shun the self - ish crowd, Se - cure I envy

w :p--,
:p=i!:

-r '

- r
I
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\-^~\—I—P—^- :gip :?E=e
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jo - cund sing, Content - ed in the vale. Con - tent - ed in the
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z^—t-it. -Jz-^. 1^^
Let senators and statesmen great,

Together disagree.
While 1 remain in humble state.

Both unconcern' d and free.

No dunns to interrupt my joys,
No troubles to assail,

I'd live retir'd from care and noise.

Contented in the vale.

The stately oak that proudly held
Dominion o'er the plains,

Is by the furious tempest fell'd,

The humble reed remains.
Then may I envy not the hill,

Nor at my fortune rail,

Eut unconstrain'd continue still

Contented in the vale.

WITHOUT A RIVAL.

" There was never anything so beautiful from
the palette of a mere mortal !" exclaimed old Berto
Linaiulo.
" The boy has signed a contract with the father

of mischief, for by no other means that I know
eonld this be effected !

" added Antonello.
No. 6J.

" What delicacy—what brilliancy—what har-

mony of colouring!" observed Donato.
" I really am perplexed and confounded," rejoined

Berto. " I begin lo believe there is magic in it."

"AH the master spirits of Florence," remarked
a fair lady of high rank, who, among the rest, had
come to gaze upon the painting—" all the master
spirits of Florence may hide their heads now "
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" Yoiir art, signors," aiUled her com)>anion to the

surrounding artists," can produce nothing like that."

"Did you say a boy, Giulietta?'' demanded the

lady.
" Ay, madam, and with a shape as seemly as my

own ; and that is something, 1 ween."
" So young and handsome?"
" His face is as fair and unsullied as any on his

own canvass—as lair—I iiad almost said as yours,

madam."
" Nay, then if he be so, it were worth a coronet

to see him."
" And have you never, is it possible, beheld him?"
" Never, how should I ? he has been away

—

abroad; he hcsjust returned to Italy."

" Ay, madam, but before he went and since his

return he has I am almost afraid to say, often

crossed your path."

"Mine Giulietta! what do you mean?
" Alas I madam, this young painter loves you

—

has long loved you with a kind of adoration which
belongs only to enthusiasm, refinement, intellect,

and genius."
" How you run on ! You are a child, Giulietta

—you jest."

" No madam."
"And if you do not, what care I? This young

man is audacious if he presume to think of me be-

fore I have interchanged a word with him—before

1 know his character or listen to his voice."

Ah ! but madam, you have listened to his voice.

It was he who sung beneath your window last year,

and who saved you in the path by the river, from

the ruffian Bandenelli. Despairing of your favour

—for genius is ever modest—he withdrew from
Florence and went abroad to foreign lands—beyond
the Alps—I SI rirce know where. There his genius

for painting dii;w all eyes, and he has carried bis

art so far, 'hat no noble is richer, and no painter

more renowned. He has just returned. This is

his first work here. The critics ai'e all in raptures,

and his brother artists are dying of envy."
" Well, I hope he has long ago forgotten me,"

said the lady with a passing blusli. " I remember
the boy you speak of, a mere child, noble and prince-

like, certainly, but a silly boy. I never supposed he
had been bold enough to think of me; travel has
doubtless cured him. It was an idle dream."
" Ah no, madam, Signor Dominica loves you

yet; he sought me yesterday, and, to say the truth,

induced me to persuade you here that he might
learn your opinion of his production."

" It is most beautiful, it is heavenly; but where
found he a face so lovely—not on earth, surely ?"

" It is your portrait, madam, from memory, and
he has really succeeded in

—

"

" Hush, Giulietta, your tongue has no bounds."
" Look, madam, he has entered the hall at this

moment."
" Let us go, Giulietta, instantly,"
" It is too late."

" He bows to you, Giulietta, and with the prettiest

blush. Yes, it is the stranger who has so mys-
teriously hovered near me—gained an interest in

my heart, and then abandoned me."
" How, madam f"

" What have I said ! Ah ! Giulietta, you have
betrayed me; you have made me betray myself.

He is coming this way too."

" Yes he approaches—he retreats— he will retire

—you may never see him again."
" Well, let him come, I will speak to him."

At a sign from the Jiaiden, the young man ap-
proaehed, with a deep ol)eibance and a colour that
rose perceptibly at the unwonted honour of being
thus publicly presented to the haughtiest and most
beautiful of the Florentine nobility.
" Young painter," said the lady, resuming her

sell-possession, and with a grace and sweetness
that dazzled the eyes and the heart of that fervid

worshipper of beauty, " your production, which
attracts the attention of all Florence, has not
escaped mine. It has aB'orded me uumiugled plea-

sure."
" I am too much honoured," replied the artist in

a low voice, " when such eyes deign to dwell even
for a moment upon the humble work of I htse bands."
" No," said the lady, raising her dark soft eyes

modestly to his, and then lowering them beneath
his ardent gaze, "you are wrong; genius like yours
is humble only to itself. It sighs over what to all

other minds is perfection ; and even when it most
triumphs, unconscious of its powers it most despairs."

" Speak again !" said the youth. " Years of toil,

of despondency, of solitude and hopeless gloom are
repaid by the sound of your voice. Oh! speak
again."

" You may claim from us of the present day, what
will be certainly paid you by posterity—the meed
of praise. Report speaks of your having travelled."

" I am but just returned from Flanders—

"

" Where you have been studying the delightful
ait in which you so far excel all your contempo
raries."

"Did you mark that?" said Castagna, a Floren-
tine artist, in an under tone, to his companion.

" Silence," said the other, " let us hear the rest."
" My time was devoted to study and one other

occupation."
" What was it?"

" Grief for the absence of one I loved."
" Is it in the north that you have learned this

matchless skill of the pencil?"
" I am the possessor of a secret."
" A secret ?"

" Ay, by which, more than by any skill of my
own, I produce on the canvass the eifects which
please you."

" By such a frank acknowledgment, you make us

feel that you have something better than a skilful

hand—a generous heart. You are every way for-

tunate. We have on this side of the Alps seen
nothing so beautiful. In what way can I express
my gratitude for the pleasure yon have caused me
in matter more substantial than words ?"

•' You embolden me to give utterance to a wish
which has long dwelt in my breast."

"Speak it. I know you would ask nothing
which I may not grant before you name it."

" Yonder face," said the painter, in a lower tone,
" is the copy of one borne only in my memory, and
till I approached the original, I deemed it not wholly
unworthy. But now— I am in despair—my pencil

is uninspired until I attain the triumph of my art

by copying it anew from nature. I am a claimant
for the honour of painting your portrait."

A slight colour grew deeper at this request, and
their eyes met. The lady opened her lips to utter a
negulive to a request couched in such bold language,

but as she encountered the glance of this young
aspirant after immortality, she changed her mind,
as women sometimes will, and said

—

" Signor Dominica, I consent, you may take my
portrait. Addio, signor."
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The artist bowed.
' At four, to morrow, at the palazza D-
" Madam, I shall be punctual."

And they parted.

Dominica had received from nature the gift of

genius. The same partial Providence which had
invested him with inspiration, had bestowed upon
him the form of Narcissus and the heart of Leander.

It sometimes happens that such beings appear
among men, recalling tlie golden days when the

gods walked through the woods and mingled among
the shepherds. The lady of his dreams was like

himself, of half celestial mind and form. To his

enthusiastic soul, this young creature had presented
herself as the star of evening. He watched and
worshipped it as somethingnot of the earth—above
his reach—a light created to illumine other and
distant spheres—thrice happy he, if, like a sad
wanderer o'er tlie deep, he might sometimes be-

hold it, and utter to its kindling beams his unre-

quited, his unheard prayers. What was his wild
emotion when certain tokens awoke in his bosom
a hope, a dream, an instinct indefinable as the

light which first heralds the morn, but more in-

toxicating than the breath which rises from the

valleys and plains,when the grass, trees, and flowers

are moistened with evening dew. He had cherished

only two burning hopes—the one was fame, the

other love. The tirst he had acquired. Europe
began to murmur his name with applause, and it

was already recorded where future generations
might read ; and now, as if fortune in a laughing
mood had resolved to fill his goblet to the very brim
—the wildest and most delicious vision of his fancy
was about to be realised. He was going to stand
before that young seraph, whose eyes had already
said more than his tongue dared to utter, more than
his heart dared to dream. He muttered to himself
in a kind of blissful phrensy

—

" Tomorrow—to-morrow—at length to-morrow
—roll on leaden hours—oh, when will it be to-mor-
row ?"

" A secret !" cried the knot of artists, gathered to-

gether in conclave iu the grand square by the old
tower.

" I knew as much !" said Berto.
" I could have sworn it !" cried Antonello.
"To be sure!" exclaimed a third, " I always

said it was a secret
!"

" The lucky dog ! I, too, will visit Flanders!" cried
Berto. " t am only iive-and-eighty,—quite a boy !"

" And how my haughty mistress, who queens it

so before the rest of us, how she softened in his

favour
!"

" He is a rare fellow, and rolls in gold."
" She will marry him if he wishes—she is young,

and untamed, and her own mistress withal.""

"Jupiter! what a lucky dog!"
" I swear," said old Berto, " I will go to Flanders

too
!"

It was night, and a very bright moon slowly
ascending iu the heaven, rendered everytliing as

visible, only in more softened outlines, as in the
day. The young lover had wandered I'orlh in a
secluded path by the river, which wound tor nearly
its whole course through thick groves. He was
not, however, long allowed tu be alone. Castagna,
the friend and guide of his infant years, joined him,

and they walked together a long time, and con-
versed earnestly. At length Castagna said,
" Dominica, you know I have ever cherished for

you an afi'ection all paternal. I have watched over
your interests with fidelity and vigilance. 1 have
been your best friend."

" And so I esteem you, dear Castagna."
" But what is friendship, Dominica? It is mu-

tual confidence. It is an interchange of each other's

thoughts and sympathies. If you have troubles,

you communicate them, if you have pleasures, you
divide them. Ah ! I have a soul for friendship.

Too well I know what it is ! Too long I have
sighed for a true and real return !"

" .4m I not your friend, Castagna ?''

" No ! oh, no !"

" No I—how ?—you jest I"

" You hold a secret fromme,Dominica. Between
friends there are no secrets."

" But, Castagna, this is a part of my profession.

To ask it of me is to ask my fame. You are your-
self so good an artist, that you stand at the head
of the art in Florence."

" Not now—not since you have returned."
" But I freely confess to all that not skill alone,

but a remarkable mechanical discovery only, places

me in the eminence which—how—you weep, Cas-
tagna—

"

" Did I? Why I believe there was a drop— I felt

it rise to my lids. I did not know that it left my
lashes. I am old, and tender-hearted—and some-
times I think that I am almost falling into my
dotage. Yes, Dominica, I did shed a tear—not
from disappointment at losing the secret—oh, no !

—but at the fading away of a vision—a rainbow
of the heart—a bright, deceitful, false

—

"

"My dear and good Castagna, what is it you
would say?"
" Your friendship, my beloved and once-trusted

Dominica, I thought it mine. I pleased myself
with the idea that you loved me. Except yourself,

there was no one on earth to whom my heart clung
secretly. I have seen you a boy at my feet. I

have watched your course to manhood with a father's

solicitude and delight. I have not always, perhaps,
suiHciently discovered my feelings—but—

"

" Yes, my dear Castagna I know you have always
loved me. You once saved my life at the risk of

your own "

" t did. I was determined not to remember that
incident ^rsi."

" Moreover, when I was in want, you furnished
me with gold."

"That, too, I feared you had forgotten."
" And, Castagna—perhaps—indeed, I feel con-

vinced that I have not been right in concealing from
you my inmost thoughts ami knowledge. Yet in

relating to you the secret which you desire, I am
about to make a great sacrifice. You are now the
first Florentine artist alter myself. Possessed of this

secret you will be the first! Yet on condition that
you never reveal it, it shall be disclosed to you."

" I solemnly swear it, dearest Dominica,"
" Know then, that at Bruges I met a learned

man, who taught me to despise water-colours, and
to paint "

" Well !"

"In oil!"
" In oil? I see. And have you told this to no

one ?"

" Not one human being this side the Alps has
the slightest conception of it but we two. This
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paper contains the details. It will teach you all

you desire. Now, have Inot tested my friendship,

Castagna ? Have I not earned your coniideiice?"
" Nobly, Dominica—most nobly—embrace me

—

and my thanks be

—

this—and this—and this!"

The moonbeams glanced from a glittering blade;
its keen point, at each thrust, pierced deep to the

heart. •«»«»*
There was a heavy splash in the river—the cloud

sailed silently from before the moon—the breeze

gently waved the tree-tops— Castagna stood alone.
" At length !" cried he—" at length, then, I am

the first in Florence. I am without a rival
!"

This incident, which marked the introduction of

oil painting into Italy, is related on the authority

of Lanzi.— The Sunbeam.

ODE TO MUSIC.

Music ! thy mystic influence I own,

—

.

First of thy lovely heav'nborn sisterhood:

Thy sway hath with my dawning spring- time grown,
Till now, whate'er the hour, or place, or mood.
On dancing wave, on upland, or in wood,

—

With joy thy varied time and tone I hail.

Mid kindred souls, or wrapt in solitude

:

My heart-strings vibrate with responsive thrill,

Nor soon their homage cease, though past the strain

and still.

Accept the ofl"'ring on thy altar laid ;

—

Devotion's tribute and bis suit receive:

Thine are the warbliugs, in the woodland glade.

Whose joyful choir their feather'd bosoms heave,
In untaught harmony from morn till eve

:

Thine the electric gift with potent spell

Around our senses magic toils to weave;
The care-fraught bodings of our hearts to quell,

Till in some fairer sphere, our spirits, dreaming,
dwell.

At ruddy sunfall, ere the shadows meet,

—

When rosy belles and rustic swains agree,

Old care to spurn with merry-making feet.

And trip the mossy mead in dinsome glee,

—

With steps unmodish, and to strains as free
;

Thine are the charms, sweet pow'r ! which then
unthrall

The toil-yoked victims of adversity ;

—

Mingling with sweets their daily cup of gall

;

Strewing their thoniy path with fairer flow'rs withal.

The hopeless captive in his dungeon drear,

With feebled limbs in stone and iron bouud,^
When tender strains salute his startled ear.

Forgets his woe, and drinks each soothing sound

;

While rays of former sunshine stream around

:

Visious of joy each slumb'ring pulse rewake;
And back he glides o'er long familiar ground

;

His fancied footsteps boyhood's pathways take.

Where, saving love's first pang, hisyoung heart knew
no ache.

When, summon'd sudden to the field of strife,

The youthful warrior grasps his battle brand,

—

The martial clarion and the stirring fife

Bring back his wav'ring strength ofheart and hand.
And fire his patriot love for father land:

The life-stream flows with unchecked ardour now.
At timeous touch of tliy inspiring wand

;

Mantling, with fervid glow in cheek and brow;
While from his quiv'ring lip comes retribution's vow.

When silent gliding through the sacred aisle,

To join the throng on pious ritual bent;
The organ's solemn peal our thoughts can wile
From ways profane to virtuous intent;

And teach the vengeful bosom to relent

;

Each cadence wakes a dormant sympathy

;

Each swelling symphony makes penitent:

Such thy celestial pow'r, oh harmony !

In holy fane attuned, to man on bended knee.

Thy varied strains have each their high behest;

—

Like errant angels ou love missions sped.

To calm the troubled and make glad th' opprest,

And kindle hope in hearts to sorrow wed;

—

Infusing gladness where repose had fled

:

Oft has thy simplest song my spirit cheer'd.

When brooding o'er some theme of pleasure fled;

Thus to thy vot'ry hast thou been endear'd;

And long he'll cherish thee, though sad his soul,

and sear'd. James Wylson.

ANECDOTES IN THE LIFE OF A
MUSICIAN.

One of our Southern papers, writing in praise ol

Anthony Philip Heinrich, a foreign musician trans-

planted to our American soil, relates the following

remarkable incidents occurring in his eventful life:

From a passage in a German work, we learn that

Mr. Heinrich was, originally, a rich Bohemian
banker, with branches in Prague, Vienna, Trieste,

and Naples ; and that he resided at his mansion iu

Schoenlinden, where, trusting to the financial opera-

tions of treacherous agents, and absorbed in musical

reveries, he relinquished sordid acquisitions to revel

iu the wealth of harmonious sounds.
Meeting with pecuniary misfortunes, he came to

the United States, and was for some time in the

West, where it is said, that he once went into the

solitudes of the woods of Kentucky with no com-
panion but his fiddle, and there remsJined for a
whole year, living upon roots and water, his only

object being to dwell in the undisturbed paradise

of his own harmony. Another anecdote relatesthat

"he was once crossing the Atlantic for this country

in a French brig, when a dreadful storm arose,

which continued for two days with unabated vio-

lence; during this time, the sailors and all on
board but the musician were much frightened, and
expected to go to the bottom ; he, on the con-

trary, appeared the while to be wild with delight,

rushing hither and thither, fiddling to the storm,

and gathering inspiration from its fearful but

sublime melody. This the sailors at length took

notice of, as also that his eye, and bearing, and
manner, were different from those of other men,
and hence in their superstition they concluded that

he was the cause of the storm, or, in other words,

the Jonah of the ship, and came to the resolution

to throw him into the sea. When they came down
to announce this to Mr. Heinrich, he was busily

employed in composing an air to some words which
were subsequently published. 'Ha, ha! you are

going to drown me, you say,' said Mr. Heinrich,

still fiddling away; 'very well, I am ready; but if

you will give me ten minutes to finish my piece of

music, I shall be more ready still." The sailors

agreeing to this, the enthusiast continued his occu-

pation with the utmost calmness and delight, with

the full assurance of death hanging over his heml,

but before the ten minutes were out, the storm sud-

denly abated, so that Mr. Heinrich's life was saved,
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and the piece of music finished about one and the

same time."

—

Boston Daily Evening Transcript.

FISCHER THE OBOE PLAYER.
This celebrated performer, who flourished about

the year 1775, was a mai) of great professional pride.

Being very much pressed by a nobleman to sup
with him after the opera, he declined the invitation,

saying, that he was usually very much fatigued, and
made it a rule never to go out after the evening's

performance. The noble lord would, however, take

no denial, and assured Fischer that he did not ask
him professionally, but merely for the gratification

of his society and conversation. Thns urged and
encouraged, he went ; he had not, however, been
many minutes in the house of this consistent noble-

man, before his lordship approached him, and said,

" I hope, Mr. Fischer, you have brought your oboe
in your pocket." " No, my lord," said Fischer, " my
oboe never sups." He turned on his heel, and in-

stantly left the house, and no persuasion could ever

induce him to return to it.— Reminiscences of
Michael Kelly.

THE GYPSIES,
GLEE FOE THREE VOICES.

Wm. Reeve.
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lento. /^ Allegro con spirito.
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ENGf-ISH SAILORS AND THEIR SONGS,
BY COUNT PECCHIO.

Whoever wishes to acquire a knowledge of

another class of Englishmen, not less interesting

than the mechanics, must descend into one of those

narrow bystreets near London Bridge, which leads

to the Thames. The sailors, those sons of the

Oceau, are like the amphibious animals, which,

even when on land, always keep close to the water.

One day I took it into my head to walk into one of

the numerous public-houses which stand in these

alleys, to see what metamorphoses those silent and

serious beings undergo on land, in whose company

1 had, at various times, spent eiglit months on ship

board. How changed did I find Iriend Jack Irom

what I had seen him at sea! No longer serious, no

longer quiet. In a corner of the room there was a

group of these mariners, who were singing one of

their sea-songs, with the burden "Haul away, yeo

ho, boys !" the cry with which tbey accompany any

exertion made in concert :
—

British sailors have a kiiaek,

Haul away, yeo ho, boys !

Of pulling down a Frenchman's jack,

'Ciainst any odds you know, boys !

Come three to one, right sure am 1,

If we can't beat 'em, still we'll try

To make old England's colours fly,

Haul away, yeo ho, buys !

British sailors when at sea,

Haul away, yeo ho, boys

!

Pipe all hands with merry glee,

While up aloft they go, boys
;

And when with pretty girls on shore,

Their cash is gone, and not before.

They wisely go to sea for more.

Haul away, yeo ho, boys !

British sailors love their king,

Haul away, yeo ho, boys!

And round the bowl they love to sing,

And drink lus health you know, boys,

Then while his standard owns a rag.

The world combined shall never brag

They made us strike the British flag,

Haul away, yeo ho, boys !"'*

When these had Hnished their song, which was

duly knocked down by their leathern hands, a second

group struck up another of their favourite songs,

" Hearts of Oak:'

Oome, cheer up my lads, 'tis to glory we steer.

To add something new to this wonderful year ;

To honour we call you, not press you like slaves.

For who are so free as we sons of the waves'?

Hearts of oak are our ships.

Jolly tars are our men,

M'e always are ready.

Steady, boys, steady.

We'll 6ght and we'll conquer, again and again !

A tiddler, who had in the mean time entered with

ids creakim; instrument, now struck up a mel, a

kind of Scotch dance, much in favour with the lower

cJasses in England, which requires nothing but un-

* The following Italian version of the first verfe of

the above sonj; will serve to give the reader an idea

of the (igure whch our naval ditties nuike in the

' foj*eign dress given Lheni by Count Pecchio ;

** I marinai britnnni hanno una arte.— Oh ! Eh ! Ih !

<V\i ragazzi !— d'ahhaftere un marinaio francesc, qual-

uMi|i.e sia la uispariti'i ; voi lo >apote ragazzi!"

tiling strength and uimbleness of foot, without any

elegance nr lightness in the movements of the body.

Of all the English, the sailors are the most galvanic;

above all, when they have emptied two or Inree cans

of grog,—

For if sailor ever took delight in

Swigging, kissing, dancing, lightiiig,

Damme, I'll be bold to say that jack's the lad 1"

At this sound, as if it had been the signal for battle,

all jumped on their legs, and began throwing tbcir

teet about, for I cannot say they danced. To get

out of the way of this tempest ot kicks, I mounted

a small flight of stairs, ana entered a second room,

which presented another picture in the style of

Teniers. It was exactly like that I had left,excepl

that by the round hat of glazed leather, by the jacket

andtrowsers of blue cloth, in hne, by the uniformity

anu superior neatness of their dress, 1 perceived

that the seamen belonged to the Royal Navy. lu

their laces, though flushed with liquor, the impres-

sion of discipline and obedience was sliil visible;

and although their deportment and gestures ex-

hibited nothing of insolence, they betrayed never-

theless more of arrogance and presumption than

the others, although not so much as is generally

exhibited on the continent (I know not why) by

soldiers of the line. They were singing the beau

tiful national anthem, composed by the poet

Thomson, the author (d " The Seasons," about a

century ago,—" Rule, Britannia:"

When Britain first, at Heaven's command,
Arose from out the azure main,

This was the charter of the land,

And guardian angels sung this strain

—

Rule, Britannia! Britannia rule the waves,

Britons never shall be slaves!'

I am sorry that the lire and spirit of these songs

disappear as entirely in the literal prose translations

1 give of them, as the melodies were spoiled by the

rough and uncultivated voices of those who sung

them. However lifeless, nevertheless, the trans,

lations may be, it will still be easy to see by them,

that simple, manly, and even sometimes jocular

thoughts, are quite in unison with the character of

the sailors. It was thus, perhaps, in the days of

their ghiry and freedom, that the Venetians sung

in the " holds" of their magic city, their victory

over some Turkish fleet. At the present day they

have substituted for those martial songs " Visiii

di Nina," and "La Biondina in Gondoletta;"

—

"The Face of Nina," and "The Fair-haired Girl

of the Gondolet:" even songs are suflcient to mark

the revolutions of the wheel of fortune. With this

melancholy reflecUou I left these merry mariners

and quitted the tavern.

—

Italian Exile in England.

CHARLES FREDERICK ABEL.

This eminent musical composer and performer,

was a native of Germany, and a disciple of Sebas-

tian Bach. He left Dresden in a destitute condi-

tion in 1758, and travelled through Germany, sup-

plying his necessities by his talents, till at length

he arrived in England' in 1759, where he soon

gained notice and recompense, both as a public per.

former and as a private teacher. He had a salary

of £200 a-yearas chamber musician to her Majesty,

and his weekly concert, in conjunction with Bach,

was liberallv supported. He performed on several

instruiucnlsi but he was chiefly attached to the viol
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dl gamba. TIib knowledge Abel had ucquired in

Germany in every (lart of musical science, rendered

him the umpire in all musical controversies, and

caused him to be consulted in ail diliieult points.

The taste and science of Abel were rather greater

than his invention, so that some of his later produc-

tions, compared wiih those of younger composers,

appeared somewhat languid and monotonous. Yet

he preserved a high reputation in the profession till

his death. Abel was irascible in his temper, and
apt to be overl)earing. He hived his bottle, and by

e,\cess of drinking, when he was labouring under a

spitting of blood, he put an end to his coiiipiaiiil

and to his life. He died in London, on the :2Utii ol

June, 17S7.

The following anecdote will suffice as an example

of his irascibility. It happened one day, at a uiu.

ner given by a certain titled amateur, that llie

powers and characters of the diflerent musical in-

struments formed the subject of conversation; it was
suggested by the noble host, that every one present

sliould name his favourite. In coin|>liaiiee with the

proposal, one mentioned the organ, another the

violin, another the flute, another the violoncello,

another the horn, &,c. When Abel, whose perfor-

mance on the viol di gamba excelled that of every

other professor, after expecting, with impatience,

but in vain, to hear his own beloved instrument in-

cluded in the catalogue, was unable longer to en

dure his mortitication, and, with feelings of un-

governable rage, suddenly started from his seat, and
quitted the room. It is not to be wondered that his

lavourite instrument should have been omitted in

tlie enumeration, as from the thin, wiry, and grating

quality of its tone, notwithstanding the exquisite

execution of Abel, it failed to give pleasure to any

other ears but his own.

THE SOLDIERS RETURN.

BY MISS BLA.MIRE.

The wars for many a month were o'er,

E'er I could reach my native shed

;

My friends ne'er hop'd to see me more,
But wept for me, as for the dead.

As I drew nigh, the cottage blaz'd

;

The evening tire was clear and bright;

And through the window long I gaz'd.

And saw each friend with dear delight.

My father in bis corner sat.

My uiotber drew her usual thread.

My brother strove to make them chat.

My sister iiak'd the household bread.

And Jean oft whisper'd to a friend.

That still let fall a silent tear;

But soon my Jessie's grief shall end

—

She little thinks her Harry near.

My mother saw her catching sighs

And hid her face behind the rock;

While tears swam round in both her eyes.

And not a single word she spoke.

What could I do?— if in I went.
Surprise might chill each tender heart

;

Some sLory taen I must invent,

Aud act the poor maimed soldier's part.

I drew a bandage o'er my face,

A.id crooked up a Iving knee,

And found, that even in that blest place,

Mot one dear friend knew aught of me.

I ventur'd in,—Tray Wagg'd his tail.

And fawn'd and to my mother ran ;

" Come here," they cried ;
" what can he ail ?"

While my feign'd story I began.

I chang'd my voice to that of age,

"A poor old soldier lodgings craves;"

The very name their loves engage

—

"A soldier! aye, the best we have."

My father then drew in a seat,

" You're welcome," with a sigh he said :

My mother frv'd her best hung meat.

And curds and cheese the table spread.

"I had a son, " my father sigh'd,

" A soldier too; but he is gone !

'

"Have you heard from him V" I replied ;

" I left behind me many a one;

" And many a message I have brought

To families I cannot find

Long for John Goodman's have I sought,

To tell them Hal's not far behind."

" O does he live?" my father cry'd

My mother did not stay to speak; '

My Jessie now I silent eyed.

Who sobb'd as if her heart would break.

" He lives indeed ! this kerchief see,

At parting his dear Jessie gave
;

He sent it her, with love, by me
To show that he still 'scapes the grave."

An arrow darting from a bow
Could not more quick the token reach

The patch from off my face 1 drew
And gave my voice its well known speech.

" My Jessie dear !" I softly said

;

She gaz'd and answer'd with a sigh

;

My sisters look'd as half afraid

;

My mother fainted quite for joy.

My father danced around his son

;

My brother shook my hand away
My mother said her glass might run.

She car'd not now how soon the day.

" Hout woman !" cry'd my father dear,

" A wedding first I'm sure we'll have;

I'se warrant we'll live this hundred year,

Nay, may be, lass, escape the grave."

ANECDOTE OF BRAHAM.

Braham was once at the house of a friend, and

sung to him in private. His style was quite difter.

cut from that which he exhibits in public. It was

simple and undisturbed, but extremely effective.

" Why is it," said his friend, " that you do not

always sing like this?" Braham's reply was re-

markable, and at the same time just. "If," said

he, " I could always have my own way, I would

always sing as I have done now ; but that is impos-

sible. The public are fond of boisterous passages

aud rapid execution, and would not be satisfied

without them. If I were to sing in public in the

style you have just heard, every body would say,

' Where is Braham?' And if Braham hist his al-

Iractioii, he would lose his engagements."

—

F.din-

hurgh Drnmntir Ttet-icw.
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IN MY COTTAGE NEAR THE WOOD.
Andante.

£

In my cottage near the wood, Health and plenty still combine. Me to bless with evVy
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Let not envy's sullen tale,

Fraught with false and base design.

Reach the wood or cottage vole,

Nor disturb th* encircling vine.

Kitt: i:

Peaceful innocence remain,
Greater bliss in hopes to gain,
Nature's bounty thus in store.

Gentle Mary seeks no more.

SOPA Nil O.

ALTO, or 2d
SOPllANO
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OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES

Moderate.

No. 23.—GOODWIFE ADMIT THE AVANDEKER.

cres. Gaelic air.

No. 23.—The following note is given in connec-

tion with tliis air, hy Capt. Frazer, from whose ex-

cellent ciillection we extract it :
—" Prince Charles

Stuart is known to have suflered extreme hardships

in wandering from the place of his defeat to gain a

temporary refuge in the Isle of Skye,—often remain-

ing all night in the cold month of April, in the open
air, without approaching house or cabin. Over
powered with an effort to which he must have been
>o unaccustomed, it was often necessary to send one

of his attendants to entreat for quarters. Fnjm the
hesitation and impatience of this individual, anxious,
yet afraid, to communicate his request to the good-
wife, and uncertain but she might accept of a bribe,

in case of speedy [lursuit, the air, at iirst, repre-
sents him as scarcely whispering his request, in

broken sentences, but on finding that they were likely

to be well received, he acquires more confidence,

and the second part seems to picture a composure,
however temporary, at their success."

MR. VER^'ON.
The following account of this favourite singer and

actor, having never yet been published, it is pre-

sumed it will prove acceptable to my readers.

In the year 1752, Mr. Richard Yates, and Mr.
John Palmer, stopped, on their journey to Birming-
ham, where they were going to open their newly
erected theatre, at the Bull Inn in Coventry.

Proposing to remain here for the night, they were
solacing themselves with a cheerful glass after

dinner, when their ears were saluted by the melo-

dious sounds of a young warbler. Their conversa-

tion was instantly suspended, in order to listen

more attentively to the wild notes of the songster.

The doors of the dining-room were, at the same
moment, thrown open, to enable them to hear more
distinctly the words of the song which had so

engaged their attention.

Being considerably gratified at hearing the words
agree with the melody and expression of the music,

Ihey rang the bell, and enquired of the host who
tlie youth was by whom they had been so much de-

lighted; whether he was sent for to entertain a select

party in the kitchen, or liad come there by chance?
To these questions the landlord answered, that the

finger was a poor lad, who deserved and received

the greatest encouragement from the inhabitants

of Coventry and its neighbourhood, not rtnly for his

taste in singing, but for his goodness to his mother :

for every penny, said he, that he collects by his

innocent trade of singing at different public houses,

he gives to her. This generosity and filial aH"ection

still more stimulated tlje theatric strangers to desire

a sight of the boy. Young Vernon was immediately
introduced, blushing like the morn. Being chernd

with a glass of wine, he was desired to sing one of
his best songs. Without much inlreaty, he very

modestly complied. The actors were charmed.
Mr Yates asked him, if this talent was the only
means of his subsistence ?

" No," answered the boy, "a good-natured man,
who is a plush weaver iu our town, has offered to

take me 'prentice, without a fee. But though I

should like to learn some trade, by which I might
get an honest livelihood, yet I could not find it m
my heart to leave my helpless mother to the mercy
of parish officers, who might almost starve her.

Rather than she should want, I would beg for her
from door to door as long as I live."

" My boy," said Mr. Yates, " you possess a noble
heart

;
your regard for your poor mother will ensure

you happiness through life. I know not how it is,

but I never was so much pre possessed or interested

in favour of a stranger, as I am with you, my dear
lud. But to the point at once—Can you, landlord,

vouch for the boy's honesty ?"

" Indeed, sir," answered the landlord, " he has

never given any person the least reason to suspect

it. And would he live with nie as a drawer, I would
be glad to take him without any security."

""That's sufficient," replied Yates. " My good
lad, how should you like to wear a livery, and attend

a gentleman V"

" I should like it very vvell, sir," answered the

young vocalist. " But, sir, w hat will become of my
mother ?"

" Pooh, pooh ! your mother," replied Yates," will

be glad to see you provided for; and if you will

agree to go with me to Birmingham, you shall not

ivant f"r encouragement. And if your mother will
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not object to bind ^ou to me for a term of five years,

I will a.low her two sbillings a week, which, with

the allowance the parish must give her, will prove

a comfortable subsistence."
" You belong to the actors, sir, do you?" asked

the boy.
" Yes,'' answered Yates, " would you not be glad

of the opportunity of seeing plays for nothing every

night ?

"

" O yes, dear sir," replied the young lad, " it

would be the delight of my heart. You must know,
sir, that I olfered myself to the master of the actors

that play in the hay-loft over the stables at the

Half-Moon here. I think they call him Mr. Squelch.

But he told me that he could sing better himself,

and that my voice was common enough every

where."
" What," said Palmer, " are there players in your

town, landlord?"
" Yes, sir," replied the landlord, " they came

here at our Lady Godiva fair. It seems they

claimed the common privilege of other shows and
sights.—But they have remained here longer than

the time granted them by the mayor, to lake benefits.

They are but a weary set, as a body may say.

We shall soon, however, have the Great Ward, vtho

has taken our Old Bridewell here below, in the Bob-

Micks, and he intends to make a shining play-house

of it. He has now a very great company at Bir-

mingham: many of them are no less thau Londoners ;

aud I am sorry to tell yon, gentlemen, if you are

going to play there against him, you will find him
a tongh match for you : he is a rich old fellow.

He swore here in my house t'other day to some
gentlemen, that he would work you a penn'orth, if

it would cost him even the last inch of land, or the

last spangle upon his clothes."
" VVe thank you, landlord," said Palmer, leering

at his brother manager, who was more attentive

to tlje engagement of young Vernon, than to the

intelligence given by his landlord. To complete his

wish of having the boy instantly bound to him, the

mother was sent for. She came, anil being informed
of Yates's intention, was overjoyed to hear of

her own, and her son's good fortune, in linding

such an honourable master as Mr. Yates promised
to be.

An attorney that night bound the boy to the

joyful manager. Having taken next morning a
tender leave of his mother, and being fitted by his

master with decent apparel, he setofl'for the famous
town of Birmingham, where, for a few weeks, he
served Yates as a lacquey; but wore no other badge
of livery than a crimson collar. Yates, however,
socm found the means of employing the lad's talents

to umeh greater advantage than rumiug errands

or handing a tea kettle.

To prepare the i)oy for his change of occupation,

he was sent to scliool, where he learnt to read, &c.
with such rapidity, that he was not only the praise,

Init the astonishment of all who knew him. By his

own private means and application, he learnt

dancing from some professors employed by the
managers as stage. tiguranti; and, by acute and in-

cessant observation, he corrected his provincial
dialect, so as to speak upon the most common
subjects with singular ease, spirit, and propriety.

All this improvement was eflectedin a few weeks.
Although these qualifications were in their infancy,

yet they escaped not the nolice of Mr. Yates.

—

Being the acting uianager, he was possessed of

more power Ihun any otiitr of llie couniany. Tills

authority he exerted, in trying the talents of his
j"ung servant on the stage. Having great hopes,
iriuu several specimens lie had given in private,

that he should derive great emolument by emph>yiug
him on the stage, he soon prepared him for the
scene, and as a farther encouragement, allowed him
a small salary. That the lad might no longer
consider himself as a servant, he was divested of his

red collar, which Mr. Y'a'es perceived had for some
time been considered by him as the insignia of

slavery. Being graced with a smart laced hat, and
a waistcoat trimmed with silver, he was announced
in the bills of the play, to sing between the acts,

under the name of Master Vernon. He was re-

ceived with the greatest applause, and soon becaise
one of the chief supporters of the theatre.

His improvements were so rapid, that in a very

short time he became one of the most popular orna-

ments, both as an actor and a singer, the London
stage had to boast for a series of years. In the last of

these dramatic perfections he had but few competi-
tors. His judgment was correct, his execution rapid,

and his cxi>ression such as went to every heail.

Mr. Yates, on his return to London, proposed to

resign the remaining time of his servitude to Mr.
Garrick, for a valuable consideration. The bo/s
rapid progress and fame having reached the capital,

induced that consummate judge of theatrical [ler-

fectiou to accept Mr. Yates's proposal. Garrick
knew the value of the treasure he had in part pur-
chased, and determined to spare no expence in the

cultivation of so exuberant and sweet a gem as he
conceived Vernon to be: he, therefore, for the ad-
vantage of both, had him instructed in music,

dancing, fencing, &c., his mind was also improved
by attaining a knowledge ofpohte literature. These
accomplishments were soon attained by sucli a
capacity as that of Vernon's. This forward plant

was carefully cherished by his master, Garrick.

The town received him with attention and favour,

and his great talents secured their admiration and
esteem, while he continued bel'ore them.

—

Memvim
of Charles Lee Lewes,

QUEEN CHRISTINA AND LULLY'S MUSIC.

Christina, Queen of Sweden, and the learned pa
troness of Grotius, Salmasius, and Descartes, was
frequently so absorbed in her profound and abstract

ideas, as to be utterly unmindful of common things,

and lose all recollection of what was necessary to

her own personal accommodation. One night, in-

stead of putting on a night cap, she wrapped hi:r

liead in a thick napkin, and in consequence, but

without knowing why, felt so heated, and was so

little at ease, tliat she could not sleep. She, there-

fore, by way of relieving her ennui, ordered the

musicians of the court to beccmdiicted into her bed-

chamber, where, drawing her bed curtains, she

might listen to their peiformauee without being

seen. Knowing that her Majesty was particularly

partial to the compositions of the great Lully, the

deserved lavourite of Louis XIV., the band began
by playing one of his finest overtures; when, en-

chanted with a particular passage, she, as abruptly

as unconsciously, thrust her cloth-enveloped head
beyond the curtains, and cried out " Mortet diable I

(death and the devil !) but that is exquisite!" The
sight was so grotesque, as well as unexpected, that

the Italians, not less seared than astonished, threw
down their instruments, and scampered out of tha

loom.
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I WILL SING UNTO THE LORD.

ANTHEM FROM THE XV. CHAP. OF EXODUS.

TREBLE.

BASS.

DUET,

I will ^ing un - to the Lord, for
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strength and song, my strength and song, And he is be - come, and he is be -
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5UET.
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/^ Allegro.

glorious in ho - li - ness, fearful in prais - es, doing wonders, Hal-le-Iu -jahl
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THE GRAVE OF DERMIC.
This beautiful and aB'eeting sketch by the late Rev.

Charles Wolfe, (the author of the so much admired
ode on the death of Sir John Moore,) is extracted

from the " Remains " of that highly gifted man,
edited by his early friend the Archdeacon of Clogher.

It was designed originally as a characteristic intro

duction to the well known and admired song, " The
Last Rose of Summer," and can scarcely be read

by any one without deep and heartfelt emotion. Of
the work itself it may justly be said, that every page
bears the impress of the powerful and masterly hand
of its talented author.

" This is the grave of Dermid ! He was the best

minstrel amongst us all—a youth of a romantic
genius, and of the most tremulous, jet most im-

petuous feelings. He knew all our old national airs

of every character and description. According as

his song was in a lofty or a mournful strain, the

pillage represented a camp or a funeral; but if Der-

mid was in a merry mood, the lads and lasses were
hurried into the dance with a giddy and irresistible

gaiety. Oue day our chieftain coinuiitted a cruel

aud wanton outrage against one of our peaceful

villagers. Dci-mid's harp was in his hand when he
heard it. With all the thoughtlessness and inde.

pendent scusil)ility of a poet's imagination, he
struck the chords that never spoke without response

—and the detestation became universal. He was
driven from amougst us by our enraged chief; and
all his relations, aud the maid he loved, attended
our banished minstrel into the wide world. For
three years there were no tidings of Dermid, and
the song and the dance were silent; when one of

our little boys came running in, and told us that

he saw Dermid approaching at a distance. In.

stantly the whole village was in commotion; the

youths and the maidens assembled in the green,

and agreed to celebrate the arrival of the poet with

a dance ; they fixed upon the air he was to play for
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them—it was the merriest in his collection. The
ring was formed ; all looked eagerly to the quarter

from which he was to arrive, determined to greet

their favourite bard with a cheer. But they were
checked the instant he appeared. He came slowly

and languidly along; his countenance had a cold,

dim, and careless aspect, very different from that

expressive tearfulness which marked his features

even in his more melancholy moments ; his harp
was swinging heavily upon his arm—it seemed a
burden to him—it was much shattered, and some
of the strings were broken. He looked at us for a
few moments—then, relapsing into vacancy, ad-

vanced, without quickening his pace, to his accus-

tomed stone, and sat down in silence. After a pause,

we ventured to ask him for his friends. He first

looked sharply in our faces—next down upon his

harp—then struck a few notes of a wild and de-

sponding melody, which we had never iieard be-

fore; hut his hand dropped, and he did not finish

it. Again we paused; then, knowing well that if

we could give the smallest mirthful impulse to his

feelings, his whole soul would follow, we asked him
for the merry air we had chosen. We were sur-

prised at the readiness with which he seemed to

comply ; but it was the same wild and heart-break

ing strain he had commenced. In fact, we found
that the soul of the minstrel had become an entire

void, except one solitary ray that vibrated sluggishly

through its very darkest part. It was like the sea

in a dark calm, which you only know to be in mo-
tion by the panting which you hear. He had
totally forgotten every trace of'^ his former strains,

not only those that were gay and airy, but even
those ol a more pensive cast, and he had got in their

stead that one dreary, single melody—it was about
a lonely rose that had outlived all its companions.
This he continued playing and singing from day to

day, until he spread an unusual gloom over the

whole village; he seemed to perceive it, for he re-

tired to the church-yard, and remained singing it

there to the day of his death. The afiHicted con-
stantly repaired to hear it, and he died singing it to

a maid who had lost her lover. The orphans have
learned it, and still chaunt it over poor Dermid's
grave."

HENRY PURCELL.
His Sacred Music, edited by Vincent Novella.

With pride and delight we have perused the

volumes before us (they extend to five large and
handsomely printed volumes, compiled from many
rare and valuable MSS. and private collections).

They unfold a rich mine of inestimable beauty in

the ecclesiastical writings of our boasted country-

man, Henry Purcell,—the sublime, the profound,
the original and highly-gifted Purcell, the pride of

his country, the Mozart of his age, the Sliakspere

of his art. The church writings of this great mas-
ter have been regarded by the best judges as stand-

ing unrivalled for dignity, pathos, originality, and
expression ; though it has been justly observed,

with reference to his secular writings, that the wide
range of his imagination rendered him capable of

applying his talents with equal facility to the stage

and the chamber; of which we have sufficient proof

in the many admirable productions of this class

which he has achieved. But with the exception of

a few that have been snatched, as it were, from the

abyss of oblivion, by a more modern arrangement,
with some of which Bartleman and Mara were wont

occasionally to delight admiring hundreds,the world
at large knows comparatively little of this great
author's writings.

Mr. Novello appears before us not only as editor

but as the biographer of Purcell ; he has brought
unto the latter character the good taste and feeling,

the judgment, industry, and skill, which distinguish

him in the former ; and his pen, like other instru-

ments to which his fingers are more accustomed
not only " discourses eloquent music," but is excit-

ing and suggestive, striking the key-note of many
strains of mental melody, and awakening by the
power of association, thoughts and feelings which
may often flow far remote from their original source.

Purcell was a fortunate man. There was the rare

felicity of a correspondence between his nature and
his early circumstances. They harmonised like

one of his own melodies with its rich and varied
accompaniment. He came of a musical family.

He inherited those peculiarities of organisation
which alone confer the highest degree of suscepti-

bility to the efl'ect of musical sounds. His frame
was tuned, and ready to vibrate sweetly and power-
fully as soon as the winds of heaven should breathe
upcm it. And the tirst winds that blew were pro-
pitious ones. His father and uncle were both at-

tached, as musicians, to the chapel of Charles II.

At a very early age he became one of the children
of the chapel. He lisped music. He was the
companion and pupil of Blow, that " fine old church
writer," who outlived and succeeded him, and
caused it to be engraven on his tomb, that he was
" master to the famous musician Mr. Henry Pur-
cell." Pelham, Humphrey, and IVIichael Wise were
also his associates ; and they all gained renown as

juvenile composers. They must have made a
glorious quartett, these gifted and aspiring youths.
No wonder that " Purcell became an early proficient

in the science of musical composition, and was even
able to write correct harmony and counterpoint at

an age, when to be qualified lor the performance of

choral service is, in general, all that can be ex-

pected." There was the further stimulus of success-

ful ambition. At the age of eighteen {167<3) he
was appointed organist of Westminster Abbey,
"probably the only instance of so young a man
being appointed to an organist's situation of such
high honour and importance." Six vears after-

wards, he became one of the organists ot the Chapel
Royal.

'rhe biographer discredits the tradition of Pur-
cell's love for Italian music having originated in

his intercourse with the band brought over by Mary
D'Este, of Modena, the wife of James II.; and he
probably had, at an earlier period, devoted himself

to the study of Carissimi and Stradella. Whatever
led him to that study, it was an additional circum-

stance to the favourable combination of influences

under which his genius was developed. Seldom is

it that the links of a golden chain can be traced at

so great a distance. Seldom is it that there is so

happy a concurrence of external agencies operating

harmoniously upon a nature so admirably prepared
for them. In and about him, all things were fitly

framed together. He was amongst the few people

in the world who are " placed according to their

capacity," and richly has the world reaped the ad-

vantage.

One circumstance of his maturer life (of mature
life he had but little, he died in his 37th year,) must
be added to the propitious influences of his youth.

He was led by rapid gradations to the expansion of
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his genius in every direction. While the duties of

his situation, as well as his own taste, conducted

him to perfection in those solemn and lofty strains

which belong to the music of devotion, he was led

to, and immediately excelled in dramatic composi-

tion, nor were there wanting inducements to dis-

tinguish himself in those lighter lays that ladies

loved, or the noisier expression of bacchanalian

merriment. "A great number of songs and airs,

rounds and catches, and even dance tunes, set by

him, are proof of Purcell's extensive genius." But
all real musical genius, not enslaved by habit to

some particular form, is universal. Music is the

inarticulate expression of emotion, whether with or

without the words which render that emotion

definite, and give it " a local habitation and a

name." Now the organisation which is capable of

strong emotion at all, is capable ot it in all its

varieties, and may easily be excited to almost any of

its varieties. Thepsalm and the jig may be the same
tune in ditVerent time. The capacity of strong

feeling, and the capacity also of expressing that

strong feeling by musical composition, is one and

indivisible. When the highest talent for any par

ticular species exists separately, it is an indication

that the original power of the composer has been

restricted by unfavourable circumstances. And
few circumstances can be more unfavourable than

those which make up the present state of the world.

It is no wonder that we have no Purcells. Every
department is a monopoly ; teachers of schools and
families are compelled to eke out their scanty and
precarious remuneration by the sale to their pupils

of music, especially adapted for that purpose, in the

same way as the surgeon puts his skill and time

into the bill under the form of unnecessary medi-

cine. Cathedrals stick to the old established an-

thems as an integral portion of the old established

faith; and Dissenters must have only what is

bald enough and bad enough for the whole con-

gregation to sing with their " most sweet voices,"

and most exquisite skill. Concerts borrow the

stars from the opera, and they will sing nothing

new, while moneyis to be had for the old. O tlie

everlasting " Di tanti palpiti," and all the rest,

which make one say with Falstaff, " I know ye as

well as he that made ye." And as to music, the

theatres are a monopoly within a monopoly. " In

the lowest deep a deeper still." Happily, at this

worst point, we seem on the eve of a reformation.

The influences under which Purcell's genius at-

tained to such a rich and ripe maturity were in

many respects favourable to his character, which
was altogether a fine and noble one. But we must
not forget that it had two great delects. Of which
we trace the cause, while we deplore the result. He
was a tinieserver in politics. " In James the

Second's time, he song down the Whigs; and in

that of William, the Tories." To produce this pros-

titution of art is tlie natural tendency of depending
upon patronage rather than upon the public. We
shall never know what can be done for music, poetry,

painting, or any of their beautiful combinations,

until we have a people educated up to the enjoy-

ment of art. Nor ever till then, save in some rare

instances, will the artiste be any other than a de-

graded character. Tlien, indeed, he may feel the

true nobility of his vocation, and though he will

still " live to please," and therefore " must please to

live," yet the gratification will be incompatible with

those unworthy arts which the reign of patronage
Las generally required of him for its production.

Subservience, in the exercise of his powers, to the
views of patronising individuals, was, in some de-
gree the fault, the inexpiable fault, as well as the
despicable folly, of any like gifted men.
Our other complaint is of the words, the gross

and licentious words, to which he married some of
his immortal melodies. This too, was no doubt
partly owing to the same corrupting iufluenee, pa-
tronage. But there must have been the appropriate
weakness in himself, or no imaginable inducement
could have bowed his genius to the foul degradation.
Events had not been such as to generate political

principle in him, and so be ministered in turn to

the aims and pleasures of either faction or dynasty.
And events had failed to inspire his heart with that

surest safeguard for refined and delicate taste—

a

pure love for a worthy object; and so he debased
himself to attune the vilest strains of physical licen-

tiousness. " Man that is born of a woman" never
ought to have enwreathed such foulness with
melody ; and man that really loved woman never
could have done it. But heaven, that showered
down other gifts so liberally on Purcell, denied this

inspiration. He was linked with a " low-minded
termagant," who, after harassing his life and de-
grading his tastes, cut short his existence by the in-

genious process of locking him out of his own house
because he came home alter midnight. The incle-

mency of the night brought on fever, his death soon
followed, and his alllicted widow found some con-
solation in the profits of the " Orpheus Britanni-
cus," which she forthwith pubUshed,with a lachry-
mose dedication concerning " her dear lamented
husband." This posthumous afi'ection in print was
a bad way of balancing the account.

—

Monthly
Repositorij.

DER FREISCHUTZ AND WEBER'S MUSIC.

It is ridiculous to call the English a musical
nation; we may as well call it a daucing one. This
is not

" The land of singing and of dancing slaves,

Love whispering woods, and lute resounding waves."

We sit at an opera with our eyes half open and half

shut, nodding and winking like the owl in the wolfs
glen ; and, if we dance,

" How ill the dancing with the music suits?

So Orpheus play 'd,and, like them, danced the brutes."

Unlike our continental neighbours, a concord of

sweet sounds with us is not the smnmum bonum of

human existence. We care not to put our heads in

a musical pillory,

" An opera's like a pillory—may be said

To nail our ears down, but expose our head."

The divine strains of Handel barely reconcile u
to the Oratorio season once a year; and Haydn and

Mozart cannot sustain the falling state of the Italian

opera, without the aid of new names and new faces

to suit the caprice of those who attend—not for the

music, but the fashion. Were the English really

an harmonious nation their own composers might

well satisfy the nicest ear. Setting aside Handel
as the noblest composer in the world, Arne, Pur-

cell, Boyce, Jackson, and a host of others, may
fairly uphold the Enghsh character for science

melody, and taste. Novelty is, however, the charm
that must win us to sweet sounds ; and the introduc-

tion of Weber's music into this country was the most
popular and successful novelty in our time, and well

repaid the good taste that ventuied the experimeati
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If any thing could reconcile us to a man selling

himself to the devil, it must be his throwing in, by
way of bonus, such music as Carl Maria Von
Weber's. Indeed, we are half inclined to suspect

that the Carl must have followed the example of
his friend Caspar, and, in like manner, bartered his

own soul for a musical equivalent; for, had the

imps of darkness tuned their fiddles in theorchestra,
and Lucifer himself presided at the piano-forte,

symphonies more unearthly and diabolical had never
been heard than those in the incantation scene.

The grand features of Weber's music are terror

and sublimity. Gaiety and tenderness occasionally

delight the ear; science leads it through all the

mazes of enchantment ; but wildness and melan-
choly are its prevailing qualities, and sounds of

deeper and more awful intonation never thrilled

the soul since the triumph of the fabled Timotheus.

** Hark ! hark ! the horrid sound
Has rais'd up his head ;

As awaked from the dead,

And amaz'd he stares around.

Revenge ! revenge I Timotheus cries

;

See, the furies arise,

—

See the snakes that they rear,

How they hiss in their hair

And the sparkles that flash from their eyes I"

The death of such a man as Weber is a national

calamity
;
genius is of no country—every land is its

home. England received with open arms this

niagnilicent composer; she crowned him with rap-

turous applause while living, and would have en-

tombed his sacred dust among her illustrious dead,
but for the uncharitable bigotry of her priesthood,

who could not endure that the solemn sounds of

Catholic rites should profane a Protestant cathedral.

On our first introduction to Weber, we were forcibly

struck with his appearance and manner. A slen-

der fragile form; a weak tremulous voice; a coun-
enance long, meagre, and pallid, but beaming with
melancholy expression ; and an eye full, sparkling

and intelligent. Sickness and study had worn him
to the bone; and, though a young man, he had the

tottering decrepitude of age. But his mind was ac-

tive, fervent, and enthusiastic; the glorious sounds
of his divine art kindled the fire of his spirit; and,
his enthusiasm thus awakened, he moved, spoke,
and directed with the alacrity and vigour that be
long to health. But, the excitement over, his frame
sunk beneath the eS'ort

—

" A fiery soul, which, working out its way
Fretted the pigmy body to decay,

And o'er-informed the tenement of clay."

Hail ! and farewell '.

—

Reynarhs upon " Der Freis-
chutz," by the Editor of Cuinherland's British Drama.

DE-4TH OF HERR FREDERIC KIND.

Author of the libretto of " Der Freischutz."

Herr Kind, the worthy coadjutor of the immortal
Carl Maria Von Weber, has recently died, in his
66th year. A short time since (on the occasion of
the one hundred and first representation of " Der
Freischutz," at Dresden) he published an account
of his introduction to the great composer, and the
manner in which the matter was concocted between
them. The following extracts may not be unin-
teresting :

—

In the course of the year 1816, the chamber musi-

cian, Schmicdel, brought to me a stranger dressed
in black, extremely thin in person, of a pale com-
plexion, but intellectual countenance, and from his
long arms and large extended hands, I took him at
once for a pianist. It was Carl Maria Von Weber.
I was delighted to form his acquaintance ; he had
already acquired some reputation from having set to

music some popular songs taken from the collections

of Herder and of Winderhern, the songs of Koerner,
and some by me. I knew also that he was to be
appointed kappel-meisterat Dresden.
The conversation between us was animated; we

talked of various things. At last Weber said to me,
" you must write for me an opera." The proposal
made me laugh. I had already made various at-

tempts in many branches of literature, but it had
never occurred to me to write an opera. The idea
made me laugh heartily ; but I considered nothing
to be impossible to a poet. I acknowledged to him
with great simplicity that I scarcely understood a
note of music. He told me that was of no conse-
quence whatever. He added, "we are agreed; we
understand each other; and as for the lest we will

settle another time." We separated as if we had
been old friends.

Weeks and months passed ; I worked at various
descriptionsof pieces, but I didnotforget my project;

I recollected that a certain number of my poems
had been set to music, and that they had met with
some success; I recollected having read somewhere
that a tragedy, by its being adapted to music, had
attained extraordinary success. At length Weber
came to reside at Dresden ; he paid me a visit, and
spoke again upon the subject of my libretto. I had
often heard speak of the exigencies of composers,
who only view an opera as regards the music, and
often impose on the writer alterations and con-
siderable changes. I explained this circumstance
very freely and openly to Weber. " I will compose
your libretto," said I, " such as you direct me, I give
you my word ; as to those details which require but
a dash of the pen, these you will not refuse to make
yourself out of friendship for me."

It now only remained to find a subject; I wished
that it should be popular, such as became Weber's
talents and my own. We searched Musasus, Bened,
Naubert, several collections ofromances and novels

;

at length we stopped at the "Freischutz" by Apel,
and then we gave it up. The censure was severe

;

the subject might ajjpear to them dangerous, as
tending to increase superstitious ideas. Besides, in

the tale of Apel, the two lovers die, which could
not be supported on the stage. All these ditticulties

discouraged us; we parted without doing anything.
But the fatal shot had struck me; my heart fluttered.

I paced my room intoxicated with the poems of the
forests, and popular legends. At length the mists
dispersed and the sun broke forth to enlighten me.
The same evening, or the morrow of the eventful day,
I ran to Weber's house, and exclaimed on seeing
him, " I have done ' Der Freischutz !' I have
attacked the devil himself ! I have gone to work in
an original manner; nothing of the modern. Time
—the conclusion of the thirty years' war ; scene

—

the depths ofthe Bohemian forests. A pious hermit
has appeared to me! The white rose protects itself

against the Demon Hunter! Innocence comes to
the aid of the weak—vice is destroyed—and virtue
triumphs." I further explained more perfectly my
plot, we shook hands together; and wished hearty
success to our " Freischutz"— iondon Illustrated
Nem, August 19, 1843.
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Words by Burns.

Allegretto.

O SAW YE BONNIE LESLEY.
Air—" The Collier's bonnie Lassie."
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O, saw ye bonnie Lesley,

As she gaed o'er the Border ?

She's gane, like Alexander,
To spread her conquests farther

To see her is to love her.

And love but her for ever

;

For nature made her what she is,

And never made anither I

Thou art a queen, fair Lesley,

Thy subjects we before thee:

Thou art divine, fair Lesley ;

The hearts o' men adore thee.

The Deil he couldna skaith thee.

Or aught that wad belang thee

;

He'd look into thy bonnie face.

And say, I canna wrang thee I

The Powers aboon will tent thee,

Misfortune shanna steer thee
;

Thou'rt like tliemselves sae lovely.

That ill they'll ne'er let near thee.

Return again, fair Lesley,

Return to Oaledonie I

That we may brag we hae a lass

There's nane again sae bonnie.

The above song was written by Burns in honour of Miss Lesley BaiUie,of Ayrshire, on her passing through
Dumfries on her way to England.
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LADY AS THE LILY FAIH
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No. 61. These words to be used when singing Dn Capo.
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FRANZ SCHNEIDER.
Franz Schneider was born at Polkau in 1737;

he was the son of a poor carpenter. The village

schoolmaster undertook his education ; and so early

did he display his aptitude at acquiring knowledge,
that, independently of the regular course of scholas-

tic studies, he taught him singing and playing upon
the violin, piano, organ, and several wind instru-

ments. He was twenty years of age when Albrechts-
berger summoned him to Melk, where he so formed
himself under this master's guidance, that on Al-

brechtsberger quitting for Vienna, he proposed
Schneider as his successor, who proved well worthy
such a master, both by his talent in composition
and execution on the organ.

In the convent library are to be found the follow-

ing autograph compositions of his, which famish
ample testimony of the pilch to which he had carried

the knowledge of his art: fifty masses, thirty-three

motetts, thirty-four gradualia and oB'ertories, four-

teen requiems, &.C. His works are imbued through-

out with clearness and depth, science and inspira-

tion. He was, according to Stadler, one of the first

organists that ever appeared. Abbe Vogler, who
undertook a journey for the express purpose of hear-

ing him, one day gave him alternately with Forkel
a very difficult chromatic theme, from which he im-
provised fugues indicative of the full powers of this

colossal instrument with thirty-two feet pedal regis-

ters. Such was their admiration of his performance,
that they pronounced him king of all living organ-

ists. He departed this life in 1812.

—

Musical Times.

Affettuoso.
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Believe me, the fond silver tide

Knew from whence it deriv'd the fair prize,

For silently, silently swelling with pride.

It reflected ber back to the skies 1

LISZT.

Franz Liszt was born at Raiding, a village in

Hungary, on the 22d October 1811, the year of the
comet. His parents drew a prognostic from this

coincidence, regarding the future career of their son.

Adam Liszt, the father of Franz, wa« not a profes-

sional musician, but an enthusiastic amateur, and
one of Haydn's most intimate iViends. He held
an employment in the administration of the domains
ofprince Esterhazy, son ofthe old Prince Esterhazy
who had received Haydn in his youth, and had
made him his chapel master. Adam Liszt was a
pood musician, and a good pianist, and played
many diB'erent instruments. His ambition was to

become an artist, but he could not command the
necessary means, being always kept poor by ad-
ministering to the wants of fourteen or fifteen bro-

thers and sisters. The disappointment of his wishes
in this respect gave him great chagrin and rendered
him morose and melancholy. But he was soon
consoled by the extraordinary aptitude for music
which he discovered in the child Franz ; and from
that moment determined to devote his whole life

to his musical education and advancement. When
an infant, Franz was very delicate, and was so

ill, when about two years old, that they gave him
up for dead, and had his coffin made. From
his infancy he showed a strong devotional turn
of mind, and this was only interrupted for a short

time by circumstances attending his after residence

in Paris. His father gave him his first lessons

on the piano-forte. He continued to practise from
six to nine years old, when he first performed
in public at Qidenburg, where he played Ries'

Concerto in E fiat, and improvized. At JPresburg,

whither his father soon after took him, Franz found
useful protectors in several noblemen, especially in

Count Thaddeus Amadeus, and Count Zapaty.
These noblemen, gave him a pension for six years
uf 12,000 or 15,000 francs. A year after, Adam

Liszt determined to give up his place under Prince
Esterhazy, to sell bis efl'ects, and to goto Vienna
with his wife and son. At Vienna Franz was
placed under Czerny the pianist. There, too,

Salieri gave him some instructions. At this time
he could play at sight any piano-forte music. When
he had been eighteen months at Vienna, he gave
a concert at which Beethoven was present. Bee-
thoven spoke to him encouragingly, but with that
tone of reserve which was habitual to him in the
latter years of his life. In 1823, Adam Liszt took
his son to Paris, in order to have him entered as
a student in the Conservatory there. They carried
letters of recommendation to Cherubini from Prince
Metternich, but Cherubini refused to receive Liszt
as a pupil in the Conservatory, becmise he was a
foreigner. This was a great disappointment to old
Liszt. Meantime Franz's talents and performance
made him the idol of the Parisian ladies. He was
flattered, caressed, and spoiled ; and his father
foreseeing the bad consequences of this, resolved to
put him under a system of hard training. He forced
him, after each meal, to play over twelve of Bach's
fugues. In the month of May 1824, Franz's father
took him to London, where his playing surprised
everybody. He returned to Paris in September.
In 1825 he revisited England, and at the end of
that year he produced an opera at the Royal Academy
of Music iu Paris, " Don Sanche, ou le Chateau
d' Amour." It was performed four times, and very
well received. In 1826 his father and he made a
tour through the French provinces. The same
year he returned to Paris, and began to study
counterpoint under Reicha. He became fond of
solitude, and would shut himself up for six months
together to study. His devotional feelings became
more strong than ever, but took a most extraordinary
turn in his admiration of suicide, without his seem-
ing to be aware of this monstrous contradiction.
At this time he went often to confession, and thought
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that he felt a call to the priesthood. He also took
a disgust to music, and could be made to attend to
it only by the inflexible will of his father. This
conflict threw him into a miserable state of mind.
In 1827 he visited Geneva, Lausanne, and Berne,
and his reading consisted entirely of religious works.
He delighted in that form in the Litany, " Have
mercy upon us ! Have mercy upon us !" In the
spring of 1827 he returned to London, where he
was most favourably received. On his return to
Paris, his health became impaired, and his father
took him to Boulogne. Here Adam Liszt died of
inflammation, after three weeks of illness. Now
become his own master, Franz Liszt resolved to
IVee himself from all restraint of former doctrine or
example in music, and to strike out a new path
suitable to his own peculiar genius. When he re-
turned to Paris from Boulogne after his father's
death, he maintained himself by teaching. At this
time he began his literary studies, and also fell in
love with a lady of a rank which her father con-
sidered so far above that of a professional musician,
that nobility spurned tlie degradation of an alUance
with unennobled talent and genius. From that
moment of disappointment may be dated Liszt's
furious hatred of aristocracy, so strongly expressed
in some of hisEssays " On the Condition of Artists,"—and also his fresh access of devotional fury. In
this state of mind he conceived the idea of composing
religious music of a new kind, different from any
known, and which " might express the forms of
human thought and sentiment." During these
exercises he fell sick ; and for six months his life

was despaired of. In newspapers, &c., he was
several times reported to be dead. Alter his re-
covery, a sudden revulsion took place in all his
feelings and conduct. He threw aside all his de-
votional ideas, and rushed headlong into all the
physical pleasures of Paris; that city so dangerous
to the young, excitable, and inexperienced man.
His devotion was succeeded by a bitter contempt
for mankind, and by a glorying in the most out-
rageous infidelity. Tlie atheistical writers whom
he read eagerly at this time kept up his new state
of unhealthy mental excitement. But, fortunately,
this state of mind did not last long. Liszt's natural
character is devout: and his natural character
prevailed over the false excitement which his ill-

directed studies had produced. In some of his
musical compositions at that time, especially in
his " Fantasie sur la Fiancee," he has endeavoured
to express the state of his own mind as to sensual-
ism, irreligion, and scorn ofmankind. The reaction
of disgust which he felt for his late pursuits and
opinions, led him to desire active employment for
his mind as an artist ; and one day he said to him-
self in a fit of self.deiiance, " / must becmne Paga-
iiini on the pianoforte .'" He shut himself up and
stu died hard, not neglecting literary pursuits. He
tho ught of marrying. No ! He thought of travel,
lia g abroad, and increasing his reputation and his
fo rtune. No ! One single idea besieged him, tor.

mented him—it was the want to find out what was
true in his art ! He revisited Switzerland for six
months. On his return to Paris he became ac-
quainted with M. Barrault, one of the chiefs of the
Saint Simonian Sect, and entered with enthusiasm
into the doctrines of that crazy school. In 1830
he witnessed the new French Revolution of three
days. He then became a Revolutionist, and wrote
a "Revolutionary Symphony."

—

From a biographical
sketch of Liszt, published in France in 1835. i

VON REAUMER'S DESCRIPTION OF A
PHILHARMONIC CONCERT.

Mr. M took me to the Philharmonic Concert.
I ought to be doubly grateful to him, since it is very
difficult to get tickets for this exclusive assembly.
The room is large, lighted with ten chandeliers,
and the roof is arched. Between the windows
(which in the evening are mirrors) are Corinthian
pilasters. There are no other decorations worth
mentioning. At one end of the room is a sort of
royal box, supported by pillars ; at the other the
orchestra, which rises very abruptly. The centre is

filled with benches, and three rows run along each
side, as in our academy of singing at Berlin.
The first thing was a symphony of Maurer, which

bore marks of industry and originality, but was too
long-, and entirely in the modern, over-loaded chro.
matic style. Next, the tenor song out of Haydn's
" Orfeo," remarkable for its simplicity, more espe-
cially when contrasted with the symphony. Mr.
Parry's voice is soft and agreeable, but he wants
force and animation.

Aria, out of the " Donna del Lago," sung by
Mdlle. Brambilla," Elena, o tu ch'io chiamo." Often
as I have heard Rossiniades, I cannot help wondering
afresh every time at the music which this audacious
composer sets to the words before him. It is quite
impossible to guess the melodies from the words,
or to infer the words from the melodies. Mdlle.
Brambilla, a mezzo-soprano, sang the colerature so
well and so piano, that one could make nothing
distinct out of such sweet quavering, and then
dropped fortissimo to the lowest notes of her voice,—to the admiration of the audience; but, in my
opinion, in a manner neither feminine nor sublime,
but simply coarse and niannish. It is not necessary
for me to enlarge upon this manner, which Pisaroiii
though with far different powers and skill, brought
into fashion.

Overture to " Leonore," the old one, which is

inferior to the new.
Second Act.—Mozart's symphony "Jupiter." I

immediately concluded that, under this name, the
symphony in C sharp, must be meant; and I was
not mistaken ; without question the most brilUant
thing of the evening.

Scena out of" Spohr's Pietro di Albano," sung by
Mrs. Bishop. If the modern Italians do not trouble
themselves about the general meaning of the text of
an air, on the other hand the modern Germans are
in danger of falling into the opposite fault of labo-
riously running after the expression of each single
word. Mrs. Bishop is but a second-rate singer;
very inferior to Mad. Grunbaiim, as Mdlle. Bram-
billa is to Mdlle. Hahnel.
Mori had studied Beethoven's violin concerto and

played it accurately; but it seemed to me to want
the necessary inspiration. He is certainly inferior

to the great French and German masters.

In one of Mozart's quintetts Mr. William played
the clarionet with great sweetness oftone and beauty
of style.

A terzetto from " Cosi fan tutti," and the overture
to Weber's " Euryanthe," were to follow. But as
I have often heard the former in greater perfection

than I could have heard it here, you will not blame
me for going away • « • »

I may venture, after one concert, to compare
Loudon with Paris, the result, on the whole is this.

The mass of instruments may be equal ; but the
effect is better in the Salle at Paris, and the French
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performers on the stringed and wind instruments

seem to me more thorough artists than the English.

In London you hear distinctly that the music is

produced by many ; whereas in Paris it appears as

if the whole were the work of one mind and one

hand. Like the half shadows and the ilickering

lights on a landscape, so I often thought I perceived

uncertainties and tremblings of tone, though the

main stream flowed on its regular course. In Paris,

my expectations, as to instrumental music, were far

exceeded ; here, they are in a degree dissappointed,

because 1 had heard people assert that it is doubtful

which capital had the pre-eminence. In both, vocal

music seems quite subordinate.— Von Raumer's
England in 1831.

THEATRES AND MUSIC IN BERLIN
Of the three theatres of Berlin, the grand opera

is the largest, being capable of containing easily

two thousand persons. It has four tiers of boxes,

which are tastefully fitted up. With the exception

of Vienna, and probably 3Iunich, there is no city

in the world where music is more universally pa-
tronised, or where the opera is better performed or

more heartily appreciated, than in Berlin. Here
it is not fashion, but a passion for the art, that

prompts the crowd of admiring listeners to congre-

gate in the royal opera-house—listeners, whose
judicious applause, as given to particular musical
passages, when compared with that shown in

London, is at once illustrative of their taste for,

and knowledge of, good music. In England, we
find that it is generally some clap-trap roulade of

the performer which gains the plaudits of the

audience ; but in Germany, these are only bestowed
on correct and tasteful intonation. The opera of
" Iphigenia," by Gluck, which I heard the other
night, was a splendid specimen of what can be
done with the opera seria. What a marked and
novel character the actor here gives to the recitative

;

and then the accompaniment by the orchestra is

altogether indescribable.

Perhaps I have said too much of the theatre and
of music ; with regard to the latter, however, there
may be some excuse, seeing that in no other country,
not excepting Italy itself, is music in all its moods
more sedulously cultivated, or musicians more
nighly prized and more heartily patronized, than
in Germany. Dull and phlegmatic though the
people who reside between the Vistula and the
Rhine are generally considered, I can assure you
that there are few hearts among them that cannot
be roused to enthusiasm by a pealing chorus, or
carried away captive by a soul-touching melody.
The fact is, that, in Germany, music in all its

branches is thoroughly studied, practised, and wor-
shipped by every one, from the peasant to the prince

;

aBbrding, as it does, the most hallowed delight of
the one, and the most favourite pastime of the other.

The boor, for example, on finishing his daily labours,

retires to the bosom of his family to enjoy, after

his beer and black bread, a glee or a madrigal ; the
citizen, in the evening, hastens to the Wirtzhaus,
not to discuss politics and fret about taxation, but
to meet a set of good-humoured gossips, who can
join in the choral music of" AmRhein, am Rhein,"
or over a bottle of Rhenish, pour out a loud burst
of harmony in praise of Crambamhuli ; the student,
amid the murky atmosphere produced by his meers-
chaum, and the phantastic visions resulting from
the intoxicating weed, caprioles and modulates on

his harpsichord, or practises his solfeggi in all

their direct or inverted intervals ; the traveller, on
leaping out of the Eilwagen for the one o'clock

table d'hote, would find his beef and sour-crout

insipid, were they not seasoned with a minuet by
Haydn, or a trio by Gluck; the doughty baron
quits the joyous and noisy pursuit of the boar, to

take a part in a quartett, or to become the director

of an orchestra ; the statesman, alive to the balance
of power, feels it also a pleasure, as well as aprivilege,

to balance the instruments in a symphony, or Uie

voices in a Kyrie eleison ; while the reigning duke,
in all the pride of an unsullied escutcheon, and of

an illustrious stammbaum, dances attendance after

a prima donna, and acts as capell-vieister to a re-

hearsal in the opera-house !

—

Strang's tettersfrom
Germany in 1831.

A FUGUE TRANSLATED.
Mornigny, a celebrated French writer, who

imagines music to be a language, and that nothing
was ever written without having scmie little romance
or descriptive scene attached to it, has the follow-

ing fanciful account of what Handel might have

imagined, while writing the Fugue 'n F Jt minor.
" A severe father commands his daughter to give

up the object on which she has fixed her affections.

She, unable to banish from her heart its best beloved,
mournfully pleads—' Ah, dearest father, let me by
your indulgence retain the lover whom my heart
has chosen.' To this the inflexible father replies,
' I will be obeyed;' and while he thus declares his
determination, the poor girl appeals to her mother.
' Intercede for me dear mother.'

" The progression in the bass admirably describes
the growing anger of the father. At this point the
different parts become so lively and complicated,
that the father, mother, aud daughter, catch only
here and there a broken sentence.

" Then becoming still more animated, they hear
each other no longer, and each pursues his own
theme, without paying any attention to the others.

The father angrily repeats—' It is in vain, wholly
vain, I will be obeyed !'

" In the canon of two voices, the mother and
daughter lament their inability to soften the enraged
father.

"The daughter ceases in despair any farther
entreaties, and vehemently declares that sooner
should her heart be torn from her bosom than her
lover be banished from it, and she is even bold
enough to mingle with the protestations of love,

the bitterest reproaches against her father's cruelty.
" The latter astonished beyond measure at sucli

audacity, is fixed in silent wonder. This is signified

by the pedal point in the bass.
" The affectionate mother now endeavours to lead

back her daughter to the duty and respect she owes
to her father.

" This is pretty nearly what we may suppose
Handel felt in composing this Fugue."

—

Musical
World.

GIORDANL
When I had enough of Margate breezes, I re-

turned to town with my brother and little boy.
I had now finished my opera to my own mind, and
called it " The Castle of Andalusia." Mr. Harris
purposely engaged for it Signora Sestini, who had
been the first comic singer of the Italian opera

,
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and I matched her with Italian music of the most
perfect kind, and good broken English. To be

near the Park and cow's milk, I took lodgings in

Spring Gardens. I hired a piano, and Dr. Arnold
used to come and note down from my voice such

airs as I myself chose to introduce, with his accom-
paniments, into my new opera. One morning he

liad played to me a beautiful Italian air to write

words to for Lorenza. On his going away, the

maid-servant of the house told me the gentleman
who lodged upstairs over my head would be glad

to speak to me. I returned my compliments, and
would be happy to see the gentleman. An elderly

man, tall, and elegant-looking, in night-gown and
slippers, came into my room, and said the air he

had just heard played was his original composition

;

and added with much good-humour, that, as he

understood 1 was a dramatic poet bringing out a
new opera, I was very welcome to the air, and that,

if I chose, I should have another of his, but that he
hoped he might be allowed to publish them for his

own emolument. Much surprised, I asked the

gentleman his name. He replied Giordani. This
pleased me greatly, as many years before I remem-
bered him and his Italian opera- party in Dublin:

but being then a younker, and my pursuits falling

upon the study of drawing and painting, I had not

the slightest acquaintance with him. On afterwards

communicating the circumstances of this interview

to Dr. Arnold, he, with the disinterested frankness

that was natural to him, cheerfully consented to

allow Giordani the sale of his two airs, with my
words and his own accompaniments. The first air

is that beginning, " Heart-beating Repeating," the

rival air of Giardini's celebrated " Di mi Amor;'
and the second is " If my heart surrender."

—

Hccol-

lections of John O'Keeffe.

LIFE.

We are born ; we laugh, we weep,
We love, we droop, we die !

Ah! wherefore do we laugh, or weep?
Why do we hve or die?

Who knows that secret deep ?

—

Alas, not I

!

Why doth the violet spring

Unseen by human eye?

Why do the radiant seasons bring

Sweet thoughts that quickly fly ?

Why do our fond hearts cling

To things that die?

We toil—tnrough pain and wrong;
We fight, and fly

;

We love, we lose—and then, ere long,

Stone-dead we lie.

O life ! is all thy song
" Endure and—die?"

Barry Cornwall.

RONZI DE BEGNIS.

Ronzi de Begnis—who does not know her as the

model of voluptuous beauty? Perhaps no performer
was ever more enthusiastically admired. Her
beauty came on the spectator at once, electric and
astonishing. You did not study her, nor trace out
feature by feature, till you grew warmed into ad-

miration ; one look fixed. Her personal perfection

took the more sure hold, because it was not of tha

ordinary stamp. Her features, but not her com-
plexion, were Italian. The characteristic of the

latter was a fairness so perfect as to be almost
dazzling, the more so, because so palpably set oft'

by the glossy blackness of her hair. Her face was
beautiful and full of intelligence, and made almost
eloquent by the incessant brilliance of eyes, large,

black, and expressive, and in which the playful and
the passionate by turns predominated; either ex-

pression seemed so natural to them, that it seemed
for the time incapable of being displaced byanother
as suitable and as enchanting. Her mouth was so

delightfully formed, that she took care never to dis-

figure it, and whatever she sang she never forgot

this care. Her figure, if a thought more slender,

would have been perfect
;
perhaps it was not less

pleasing because it inclined to exceed the proportions
to which a statuary would have confined its swell.

The form, when at rest, did not seem a lively one,
but when in action it appeared perfectly buoyant,
so full of spirit, so redundant with life. The e.x

quisite outline of her swelling throat, pencilled
when she sang with the blue tinge of its full veins,

admitted of no parallel—it was rich and full—in-

effectual terms to convey an idea of its beauty.

But til be thought of justly she must be seen.

Her vivid delineation of comic characters made
her the best artiste in the opera buffa I have known.
And much as may be said of her beauty, more,
much more, may be said of the talent of a performer,
who was alike able efl'ectively to sustain the charac-

ters of Fatima, in " II Turco in Italia," Agia,in the
" Mose," or Pietro, and Donna Anna, in " Giovanni."
In the first her beauty, gaiety, and that little touch
of the devil so exquisite and essential in a comic
actress, were almost too bewitching ; but admiration
was blended with astonishment, when the repre-

sentative of the coquettish Fatima, changing her

walk, exhibited, with a life and force that spoke to

the soul, the wretchedness of the bereaved Donna
Anna, when, in thrilling accents of despair, she

calls on her dead lather, and invokes her lover to

avenge his fate.

It has so happened, that the very walks in which
Ronzi was most singularly adapted to charm, have,

by coincidences as peculiar as unfortunate, never

been fully open to her. Camporese, qualified by
nature to sustain comic as well as serious parts,

was too jealous of her station as prima donna ab-

soluta to suffer a rival nearer her throne than was
unavoidable. Camporese disappeared, but causes,

similar in nature and operation, have too often de-

barred Ronzi from opportunities of displaying her

talents to the utmost advantage.

Madame de Begnis came to this country along
with her husband, leaving behind her a brilliant

reputation at the Italian Theatre of Paris, where
she held the rank of first woman.

Signor de Begnis, the husband ofMadame Ronzi
de Begnis, had been previously, as well as his wife,

engaged at the Italian Theatre, Paris. Few per-

formers had a more original conception of their

parts than this excellent comic singer, though he,

perhaps, sometimes filled his characters to exaggera-

tion; his voice was deep, though not perfect intone,

and he possessed command of feature sufficient to

enhance greatly the value of his performance.

He still retains his popularity ; and being a young
man, and attentive to his profession, will doubtless

continue to do so.

—

Eber's Stveii Years of the King's

Tiwatn:
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MY BOY TAMMY.
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mountain grey. Courting o' tiiis young thing, Just come frae her mam - my.

. 1-

And whar gat ye that young thing,

My boy Tammy ?

I got her down in yonder howe,
Smiling on a broomie linowe.

Herding ae wee lamb and ewe.
For her puir mammy.

"What said ye to the bonnie bairn,

My boy Tammy ?

1 praised her een, sae lovely blue,

Her dimpled cheek and cherry mou ;

—

I pree'd it aft, as ye may trow !

—

She said she'd tell her mammy.

1 held her to my beating heart,

My young, my smiling lammie !

I hae a house, it cost me dear,

I've wealth o* plenishin and gear

;

Ye'se get it a', were't ten times niair.

Gin ye will leave your mammy.

The smile gaed aff her bonnie face

—

1 mauuna leave my mammy.
She's gien me meat, she's gien me claise.

She's been my comfort a' my days :

—

My father's death brought monie waes^
I canna leave my mammy.

We'll tak her hame and mak her fain.

My ain kind-hearted lammie.
We'll gie her meat, we'll gie her claise.

We'll be her comfort a' her days.

The wee thing gies her hand, and says

—

There ! gang and ask my mammy.

Has she been to the kirk wi' thee,

My boy Tammy ?

She has been to the kirk wi' me.
And the tear was in her ee :

For O I she's but a young thing,

Just come frae her mammy.

FELTCI GIARDINL
Giardini, the celebrated violin player, who came

to England in 1749, and whose extraordinary talents

made a conspicuous figure in this country for up-

wards of thirty years, was an excellent composer
as well as violin player, and was without a rival

till Cramer arrived in this country. He was how-
ever a man of haughty and capiicioas disposition,

No. 65 and Sup.

and his vanity being continually flattered by the

marked attentions he received from the haut ton,

among whom he lived, be was led to imagine that

there was no rank iu life, however exalted, that

would not be proud of his association, as the fol-

lowing instance will show. The late Duke of

Cumberland, brother of George III., being a great

admirer of Giardini's superior talent, once engaged
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him to attend his music parties, during a week, at

his lodge in Windsor Great Park. When Giardini

arrived there, before leaving his carriage, he inquired

of Mr. Waterhouse, the principal page, where he
was to sleep during his stay there. The answer
being satisfactory, he next inquired where he was
to dine? On being informed that this was to be at

the pages' table, he appeared to be greatly disap-

pointed ; and on its being explained to him that no
part of his Ro3'al Highness's establishment, the

equerry and chaplain excepted, were admitted to

bistable, he replied," Oh, very well, when you want
me, you'll find me at the White Hart in Windsor;"

and drove oti' immediately. Giardini, however, at

times could not only relax the severity of his dispo.

sition, but also enter into a joke wiih great good
iiumour. Whilst he led the band of the King's

Theatre there was an Italian composer of great

ability named Giordani, who played the harpsi-

chord in it, and whose name, it will be perceived,

differed from that of Giardini only in two letters.

The embarrassments of the former occasioning

a sheriB's officer to enter the pit one night, during
the performance of the second act of an opera,

Giordani instantly left the theatre. Giardini's name
being very popular, the bailiff', impressed with it,

asked one of the violin players, as he stood close

to the orchestra, if the name of the gentleman on
the high seat was Giardini. Being answered in the

affirmative, he sat quietly down, not doubting but
he should soon have an opportunity of making his

caption. At the end of the opera Giardini, who
had been necessarily informed of the cause of Gior-

dani's absence, on passing by where the officer stood,

was civilly accosted by him,andinformed that there

was a writ against him. Giardini, a good deal

surprised, soon recovered his presence of mind, and
after a minute's pause, having determined to carry

on the equivoke, said, with a smile, " Very well, I

will go with you." He then selected two of his

musical friends, who were in the secret, and ac-

companied the officer to a well known mansion
in Chancery Lane, most appropriately yclep'd a
sponging-house, where he ordered an elegant supper.

Giardini and his friends having passed a couple of

hours very agreeably, sent for the master of the

house, the officer, and desired to see the writ, which
being produced, he pointed out the difference betwixt

his name and Giordani's, which appeared on the

face of it, assuring him at the same time that he
would bring an action against him for false im-
prisonment. The astounded bailiff, aware of the

unpleasant predicament into which his error had
placed him, having offered every apology, and posi-

tively refusing to receive any remuneration for the

supper, Giardini, who thought he had inflicted

sufficient punishment, advised him to be more
circumspect in future, got into a hackney coach with

his companions, and drove home, highly amused
with the adventure. Giardini, after a brilliant

career in this country went to Italy, but returned

with his pupil Signora Laurenti in 1790, and took

a parting benefit at Ranelagh on'the 15th of May,
1792, when was performed his oratorio of" Ruth."

The great point ofattraction was his violin concerto,

which, allowing for his age, almost seventy, was in

all respects worthy of his high reputation. He did

not aim to surprise ; but he played with great ex-

pression; his tone and taste were exquisite, and the

universal applause he received was truly valuable

as coming from the best judges. Giardini, on leav-

ing England, went with his pupil Signora Laurenti

(who had failed at the King's Theatre) to St. Peters-

burg, to give Italian burlettas. But not succeeding

in that city, he proceeded to Moscow, where he was
equally unsuccessful, and where, at an advanced age,

he died of a dropsical complaint, in great indigence,

on the 17th Dec, 1796.

—

Parke's Mmical Memoirs.

With spirit

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

No. 24.—NEGKO MELODY.
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No. 24.—The Negro Melody we give above has
been some time known in the neighbourhood of
Aberdeen, where it has been played in 6-8th time
as a quadrille, but we have restored it to its original

form. It was noted from the playing of a West

Indian Negro by a young gentleman belonging te

the—th regiment of foot.

No. 25.—This is another specimen of the very

peculiar music of the North Highlands. It is from
the Rev. Patrick Macdonald's collection.
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JEANFAUL-GILLES MARTINI
Was born at Freistadt, in the Upper Palatinate, in

1741. His early inCancy was engaged between

Latin and music. In the latter study he made such

rapid progress, that he was qualified, and was

appointed organist in the seminary of Neuburg, in

the tenth year of his age. After iilling this situation

for six years, he was removed to the university of

Fribourg, that he might iinish his academical

studies. At the expiration of this time, his mother

being dead, and his father having married again,

he, instead of returning to his native home, went

on his travels; and after visiting the principal cities

on the continent of Europe, he arrived at Nancy,

in France (see Vol. I. page 231). At this place, he

published several sonatas and airs, which are still

favourites there. About this time lie married ; and
wishing to exert his talents in a wider sphere, he
determined to visit Paris. On the day of his arrival

at the French capital, learning that the Swiss

regiment wanted a set of new marches, he spent the

night in composing one, which he had the satisfaction

of hearing performed, and approved of, at parade

next morning. The Duke de Choiseul was so pleas-

ed with the composition that he without scruple

paid him the price which he demanded, although

it is said to have been a high sum he asked. Some
time after this he received his commission as offi-

cer of hussars. He composed a great number of

Trios, Quartetts, &,c. &c. adapted for wind instru-

nrents for many regiments, and also for the concert

room. At length lie turned his attention to the

composition of music for theatrical purposes, and
in 1771, produced the music for " L'Amoreux de

quinze Ans," first performed on the occasion of the

marriage of Mons. le Due de Bourbon. Many other

pieces followed this, and all were highly successful.

After leaving the service of the theatre, he became

successively director of music to the Prince of Conde,
and to the Count d'Artois. He was appointed to

the honourable situation of superintendant of the

Royal concerts ; where he was when the Revolution

broke out, which deprived him of his situation, and
also of the greatest part of what property he had
accumulated. Youth and genius, supported by
high spirits and untiring strength and energy, led

him on to further efforts; and, after composing
several operas, one of which had a run of an hundred
nights, he, in the sixth year of the new Constitution,

was nominated one of the five inspectors of the

Conservatory of music. At the restoration in 1814,

he was reinstated in his office of superintendant of

the King's concerts, the duties of which he perform-

ed so highly to the satisfaction of his Royal master
that His Majesty conferred upon him the grand
cordon of the order of Saint Michael. In the month
of January, 1817, a mass for thedead which he had
just finished the composition of, was performed at

Saint Denis, on which occasion he assured the

musicians around him, that he felt a strong persua-

sion that he should not have long to live, and re-

quested them to perform the same mass for him,
after his death ; it is very remarkable, that in a few
days afterwards, he fell ill, and died, in the seventy-

sixth year of his age, honoured by the great, and
regretted by the good.

Martini's compositions for the church, theatre,

and chamber, are numerous and excellent. His
melodies, of which we give an example below
are graceful, easy, and beautiful; his harmony
always rich and scientific

;
purity and elegance

is the character of whatever he produced. Mar-
tini was a scholar, and a pleasing, social com-
panion, his genius was ardent, and his judgement
cool; and, while his heart was good, his manners
were frank and easy.

MARTINI'S MINUET
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MELODY.
The following is extracted from a poem called

the " Minstrel Boy," written by James Nack, an

American, who is both deaf and dumb.

Amid a throng in deep attention bound.

To catch the accents that from others fall.

The flow of eloquence, the heavenly sound

Breathed from the soul of melody, while all

Instructed or delighted, list around.

Vacant unconsciousness must me enthral

;

I can but watch each animated face.

And there attempt the inspiring theme to trace.

Unheard, unheeded are the lips by me,

To others that unfold some heaven- born art,

And melody—Oh, dearest melody !

How had thine accents, thrilling to my heart

Awaken'd all its strings to sympathy.

Bidding the spirit at thy magic start

!

How had my heart responsive to thy strain,

Throbb'd in love's wild delight or soothing pain.

In vain—alas ! in vain ! thy numbers roll

—

Within my heart no echo they inspire

;

Though form'd by nature in thy sweet controul.

To melt with tenderness, or glow with fire,

Misfortune closed the portals of the soul

;

And till an Orpheus rise to sweep the lyre

That can to animation kindle stone.

To me thy thrilling power must be unknown.

TENOB.

ALTO, or 2d
TllEBLE

TREBLE.

BASS.
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TO ALL YOU LADIES NOW ON LAND.
Callcoti.
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For though the muses should prove kind.

And fill our empty brain

;

Yet if rough Neptune rouse the wind
To wave the azure main,

Our paper, pen, and ink, and we,
KoU up and down our ships at sea.

with a fa, &c.

Then, if we write not by each post,

Think not we are unkind
;

Nor yet conclude our ships are lost

By Dutchmen or by wind

:

Our tears we'll send a speedier way,
The tide shall bring them twice a day^

With a fa, &c.

The king- with wonder and surprise,

Will swear the seas grow bold
;

Because the tides will higher rise

Than e'er they did of old

;

But let him know it is our tears

Brins: floods of grief to Whitehall stairs.

With a fa, &c.

Should foggy Opdam chance to know
Our sad and dismal story

;

The Dutch would scorn so weak a foe.

And quit their fort at Goree :

For what resistance can they find

From men who've left their hearts behind ?

With a fa, &c.

Let wind and weather do its worst.
Be ye to us but kind

;

Let Dutchmen vapour, Spaniards curse.

No sorrow we shall find :

'Tis then no matter how things go,
Or who's our friend, or who's our foe.

With a fa, iSic.

To pass our tedious hours away,
We throw a merry main,

Or else at serious ombre play
;

But why should we in vain
Each other's ruin thus pursue?
We were undone when we left you.

With a fa, &o.

But now our fears tempestuous grow,
And cast our hopes away

;

Whilst you, regardless of our woe.
Sit careless at a play

;

Perhaps permit some happier man
To kiss your hand, or flirt your fan.

With a fa, &c.

When any mournful tune you hear.

That dies in every note.

As if it sigh'd with each man's care
For being so remote

;

Think then how often love we've made
To you, when all those tunes were play'd.

With a fa, &c.

In justice you capnot refuse
To think of our distress,

When we for hopes of honour lose

Our certain happiness.
All those designs are but to prove
Ourselves more worthy of your love.

With a fa, &c.

And now we've told you all our loves,

And likewise all our fears.

In hopes this declaration moves,
Sonie pity for our tears,

Let's'near of no inconstancy.
We have too much of that at sea.

With a fa, &c.

This song, " written at sea, in the first Dutch war, 1666, the night before an engagement," is the composi-
tion of Charles Sackville, sixth Earl of Dorset (born 1637, died 1706), according to Horace Walpole, " the
finest gentleman in the voluptuous court of Charles II." Dr. Johnson heard from Lord Orrery that "he had
been a week about it, and only re-touched it or finished it on the memorable evening,"

[It is usual to sing only the first and two last verses.]

THE SINGING MOUSE.

In lack of other musical novelties, we were led,

a day or two since, to examine into the pretensions

of a singing mouse, now exhibiting at the Cosmo-
rama-rooms in Regent Street, which we visited, we
must confess, rather sceptically inclined. The little

vocalist is confined in a common cage such as is

used by the Italian boys for their exhibition of

white mice. The animal sang incessantly during
the whole time we were present—a quarter of an
hour; its notes are low but clear, and not unlike

those of the nightingale. Every facility is afforded

by the exhibitor for examining into the genuineness
of this musical phenomenon, and with all our care

we could detect no appearance of fraud. The fact,

if it be one, is especially curious in a zoological

point of view, as it is said that the larynx of the

mouse is not fitted for the production of musical
sounds, and that the present specimen consequently
must be somewhat of a lusus nature.

—

Atheneemn.
This engaging little virtuoso is fascinating dis-

tinguished parties of dilletanti every day. The
singing mouse is a very low contralto, and is sup-

nosed to have studied in Italy under oue of the

monks of La Trappe. It can run up to the very

top of the scale, if there happens to be a piece of
cheese in it, and will siflg to the accompaniment of
any instrument but a violin, for the little vocalist

has a natural aversion to catgut in any form. There
is a rumour that the distinguished performer is to

be engaged at one of the large theatres, but the

treasury has been so thoroughly overrun with mice
that the engagement of an extra one would appear
superfluous. The assertion that the lessees m an
to have no more cats than will catch mice, gives

some colour to the rumour. We have obtained a
copy of the following :

—

SONG or THE SINGING MOUSE.

" When the cat's away the mice will play,"

Is an old and oft said thing

;

But we never met a proverb yet,

Which said that a mouse could sing.

My little throat can sustain a note
In a manner firm and easy

;

'Tis mw^cular force, as a matter of course,

That makes me of mice the Griii.

Punch
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Largo.
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MY ONLY JO AND DEARIE O.

221

Sloic. Words by Richard Gall.
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Ttiy cheek is o' the ro - se's hue. My on - ly jo and dearie O ; Thy
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neck is the sil - ler dew, Up - on the bank sae brie-rie O.
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joy, nae plea - sure blinks on My on - ly jo and dearie O.
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Thv cheek is o* the rose*s hue,

My only jo and dearie, O ;

Thy neck is o' the siller dew.
Upon the bank sae brierie, O.

Thy teeth are o' the ivory
;

O sweet's the twinkle o' thine ee

;

Nae joy, nae pleasure blinks on me,

My only jo and dearie, O.

"When we were bairnies on yon brae.
And youth was blinkin* bonnie, O,

Aft we wad daff the lee-lang day,

Our joys fu' sweet and monie, O.
Aft I wad chase thee o'er the lea,

A nd round about the thorny tree ;

Or pu' the wild flowers a' for thee,

My only jo and dearie, O.

The birdie sinKS upon the thorn

Us sanfj o' joy, fu' cheerie, O;
Kejoicinf^ in the simmer morn,
Nae care to mak' it eerie, O.

Ah ! little kens the sangster sweet
Aug-ht o' the care I ha'e to meet.

That gars my restless bosom beat.

My only jo and dearie, O,

Richard Gall, the author of the above song:, was horn at LinUhouse, near Dunbar, in 1776. He was brought
up to the business of a letter- press, printer, in Edinburgh, where he died in 1801.

No, 6G.

I hae a wish T canna tine

'Manpr a' the cares that pfrieve me, O ;

A wish that thou wert ever mine.
And never mair to leave me. O

;

Then I wad daut thee nicht and day,
Nae ither warldly care I'd ha'e.

Till life's warm stream forgat to play.

My only jo and dearie, O.
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M. GUZIKOW.

At page 95 of the present volume of the " British

Minstrel," we inserted a short paragraph giving an

account of the bundle of sticks on which M. Sankson

performed so wonderfully as to draw forth plaudits

from the cognoscenti of the time. We now make

an extract from the " Letters from New York " of

Mrs. Child, in which she narrates the history of

M. Guzikow, another performer on the same rude

instrument. While this extract will be of interest

to the musical philosopher, it will at the same time

exhibit a characteristic specimen of her style and

the animus of her writings.

" It is curious to observe by what laws ideas are

associated ; how, from the tiniest seed of thought,

arises the umbrageous tree, with moss about its

foot, blossoms on its head, and birds among its

branches. Reading my last letter, concerning the

spiral series of the universe, some busy little spirit

suggested that there should, somewhere in creation,

be a flower that made music. But I said, do they

not all make melody? The Persians write their

music in ccdours ; and perchance, in the arrange-

ment of flowers, angels may perceive songs and
anthems. The close relationship between light and
music has been more or less dimly perceived by the

human mind everywhere. The Persian, when he
gave to each note a colour, probably embodied a
greater mystery than he understood. Thesameun-
deiined perception makes us talk of the harmony of

colours, and the tone of a picture; it led the blind

man to say that his idea of red was like the sound
of a trumpet, and taught Festus to speak of " a

rainbow of sweet sounds." John S. Dwight was
inspired with the same idea, when he eloquently

described music as " a prophecy of what lile is to

be; the rainbow of promise, translated out of seeing

into hearing."

" But I must not trust myself to trace the beauti-

ful analogy between light and music. As I muse
upon it, it is like an opening between clouds, so

transparent, and so deep, deep, that it seems as if

one could see through it beyond the farthest star

—

if one could but gaze long and earnestly enough.

"'Every flower writes music in the air;' and
every tree that grows enshrines a tone within its

heart. Do you doubt it? Try the willow and the

oak, the elm and the poplar, and see whether each
has not its own peculiar sound, waiting only the

master's hand to make them discourse sweet music.

One of the most remarkable instruments ever in-

vented gives proof of this. M. Gilzikow was a Po-
lish Jew, a shepherd in the service of a nobleman.
From earliest childhood music seemed to pervade
his being. As he tended his flocks in the loneliness

of the fields he was ever fashioning flutes and reeds

from the trees around him. He soon observed that

the tone of the flute varied according to the wood
he used ; by degrees lie came to know every tree by
its sound; and the forests stood around hiin a silent

oratorio. The skill with which he played on his

rustic flutes attracted attention. The nobility in-

vited him to their houses, and he became a favourite

of fortune. Men never grew weary of hearing him.
But soon it was perceived that he was pouring forth

the fountains of his life in song. Physicians said

he must abjure the flute, or die. It was a dreadful

sacrifice; for music to him was life. His old

familiarity with the tones of the forest came to his

aid. He took four round sticks of wood, and bound
them closely together with bands of straw; across

these he arranged numerous pieces of round, smooth)

wood, of diflferent kinds, they were arranged ir-

regularly to the eye, though harmoniously to the
ear; for some jutted beyond the straw-bound foun-

dation at one end, and some at the other; in and
out, in apparent confusion. Tlie whole was lashed

together with twine, as men would fasten a raft.

This was laid on a common table, and struck with
two small ebony sticks. Rude as the instrument

appeared, Guzikow brought from it such rich and
liquid melody, that it seemed to take the heart of

man on its wings, and bear him aloft to the throne
of God. They who heard it, describe it as far

exceeding even the miraculous warblings of Paga-
nini's violin. The Emperor of Austria heard it,

and forthwith took the Polish peasant into his own
especial service. In some large cities, he now and
then gave a concert, by royal permission; and on
such an occasion he was heard by a friend of mine
at Hamburg.

" The countenance of the musician was very pale

and haggard, and his large dark eyes wildly ex-

pressive. He covered his head, according to the

custom of the Jews; but the small cap of black
velvet was not to be distinguished in colour from
the jet black hair that fell from under it, and flowed
over his shoulders in glossy, natural ringlets. He
wore the costume of his people, an ample robe, that

fell about him in graceful folds. From head to foot

all was black, as his own hair and eyes, relieved

only by the burning brilliancy of a diamond on
his breast. The butterflies of fashion were of

course attracted by the unusual beauty of his ap-

pearance, and ringlets a, la Guzikow were the order

of the day.
" Before this singularly gifted being stood a

common wooden table, on which reposed his rude-

looking invention. He touched it with his ebony
sticks. At first you heard as a sound of wood ; the

orchestra rose higher and higher, till it drowned
its voice; then gradually subsiding, the wonderful
instrument rose above other sounds, clear-warbling,

like a nightingale ; the orchestra rose higher, like

the coming of the breeze—but above them all,

swelled the sweet tones of the magic instrument,

rich, liquid, and strong, like the skylark piercing

the heavens ! They who heard it listened in de-

lighted wonder, that the trees could be made to

speak thus under the touch of genius.
" There is something pleasant to my imagination

in the fact that every tree has its own peculiar note,

and is a performer in the great concert of the uni-

verse, which for ever rises before the throne of

Jehovah. But when the idea is applied to man, it

is painful in the extreme. The Emperor of Russia
is said to have an imperial band,* in which each
man is doomed all his life long to sound one note,

that he may acquire the greatest possible perfec-

tion. The efl'ect of the whole is said to be admirable;

but nothing would tempt me to hear this musical

machine. A tree is a unit in creation ; though, like

every thing else, it stands in relation to all things.

But every human soul represents the universe. There
is horrible profanation in compelling a living spirit

* See British Minstrel, Vol. 1. page 173, " Musical
Monstrosity."
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to utter but oue note. Theological sects strive

to do this continually; for they are sects because

they magnify some one attribute of deity, or see but

one aspect of the divine government. To me, their

fragmentary echoes are most discordant ; but doubt-

less theangels listen to them asa ivhole,a.nA perhaps

they hear a pleasant chorus."

THE BIRTH-DAY OF ROBERT BURNS.

This is the natal day of Him,
Who, born in want and poverty,

Burst from his fetters and arose

The freest of the Free,

—

Arose to tell the watching earth

What lowly men could feel and do—
To show that mighty Heaven-like souls

In cottage hamlets grew.

BcRNs ! thou hast given us a name
To shield us from the taunts of scorn ;

—

The plant that creeps amid the soil

A glorious flower hath borne.

Before the proudest of the earth
We stand with an uplifted brow

;

Like us, Thod wast a toil-worn man,
And we are noble now

!

Inspired by Thee the lowly hind
All soul-degrading meanness spurns;

Our Teacher, Saviour, Saint, art Thou,
Imiuurtal Robert Birns.

Robert Nicoll.

THE CONTRAPUNTIST SOCIETY.

Sir,—Allow me to address a few lines to you on
a subject which I hopewiU not be altogether un-
interesting to the numerous readers of your widely
circulated and valuable columns.

Societies for the cultivation and advancement of
musical students are in existence in England, and
other societies are known where music is ably per.
formed, but unfortunately none has ever yet been
established \<'here only truly accomplished com-
posers are eligible to become members. 'I'he advan-
tages of such a society to the musical profession
would be similar to those experienced in other pro-
iessions where a strict examination must be passed,
before a man be considered competent even to pur-
sue his profession. Were it not for the noble uni-
versities of Oxford, Cambridge, London, aud other
colleges, and large institutions for learning, the
professions of divinity, law, and physic would be
crowded with men of little information. These
three professions are in every sense protected by
governmeut against impositions. Thus, then, every
man is at least duly qualified to undertake or prac-
tise each of these professions honourably and ably

;

and on this account (apart from the intrinsic merits
of these professions) the clergy, lawyers, and the
medical men must be esteemed by the world an
erudite and gentlemanly body of men.

Whilst the laws of our country justly favour in
so large a degree these three professions I have
named, there is no reason why they should not
confer somewhat similar advantages on the musical
profession, since it inherently possesses the elements

to make it rank so very much higher than it at
present stands. Were music only the result of
genius, there would belittle need for the assistance
of schools ; but as it is a science, reducible ti>

mathematical principles, it must be allowed that
there is ample scope given for any country to apply
such means as are afiorded to other professions to
make it a learned and gentlemanly pursuit. It is

however true that the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge (but not in London) confer degrees in
music, which add respectability to those who are
capable of taking them; but the misfortune is not
that these degrees are so expensive that few mu-
sicians are able to afford the money to pay for them,
but that the profession is in itself so widely re-
moved from the respectability of the three principal
professions, that parents moving in the better
walks of society (although many of them find the
greatest difficulty in knowing what pursuit to choose
lor their sons) are, however, on this account,
obliged to shun the musical profession.

Hitherto the government has presented no forni
which shall universally protect the musical profes-
sion from impostors; it cannot be wondered at
therefore, that the profession should abound in evils
ofevery description, and that a want of gentlemanly
bearing is one of the last things to be consulted.
I therefore, Mr. Editor, have suggested that a
society be established which shall exclude every
member of the musical profession who is unable to
compose a severe musical exercise. I will not trouble
your readers with a long explanation of a most
important branch in the theory of music which is

very much neglected by British musicians, I refer
to COUNTERPOINT ; bnt wiU merely inform them,
that without a practical acquaintance with coun-
terpoint, the musical works, even of an imaginative
mind, would be valueless in the estimation of a
true musician, and will never long survive him.
I have then, proposed that a difficult exercise on
counterpoint should be exacted from every candidate,
which, if it be composed according to a,jbced prin-
ciple (not subject to comparison, for this would
engender contention amongst the candidates and
members) should gain a candidate admission into
the society called the " Contrapdntist Societv."
The exercise on counterpoint would form that part
of the composition which, if properly executed,
would render a candidate eligible to" become a
member; but other movements (which will here-
after be fully determined on) in other styles of music
would be expected from a candidate, in order to
show his imagination combined with his knowledge
in counterpoint.

Lastly, I have pleasure in informing your nu-
merous readers that the encouragement my project
has met with is truly gratifying to me ; I hope in a
few weeks to be able to announce to them that the
Contrapuntist Society is duly established in Eng-
land, and I sincerely trust that it may be the
means of elevating the musical profession, and
of encouraging counterpoint and the science of
music to be more studied amongst us, which will
not fail to produce a better understanding in the
musical profession generally, which is the anxious
desire of

Yours, faithfully and much obliged,

George French Flowers, Mus. Bac, Oxon

3, Keppelstreet, Uussell-square.

—Marh Lane Express,
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HARK THE BONNIE HIGH CHURCH BELLS.

CATCH FOR THREE VOICES. Dr. AUrich.
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THE REPUTATION IN WHICH MUSIC
WAS HELD IN ANCIENT TIMES.

In the earlier ages of the world, music, in its

rudest, simplest form, is said to have stopped the

flow of rivers, to have tamed wild beasts, and to

have raised the walls of cities ; allegories which at

least show the prodigious influence the art posses-

sed over the inhabitants of infant Greece. In the

course of time, love of the art was a national char-

acteristic of this people ; and music became a

specific in the hand of the physician, a fundamental

principle of public education, and the medium of

instruction in religion, morals, and the laws. The
lyre may be said to have ruled Greece, the glorious

and the free, with the same despotic sway with

which the iron hand of tyranny has in our own
day governed her. Discord and civil commotions

arose among the Lacedaemonians ; Terpandercame,

and with his lyre at once appeased the angry multi-

tude. Among the Athenians it was forbidden,

under pain of death, to propose the conquest of the

isle of Salamis; but the songs of Solon raised a

tumult amongst the people; they rose, compelled

the repeal of the obnoxious decree, and Salamis

straightway fell. Was it found necessary to civilize

a wild and extensive province; music was em-
ployed for this desirable object; and Arcadia, be-

fore the habitation of a fierce and savage people,

became famed as the abode of happiness and peace.

Plutarch places the masters of tragedy—to which

the modern opera bears a great resemblance—on a

level with the greatest captains ; nor did the people

fail in gratitude to their benefactors; they held

their memory in veneration. The lyre of Orpheus

was transplanted to the skies, there to shine for

countless ages; and divine honours were paid to

the name of Sappho.
The Greeks, although perhaps excelling all other

nations in this, as in the other arts, are not the

only people among whom music was cultivated and
esteemed. Both China and Arabia are said to

have felt its influence upon their customs, manners,

and institutions. The musical traditions of China

might seem to be but repetitions of the marvels of

the Greeks. ICinglun, Kovei, and Pinmonkia, are

said to have arrested the flow of rivers, and to have

caused the woods and forests, attracted by the

melody of their performance, to crowd around.

The Chinese are said to believe, that the ancient

music of their country has drawn angels down from

heaven, and conjured up from hell departed souls:

they also believe that music can inspire men with

the love of virtue, and cause them faithfully to fulfil

their several duties. Confucius says, " to know if

a kingdom be well governed, and it the customs of

its inhabitants be bad or good, examine the musical

taste which there prevails." There is still extant a

curious document, which shows the importance

which a ruler of this people attached to music, as

a moral and political agent. We allude to a pro-

clamation of the Emperor Ngaiti, who ascended

the throne of the Celestial Empire in the year of
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the tenth aera 364. After complaining, that tender,

artificial, and effeminate strains inspire libertinism,

he proceeds, in severe terms, to order a reformation

in these matters ; the first step to which, is a pro-

hibition of every sort of music but that which serves

for war, and for the ceremony Tido. The Arabs
also appear to have held similar opinions as to the

power of music. They boast of Ishao, Kathab Al

Moussouly, Alfarabi, and other musicians, whom
they relate to have worked miracles by their vocal

and instrumental performances. With the Arabs,

music was interwoven with philosophy : and their

wise men imagined a marvellous relation to exist

between harmonious sounds and the operations of

nature. Harmony was esteemed the panacea, or

universal remedy, in mental and even bodily ali'ec-

tions ; in the tones of the lute were fouud medical
recipes in almost all diseases. Upon one occasion,

in the presence of the grand vizier, Alfarabi,

accompanying his voice with an instrument, is

related to have roused a large assembly to an
extreme pitch of joyful excitement, from which he
moved them to grief and tears, and then plunged
all present into a deep sleep, none having the power
to resist the enchantment of his performance.
The children of Israel cultivated music in the

earliest periods of their existence as a people. After

the passage of the Red Sea, Moses, and his sister

Miriam, the prophetess, assembled two choruses,

one of men, and the other of women, with timbrels,

who sang and danced. The facility with which
the instruments were collected on the spot, and
with which the choruses and dances were arranged
and executed, necessarily implies a skill in these

exercises, which must have been acquired long
hefore, probably from the Egyptians. We have
abundant evidence in Holy Writ, of the high esti-

mation in which music was held among the He-
brews at a later period of their history. They
also appear to have successfully applied it to the

cure of diseases. The whole of David's power over

the disorder of Saul may, without any miraculous

intervention, be attributed to his skilful performance
upon the harp. In 1st Samuel, c. xvi., we read
that Saul's servants said unto him, " Behold now,
an evil spirit from God troubleth thee: Let our
lord now command thy servants, which are before

thee, to seek out a man who is a cunning player on
an harp : and it shall come to pass, when the evil

spirit from God is upon thee, that he shall play with
his hand, and thou shalt be well." Saul having
assented to this proposal, the son of Jesse the Beth-
lemite was sent for, and stood before him. " And
it came to pass, when the evil spirit from God was
upon Saul, that David took an harp, and played
with his hand: so Saul was refreshed, and was
well, and the evil spirit departed from him." So
great were the esteem and love for music among
this people when David ascended the throne, that

we find that he appointed 4000 Levites to praise

the Lord with instruments, (1. Chron. c. xxiii. ;)

and that the number of those that were cunning in

song, was two hundred four score and eight, (c. xxv.)

Solomon is related by Josephus to have made
200,000 trumpets, and 40,000 instruments of music,
to praise God with. In the 2d chap, of Ecclesiastes,

music is mentioned by Solomon among the vanities

and follies in which he found no profit, in terms
which show how generally a cultivated taste was
difl'used among his subjects. " I gat me men-singers
and women-singers, and the delights of the sons of

men, as musical instruments, and that of all sorts."

Many other passages of similar import might be
quoted from the sacred writings, and among others,
some from which it would appear that musicians
marched in the van of the Jewish armies, and not
unfrequently contributed to the victory by the ani-
mation of their strains; and that music was the
universal language of joy and lamentation. There
is, however, one portion of Holy Writ, which, from
the highly interesting testimony it incidentally bears
to the love of music which prevailed in Jerusalem,
and the skill of her inhabitants, we cannot ftorbear

to notice. We allude to the 137th Psalm, " By the
waters of Babylon we sat down and wept, when we
remembered thee, O Sion. As for our harps we
hanged them up upon the trees that are therein.

For they that led us away captive required of us
there a song and melody in our heaviness: Sing
us one of the songs of Sion.'' From the facts here
narrated, we may judge how great was the attach-

ment of the Jewish people for the musical art ; their

beloved city sacked, their temple plundered and
destroyed, their homes desolate, in the midst of
danger and despair, deserted by their God, sur-

rounded by infuriated enemies, (Isaiah, xiii. 16.,)

nevertheless their harps were not forgotten. From
this beautiful and pathetic lamentation, it would
also appear that the repute of Hebrew musicians
was far extended. No sooner had they arrived in

the land of their captivity, than the Chaldean con-

queror required of them a song and melody in their

heaviness, demanding one of the songs of Stun. The
fame of the captives must have long preceded them,
for, according to Dr Burney, the art was then
declining in Judea.

—

Blackwood's Mayazine.

CANZONET.
Methinks it sounds much sweeter than by day.
Silence bestows such virtue ou it.

—

Skakspeare^

Love dwells not in the sparkling blaze,

When noon rests on the stream j

His tender flowerets dare not raise

Their blossoms to the beam.
When gleams the moon, through latticed bowers,

And stars are shining bright;

He communes with the shadowy hours,

And woos the silent night.

The dreamy perfume of the rose,

The violet's deeper sigh.

The music of the rill, that flows

In liquid cadence by

;

The sweet tones of some village chime
On sweeter echoes borne,

—

These, these are joys of evening time.

Which scarcely wait the morn !

Not in the rich and courtly hall

The heart's pure faith is given

;

But when the greenwood shadows fall

Beneath a twilight heaven.

Lite's crowded pomp and pageant show,
May darker passions move.

But solitude alone can know
The incense thoughts of love.

When worldly cares are hush'd in sle(?p.

Love wakes at such an hour,

Young hopes their angel vigils keep.

And joy resumes its power
;

Though night, in all its dusky state,

Athwart the skies be thrown

;

Yet beauty's glance can then create

A noontide all her own.

—

Lit. Souvenir.
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ANCIENT CONCERTS, LONDON.
The Athenteum, of March 18, 1843, says, in re-

viewing the iirst of these concerts, "As regards the
music selected, the gems of the evening, to us, were
Handel's overture to " Alcides," with a minuet and
march which might have been written yesterday,and
a chorus, "Domine ad adjuvandum," by Giovanni
Porta. This was a Venetian composer born about
the end of the seventeenth century, who for awhile
was music director to Cardinal Ottoboni, the patron
of Corelli, subsequently paid a visit to London, and
finished his career as chapel.master to the Elector of
Bavaiia, in whose service he died in 1740. His name

is appended to seventeen operas, some of which must
be well worth enquiring after, if the noble compo-
sition, produced on Wednesday, be a fair specimen
of his genius. We have not heard anything so grand
save from Handel. The opening movement, indeed,
bears so close an affinity to the " Hailstone Chorus,"
that we could not help speculating whether the spleu-
did plagiarist, who from an ancient dance tune could
weave the pastoral symphony in " The Messiah,"
might not possibly have made its acquaintance ; a
fugue which follows is little less admirable. How
low have the Italians fallen since such music was
written, and not by their most famous men

!
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ALICE BRAND.
GLEE FOR THREE VOICES.
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LEONARD M'NALLY.

This gentleman, well known both at the English

and Irish bars, and in the dramatic circles as the

author of a once popular little piece, " Robin Hood,"

&c.,was oneof the strangest fellows in the world. His

figure was ludicrous ; he was very short, and nearly

as broad as long; his legs were of unequal length,

aud he had a face which no washing could clean.

When in a hurry, he generally took two thumping

steps with the short leg, to bring up the space made
by the long one ; and the bar, who never missed a

favourable opportunity of nicknaming, called hira

accordingly " one pound two." He possessed, how-
ever, a fine eye, and by no means an ugly counte-

nance ; a great deal of middling intellect; a shrill,

full, good bar voice; great quickness at cross-

examination, with sufficient adroitness at defence

;

and in Ireland was the very staff and standing-

dish of the criminal jurisdictions; in a word, BI'-

Nally was a good-natured, hospitable, talented,

dirty fellow, and had, by the latter qualification, so

disgusted the circuit bar, that they refused to receive

him at their mess—a cruelty I set my face against,

and every summer circuit endeavoured to vote him
into the mess, but always inefl'ectually ; his neglect

of his person, the shrillness of his voice, and his

frequenting low company, being assigned as reasons

which never could be set aside.

M'Nally had done something in the great cause

of Napper and Dutton, which brought him into still

farther disrepute with the bar. Anxious to regain

his station by some act equalizing him with his

brethren, he determined loofl'end or challenge some
of the most respectable members of the profession,

who, however, showed no inclination to oblige him
in that way. He first tried his hand with Coun-
sellor Hendry Deane Grady, a veteran, but who,
upon this occasion, refused the combat. M'Nally,

who was as intrepid as possible, by no means des-

paired ; he was so obliging as to honour me with

the next chance, and in furtherance thereof, on
very little provocation, gave me the retort not

courteous in the court of King's Bench.
I was well aware of his object; and, not feeling

very comfortable under the insult, told him (taking

out my watch) " M'Nally, you shall meet me in the

Park in an hour."

The little fellow's eyes sparkled with pleasure at

the invitation, and he instantly replied, " In half an
hour, ifyou please," comparing, at the same moment,
his watch with mine ; " I hope you wont disappoint

me," continued he, " as that — Grady did."
" Never fear, Mac," answered I, " there's not a

gentleman at the bar but will tight you to-morrow,

provided you live so long, which I can't promise."

We had no time to spare, so parted, to get ready.

The first man I met was Mr. Henry Harding, a
huge, wicked, fighting King's County attorney.

I asked him to come out with me ; to him it was
fine sport. I also summoned Rice Gibbon, asurgeon,
who being the most ostentatious fellow imaginable,

brought an immense bag of surgical instruments,

Sec, from Mercer's Hospital. In forty-five minutes

we were regularly posted in the middle of the

review-ground in the Phoenix-Park, and the whole
scene, to any person not so seriously implicated,

must have been irresistibly ludicrous. "The sun
shone brightly; and surgeon Gibbon, to lose no
time in case of a hit, spread out all his polished

instruments on the grass, glittering in the light on
one side of me. My second having stepped nine

paces, then stood at the other side, handed me a
ease of pistols, and desired me to " work away !"

M'Nally stood before me, very like a beer-barrel

on its stilling, and by his side were ranged three

unfortunate barristers, who were all soon after-

wards hanged and beheaded for high treason j

namely, John Sheers (who was his second, and
had given him his point-blanks,) with Henry Sheers,

and Bagenal Harvey, who came as amateurs. Both.

the latter, I believe, were amicably disposed, but

a negociation could not be admitted, and to it we
went. M'Nally presented so coolly, that I could

plainly see I had but little chance of being missed,

so I thought it best to lose no time on ray part.

The poor fellow staggered, and cried out " I am hit
!"

and I found some twitch myself at the moment
which I could not account for at the time. Never

did I experience so miserable a feeling. He had
received my ball directly in the curtain of his side.

My doctor rushed at him with the zeal and activity

of a dissecting surgeon, and in a moment, with a
long knife, which he thrust into his waistband,

ripped up his clothes, and exposed his body to the

bright sun.

"The ball appeared to have hit the buckle of his

gallows (yclept suspenders), by which it had been

partially impeded, and had turned round, instead

of entering his body. Whilst I was still in dread

as to the result, my second, after seeing that he had

been so far protected by the suspenders, inhumanly
exclaimed, " By the powers, Mac ! you are the only

rogue I ever knew that was saved by the gallows."

On returning home, I found I had not got off

quite so well as I had thought; the skirt of my
coat was perforated on both sides, and a scratch

just enough to break the skin had taken place on
both my thighs. I did not know this whilst on the

ground, but it accounts for the twitch I spoke of.

My opponent soon recovered, and after the pre-

cedent of being wounded by a King's Counsel, no
barrister could afterwards refuse to give him sa-

tisfaction. He was therefore no longer insulted,

and the poor fellow has often told me since, that

my shot was his salvation. He subsequently got

Curran to bring us together at his house, and a
more zealous friendly partizan I never had, than

M' Nally proved himself, on my contest for the city

of Dublin.

Leonard was a,great poetaster ; and having fallen

in love with a Miss Janson, daughter to a very rich

attorney, of Bedford-row, London, he wrote on
her the celebrated song of "The lass of Richmond
Hill" (her father had a lodge there). She could

not withstand this, and returned his flame. This

young lady was absolutely beautiful, but quite a
slattern in her person. She likewise had a turn

for versifying, and was therefore altogether well

adapted to ber lame lover, particularly as she never

could spare time from her poetry to wash her hands,

a circumstance in which M'Nally was sympathetic.

The father, however, notwithstanding all this,

refused his consent; and, consequently, M'Nally

took advantage of his dramatic knowledge, by adopt-

ing the precedent of Barnaby Brittle, and bribed

a barber to lather old Janson's eyes as well as his

chin, and with something rather sharper too than

Windsor soap. Slipping out of the room, whilst

her father was getting rid of the lather and the

smart, this Sappho, with her limping Phaon,
escaped, and were united in the holy bands of

matrimony the same evening; and she continued

making, and M'Nally correcting, verses, till ii
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pleased God to call them away. This carious couple

conducted themselves, both generally and towards

each other, extremely well after their union. Old

Janson partly forgave them, and made some settle-

ment upon their children.

—

Personal Sltetclws of his

oivn Times, by Sir Jonah Barrington.

SONNETS.
HEAVEN AND EARTH.

There are no shadows where there Is no sun,

There is no beauty wliere there is no shade :

And all things in two lines of glory run,

Darkness and Light ; ebon and gold, inlaid.

God comes among us thro* the shrouds of air
;

And his dim track is Mke the silvery wake
Left by yon pinnace on the mountain lake.

Fading and re-appearing here and there.

The lamps and veils through heaven and earth that

move,
Go in and out, as jealous of their light,

Like sailing stars upon a misty night.

Death is the shade of coming life ; and love

Yearns for her dear ones in the holy tomb.
Because bright things are better seen in gloom !

Rev. F. W. Faber.

THE MYSTERY OF NIGHT.

Alas I the weakness of our human praise.

Disparaging the Power that we adore?
We fondly dream He walks the silent shore,

The illimitable Godhead,—feign he strays

The Genius of deep woods, and solemn ways—
And think, when darkness clouds the mountains hoar.

The shadow of his hand is passing o'er—
And hide our faces from his dreaded gaze.

Last night—as centinelling stars *gan shed

Dim light o'er coming gloom, that did enclose

And curtain in and pillow as a bed
The earth with clouds, awe-struck, I straight arose

—

** Sure, here," thought I, " some God would lay his

head,

And lie unseen in this prepared repose."

The Sketcher,—Blackwood.

MISS ADELAIDE KEMBLE.
We have but a word or two to say touching the

past career of Miss Adelaide Kemble. As to the

date of her birth-day, that concerns not us. We
are reserved when ladies are in the case ; and
are contented to remind the public that she is

the younger daughter of Mr. Charles Kemble—
that, to the dramatic heritage derived from him,
she adds a right to the musician's gift, being a
child of one who, some years since, made the name
of De Camp famous as belonging to one of the

most fascinating stage-singers of the time. Every
circumstance, therefore, of position and education
combined to develop the talents which nature had
given her. The air she breathed was a stimu-

lus to perpetuate the most classical traditions of

music and the drama. To this was added con-
sciousness of the honourable position always main-
tained by her family, and their liberal general
cultivation—exciting her to do her part also, and
to become, not merely a voice—not merely a jesfure

personified, but an artist : that is, agifted intelligence,

to whom voice and gesture serve but as means of

expressing its " fancies chaste and noble," and its

elevated conceptions. Miss Kemble has trained
herself for her profession, with that thorough-going
industry and ardour, without which there are no
Siddonses, no Pastas, no Mali brans. Like the

second distinguished woman named, her voice,

though amply sufficient for every theatrical purpose,

may notoriginally have beena willing one. Nothing,

strange to say, has been so fatal to the attainment

of the highest musical excellence, as too great a
facility and richness of organ. By it Catalani was
led astray—by it sundry contemporary warblers

—

but " comparisons are odious." We are discreet as

well as reserved. Enough, that,under Signor Bor-

dogni of Paris, Miss Kemble went through all that

severe course of study, to which too few of her

countrywomen will subject themselves. She was
first heard in London in 1835, where she sang at a
few concerts. Though then weighed down by a
consciousness of power with means as yet inadequate

for its utterance, though restrained by an excess of

timidity, it was even then to be seen that a great

dramatic artist was there. We remember two words
from the great duet in " Semiramide," which we
heard her sing with Tamhurini—merely an exulting
" gioja

!"— but they said enough to make us sure

of what would come. At the end of that season,

after appearing at the York Festival, Miss Kemble
was heard of no more in England. But ere long,

rumours came from Germany of an English lady

turning wise heads by her dramatic truth and energy

of feeling; and late in the autumn of the year 1838,

we were told that another of the Kembles had en-

tered her proper arena, the stage—at no less dis-

tinguished a place than the Teatro della Scala, Milan.

From that time, in spite of lets and hindrances

innumerable, which too generally beset the English

gentlewoman undertaking a foreign artistic career.

Miss Kemble has slowly and steadily advanced
towards her present high position. At Venice she

was applauded to the echo for her execution of

Pasta's grand cavatina in " Niube,"—at Mantua
made a,furore, as an actress who was " simpatica"

(there is a good deal in the word, as all Italians

know); later still at the Teatro San Carlo, Naples,

rising to such a height of popularity, that upon
her contracting an engagement for Palermo, Barbaja,
" le bourru bienfaisant" broke the contract, and
paid the forfeit to retain her. Her chief parts have
been in the operas of " Lucia di Lammermoor,"
" Norma," " Elena da Feltre," " Gemma di Vergy,''

" La Sonnambula," and " Beatrice di Tenda." But
lest the English should fancy that their favourite is

but a signora in disguise, be it known to them that the

subject of our notice is as fine a linguist in music
as the most universal of her contemporaries. We
have heard her applauded to the echo by the Khine-
landers for her singing of Schubert and Beethoven

:

—We believe that she possesses a cahier of French
romances, which she can say as well as sing, with

finesse enough to charm the fastidious ears of the

Panserons and Adams who compose such dainty

ware ; and we know that she can do worthy homage
—to Handel. The oratorio-goers may look for the

Miriam in her, and will not be disappointed.

What more remains '?—save to record, that after

having made her mature talent heard at the never-

to-be-forgotten Polish matinee at Staft'ord House,

and at a private concert, Jliss Kemble made a
second German journey this autumn, as we said, to

the infinite delight of the Rhinelanders, who are

not easy to please;—and lastly, to give the 2d
of this month (Nov. 1841) as the date of her com-

mencing a career among her own countrymen, which

for Art's sake, as well as her own, we fervently

hope will be as long as it must be brilliant.

Cruickshank's Omnibus.
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PAESIELLO.
Jean Paesiello, a j ustly admired Italian composer,

was the son of a veterinary surgeon, and was born
in the year 1741. His father, desijirning him for the

profession of an attorney, confided his education to

the Jesuits, which gave the boy an opportunity of

pursuing in some degree the bias of his own mind,
and displaying his natural taste for music. The
tine, lull, and silver tones of his voice, greatly

helped to deliver the psalmody from the drawling
and monotonous style which long usage had, in

different degrees, sanctioned in almost all the

churches of Europe. The taste he displayed, and
the reputation he had already acquired, determined
the able maestro, Resta, to teach him the principles

of harmony and composition. At the age of

thirteen, his father, who was much gratified at his

progress, placed him in the conservatory of Saint
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Onefrid, at Naples, where he benefited greatly by
the instructions of the great Durante. Before he
arrived at his sixteenth year, he surprised and
delighted all who had an opportunity of hearing
his motetts aud masses composed at this early

period of his life. He quitted St. Onefrid, and
went to Bologna, where his two first operas met
with such decided success that his reputation

spread over the whole of Italy, this was in 1763.

He still pursued his studies, and became perfectly

familiar with the sublime styles of Leo, Traetta,

Pergolesi, and Jomelli; and at length determined

to visit Naples. Possessed with a great amount of

genius, and confident of his own ability, he felt no
fear from the presence of Pacini who was then in

Naples and at the zenith of his fame. Paesiello

while in that city composed three operas, all of which
were bright with the scintillations of a masterly

mind. The Empress Catherine, amazed with the

reputation which everywhere accompanied the name
of Paesiello, invited him to her capital, whether he
went in 1776 ; and where he flourished in the double

character of composer to the imperial theatre, and
director of the musical studies of the Grand Duchess
Maria. After nine years residence in Russia, during

which time his powers and his popularity still

continued to increase, and notwithstanding the

polite and pressing invitations he received from
France, and from Prussia, he returned to Italy.

Immediately on his arrival at Naples he was ap-

pointed director of the King's private concerts.

He resided at Naples until the year 1801, when
yielding to the frequent solicitations of the conser-

vatory of music, and of the first consul, he again

left his native country, and went to France, where
every respect was paid to his merits, and where he
at once entered upon the honourable office of viaitre

de la chapelle Consulaire. After remaining two
years in France, during which time the health of

his wife had suffered from the effects of theclimate,

he found it necessary to return to Naples. He
quitted France, loaded with honours, and arrived

in his native country, then under the dominion of

France ; Joseph and Joachim successively appointed

him director of the private royal concerts; of the

chapel royal ; and president of the conservatory of

music. About the same time, he was decorated
with the cross of the legion of honour, and of the

order of the Two Sicilies; and, not long after, he
succeeded Haydn as a member of the French
Institute.

After a life of the most persevering and ardent

exertion, rewarded with great emolument, and the

highest professional fame, this very distinguished

composer died, in the year 1816, in the seventy,

fifth year of his age. Besides the extraordinary

talents he was gifted with, he possessed qualities

which indeared him to whatever society he honoured
with his friendship ; in the courtesies of life Paesiello

was a finished gentleman, in heart he was generous

and benevolent, and his information was varied

and extensive. The wish expressed on his death-

bed was, that he should be buried without any
pomp whatever; but his memory was held in such
high estimation that it was found impossible to

prevent the people from attending his funeral in im-
mense numbers. The principal professors, assisted

by tlie pupils of the conservatory, sung a requiem
which was found among his papers after his decease.

On the day of his interment, every theatre in the

city performed some favourite piece of his compo-
sition; such a compliment to the talents and memory

of Paesiello recalls a circumstance of a similar

character which happened at the obsequies of that

master spirit of the art of painting, Raphael; when
his own picture of the transfiguration was exhibited

to the public as the highest mark of respect which
could be shown to the memory of the great departed.

LINES
Suggested on the morning of Monday, Oct. 9,

1843, WHILE AT Clifton Cottage, Gareloch.

Calmly springs the beauteous mom
Life and day together waking

;

Island breezes gently borne.

Fan the lake in ripples breaking.

Time moves on with stealthy pace.
Only aching hearts are sighing;

—

Nature's ever varying grace,

Charms with aspect never cloying.

Oh ! that we would learn to know
Times first lesson, and its last,

—

Truest guide on earth below.
And the best when Time is past.

—

Grant us great Father, while our earthly course we
run.

Enough of power to say thy sovereign will be done.

J. M.

DESCRIPTION OF THE GRAND ORGAN
AT HAARLEM.

We are indebted to a friend for the following
communication:—Although this magnificent in-

strument is generally visited by travellers, and
also mentioned by them as remarkable for its size

and tones, we are not aware that a description so

minute as that which we now present to our readers
has ever been published :

—

" After the stranger has procured admission to

the cathedral of Haarlem, and proceeded forward
forty or fifty paces, on turning round, the exterior of
the most magnificent instrument in the world shines

before him with extraordinary splendour. At the

first glance, it appears like three immense organs
piled on the top of each other. But a moment's re-

flection convinces him that what appears the lowest,

is the choir organ! still, the height of the great

organ realizes all this anticipation of its dimen-
sions : The lofty top of the instrument is sur-

mounted by two lions supporting a shield, below
which is a motto, not legible, from its height : the
largest pipes are arranged in two handsome pillars,

containing five or six each, on difl'erent sides of the

instrument. The figure upon the pillar on the

spectator's right is St. Asaph, on his left King Da-
vid, engaged in adoration, with his harp in his hand,
and his eye fixed on heaven. Still lower, and on
each side of the organ, is an angel upon a lolty pe-

destal, blowing a trumpet. Farther down, and
distributed in niches in front of the organ, are four

figures, appai'cnlly enjoying a concert of their own.
They are all employed with different instruments,

the tambourine, violin, flute, and violoncello, and
have certainly an airy appearance, quite unsuitable

to the instrument. The choir organ stands before

the great organ, at the distance of several feet, and
it is likewise surmounted with the figures of two
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angels, and embraced half its height by wood work,

carved into various devices, and coloured white,

which is also the colour of all the figures, the pe-

destals on each side the organ, and tlie arms on the

top, which occasions an agreeable contrast to the

silvery hue of the pipes in front, which are not gilt

as in this country, but in their original state and
colour. There are several reasous for finishing

them in this plain manner : in particular, it is

supposed, when the pipes are surrounded with gild-

ing, that the vibrations are lessened, and the tones

injured. There is, however, a little gilding at the

mouths of the pipes, sufficient to break the uniformity

which the front would otherwise exhibit, and the

tops are concealed by the drapery of a little gilded

curtain. The wood-work in front is of a light pink

colour. The fore part of this stupenduous instru-

ment is supported by four strong pillars, while

behind it is rested on a thick wall, and, indeed, the

weight of such a body requires no common support

for its security. The musical reader will learn with

surprise, that the instrument contains no less than

sixty stops.

The organ has three rows of keys besides those

used as pedals, but their range is not extensive.

It contains two tremblers, which by alternately

opening and shutting the valves which admit the air

to the pipes, produce a pulsation as it were in the

sound, which to most hearers is not agreeable. The
vox humana stop has the most sweet and soothing

tones I ever heard, it seems to sound the very music
of heaven, and indeed, notwithstanding the powers
of the instrument, it would be difficult to detect a

harsh or ill-toned pipe iu the five thousand which
it contains. The air is forced into the wind-chest

by twelve pairs of bellows, each nine feet in length

and five in breadth, to fill which, the constant ex-

ertions of two men, as blowers, are required. The
largest pipe is thirty-eight feet long and fifteen

inches in diameter; those in the principal 32 feet,

in the trumpet and quintadeena 16, vox kimuina 8,

roer quint 13, and bazuin 32. There is no swell in

the organ, nor does it seem to be in use either in

France or Holland. The organist, an obliging

little fellow, played several airs, amongst others, a
song of his own composition, which was pretty,

and an imitation of thunder, which displayed the

tremendous powers of the instrument, was aston-

ishing. When asked to play sacred music, he
immediately brought a volume of Clarke's edition

of Handersworks,and,the halellujah chorus having
been selected, he played it with wonderful effect,

and after a short interval concluded with the old

100th Psalm. The dimensions of the cathedral,

where the organ is placed, are admirably calculated

for so large an instrument, the length of this church
is 391 feet, and its height 111. The organ is 108
feet high, 50 in breadth, and was built by Christian

Muller, 1738.

Amateurs will be disappointed to find the touch

of this instrument so stiff as to make both strength

and exertion requisite in keeping down the keys.

In this part of their mechanism, modern instruments

are mightily superior, but it is doubtful if ever finer

tones will be produced than those of the grand
organ at Haarlem.

—

From " The Day" published

in Glasgow, 1832.

the grace of Thalberg with the power of Liszt, and
promises to be, if he is not already, the greatest

master of the instrument the world has yet seen.

Buddeus—such is the name of this astonishing
genius—is a young man, scarcely 19 years old, tall,

of slim figure, with a face that has no traces of the
mind to which it should be the index ; of swarthy
complexion, his eye singularly mild and amiable,
in manner most unaffected, and appearing utterly

unconscious of the almost superhuman powers with
which he is gifted. In company he is modest and
retiring. He speaks our language but imperfectly;

but to the best of his ability, he freely informs the
inquirer of the story of his life, his labours, his past
successes, and his aspirings. At the age of seven
years his musical talent first displayed itself.

His father, who is a noble, of Russian descent,

destined him for a military life; but the passion
for music was too strong in him to be resisted, and
necessity seconding the claims of nature, the proud
father yielded, and the boy was permitted to follow
the bent of his genius. This developed itself with
wonderful rapidity, and industry almost unexam^
pled was brought by the youth in aid of the im-
pulses of his soul. Day and night he toiled in his

vocation, scarcely quitting the instrument he had
resolved to master, as none had commanded it

before him.

Buddeus has visited various courts of Europe,
and in all was received with the applause due to

his accomplishments. He is now about to try

his fortunes in Great Britain, where real worth
rarely fails to reap a golden harvest. And a pro-

digy indeed he is. The instrument lives and speaks

under his hand ; it becomes endowed with intelli-

gence, and seems to be a part of himself, rather

than a distinct thing, so rapidly does it give utterance

to the harmonies that flood his inspired mind. An
air floats through his brain, and on the instant is

made audible upon the instrument, over whose keys
his fingers play so rapidly, that the keenest eye
cannot follow them. Nor one air only does he thus
express ; we have counted four or five distinct

themes, rolling at once, each audible, yet all blend-

ing and harmonising, as if as many different players

were striking the chords together. And his touch
is as remarkable for its delicacy as for its rapidity

;

such light, thin tones—such silvery music we
never heard—save from that prodigy of sound, old

Lindley's violoncello. Then the player; he is all

imagination—wholly absorbed in his theme—forget-

ful of the place and persons about him, as he pours

forth his very soul iu music.

—

Critic, Dec. 1843*

A NEW PIANIST.
The event of the month is the arrival of a pianist

from the remotest parts of Germany, who unites

Extensive Order—A Newcastle timber-mer-

chant, the other day, sat in his counting-house, be-

moaning the bad times, and the discontinuance of

those large colliery orders, which, in days of prosperity,

were wont to flow in upon him in such grateful pro-

fusion ; when his gloomy cogitations were interrupted

by the entrance of a dingy customer, evidently from
the collieries. The stranger briskly demanded if the

merchant had any plane-tree in stock at present ?
" Plane-tree, sir ?'* replied the merchant, rubbing his

itching palms together, and stepping forward with a
bland smile upon his face, ** as good a stock as any on
the Tyne, sir, I assure you. Do you want it in the

log or plank, my dear sir ? "We have abundance of

both." "I'm not particular," replied the pitman,
" it's not much I want—it's only for a fiddle brio 1"

—Gateshead Observer.
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THE SWEET LITTLE GIRL THAT I LOVE.
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Tho' humble my cot. calm content gilds the scene.

For my fair one delij^hts in my g^rove
;

And a palace I'd quit for a dance on the green,

With the sweet little girl that I love.

The sweet little girl, &c.

No ambition T linow but to call her my own>
No fame but her praise wish to prove.

My happiness centres in Fanny alone,

She's the sweet little girl that I love.

The sweet little girl, &c.
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SWEET DOTH BLUSH THE ROSY MORNING.
DUET.
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THE STROLLING ACTOR.
" The strolling actor," said Gag, " is of high

social importance, and, philosophically considered,

is entrusted with a noble mission. He is the servant

No. 68.

of the poet, and, like his master, has suffered from
the ingratitude and ignorance of mankind. What
is his purpose ? why, to array the shivering nakedness
of human life with a garment of beauty; to ad-
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minister to the higher aspirations of even the

coarsest natures, which have at times " immortal
longings," and yearn to escape from the " weariness,

the fever, and the fret," ofworking-day realities into

the fairy world of poetic invention. It is his noble

privilege toaviaken the sympathies of the humblest
of his fellows, anl, it may be, often to startle them
with a consciousness of the mystery of mysteries

which has slumbered withir them. Look at the ac-

tor treading the threshing floor of a village barn.

Behold the village clowns, rapt by his " so potent

art," carried for a time beyond the " ignorant pre-

sent" by the genius ofthe poet and the passion of the

player. Who shall say tliat these men are not, without

knowing it, relined, exalted, by the •' cunniug of the

scene?"—that they do not, in tlie strange emotion
stirring within them, vindicate the universal desire

to fly, at times, iVom the oppression of realities to

the solace and delight of ideal life ; to have their

imaginatiins quickened, and their hearts made to

throb with new interests; to behold the sorrows

of kings and queens—to rejoice with the good and
fortunate, to mourn with the struggling brave, and
to exult at the downfall of the oppressor? These
are moments that tune the coarsest nerves with a
new music, and these moments are the gift of the

strolling player. Who shall say that the veriest

churl, the merest clod of humanity, does not take

away with him from the player's scene thoughts
that at times leaven his mere earthiness—recollec-

tions that come to him, aye at the plough. tail or in

the sheep-fold, and make him recognize a something
better, higher, in liis nature, as iirst revealed to him
by the strolling player, the mere outcast, the dis-

pised of men? Poor, happy, careless wretch, he
trudges on from thorpe to thorpe, and with " bated-

breath and whispering humbleness," begs of beef-

trained magistrates a gracious leave to make some
bumpkins happy—to busy them for a time with a

picture of human aft'ections ; in fact, to bestow upon
them more real, more humanising good, than many
of the said justices ever dreamt of in their long

dreams of official usefulness. Why if the purpose

of the stage were duly acknowledged, were truly

allowed, the magistrate himself, followed by his

constables, would with floral wreaths and crowns
of laurel, meet the strolling players at the outskirts

of every town and hamlet—yea, would lodge them
in the best inn's best rooms, and banquet them as

benefactors of the human family. They would be

received with pipe and tabor, and treated as befits

the humble, much enduring missionaries for tlie

diffusion of Shaksperianity ! The strolling player

is the merry preacher of the noblest, grandest

lessons of human thought. He is the poet's pilgrim,

and, in the forlornest byways and abodes of men,
calls forth new sympathies—sheds upon the cold

dull ti'adeofreallifean hour of poetic glory," making
a sunshine in a shady place." He informs human
clay with thoughts and throbbings that refine it,

and for this he was for centuries " a rogue and
vagabond," and is, even now, a long long day's

march from the vantage ground of respectability.

Poor strolling player ! your beaver is brown—brown
as is a berry; your elbows are breaking through

vour coat—no shirt to vulgar eyes is visible—your
nether garments are withered as hay, and pack-

thread stitches are in your shoe-leather; neverthe-

less, it may happen that in your rambling vocation

you have done more for the real happiness of your
fellow men than many a magistrate; and that,

weighed for worth in the golden scales of justice,

you would outweigh even an alderman in his violet

and miniver."

—

Kew Monthly Matjazine.

TO THE EVENING WIND.

Spirit that breathest through my lattice, thou
That cool'st the twilight of the sultry day,

How grateful flows thy freshness round my brow

!

Thou hast been out upon the deep at play.
Riding all day the wild blue waves till noxv,

Rough'ning their crests, and scattering high their

spray.

And swelling the white sail;—I welcome thee
To the scorch'd land, thou wanderer of the sea.

Nor I alone,— a thousand bosoms round
Inhale thee in the fullness of delight;

And languid forms rise up, and pulses bound
Livelier, at coming of the wind of night

;

And, languishing to hear thy grateful sound.
Lies the vast inland, stretched beyond the sight.

Go forth into the gatliering shade! Go forth,

God's blessing breath'd upon the fainting earth

!

Go, rock the little wild bird in his nest.

Curl the still waters, bright with stars, and rouse
The wild old wood from his majestic rest.

Summoning, from the innumerable boughs.
The strange deep harmonies that haunt his breast

;

Pleasant shall be thy way where meekly bows
The shutting flower, and darkling waters pass,

And, 'twixt o'ershadowing branches and the grass

The faint old man shall lean his silver'd head
To feel thee; thou shalt kiss the child asleep.

And dry the moistened curls that overspread
His temples, while his breathing grows more

deep;
And they who stand about the sick man's bed,

Shall joy to listen to thy distant sweep,
And softly part his curtains to allow
Thy visit, grateful to his burning brow.

Go !—But the circle of eternal change
That is the life of nature, shall restore

With sound and scents from all thy mighty range,

Thee to thy birth-place, on the deep, once more

:

Soft odours, to the sea-air sweet and strange.

Shall tell the home-sick mariner of the shore

;

And, listening to thy murmur, he shall deem
He hears the rustling leaf and running stream.

William Cullen Bryant.

EFFECTS OF MUSIC.

Music has unquestionably a very powerful in-

fluence over the mind, and through that medium
upon the body. In certain morbid conditions of

the system music is a valuable remedial agent.

Two modes are adopted to explain the operation of

music on the animal economy. The monotony of

the sound is said to have a soothing eft'ect, similar

to that which results from listening to the distant

gurgling of a mountain stream or cataract. How
often has the irritation of the nervous system been
allayed, and sleep been induced, when all narcotics

have failed to " steep the senses in forgetfulness,"

by the music caused by the waves dashing upon the

sea beach. The attachment of the Swiss to their

native soil, notwithstanding the severity of the

climate, is one of the most prominently developed
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features in the character of the inhabitants of the

dark and rugged mountains of Switzerland. Poets

and orators have entered into chivalrous^ rivalry

to celebrate the romantic alfection of the Swiss

for their own mountainous and bleak wilds. It

is well known that when they are separated from

their dearly loved country for any length of time,

they are attacked with a disease termed nostalgia,

which often produces the most fatal consequences.

In Switzerland there is a favourite dance which the

young shepherds perform to a tune played on a
kind of bagpipe. It is of a wild and irregular

character, but so intoxicated are the lower orders

of Swiss with it, that if they hear it played when
on foreign service, it creates such an intense desire

to revisit their native homes, that, if not gratified,

disease and death are known to result. So powerful

an effect had this music on the minds of the Swiss
troops in the French army, that orders were issued

that the tune should not be played in the Swiss

regiments on pain of death.

—

Polytechnic Journal.

BOILDIEU AND TALLEYRAND.
In the last years of the eighteenth century lived,

in humble circumstances, a youth whose musical

talents had just begun to develop themselves. No-
body had as yet noticed the merit of the young
virtuoso except his master, an obscure member of

the Paris Opera Comi<jue's orchestra. The latter

doubted not that Adrien (for that was his name)
would make a noise in the world. His only diffi-

culty was to devise the means of bringing him out

in a suitable manner. Another obstacle remained
to be overcome ; our youthful musician had no coat.

The old master was the owner of one, a splendid

piece of woven wool, the origin of which coincided

with the commencement of the Revolution, and
which he sported only on extraordinary occasions.

In spite, however, of the great interest he took in

his pupil's success, he held his coat in such high

estimation that he could not make up his mind to

lend it him. The love of art, however, ultimately

prevailed, and the coat was reluctantly handed to

Adrien, with the earnest recommendation that he
would carefully shelter it from all mishaps; and
although it was of capacious size, the master being

very corpulent and the pupil very lean, the latter

was glad to wear it. At six precisely they repaired

to the theatre. The attention which the old musi-

cian paid to his coat, and his anxiety about Adrien's

debut, were manifested in all his movements. At
one time he gave his pupil in haste apiece of advice

he deemed indispensible for the execution of the

pieces about to be played ; at another he pointed

out the proper manner of wearing the said gar-

ment, so as to avoid all friction of the elbows ; he

taught him at the same time to avoid monotony in

his execution, and to beware of such quarters as

might bring his coat in contact with the oil trick-

ling from the lamps. He was trying with one hand
the piano, and removing with the other the dust

that profaned the collar and sleeves of his most
valuable piece of clothing, when the manager gave

the wonted three strokes, and called over the per-

formers ; and the worthy master was compelled to

descend, and , for the first time, leave to their fate

his pupil and darling coat. At that period concerts

were given in front of the curtain, which continued

lowered, and the whole orchestra was stationed be-

low in its usual place. The artistes who were to

execute solos, and who successively presented them

selves on the front of the stage, often had great

trouble to find their way between the curtain and
the first cotilissc. When it was Adrien's turn ot

come forward, he was some seconds in finding his

way through the passage. His patron, who was in

the orchestra, seeing his handsome coat exposed
to the risk of being soiled, by rubbing against the

greasy ropes of the curtain, could not stand the sight;

he rushed forward, upset his desk, and cried out in

a heart-rending tone, "Adrien, Adrien, do take care

of my coat !" It would be useless to attempt to

describe the young man's dismay at a moment
when the whole audience had their eyes on him,
and he required all his presence of mind. Yet his

confusion was but transient ; his genius prevailed,

and his execution kindled imanimous plaudits.

The manager introduced him to Prince Talleyrand,

who had expressed a wish to see him. After over-

whelming him with congratulations, the Prince said

to him with great kindness, "My young friend, do
you go to my cashier, who will hand you five hun-
dred francs, with which you will be enabled to buy
yourself a new coat." Thirty-three years after.

Prince Talleyrand, whose health advancing years

had im]>aired, was at the baths at Hyeres, in Pro-

vence, living in a house where he had assembled
several artists to whom he had just told the above
anecdote. A very pale man, whose features de-

noted great sufi'erings, suddenly rose and said to

the Prince, who had not yet perceived him in the

crowd—" Monseigneur, I am that same Adrien !"

"You?" returned the Prince. "I myself, Adrien

Boildieu," reiterated the composer of so many
charming operas. Talleyrand embraced the author

of " La Dame Blanche," who was already sinking

into his grave.

ANECDOTE OF INCLEDON.
Vanity was the besetting sin of Incledon—the

chief yet amusing abatement to his otherwise just

and liberal character. In pronouncing his own
name he believed he described all thatwas admirable
in human nature. It would happen, however, that

his perpetual veneration of self laid him open to

many etfects which, to any man less securely locked

and bolted in his own conceit, would have opened
the doors to his understanding. But he had no

room there for other than what it naturally con-

tained ; and the bump of content was all-sufficient

to fill the otherwise aching void. Incledon called

himself the " English ballad-singer" per se ; a dis-

tinction be would not have exchanged for the

highest in the realm of talent. Amongst many self-

deceptions arising out of his one great foible, he
was impressed with the belief that he was a reading

man. Matthews callingupon the ballad-singer one
day to get a lesson of him by heart, found him
poring over a book. As it was not a music-book,

his visitor felt curious to learn the nature of his

study, and inquired what he was reading. Incledon
turned down upon its face the open page reveren-

tially upon the table, and with a solemn expression

of countenance replied,—" My dear Blotthews, I'm
doing what every master of a family should do, im-
proving my mind ; and not only my mind but my
morals. I'm reading a book which should be in

the hands of every father and husband. My dear
boy, I'll lend it to you

;
you're a young man, and

will be the better for it all your life. My dear
Matthews, it's the ' Newgate Calendar 1'"

—

Frazer's

AJafjazine.
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JEANIE LEE.
Words by A. Stewart.

Allegretto.

Music by John Turnbull.
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As violets show, at break o' day,

Their beauties thro' a crystal veil,

So Jeanie's een o' blue pourtray
A heart where heaven's graces dwell.

^ zi:

The gfowden locka plaj on her brow,
Like sunbeams on a summer sea

;

She has my heart, she has my vow.
My bonnie blue eyed Jeanie Leo,

My bonnie, &c.

THE DULCIMER.
This ancient and curious instrument consists of

a flat box about three feet long, nearly the same in

breadth, and four inches in depth ; and in shape it

somewhat resembles the cushion of an ordinary

chair,—the front, or side next the performer, being
wider than the opposite side. The lop, or helly, of
I lie instrument is of thin wood, perforated with two

sounding holes. On the belly, and respectively
parallel to the ends of the instrument, there are
fixed two rows of wooden pins,—about a dozen in
each row ; each pin being about two inches high,
with a space of about half an inch between every
two. Each row stands about one third of the whole
length of the instrument from its contiguous end,

—

the two rows thus dividing the belly into three
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compaitments. These pins, being bevelled, or
brought to an edge at the top, serve as bridges to

elevate and support the strings. The strings are of

thin metallic wire,—four to each note,—tuned, of
course, to the same pitch. The wires are fastened
at one end of the instrument by means of small
brass jaggs, and at the other by iron pegs, which
can be turned round by a key to tune the insti'ument,

as is done in the pianoforte. Although there are
two rows of bridges, the strings composing one note
do not pass over two pins ; for the pins are so placed
that one stands opposite the space between two on
the other side ; thus giving room to the strings upon
it to run, without interruption, the whole length of

the instrument from the bridge to the opposite end.
By this arrangement, the several notes present a
surface of alternate elevations and depressions
similar to the appearance of the wurp thi'eads in a
loom, when moved by the treadles to receive the
woof. The compass of the instrument extends to

two octaves and a half, tuned in the chromatic scale.

When played upon, it is placed on a table, and is

slightly inclined, so as to face the performer, who sits

opposite to it, and beats npon it with both hands,
by means of slight slips of cane, about six inches
long, and curved at one end. The strings are struck
with the curved end, which is muffled by a thread
being twisted round it.

THE SKYLARK.
Bird of the w ilderness.

Blithesome and cumberless.
Sweet be thy matin o'er moorland and lea !

Emblem of happiness.

Blest is thy dwelling-place,

—

O to abide in the desert with thee !

Wild is thy lay and loud,

Far in the downy cloud.

Love gives it energy, love gave it birth.

Where, on thy dewy wing.
Where art thou journeying?

Thy lay is in heaven, thy love is on earth.

O'er fell and fountain sheen.
O'er moor and mountain green,

O'er the red streamer that heralds the day,
Over the cloudlet dim.
Over the rainbow's rim.

Musical cherub, soar, singing away !

Then, when the gloaming comes.
Low in the heather blooms

Sweet will thy welcome and bed of love be I

Emblem of happiness.

Blest is thy dwelling-place,

—

to abide in the desert with thee

!

James Hogg, born at Ettrick, 25th Jan., 1773,

died 21s« Nov., 1835.

FORGIVE BLEST SHADE.
GLEE FOR THREE VOICES. Dr. Callcotl.
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OPERATIC AND SACRED BIUSIC IN
ITALY.

Translated fur the British Minstrel, /roin tlie

French of Rousseau.

We must not quit Venice without saying a word

or two on its celebrated amusements, or at least of

the part that I took in them during my sojourn in

that city. It has been seen how little 1 had in-

dulged in the pleasures of youth—at least such as

are called so ; at Venice my tastes were unchanged.

My occupations, however, which would have hin-

dered me from acting otherwise, rendered more de

lightful the simple recreations that I indulged my-

self with. The lirst and most pleasing was the

society of people of talent, such as Messrs. le Blond,

de Saint Cyr, Currio, Altema, and others; we were

intimate also with two or three English gentlemen

of great talents and acquirements, and as fond of

music as (mrselves. All these gentlemen had their

wives, their friends, or their sweethearts, at whose

houses we had frequently musical entertainments

and balls. We had sometimes cards also, but not

often : the theatre, and the abundance of liveliness,

talent, and taste among ourselves, made card-play-

ing a poor amusement—at the best but the resource

of the dull and idle. I had brought with me from

Paris the prejudices of that country against Italian

music ; but I had also fortunately inherited from na-

ture a sufficiency of that sort of feeling against which
prejudices cannot long hold out, so that 1 soon ex-

perienced for this music the passion which it inspires

in those who are fit to judge of it. In listening to

the barcarolles, I discovered that I had never heard

proper singing till now, and I soon was so taken

with the opera, that, tired of the babbUug and other

frivolities around me, when my sole wish was to be

a listener, I frequently left my companions for

another part of the tlieatre. There, alone, and shut

up in my box, I became all attention to the piece,

and, in spite even of its great length, would sit

absorbed in it till the close. Once, at the theatre

of Saint Chrysostom,! fell asleep—more fast asleep

even than I could have been if in bed. The more
loud and brilliant airs did nut awaken me: but

who can express the sensations I experienced by

the delightful harmony and angelic melody of that

air which did. And what an awakening—what
extacy—when I opened at the same moment both

my ears and my eyes! My first notion was to

think myself in paradise. This enchanting air,

which I can still call to mind, and shall never for-

get while life lasts, began thus :

—

" Conservami la bella

Che si m' accende il cor."

The piece I was desirous of possessing—my wish
was as soon gratified, and long have I preserved it :

hut it was far from being on paper what it was in

my memory. It was indeed tiie same notes, but
not the same thing, and never shall it be executed,

but in my imagination, as it was on the evening
that it awakened me from my slumbers.

-A kind of music, in my opinion very superior to

that of the opera, and which has no equal in Italy,

or indeed any where else, is that of the scuole. The
scuole are the charity houses established for the
education of young girls in poor circumstances, and
whom the republic afterwards sets oH' into the
world with a dowry. Among the talents that are
cultivated in these young people, music holds the first

rank. Every Sunday, at the church of each ol

these four scwihi, are performed, during vespers, in

full chorus and with a complete orchestra, motets,

composed and directed by the great masters ot

Italy, and executed, in galleries enclosed with grat-

ings, by girls the oldest of whom is not twenty

years of age. I have no idea of anything so charm-

ing, so touching, as this music: the exquisite taste

of the airs, the beauty of the voices, the correctness

of the execution—every thing, indeed, about these

delicious concerts, concurs in producing an impres-

sion that it is impossible for any one not to feel.

Currio and I never missed being present at vespers,

and in that we were not singular. The church was
always crowded with amateurs, the actors of the

opera even making a point of attending to improve

their taste in singing from these excellent models.

One thing that annoyed me, however, was the pro-

voking gratings, from which nothing but sounds

issued, and which concealed from view the angels

of beauty within. I could speak of nothing else.

One day when I was talking of the subject at

Mons. le Blond's, " if you are so anxious," said he,

" to see these young ladies, I can easily satisfy you,

for I am one of the directors of the establishment

;

I shall take you there to luncheon." I gave him no

rest,you may be sure, till he kept his word. Having

entered the hall that contained these beauties,

Mons. le Blond presented to me, one after the other,

those with whose names and voices I had become

familiar. " Come here, Sophie"—she was a per-

fect fright. " Come here, Cattina"—she was blioid

of an eye. " Come here, Bettina"—she again was
disfigured by the smallpox. Scarcely one but had
some notable delect. The rascal laughed at my
surprise and disappointment. Nevertheless two or

three appeared to me passable, but they only sung

in the choirs. During luncheon I remarked that

indiBerent looks do not necessarily chase away the

Graces; and then I said to myself—whoever sings

so well must have soul—and they have souls. In

short, my disappointment had begun so much to

subside, that, when I took my departure, I found

myself almost in love with the whole of them. I

hesitated about returning to vespers—but could not

stay away. I continued to find their singing de- i

lightful, and their voices painted their faces so well, 1

that, while they sung, I persisted in spite of my ^

eyes, in thinking them the greatest beauties in the

world.— J. C.

MUSIC AT THE ITALIAN OPERA.

A subdued tone and repose are the characteristic

features of the subscribers to the opera, you will

not be surprised to find the music there of a sub-

dued and reposo character ; there is no noise at the

opera, no thrashing out sound as one thrashes out

oats with a flail ; the expression of the music to be

performed is more attended to than even the execu-

tion, and taste reigns supreme. A vulgar ear will

be infinitely more pleased with the crashing, stun-

ning, blasting noise of the concerts at the English

opera house, but nothing of that loud talking upon

catgut is understood here; the object of the per-

formers here is to make their instruments speak, and

in speaking to make them say something:, as it is of

the singers to make their songs act, and in acting to

do something. This is precisely, and concisely, the

dift'erence between the music at the Italian opera

and the music everywhere else about town, and this

expressiveness it is that gives to the former its de-

served superiority.

—

Blacliwood's Magazine.
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TURN AGAIN THOU FAIR ELIZA.

243

Words by Burns.

Andante espressivo.

Ai7'— TJte bonnle hrncket Lassie*
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Turn a^ain, thou fair Eliza,

Ae kind blink before we part,

Rue on thy despairinj^" lover 1

Canst thou break his faithfu' heart?
Turn again, thou fair Eliza;

If to love thy heart denies,

For pity hide the cruel sentence
Under friendship's kind disguise!

Thee, dear maid, hae I offended ?

The offence is loving thee :

Canst thou wreck his peace for ever,
Wha for thine wad gladly die ?

No. 69.

While the life beats in my bosom,
Thou shalt mix in ilka throe

;

Turn again, thou lovely maiden,
Ae sweet smile on me bestow.

Not the bee upon the blossom.
In the pride o' sunny noon

;

Not the little sporting- fairy,

All beneath the simmer moon;
Not the poet, in the moment
Fancy lightens in his e'e.

Kens the pleasure, feels the rapture^
That thy presence gies to ma.
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CATHEDRAL HYMN.
A dim and mighty minster of Old Time !

A temple shadowy with remembrances
Of the majestic past!—the very light

Streams with a colouring of heroic days
In every ray, which leads through arch and aisle

A path of dreamy lustre, wandering back
To other years;—and the rich fretted roof,

And the wrought coronal of summer leaves,

Ivy and vine, and many sculptor'd rose

—

The tenderest image of mortality

—

Binding the slender columns, whose light shafts

Cluster like stems in corn-sheaves—all these things

Tell of a race that nobly, fearlessly,

On their heart's worship pour'd a wealth of love

!

Honour be with the dead!—the people kneel

Under the helms of antique chivalry.

And in the crimson gloom from banners thrown,
And midst the forms, in pale shroud slumber carv'd

Of warriors on their tombs.—The people kneel
Where mail-clad chiefs have knelt; where jewelled

crowns
On the flushed brow of conquerors have been set;

Where the high anthems of old victories

Have made the dust give echoes. Hence vain

thoughts

!

Memories of power and pride, which long ago,

Like dim processions of a dream, have sunk
In twilight depths away. Return, my soul

!

The cross recals thee.—Lo I the blessed cross

!

High o'er the banners and the crests of earth

Fix'd in its meek and still supremacy !

And lo ! the throng of beating human hearts,

With all their secret scrolls of buried grief.

All their full treasuries of immortal hope.

Gathered before their God! Hark! bow the flood

Of the rich organ harmony bears up
Their voice on its high waves!—a mighty burst!

—

A forest sounding music !—every tone

Which the blasts call forth with their harping
wings

From gulfs of tossing foliage, there is blent

:

And the old minster— forest-like itself

—

With its long avenues of pillared shade.

Seems quivering all with spirit, as that strain

O'erflows its dim recesses, leaving not

One tomb unthrilled by the strong sympathy
Answering the electric notes.—Join, join, my soul!

In thine own lowly, trembling consciousness,

And thine own solitude, the glorious hymn.

Felicia Dorotliea Browne (3Irs. Hemans) born at

Liverpool, Sep.-H,\im,diedatDublin,May 16, 1835.

MY VOICE SHALT THOU HEAR IN THE MORNING, LORD.

ANTHEM, BY THE CHEVALIER NEUKOMM.
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FYE, NAY PR'YTHEE JOHN.

CATCH FOR THREE VOICES.
//. Purcell.

i I^_ffiE |:
-f^=i-

Fye nay pr'ythea Jolin, do not quar - rel man.

fefc *=^
5:

:Js=p:=p=:5^=q5^^=iE:
:^=fe:=iz—^z=j=:lr--1r—j:

Tou'ra a rogue, you've cheated me, I'll prove be - fore this com - pa - ny,

E^^E^
zzK

Sir, you lie, I scorn your word, or a - ny man that wears a sword, for

:=^:

:i—

:

1=i=S:
let's bo rj and drink

-©-
bout.

:fs==p=zp: :^—^z :?;: m:i—t£=4E:

caren't a farth - mg, sir, for all you stout.

:z!:s=:pz
:S: =1^ SEE ^3:^

-^'

all your huff who cares a fig;, or who cares for you.

MR. MAINZER IN SCOTLAND.

This indefatigable and pbilanthrophic gentleman

has shown an amount of devotion and perseverance

which fully entitle him to the thanks of the liberal

and educated portion of the population of the

British Empire. No distance seems too far, no

labour too great, no obstacle seems insurmountable,

to will and to do are with him terms of the same im-

port. South, West, North and East have been visited

by him. He has identified himself with every move-

ment which has the elevation and improvement of

the people for its object, whether religious or moral,

throughout the country—at one time we find him

joining in the labours of Father Mathew and zeal-

ously endeavouringto supply for the working. classes

a pleasing and delightful substitute for the deep se-

duction of the whiskey-shop— at another we hear of

him lecturing to the inmates of the lunatic asylums

and striving to provide a fund of pleasing associa-

tions to those whose reasoning faculties are shattered

and perverted by the most melancholy and humbling

of all human ailments. Then again we find him
No, 70 and Sup.

co-operating with the teachers of charitable insti-

tutions in the labour of instructing the unsophisti-

cated and pliant heart of childhood, and his beau-

tiful little airs become the means by which the words

of religious hope or of moral precept will take a fast

and permanent hold on the young imagination,

and, as far as human foresight can pierce, giving

promise of at least laying the foundation of what

will go far to make a happy and virtuous old age.

In Scotland, we hear of him lecturing to thou-

sands in Edinburgh, and immediately he is holding

a fete champetre on the romantic Loch Lomond,

and its echoes, which erewhile reverberated the

slogan and the war-song of barbarous caterans, are

now heard whispering back and pleasedly lingering

over and repeating the songs of peace and universal

brotherhood. Then as though he had a lease of

the " seven league boots" ofour nursery days—he is off

and away, and lona or Inverness is not too distant

for him—" even with a twynke" he is in Dumfries,

Kilmarnock and Ayr. Bui it is needless for us to

attempt following him in his tour through Scotland,
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for one day he is on the mountains, amid the
cloudy spectres of Ossian's land, and the next he is

speaking in a meeting of assembled divines, or

gaining among the laity the suffrages alike of the
educated and the ignorant. He is a feature of the

age in which we live. Men begin to perceive that

the ornamental does not detract from the useful, but
that a high utility requires more than mere thews
and sinews, and that a religious education does

not necessarily require a sacrifice of the arts which
civilization has perfected, and which in the rudest

times were held marks of superiority.

In our Miscellany we have endeavoured to de-

velope and carry out some of the foregoing prin-

ciples, and it is with much gratification that we
witness the approach of a time when music will be
held as a necessary part of our system of national

education. Too long had the profession of music,

especially in Scotland, been doomed to obloquy

and almost contempt. And it is not to be won-
dered at, for it is no very long time since a little

degree of knowledge in music was associated with a
very great amount of personal carelessness, not to

say vice, on the part of the possessor.—The time

necessary to acquire a knowledge of its principles,

and the small remuneration which fell to the share

of him who had devoted his time for its acquisi-

tion, made it not worth the attention of the educated

portion of society, and thus it fell into the hands
almost exclusively of a class of men whose acquire-

ments in the science were as contemptible as their

conduct and character were worthless— this, al-

though the class is now in a great measure extinct,

has left an evil influence which is not yet entirely

removed, and we cannot look upon the advent of

Mr. Mainzer in any other light than as a great

public and universal benefaction.

The puritanical spirit which held sway over the

religious exercises of the Scottish church, almost

entirely proscribed music from the duties of the

sanctuary, and what was allowed to remain, was
performed on the part of precentors and people in

a manner so slovenly and heartless, that saving the

reels, strathspeys, and popular song airs,which cus-

tom had identified with the national tliought, and
which were almost integral portions of our national

language, music was allowed to languish, and its

fascinating and moral powers were unknown and
unappreciated. It was impossible however, that

this state of things could long continue. A spirit

of inquiry and self tuition began to establish itself

upon the substratum of antiquated and time con-

secrated observances and abuses, and men thence-

forth resolved to add the elegant to the useful.

Immediately there sprung up innumerable institu-

tions which had for their object the widening the

range of human observation, and adding to their

means of rational enjoyment.

Gradually throughout all Scotland the wish to

know and to be able to read music with facility has
been gaining strength, and most fortunate is it for the

people, that this wish will meet with a speedy and
full gratification. Still more happy is the circum-

stance that Mr. Mainzer, who appears among us,

comes prepared with so many necessary qualifica-

tions to aid in the delightful exercise. He comes
as an educated gentleman to redeem the profession

and the study of music from the lowly position to

which they were consigned, and from which they

were but beginning to emerge. His mind is amply
stored with the material to make music respectable,

gathered evidently from a careful study of the writ-

ings of the elder literary giants, which he delivers

in the most easy and seductive manner. His eru-

dition brought to illustrate the history of music
raises it to a noble position among subjects for study

and practice. His own conduct and captivating

manners are a plea for the beneficient influence of

music, and speak more powerfully than any words
of ours can in behalf of it as a means for the fur-

therance of social delight, and the knitting together

of the whole human family. His genius and in-

dustry, brought to the task of popular musical

instruction, give the study an importance which a
mind less eminently gifted would fail to produce.

Most heartily do we wish him success. For his

labours have been severe, and the highest pleasure

and reward—we feel convinced—he could enjoy or

wish for, would be to see the knowledge of music

as widely diffused as is the knowledge of letters.

Scotland is rich in melody, and most rich in song,

and the people of Scotland are gifted with the

power and the feeling to unite these twin charmers,

as far as the possession of musical voices is con-

cerned; and the Scottish people have the power
of perseverance in a degree not inferior to that of

any other people. Why then should he not suc-

ceed? Our wish is, that he may find the people of

Scotland so ready to embrace his system, and those

who have the power to further his views so willing

to aid him, that he may be tempted to make his

home among our own wild hills and luxuriant

valleys, whose echoes are perpetually gushing forth

the richest melodies and the most noble harmonies.

It has been said that " the wish is father to the

deed ;" would it were so in this case, for soon would

we have Mr. Mainzer installed into the Chair of

Music in our Metropolitan University, where his

talents would add a lustre to its already high fame,

and where his services and his presence would per-

petuate and render permanent the desire for musical

tuition which we know is already in existence. In
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the event of such a circumstance, we can look for-

ward to and anticipate llie time when the noble

music hall in Edinburgh would be filled with eager

and entranced crowds, listening to the inspired

strains which some of the purest and best of men

breathed from theirdeep hearts; when the works oi

the old composers of our native land, and those ol

Bach,HandeI, Haydn, Mozart, Beet]ioven,&c. would

be heard and understood in Scotland, and not be

as now, mere nicknames for an overpowering inys-

iery which every one has heard of but which no one

understands. We can see meetings held in the glens

and upon the hill sides, where hundreds of voices

are joining together, and hearts bounding wiih

rapture of the pure enjoyment. We are certain

that his pre-sence amongst us would turn public

attention to the state of our psalmody, the sing-

ing of which is a disgrace to a civilized people.

Psalmody is the only part of our national worship

in which the people are allowed to join their voices,

and why should they not endeavour to improve their

singing so as to show that they are in earnest, and

have a delight in the enjoyment of the salutary pri-

vilege; as it is at present there is little of heart in

the singing of our congregations, and a deplorable

wantof taste. This isa branch of musical education

to which Mr.Mainzerhas already made frequent re-

ference in his lectures, and the benefit which would

accrue to the service of religion by bis residence as

professor of music in the University of Edinburgh

is altogether incalculable-

Our readers in this part of the country will al-

ready be aware that Mr. Mainzer has offered him-

self as a candidate for the Chair of Music in the

above University. Addresses from various parts of

the couutry to the senate of the academy have been

sent—we hope these will be immediately followed

by others from the towns where he has visited and

lectured, so that the respectful expression of the

esteem in which he is held may influence those

with whom the franchise lies in the forthcoming

election.

We have much pleasure in giving publicity lo the

following extract from the address of Mr. Mainzer

to the very reverend the Principal and Professors

of the University of Edinburgh, as, not being printed

for public circulation it is not likelv to fall into the

hands of our readers :

—

Tn the year 1826, after the completion of my studies

of the classic writers of Greece and Rome, natural

philosophy and the mathematics, 1 determined on de-

voting myself exclusively to the study of Music, which
I had learned and practised from my childhood, and
with the general principles of which I was so well

acquainted, that I not only read all Music at sight, but
played on almost every kind of instrument.

In order to acquire a perfect knowledge ofharmony
and counterpoint, together with the history and philo-

sophy of the Art of Music, I travelled, during three
years, over Germany, France, and Italy. My masters
in composition were men whose names stand among
the first in Europe. I began with C. H. Kinck of
Darmstadt, and studied harmony and counterpoint
under his care during nine months, and continued
under the Chevalier Ignatius Von Seyfried and Abbate
Stadler, in Vienna, during a similar period. I then
visited Rome, and studied under the learned Abbate
Baini, Director of the Pontifical Chapel, with the
especial design of acquiring the style called the " Stylo

alia Cappelia," or "alia Palestrina."
After a course of seven months' study under Baini,

and having visited the celebrated Zingarelli in the
Conservatorioof NapleSjI returned to Germany, where
I wrote various theoretical and practical works on
Music, and composed cantatas, masses, oratorios, and
operas—the titles of which appear in the accompanying
catalogue. I established several schools, and was at

the head of the Musical department in the Normal
Schools for the instruction of Teachers and students of
divinity. Besides this, I taught singing in charity and
military schools, and, for the first time in prisons.

In a few years, I was fortunate enough to see my
Elementary Books on Singing and my Collections of
Songs for Two, Three, and Four Voices, in every
school, and in the hands of every child in Germany.
The performances of my compositions, and the success

of my popular teaching, speedily attracted the attention

of the public to mv exertions. In tlie year 1S29, the

Kinji^ of Prussia sent me the gold medal " Fiir Kunst
und Wissenschaft."

Althoui^h 1 had received several demi-official invi-

tations to Berlin, I preferred goin^- to Paris, for the
purpose of brin-^incr my dramatic compositions before
the public, where I was sure to find a wjder field for

that method of tuition which 1 had then already in

contemplation.
My methods and compositions, published in France,

where as successful as those in Germany, and successive

editions of all have been issued, even to the present

day. Notwithstanding the adoption of the Method
of Wilhemhy i\\Q French Government, many \ears

previously to my visit to Paris, they recommended my
Methode de Chant to all schools, and placed it in the
official catalogue of works approved and adopted by
the Minister of Education.

In Paris, for the first time, I taught simultaneous
singinsT to the working classes, on that extended scale

in which it is now generally done. My classes in the
French capital attracted so much attention, that the
present King of Prussia, then Crown Prince, com-
missioned the Director of the Military Sinj^inoj Schools
of BerHn to visit Paris, for the express purpose of
making himself acquainted with my method of teaching
large numbers at once, with a view to its application

to the instruction of the soldiers and artisans of Prussia,

The establishment of the Parisian schools for work-
men brought me into personal communication with the
Ministers Gasparin and Guizot—also with Arago, De
Lamartine, De la Mennais, De Potter, Victor Hugo,
&c. &c. Many celebrated musicians also visited my
schools, and e-xpresspd their entire concurrence with
my views and practice ; among these were Paer, Ber-
ton, Baillot, Riess, Wilhem, Meyerbeer, Liszt, &c. &c.
The Chevalier Sigismund Neukomm was not only a
daily visiter at my classes, but wrote several composi-
tions for them.

During my travels in Germany and Italy, and also

during my residence of ten years in France, I made
acquaintance with the most celebrated masters of the
day. "With many I maintained, and still maintain, a
most interesting aad cordial correspondence, extracts
from which I intend to introduce in an appendix, as
the only testimonials of which 1 shall avail myself.

In addition to my works for classes and schools

—

and my practical teaching, I published in Paris pro-
bably more than two hundred treatises on the various
branches of music, whether scientific, historical^sesthe-
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ticalj or critical. The titles of some of the more im-
portant of these will be found in the catalogue.

Since my first arrival in this country, in the year
1811, 1 have established schools in almost every town
of Great Britain and Ireland ; I have also given very
numerous Lectures on the Principles of Music, on the
History of Sacred Music, as well as on the Principles
of Harmony, Composition, on Melody, the Poetry of
Music, and on the Popular Music of the various Na-
tions of Europe, embracing the Reflection of Historical
events and National Peculiarities.

After a due consideration of what I have accom-
plished in the Three Kingdoms, during the space of
two years, without having had friends, patronage, or
even any previous acquaintance with the English
language—a conclusion may be drawn as to the pro-
bable results of my labours, if the opportunity be af-

forded me of devoting them especially to Edinburgh

—and, through Normal Schools in Vocal and Instru-

mental Music, there to be established, to the whole of

Scotland.

THE MELODY OF SONG.

If even words are sweet, what, what is song
\Vhen lips we love the melody prolong?
How thrills the soul, and vibrates to that lay,

Swells with the glorious sound, or dies away !

How to the cadence of the simplest words
That ever hung upon the wild harp's chords.

The breathless heart lies listening ; as it felt

All life within it on that music dwelt.
And hush'd the beating pulse's rapid power
By its own will, for that enchanted hour,

Hun. Mrs. Norton.
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DONIZETTL
This author's fecundity seems to increase with

his years—he goes on with constantly accelerated

rapidity; and, if greatness is to be measured by bulk,

he bids fair to be the very greatest of composers.

During the last Parisian season, he produced twi)

new pieces at the Italian Theatre, " Linda di

Chamouni," and " Don Pasquale;" and he is now
employed upon a great five act opera for the Aca-

damie Royale de Mu^ique, written for him by Scribe,

the playwright general for the French stage.

Signor Donizetti is wise in his generation ; he is the

fashion ; and, well aware, no doubt, what a ileetiug

thing musical fashion is, especially in his branch

of the art, he is busily making hay while the sun

shines. But such great and general popularity, it

may be assumed, cannot be altogether undeserved.

In order to attract, there must be attractive qualities;

and the people attracted, it must be remembered,

are not a rade and uncultivated rabble, but the

most refined and polished audiences all over Eu-

rope. Still, however, popularity (in music, at all

events) has never been found a test of merit. On
the contrary, the popularity of musical composers

has generally been in the inverse ratio of the great-

ness and originality of their genius. When we

recall the names of illustrious and naw popular

musicians, we must think what they were in their

own day. Mozart and Beethoven lived and died

neglected and poor, while they saw many popular

competitors reap the golden harvests which were

denied to them. Purcell, immeasurably the greatest

musician that England produced, has never had a

tithe of the popularity enjoyed by many ballad-

mongers. And what shall we say to the case of

Handel, the Colossus of music? His whole life,

long as it was, exhibited a heart breaking struggle

with difliculties, failures, and disasters, which at

one time unsettled his reason, and nearly brought

him to the grave. Those who now hear around
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them, in every direction, the sound of his mighty
name, little know the injustice, the neglect, the

hostility he experienced in his own day ; the pre-

ference bestowed on inferior artists—on the Doni-
zettis and Mercadantes of the time—while his own
beautiful operas were performed to empty benches.

Even his oratorios have gained only what may be

called a posthumous popularity. It rouses indig-

nation to see how slightingly both he and they were
talked of by the fashionable arbiters of taste

—

Horace Walpole, for instance; and they were very

often performed (even in their freshness of novelty)

to such select audiences, that Handel used, with a
sort of rueful pleasantry, to console himself by
saying to the persons about him, " Never mind—the

music will sound the better." In truth it is not by
transcendent genius that popularity is speedily

acquired, it is by the possession,by one who knows

how to turn them " to account," of common-place
qualities, easily appreciable by the vulgar—for there

is a great vulgar as well as a small. Such a man
is Donizetti. He has great facility in stringing

together pretty but thoroughly hackneyed passages,

adapted with tact and skill to the voices and powers
of the admirable singers for whom he has the good
fortune to write. These singers can do what they

will with his music; they can cover it with brilliant

ornaments, and iill it with beautiful (lights and
fancies of their own, without the smallest appre-

hension of being at variance with its meagre har-

monies or disturbing its expression. With music
of a higher class they cannot take such liberties

;

and that is the reason why they (almi*st without
exception) have such a dislike to the very name of

Mozart.

—

London Mominy Chronicle,

OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.
No. 26.-On LOVE! HOW JUST AND HOW SEVERE THY MIGHTY GODHEAD IS.

h'ot too slow. Francis Forcer.—-Playford's Collection.

Lively.
No. 27.-LOWLAND WILLIE
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No. 26.—Tliis tune, by Francis Forcer; is from

the collection of John Playford, dated 1684. The
rythm of this old melody will be new to most of

our readers, yet in spite of its quaint and out of the

way transitions, it is well worthy of a perusal. The
literary antiqimry pores with huge delight over

the unique black letter copy of some book, which
in his eyes is more valuable than a whole Alexan-

drian library of modern works. To him the first

glance upon its broad page is eloquent, and the

imprimatur of Wynkyn de Worde, or Caxton, is a
guarantee for its correctness. The student, however,
regards ihese remains in another and more worthy

aspect. To such a one they mark the tastes and
modes of thought and expression of the people of
its era, and, by contrast, show him the vast difl'er-

ence that has taken place in the national ideology,

as well as in the structure of language. In like

manner old melodies are useful to tlie musical stu-

dent, because they inform him of the style of the

time in which they were composed, and enable him
to appreciate the very important variations which
through the lapse of time have taken place in the

structure of musical phrases. The curious, in this

specimen from the collection left by Playford, are

furnished with a true strain of the jolly days of
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" merry England," when the fathers of English
music were thrilling the ears of gay courtiers,

mumming masquers, mad roysterers, and bully

rooks, with their mighty harpings.

No. 27.—Lowland Willie is evidently of modern
date. We found this air on an odd leaf of a tattered

and soiled music book, which supplied no hint of

its author. As the tune is good we hastened to

place it among our old and scarce melodies, lest it

should escape from our sight and memory. Per-

haps some of our correspondents are able to furnish

us with the particulars of its history.

MY LOVE SHE'S BUT A LASSIE YET.

Vivace.
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My loTe she's but a lassie yet,

My love she's but a lassie yet

;

We'll let her stand a year or twa.
She'll no be half sae saucy yet.

I rue the day I sought her, 6,
I rue the day I sought her, O

;Wha gets her need na say she's woo'd,
But he may say he's bought her, O I

Come, draw a drap o' the hest o't yet.

Come, draw a drap o' the best o't yet

;

Gae seek for pleasure where ye will.

But here I never niiss'd it yet.

We're a' dry wi' drinking o't.

We're a' dry wi' drinking o't

;

The minister kiss'd the fiddler's wife.

An' could na preach for thinkin' o't.
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SAW YE JOHNNIE COMIN'.
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his blue bonnet on his head. And his doggie rinnin', quo' she. And his doggie rinnin'

m
O saw ye Johnnie conlin', quo' she.

Saw ye Johnnie comin'
;

O saw ye Johnnie comin', quo' she^

Saw ye Johnnie comin'

:

Wi' his blue bonnet on his head,

And his doggie rinnin', quo* she.

And his doggie rinnin',

O fee him, faither, fee him, quo' slie,

Fee him, faither, fee him ;

O fee him, faither, fee him, quo' she.

Fee him, faither, fee him
;

For O he is a gallant lad.

And a weel doin' ;

And a' the wark about the town
Gaes wi' me when I see him, quo' she,

Gaes wi' me when I see him.

what will I do wi' him, hizzie.

What will I do wi' him ?

He's ne'er a savk upon his back.
And I hae nane to gi'ehim.

1 hae twa sarks into my kist,

And ane o' them I'll gie him ;

And for a merk o' mair fee

Dinna stand wi' him, quo' she,

Dinna stand wi' him.

For weel do I lo'e him, quo' she,

"Weel do I lo'e him ;

No. 71.

For weel do T lo'e him, quo' she,

Weel do I lo'e him,
O fee him, faither, fee him, quo' she,

Fee him, faither, fee him

;

He' 1 1 baud the pleugh, thrash in the barn.
And crack wi' me at e'en, quo* sh

,

And crack wi* me at e'en.

THOU HAST LEFT ME EVER.
Words to the same Air y by Bums.

Thou hast left me ever, Jamie !

Thou hast left me ever ;

Thou hast left me ever, Jam'e !

Thou hast left me ever.

Aften hast thou vow'd that death
Only should us sever

;

Now thou's left thy lass for ay

—

I maun see thee never, Jamie,
I maun see thee never !

Thou hast me forsaken, Jamie I

Thou hast me forsaken
;

Thou hast me forsaken, Jamie I

Thou hast me forsaken.

Thou canst love another jo,

While my heart is breaking:
Soon my weary een I'll close.

Never mair to waken, Jamie,
Never mair to waken t
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MUSIC IN RUSSIA.

So little is known of the state of art in Russia,

beyond the sums of money munificently lavished

on individual artists, that the following paper, a

translated abstract from two letters addressed by

M. Adolphe Adam, the sprightly composer of " Le
Postilion de Lonjumeau," to the Editor of La
Prance Musicale, can hardly fail to be interesting.

M. Adam, it will be remembered, passed the winter

.->f 1839-40 in St. Petersburg, having been invited

there to compose the music of a ballet for Mdlle.

Taglioni.

—

Athenceum.

Sacred music in St Petersburg, carries away the

palm, because it is the only music typical of its

birth-place, and not imitative of the music of

other nations: at least, so far as regards its

execution. The Greek church does not admit

of the use of instruments. The singers of the

Emperor's chapel, therefore, who never sing any

other music but that of the services, have arrived at

a power of singing unaccompanied, with a justness

of intonation which it is impossible to imagine.

An inconceivable strangeness is also given to their

performance, by the nature of the double bass voices,

the extent of which is from the A below the lines to

the c above (bass clef), and which, by its lower

octave doubling the bass voices of the ordinary

register, produces an amazing eflect. With us the

limit of the bass voice seems to be e flat, below the

line, D being an extreme rarity ; but whereas all our

students labour to push the voice upwards,—sacri-

ficing such pedal tones, that they may be able to

sing the modern music, in Russia, a few double-

bass chest-notes are a fortune; if their possessor

be also a good musician, he becomes his Majesty

tlie Emperor's pensioner for life. Alone, these

voices would be insupportably heavy, but in com-
bination their effect is miraculous ; and never have

I been so moved by any orchestral performance as

by the vocal services of the Emperor's chapel.

The soprani are energetic, and there are some
agreeable solo voices among the children : the tenors,

though far from being as unique as the bass voices,

are still very satisfactory. Ivanoff belonged to this

chapel, and was sent thence to Italy to complete

his musical education, but the unexpected fugue

by which he terminated his studies, will probably

hinder any other of the pupils from being allowed

a like advantage. I wish the music were equal to

the singers. Almost all of it dates back to the last

century, and is the composition of a certain Ber-

tiensky, who did not want talent or science so much
as original invention. The direction of the chapel

is intrusted to Colonel Lvoff, an exceedingly clever

composer, and a distinguished violinist.

Dramatic music flourishes less than any other in

St. Petersburg : and it is difficult to understand why,

when the church has such magnificent voices, and the

army such excellent wind instruments, the theatre

should have such a poor orchestra, and neither

choruses nor singers. There are three theatres—the

Great Theatre, devoted to ballet and Russian and

German opera; the Theatre Michael, where they

play the lighter German comedies and operas, Frencli

comedies and vaudevilles; and the Alexandrine

Theatre, exclusively devoted to Russian pieces ;—all

three are allowed an enormous sum by the Emperor
—but the Alexandrine Theatre alone pays its ex-

penses. The Great Theatre is one of the finest

edifices of its kind in Europe—the salle is larger

U»an that of our French Opera;—but Opera has

lost all its importance since the arrival of Mdlle.
Taglioni. The orchestra is numerous, but made
up of inferior materials ; and capable of nothing
better than ballet music—it contains, however, an
excellent flute and very good oboe, both Russian
artists. That of the German Opera is, outhew hole,

better, but still there is much to be desired in its

details. The company is weak, and I can only

particularise Breiting, the first tenor, and Versing,

the bass, whose magnificent organ deserves to have
been better practised. The repertory; as is the
case throughout Germany, consists of translated

French and Italian operas, and halfa dozen German
works, including two by Weber and four by Mozart.
The Russian opera has not more influence on the

public taste, having only the same repertory to

another text, and with other singers. Leonof, the

first tenor, is only Russian by birth, being the son
of Field, the pianist, aud having studied in France

;

he is a good musician, but wants voice. The prima
donna, too, used to be known at our Opera Comique,
as Mdlle. Verteuil : here, having also been born in

Russia, she has taken the name of Soloviova, which
translated, is a sort of diminutive o( ^^ nightingale

:"

she has a pleasing voice, and excessive facility, but

she is a poor musician, and most unequal singer.

Mdlle. Stepanova, a young pupil of the Academy,
would have been a good singer had she studied

good models. Petrof, the first bass singer, has a
fine voice, but little method—his wife. La Petrova,

has a very limited contralto, but which she knows
how to use with great expression and energy. As
the Russian company has only one bass singer, she

is obliged to sing such parts as Tamburini's in ' I

Puritani,' and, of course, to take the redoubtable

duo in unison, in the higher octave. The orchestra

of the Russian opera is no better than the German.
M. Cavos, who directs it, is a composer and musician

of talent, and the eldest son of the distinguished

architect, who rebuilt the Great Theatre. There is

but one national Russian opera, ' All for the Czar,'

founded on a simple anecdote of the old wars
between Russia and Poland, and the devotion of a

serf who exposes his life to save his sovereign.

Such a tale was sure to be popular in Russia, and
the music of M. Glinka has had as much success as

the poem ; the work having for some years been

played with little intermission. There is, unques-

tionably, great merit in the musician's share of the

work,—skill in form, and care in instrumentation.

M. GUnka was resolved to write music which should

be neither Italian, French, nor German, and so far

he has succeeded ; but he has not made his work

interesting to any save Russian ears. I never heard

any work so soporific—his opera being written in

the style of the national melodies, which are almost

all m the minor key, and of an undecided and
melancholy rhythm. There is not one recitative

—

only sweet and pensive airs, intermixed from time

to time by very well managed and well written

choruses. This opera is much betterexecuted than

any of the translations with which it is alternated.

One cause of the scarcity of singers in Russia is,

doubtless, the height of the pitch, which is half a

tone sharper there than in Paris. Conceive the

torture of those unfortunate beings who are com-

pelled to sing parts written for Riibini, Duprez,

Falcon ! It will be diflicult to mitigate this, on

account of the resistance always made by the stranger

artists who visit St. Petersburgh, and who, being

chiefly violinists or violoncellists, find great advan-

tage and brilliancy in so exaggerated a diapason.
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The number of musical amateurs at St. Peters-

burg is great : they confine themselves, however, ap-

parently, to three instruments, the piano, the violin,

and the violoncello—an amateur player on any wind
instrument would be sought for in vain. Thus, the

artists who are certain of success in Russia are pia-

nists, violinists, and violoncellists, as the past winter's

campaign of Henselt, Vieuxtemps,and Servais, suf-

ficiently testifies. In the first class of amateurs I

must mention the Counts Michael and Matthew
Wilheourski,—the first, an amateur composer, some
of whose works have been adopted by Paris and
Berlin publishers,—and who has written a national

opera, which, with retrenchments, would, I am sure,

be more successful than that by M. Glinka,— the

second, a violoncellist, and the best in St. Peters-

burg, artists included, with the exception of Servais.

At the house of these noblemen, I have heard the
quartettsof Mendelssohn, which are scarcely known
in France, admirably executed, Vieuxtemps and
Colonel Lvoff alternately taking the first violin,

without any extraordinary difterence being observ-

able. Colonel Lvoff, too, besides his remarkable
performance, is an extremely clever composer. I

must speak, too, of the Prince Odoeski, an excellent

musician and a good pianist—of the bass voice of

the Prince Gregory Wolkonski, of the exquisite

tenor of Prince Michael Kotchoubei, and of the
duet between tenor and bass in the brothers Pachkof.
This excellence, in a pursuit so widely distinct from
the profession and position of those exercising it,

seems to excite no astonishment in Russia. In
France, it is a reproach to a grave and learned
person to have cultivated with success an art treated

merely as a trifling relaxation—and I recollect well
the astonishment excited in some persons by the
talent in singing displayed by the celebrated Dr.
Orfila. In Russia it is difl'ereut: a gentleman may
speak his three or four languages, and be a good
instrumentalist into the bargain, without being
treated as a rara avis. Life goes so easily with us
at Paris—pleasures and dissipations pursue us so
incessantly, that it absolutely demands courage to

escape them ; and those even, who are compelled to

labour, are often obliged to exercise strong constraint
to procure the requisite leisure. But in Russia, it

is necessary to create occupations to get rid of ennui.
Think of a winter eight months long, where the
climate obliges you, perforce, to confine yourselves
to apartments in which an artificial heat mimics
the spring, and where daylight appears at nine
o'clock, to disappear at three ! 'Thus the arts,

which with us are an amusement, become there a
necessity. Justice, however, must be done to the
rare superiority which the Russians have attained
—an amateur, who is not of the first class, dare not
confess that he knows anything of music I have
said that singing is little cultivated—there is no
want of good voices, only of models. The Countess
Rossi (ex Sontag), who has for some years been
resident at St. Petersburg, could have given a great
impulse to this branch of art ; but, being newly
admitted amongst the aristocracy, her influence has
been small or none. There are at St. Petersburg
two masters of Italian singing, who are far from
being without merit, MM. Rubini and Soliva; but
they labour under the disadvantage of not being
themselves singers. The greater number of artists

are Germans, and, consequently, excellent musi-
cians ; but directing the tastes of their pupils towards
instrumental rather than vocal music.
The people do not cultivate music, but they love

it. The serfs have some rude instruments, on which
they accompany themselves, while singing. But I

must not forget to speak of the bands of Gipsy singers

which I have heard. Their music, made up of a
dozen voices, or thereabouts, is the most extrava-

gant thing conceivable. When they begin, their

quaint and shrill voices absolutely hurt the ear; but

as they become animated, beating their drums and
tfarinc/ their guitars (their only instrument), their

wild energy—a positive musical frenzy, augmented
by their gestures and their pantomime—takes you
by storm, and excites sensations never felt before.

IMPERIAL COURT SINGERS OF RUSSIA.

Every Saturday morning, from ten to twelve

o' clock, the " Imperial Court Singers" rehearse in

their institution, on the Muika canal, which, with
its extensive fore-court and side buildings, forms
almost a palace ; and I wish, with all due respect

to the young and amiable King Otho of Greece,
that his palace at Nauplia, with its front of five

windows, could be conveniently converted into such
a dwelling as this. To the rehearsals a card of

admission is easily obtained from the director of
the institution; and on those days a select company
generally assembles. One is here induced to repeat

the expression of Madame Catalani, (who once
reigned as queen in the kingdom of sound) on the

occasion of her being present at a chorus of these

singers. She is said to have exclaimed with tears,

" My song is but of this world—but that which I

have just heard is a chorus of angels !" It is certain

that a very peculiar feeling pervades the audience,

when without the accompaniment of any instru-

ment, the full choir, consisting of one hundred
men and boys, ascend gradually from the softest

piano to the most overpowering forte, and then, by
slight modulations, the notes die away as it were
in the distance. Among other pieces, I heard a
Crucifix-Its, written for six voices, by Lotti ; and I

cannot describe the impression it made, not only
upon myself, but upon all present. I might indeed
be accused of exaggeration, were I to dwell at length

on the emotions excited, in the most visible way,
upon the entire auditory, young and old; and there-

fore I content myself with alluding again to the

before stated opinion of the great singer, which
appears to embody so felicitously my own judge-
ment. What in other choirs is so unpleasantly

prominent,—namely, the overstraining ofindividual

voices—is here quite unknown. All the singers are

equally well gifted ; the selection of them (mostly
from the peasant class) being made with the greatest

care.

This vocal academy, which existed under Wla-
dimir the Great, that is between the years 980 and
1015, and. was then formed of Greek singers, is

maintained by the state, which provides for the
improvement of the students in every branch of
musical science ; and not in music only, but other
departments of instruction are added,—so that when
a boy, in consequence of ripening years, loses his

voice, he will have received a sufliciently good
education to be enabled to serve the state in some
other way,—means of doing which being furnished
by the Emperor. The older members of the
institution receive a salary, and board in the es-

tablishment, and are not precluded from marrying.
They are promoted, like other official persons,
according to gradation of rank, as is customary iu

Russia; and as regards the pensioning of their
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widows and children, they are placed on the same
footing. The more important Russian embassies
at foreign courts are accompanied by a small choir
from this institution, whose exertions are required
in order to complete the religious ceremonies of
their church service. Such a choir, for instance,
is attached to the church of the Russian embassy
in Greece, which I hare often heard there at festivals.

On particular grand occasions, as at Easter, in the
^ear 1834, the officers of the Russian fleet stationed

at Nauplia (amateurs in music) strengthened the
choir. Similar vocal bodies are attached to all the
Russian regiments, consisting ofsoldiers and soldier-

boys, who are obliged to assist at the military

church service.

—

M. von Tietz, St. Petersburg, S^c. S(c.

1833-1834.

SONG—THE LILY O' THE VALE.

How aft I've sat beneath this bower,
At twilight's calm enchanting hour.

An' woo'd a sweet wee modest flower,

The Lily o' the Vale.

My heart has throbb'd wi' pleasure sweet,

The hours ha'e fled like moments fleet.

When her ripe lips wi' mine did meet,
Fair Lily o' the Vale.

The nichtbird's sang frae 'mangst the trees

Soon lost its charm my heart to please,

When her rich voice swell'd on the breeze,

Sweet Lily o' the Vale.

Her brow is o' the snaw-drap's hue,
An' dark her een o' shining blue.

Her lips twin roses gemm'd wi' dew.
Fair Lily o' the Vale,

Her dark an' flowing silken hair
In ringlets kiss a cheek sae fair.

That aft I've wished sic bliss to share,

Sweet Lily o' the Vale.

Wi' beauty's form an' grace refined,

She bears within a wealthy mind,
Whar a' that's pure an' brieht's combined.

Dear Lily o' the Vale.

Flowers more gay may deck the plain,

Sae chaste an' lovely there are nane

—

To me at least—compared wi' Jane,
The Lily o' the Vale.

Glasgow, August, 1843. James M'Ghegor.

HANDEL'S MONUMENT, AND COMMEMO-
RATIONS IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

At the left hand corner of the same wall on which
is Garrick's monument, is that of Handel, in which
the musician is represented surrounded by the
materials and accessories of his art—the organ in

the back ground, a harp in the hands of an angel
above, and an effigy of himself in the act of com-
position, and as if suddenly inspired, in front. No
one speaks of theatrical or orchestral gestures in

connexion with this great work.
Above the monument just referred to, Handel's,

is a tablet which reminds us of an interesting event
in the history of the musical art in this country,
the commemorations which took place within the
abbey walls on several diflerent occasions during

the last century, and once during the present. The
idea was first suggested in a conversation between
some enthusiastic admirers of the great musician
in 1783, who, seeing that, in the following year, a
century would have elapsed since his birth, and
a quarter of a century since his death, resolved to

attempt the getting up of a performance, on the

most magnificent scale, of Handel's works, by way
of commemoration. The directors of the Concerts

of Ancient Music not only highly approved of the

scheme, but voluntarily undertook the arduous and
responsible duty of arranging the performances.

The King, George III., also gave his fullest sanction.

On the 26th of May the performances began, during

the whole of which the abbey presented a magni-
ficent and unique spectacle. At the one end of the

nave was seen a kind of throne, with an enclosure

fitted up for Royalty, and most regally decorated,

in the centre ; and two other enclosures, one on each
side, for the Bishops, and for the Dean and Chapter.

At the otiier end rose the vast orchestra, with up-

wards of five hundred performers, and the organ, in

a Gothic frame, at the summit. The choral bands
were on steps at the sides, rising stage upon stage

till they seemed lost to the eyes of the spectators, in

their extremest elevation. Lastly, in the area and
galleries, in every nook and corner into which it

seemed possible for human beings to introduce

themselves, were the audience, three or four thou-

sand in number. The triumph of the architect to

whom the arrangements for the fitting up of the

Abbey had been confided, Mr. Wyatt, was seen in

the harmonious aspect which, we are told, the whole
presented ; all " so wonderfully corresponded with

the style of architecture of this venerable and beau-

tiful structure, that there was nothing visible, either

for use or ornament, which did not harmonise with
the principal tone of the building."

The success which attended this Commemoration
was very great. Two additional days were added
to the original number of three, and the additional

tickets sold amounted to nearly four thousand. The
receipts were £12,736 12s. lOd.; and out of this,

the Society of Decayed Musicians received £6000,
and the Westminster Hospital £1000. So great

was the excitement produced by it, that a series of

annual " commemorations" took place for a series

of years, the first of which was celebrated in 1785

(exactly a year after the grand commemoration) in

the -4bbey, under the same patronage and direction

as before. The band was increased by the addition

of more than a hundred performers ; but, on this

occasion, the receipts were less, although, singular

to say, the expenses were also diminished, notwith-

standing the increase of the band. In 1786, the

festival was again repeated, and the band also

enlarged, so as, on this occasion, to amount to 741

individuals, 'fhe proceeds this year came within

£400 of the receipts in 1784, but the expenses were
increased. The public appetite being rather excited

than satiated, a fourth grand festival took place in

1787, with still an increase in the band, which now
amounted to 825, including the principal singers,

twenty-five in number. On this occasion the receipts

rose to £14,042, proving the interest of the public

to be still on the stretch. But during the two
succeeding years, there were no renewals of these

splendid scenes,—the state of the king's health

being the principal cause why they were suspended.
They were again renewed in 1790, and finally in

1791, when the performers were increased to the

astonishing number of 1667. But though tolerably
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well attended, the tickets were not demanded with

the same avidity as before ; the edge of novelty was
l)lunted; the expenses of the performances were

increased, and the means of defraying them dimi-

nished. At this last Abbey-meeting the immortal
Haydn, then on his first visit to this country, was
present ; and from it derived his deep reverence for

the mighty genius of Handel, which, to the honour
no less of his candid modesty than of his judgment,
he was ever ready to avow. The last commemora-
tion was that of 1834.

—

Knight's London.

PRICE OF A VIOLONCELLO.
Batta's violoncello was once sold to a French

family in a small town in Spain for 300f., and
remained for years silent, neglected, and unappre-
ciated. One day it accidentally came under the

eye of a connoissieur, who at once pronounced it to

be worth 3000f., but he was treated as a wild
enthusiast. Some time afterwards, Batta had the
fortune to fall in with the instrument and deter-

mined to possess it, but its intrinsic merits had
become known, and he could not obtain it for less

than 8000f. Having had it repaired it is now
considered without a rival in Europe. An English
gentleman lately oflered Batta 25,000f. for his

favourite, but tlie artist declared that no price could

induce him to part with it. Upon this, the amateur
oft'ered Batta the same sum for the reversion of the

Tioloncello after the cunning hand of the master
had ceased to draw forth its " potent witchery" and
was unstrung by death, but whether this has been
accepted is not luiown.

APOLLO.

A SONNET AFTER* THE ANTIQUE.

Methought I stood on high Olympus mount.
What time great Jove did hold celestial state

;

There heard the Nine, from golden harps create

Songs sweetly bubbling as Pierian fount;

Tlie great god Pan, too, and his jocund choir,

With one vast chorus wake the trembling sky,

—

Scare swarthy Vulcan from his smithy fire.

And make Jove pause amidst the revelry.

Then all was hushed, and one stood forth, who drew
From well shaped viol, tones most exquisite ;

And as their quickening spirit through me flew,

I asked of one stood by—" Apollo is it?"

" Apollo don'tplay at these rooms, Sir, and I'm sure he

Can't play one half so well—ivhij that there's Mori."
William J. Thorns.

* A long way.

—

Printer's Devil.
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LOGAN WATER.

273

Slow, with expression. Words hy Burns.
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O Logan, sweetly didst thou glide.

That day I was my "Willie's bride;
And years sinsyne hae o'er us run,
Like Logan to the summer sun

:

But now thy flowery banks appear
Like drumlie winter, dark and drear,

"While my dear lad maun face his faes.

Far, far frae me and Logan braes.

Again the merry month of May
Has made our hills and -valleys oay

;

The birds rejoice in leafy bowers,
The bees hum round the breathing flowers:
Blythe morning lifts his rosy eye,

And evening tears are tears of joy :

My Boul, delightless, a' survejs,
"While "Willie's far frae Logan braes.

"Within yon milk-white hawthorn bush,

Amang her nestlings sits the thrush ;

Her faithfu' mate will share her toil.

Or wi' his sang her care beguile :

But I, wi' my sweet nurslings here,

Nae mate to help, nae mate to cheer,

Pass widow'd nights and joyless days.

While "W' illie's far frae Logan braes.

O, wae upon you, men o' state,

That brethren rouse to deadly hate!

As ye make many a fond heart mourn,
Sae may it on your heads return I

How can your flinty hearts enjoy
The widow's tears, the orphan's cry ?

But soon may peace bring happy days,

And Willie hame to Logan braea!

No. 72.
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LOGAN BRAES.

" By TjOgan*3 streams that rin sae deep,
'Fa' aft wi' glee I've herded sheep;
Herded sheep, or gatlier'd slaes,

"Wi' my dear lad, on Logan braes.

But wae's my heart ! thae days are gane,
And I, wi' grief, may herd afane

;

"\VhiIe my dear lad maun face his faes.

Far, far frae me, an' Logan braes.

" Nae mair at Logan kirk will he
Atween the preachings meet wi' me ;

Meet wi' me, or when it's mir^.

Convoy me hame frae Logan kirk.

1 weel may sing thae days are gane

—

Frae kirU an' fair I come alane,

"While my dear lad maun face his faes,

Far, far frae me, an' Logan braes

!

" At e'en, when hope amaist is gane,

I dauner out, or sit alane,

Sit alane beneath the tree

"Where aft he kept his tryst wi' me.
I cou'd I see thae days again,

My lover skaithless, an' my ain !

Belov'd by frien's, rever'd by faes,

We'd live in bliss on Logan braes."

"While for her love she thus did sigh.

She saw a sodger passing by.

Passing by wi* scarlet claes,

A'Vhile sair she grat on Logan braes:

Says he, " What gars thee greet sae sair,

"What fills thy heart sae fu' o' care ?

Thae sporting lambs hae blythsome days.

An' piayfu' skip on Logan braes '?"

" "What can I do but weep and mourn ?

1 fear my lad will ne'er return.

Ne'er return to ease my waes,

"Will ne'er come hame to Logan braes."

"Wi' that he clasp'd her in his anns,

,And said, " I'm free from war's alarms,

I now ha'e conquer'd a' my faes,

"We'll happy live on Logan braes."

Then straight to Logan kirk they went,

Andjoin'd their hands wi' one consent,

"Wi' one consent to end their days.

An' live in bliss on Logan braes.

An' now she sings, " thae days are gane,

"When I wi' grief did herd alane,

"While my dear lad did fight his faes.

Far, far frae me an' Logan braes."

The above beautiful song is the production of John
Mayne, author ofthe " Siller Gun," " Glasgow,a poem,"
&c. Mayne was a native of Dumfries, but spent the
early part of his life in Glasgow, where he served an
apprenticeship as a compositor under the celebrated

printers, Foulis. He afterwards removed to London,
and was long connected there with the Star dailv

newspaper. He died on the 14th of March, 1836.
" Logan Braes'' was first printed in the Star news-
paper on the 2.3d May, 1789, and we believe consisted

originally of only the first two stanzas, to which,
indeed, the song, in singing, is generally limited. 'I'he

four additional stanzas first appeared in the Pocket
Encyclopedia of Song^, published at Glasgow in 1816.

and are probably uot by Mayne.

—

Book of Scottish
Song.

FIORELLO'S FIDDLE-STICK.

{From an American Magazine.)

Among the ineii of rank in London who were
distinguished during the last century for their love
of music, the Baron Ba)go held a promiiient j)lace.

This worthy man found music in every thing. Diil

a door creak upon its hinges, did a chair make a
shrill sound in gliding over the floor, presto ! in an
instant our melonianiac seizes his tablets and marks
down thecoirespondingniusicalinflections. There
was not, in short, an itinerant merchant of the

streets of London whose favourite cry had not been
reproduced in the collection of Baron Baygo. To
speak truth, however, it must be confessed that the

nuisical educatiim of our baron had not been of the

must thorough character, being rather superficial

than solid. He was consequently f)bliged to have
recourse to an amanuensis to note down for him, in

a proper and artist-like manner, all the noises, good,

bad, or indifferent, which figured in his musical
agenda.

To procure a person of sufficient tact and patience
to understand and humour all the baron's whims,
it may readily be imagined was no easy task.

Having changed a score of times his musical secre-

taries, he succeeded at length in attaching to him
the celebrated Fiorello, an Italian violinist of rare

talent, and as simple and candid in character as the

majority of his countrymen are crafty and astute.

Still the baron, in spite of the three hours which
lie devoted every day to the practice of the violin,

could never attain the faculty of playing with cor-

rectness ; and his hannonicidal hand was continually

entangled in difficulties, and made sad havoc with
the doleful. sounding flats.

Fiorello was almost in despair. At length the

baron one day throwing his violin on the floor, cried

out in a rage :
" "ifes ! I have already restrained

myself too long ; but patience ! I ain determined
that these cursed flats shall bother me no longer I"

" What is it you mean, my lord?" said Fiorel'lo,

in astonishment.
" Why I mean to say," replied the baron, "that

this very night X will make a motion in the House
of Lords, to oblige musical composers from hence-

forth to leave out all those infernal flats from their

music, under a heavy penalty."

"Ah, ha!" said Fiorello, bursting into laughter,
" the proposal will be a pleasant one."

It will at least have a good moral effect, sir,"

replied the baron, with dignity. " Have we not a
statute against profane swearing?"

" Certainly, my lord."

" Well then, were it not for these vile flats, I

should not have broken it, for my own part, more
than a thousand times, since I commenced the

practice of the violin."

Itnever appeared, however, that the baron carried

his threat into execution.

One day, when the baron, after three years of

close application, had come to handle the bow
passably well, and could execute with tolerable

correctness a solo of Jarnovichi, (leaving out the

flats,) he declared to Fiorello that he had made uj)

his mind to give his friends a taste of the first fruits

of his newly -acquired talent ; and he accordingly

directed liiin to make arrangements for a concert

for the ensuing Saturday.

By order of the baron notes of invitation were
sent out to princes of the royal family, to the grand
dignitaries of the united kingdoms, to the speakers

of the two houses of parliament, and to the lord-

mayor of London. So well known in high life

were the foibles and eccentricities of the baron, that

each one took a malicious pleasure in accepting the

invitation.

The day appointed for the concert at length ar-
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nved. Fiorello was very thoughtful; and at break-

fast, spite of the repeated invitatious of the barou'j

niei-e, a sprightly girl of sixteen with whom he sat

at table, scarcely swallowed a mouthful.

"What ails you my good master?" said Miss
Betsy to him.

'• Alas! Miss," replied the poor musician, " I fear

that his lordship will compromise this evening my
twenty years of honourable professorship."

"What! is that all, Signor Fiorello? Is not

your reputation already sulliciently estahlished?

Take my advice
;
place yourself on the side of the

laughers ; and believe me, they will be the most
numerous party this evening."

Fiorello, iu spite of the encouragement of Bliss

Betsy, repaired to the rehearsal with much fear

and anxiety. When the time for the commence-
ment arrived, the baron, carrying his head very

erect, mounted the stage prepared for the solo

players, and without waiting to see if the others

were ready, went to work in a most pitiless manner
upon the piece he had selected tor his debut.

It was a frightful charivari! But the musicians

were paid to lind out great talent in their patron,

and the applause he received, although given with

a degree o( cmpressement which might seem a little

irimical, made him the ha]]piest of mortals. So far,

all went on well ; but when, in the evening, the

baron saw among the invited guests the brolhtr ol

the king, an excellent violinist, and his cousin, the

Duchess of Cambridge, who had the reputation of

being one of the first nmsicians of the day, he was
seized with an insurmountable panic, and ran to

lind Fiorello. But the professor had departed about
noon, and his servant could not tell what had
become of him.

" Come on then !" said the baron, " the die is cast

!

I must play, cost what it will! I will at least,

however, make use of the fiddlestick of my master,

who, without the least regard for my reputation,

has ahaudiiued me at this critical moment, in such

ashameful manner."
The eoncertcomraenced with a magnificent chorus

of Handel, which brought forth immense applause.

Then La Mengotti warbled in a divine manner an
air of Paisiello, and was conducted back to her seat

iu triumph. The order of the programme now
designated the solo of the baron. Trembling from
head to foot, he took his place, and bowed pro-

foundly to the august assemblage; while the

orchestra attacked the overture, which usually

precedes those morceaux which are designed to

give eclat to a virtuoso. To the astonishment of

all present, the baron executed the opening part

of the concerto with a vigour and precision that

was marvellous. The audience, who had come with
the intent of laughing at their entertainer, were
lost in perfect amazement. But still greater was
their astonishment, when the baron executed, with
consummate taste and skill, a delicious vitanello,

which was set in the midst of the greatest difficulties

of his piece, like an odour-breathing violet in the

midst of a bunch of thorns. All arose with one
accord; handkerchiefs waved in the air; and the

name of the Amphytrion of the entertainment was
mingled with the most hearty vivats. The poor
baron experienced a sensation that he had never
before known; his limbs trembled beneath him,
and his forehead was covered with huge drops of

perspiration.

The next day, the valet-de-chambre of Baron
Uayaoj while arranging the instruments which had

been used at the concert, observed that the hair of
a valuable bow was covered with a thick coating
of candle-grease. Astonished at this phenomenon,
he carried it to his master, who, equally puzzled,
sent for Ficnelio, and holding up the bow, said:
" Here, my dear master, is your fiddlestick ; it was
of great service to me last evening, I assure you; for

without it I should not to-day have carried my elec-

tion as speaker of the house. Leave it with me as
a token of remembrance, and accept this as a mark
of my esteem." Thus saying, he slipped into the
hand of Fiorello a draft on his banker for a hundred
pounds. " But explain to me," added the baron,
" how comes the hair of the bow in such a condi-
tion."

Fiorello hnng down his head, without replying.
' Oh, uncle !" cried Miss Betsy, " I will tell you all

about it. Last night, during the concert, Signor
Fiorello was hid behind the screen ; and it was he
who made all the beautiful music, while you were
scraping the fiddle so hard with a fiddle-stick that
made no noise!"

For a few moments, the baron stood confounded.
" Blarvellous effect of self-love !" at length he ex-

claimed, for with all his foibles he was at bottom
a man of sense ; " so excited was I last evening,

that I really thought it was myself who executed
those beautiful pieces! But come, I must not
quarrel with you, my dear Fiorello; and I beg leave

to double the amount of this draft, lor the sake of

the stratagem, which has saved my reputation as a
virtuoso. But I see plainly that I must stop here,

and play no more upon the violin, lest this all'air

should get wind.
The baron kept his word; he-gave up forever his

favourite instrument ; but in order to make himself
amends, he diligently collected, from time to time,

all the different inflections of voice of the members
of the upper house; and a curious medley it was !

ANACREONTIC—TO THE GRASSHOPPER.

Happy Insect! what can be
In happiness compared to thee?

Fed with nourishment divine,

The dewy morning's gentle wine!
Nature waits upon thee still.

And thy verdant cup does fill

;

'Tis fiird wherever thou dost tread,

Nature's self thy Ganymede.
Thou dost drink, and dance, and sing,

Happier than the happiest king!

All the fields which thou dost see,

All the plants belong to thee;

All that summer hours produce,

Fertile made with early juice;

Man for thee does sow and plough;

Farmer he, and landlord thou!

Thou dost innocently joy,

Nor does thy luxury destroy.

The shepherd gladly heareth thee.

More harmonious than he.

The country hinds with gladness hear,

Prophet of the ripen'd year

!

Thee Phoebus loves, and does inspire

;

Phoebus is himself thy sire.

To thee of all things upon earth,

Life is no longer than thy mirth.

Happy insect ! happy thou,

Dost neither age nor winter know
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But when thou'st drunt, and danc'd, and sung
Thy fill, the flow'ry leaves among,
(VoluptuHus, and wise withal,

Epicurean animal 1)

Sated nilh thy summer feast,

Thou retir'st to endless rest.

Abraham Coivley, born in London, 1618, died at

Chertsey, -Mth July, 1667.

BEAUTIFUL INCIDENT IN THE LIFE OF
MADAME MALIBRAN.

A young English singer in the chorus of the

Italian opera at Paris, not having the means to

follow the company to London, resolved upon taking'

a benefit concert, Malibran having promised to

sing for her. By chance, on the evening fixed for

her concert, Madame Malibran was summoned to

the Duke of Orleans' party. The beneficiere,

uneasy, and alarmed, requested the audience to be
patient. Eleven o'clock had struck, and Malibran
came. After singing several romances, she took

the lady aside, and said :
" I promised you my

evening you know ; well, I have contrived to make
double harvest of it. Before I came here I sang
for you at the Duke of Orleans', and here are the

hundred crowns he has sent you." Delicacy and
generosity, form a lovely combmatlon.

—

Musical
World.
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F A I K, SWEET, CRUEL.

MADRIGAL. Thos. Ford (1636).
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OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES
No. 28.—STRATHAVICH.

,:EE^Egf l::^::?: :iis:f:=;

Gaelic air.

tz^l:

This exquisite little Gaelic air must be played

slow and soltly all through, marking theeresceudos

and diminuendos, though not pointedly, so as to

produce a melancholy and wailing sound like the

wind sighing through trees, with the low muttering

of the sea laving the shingly beach at a little distance.

In our opinion this short melody stands perfectly

unrivalled as a specimen of that music which

strives to depict feelings which "lie too deep for

tears," and which words are too coarse to enunciate.

We have noted it down from the singing of a friend,

and we are not aware that it has ever before been

printed. There is a little romance connected with

this air wliich will probably see the light at a
more convenient season.

LA SCALA, MILAN.

The theatre of La Scala, built after the designs

of Pisrmarini, is deemed, with respect to architec-

ture, the most beautiful opera-house in Europe;
and, except the great theatre at Parma, and that of

San Carlos at Naples, it is the most spacious. The
stagedeccu'ations, also, are splendid and classical;

and the orchestra is, generally speaking, the best in

Italy; but the circumstance most creditable to this,

and, indeed, to every other theatre on the Continent,

is that perfect decorum wliich enables ladies, though

unattended, to go, return, and even walk Irom box
10 box, without the slightest chance of receiving an
insult.

Perhaps the first feeling on entering La Scala is

that of disappointment— at least, we experienced it

so; it is not until you have looked around you, and
become aware of your own insignilicance in the

area, that its vast dimensions are apparent, and
then you perceive that it is indeed magnificent.

There is, however, one drawback; it is badly lighted,

one chandelier alone throwing its lustre over the

whole interior, and that, we thought, by no means
so large as the lustre at our Astley's. All the light

is thrown upon the stage—the audience being in

comparative gloom. This, of course, greatly dete-

riorates the splendour of the theatre, but rather adds

to its appearance of immensity. The decorations

were clean and light, having been newly furnished

for the coronation of the Emperor of Austria.

By a fortunate coincidence, lor we had wished it

mightbe so, the opera was the divine" Sonnambula"
of Bellini. We have always thought the music of

this opera the most pathetic and heart-touching in

existence. Perhaps associations (arid how strongly

are we governed by them !) may have flung a further

charm over it. Many scenes—many lights and
shadows of our past life, important and varied as

an existence of not many years can comprise, have
been so closely connected with the music and re-

presentations of our favourite opera, that we never

hear it without a thrill of intense emotion—a feeling

that we can scarcely define as allied to pain or

pleasure, so equally do they mingle. Every passage

—every bar—calls up some rec(dlection of bygone
times; from the joyous " Viva Amina" of the com-
mencing scene, to the beautiful " Ah ! non giimge"

of the finale," memory will bring back the feeling"

of past hours; which, although sometimes " fraught
with sadness," we wonld not vNillingly forget.

But tliere were other associations connected with
La Scala that awakened a lively interest in us.

(t was here poor Malibran carried all before her

:

this was the scene of her greatest triumphs, and
here is her name still venerated. A handsome bust

has been placed in the fuyer of the theatre to her
memory, since last autumn; but this souvenir was
not needed. The names of Amina and Fidelio are

so coupled with her own, that as long as these

operas are played, she will not be forgotten.

—

Literary World.

THE FLOWER O' THE WEST.

The dew draps o' niornin' ilk flower were adornin',

The sweet early lark soar'doa high 'bune her nest.

When by Kelvin I slray'd, whar its clear waters
played.

To think on fair Jeanie, the flower o' the west.

lang hae I lo'ed her, wi' fond thochts hac woo'd her.

To her breath'd my soul in the strains she lo'es

best;

There's uane kens the feeling that's thro' my heart

stealing

At name o' sweet Jeanie, the flower o' the west.

Her hair in saft tresses her pale cheek caresses,

Her e'en aretwa stars when the sun's gane to rest,

I've aft thocht that heaven to nane smiles hae given
Like those o' fair Jeanie, the flower o' the west.

The earth has its pleasures,and riehgowden treasures

Lie hid in the caves o' its dark rocky breast;

But brichter gems dwell in each rich laden cell

0' themindo'sweet Jeanie, the flower o' the west.

May despair's chilling storm ne'er assail her fair

form

—

May her pure heart by pale anguish ne'er be
oppress'd

—

May fair angels bless her—watch o'er and caress her,

And shield frae cauld winds the fair flower o' the
west.

Though the sweet bonnie blossom should ne'er grace
my bosom.

Or pour forth its perfume on this wounded breast,

Yet still will I nourish, in fond mem'ry cherish

My heart's love for Jeanie the flower o' the west.

Glasgow. August, 1843. James M'Guegok.
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DEZ^DE.
This able and agreeable composer, who was called

Dezdde or Dezaides, became known to tlie public

by bis opera of "Julia," the libretta of which was
written byMonvel. It was represented with success

at the Theatre Italimtie at Paris, in 1772. He
afterwards produced twelve operas, and a variety of

detached com])ositions, which added greatly to bis

reputation. He tried the strength of his genius in

the composition of tiiree serious operas, which were
performed allhe Acadimtie Royale de Musiqtte ; but

the nature of liis talents more particularly fitted

him for the treatment of pastoral subjects, in which
he so far excelled that his contemporaries styled

him the Orpheus of the ffroves. Though his pro-

ductions are numerous, still they were purely origi-

nal; and so entirely that be scarcely ever borrowed
a subject or phrase even from his own works. His
passages were sweet, fresh, and full of expressicra,

and always appropriately accompanied ; he never
mistook loudness for fulness or power, nor mere
power for sublimity or grandeur. Dezede died in

1793, without ever having come to the knowledge
of who were his parents, and never even knew the
place of his birth. In bis infancy be was brought
to Paris, by whom he knew not, bis education was
entrusted to an Abbg, who cultivated his natural
taste for music, and taught him to play on the harp.
The handsome pension assigned for his maintenance
caused it to be surmised that he was tlie unowned
progeny of some opulent person ; and a very

natural curiosity excited him to endeavour to clear

up the mystery attached to his paternity ; but per-

severing in his fruitless search (contrary to the
advice and command of the Abb6 his curator) he
was suddenly and for ever deprived of all succour.

It was then that he first experienced tbe full value
of bis musical acquirements. He used his talents

as assiduously as judiciously, and enjoyed the su-

])reme happiness of being indebted to no one save
himself for the means of living respectably and
honourably.

MUSICAL OBITUARY.

The veteran violoncellist, Charles AsHLEy, died
suddenly on Tuesday, tbe olb of September, 1«43,
from apoplexy, in tbe 72d year of his age. He was
one of tbe principal performers at the commemera-
tion of Handel in 1786.

John Weippert died on the 25th Sept., 1843.
His death was occasioned by tbe injury which he
received on the Thursday previous, when he was
thrown from his gig, and fell with great violence
in the road near Buoliy. He was upwards of twenty
years director of tbe orchestra at tbe court halls,

and at Almacks, and by bis enterprising endeavours
be maintained a highjiositionat all the fetes of the
aristociacy both in London and at their various
country residences.

Gabriel Protta, who was the only surviving
composer of the Scarlatti and Durante school, died
lately at Vienna, at the age of 89. Educated at

tbe conservatory of Loretta, he was, with Cimarosa
and Zingarelli, under the tuition of the Abbe
Speranza and o(" Finaroli. He was celebrated as a
contrapuntist. His Requiem, Stabat, and Miserere
gained lor bim a great reputation as a composer of

church music. In his early days he composed an
opera called " Enzio," which was produced for the
first time in 1784, and afterwards performed
throughout Italy with much success.

Joseph Mazzingui.—The papers anounce the
death at an advanced age, of C<iunt Mazzinglii.

He was well known in the world of art, some thirty

years since, as a musical comi)oser, and his*' Chains
of tbe Heart," and " Ramah Droog," kept the stage
fora while as favourite ballad operas. He belonged
to a noble Corsican family, and being many years
excluded from the succession to its properly and
titles, honourably devoted the period of expectation
to professional labour.

—

Athennum, Jan. 20, 1844.

[Mazzinghi died on the 15lh January, aged 79, at

Downside College, near Bath, where he had gone
to visit his only son.]
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Larghetto.

STILL IS THE NIGHT-BREEZE.

ROUND FOR THREE VOICES.
Dr. Harrington.
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THE BEWITCHED PAINTERS.

A TALE OF STRASBCRG.

It was in the ancient city of Strasburg, about the

year 1630, that one line spring day several young
men wereseenarriving,almost at thesame moment,
at the gatewayof the house of acelebrated painter,
Murillo. They saluted each other with cordiality,

No. 73.

and bounding up the stairs, they gained the studio
of the painter.

The master was not yet there, and each one slowly
approached his own easel, to ascertain if the work
of the previous evening bad dried, or perhaps to

admire his own work.
" By St. Jacques of Compostello !" cried Isturitz,

" which of you was last in the study yesternight?"
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" Are you yet asleep?" replied Cordova and
Fernandez ;

" or do you forget that we all left at tbe

same time?"
" This is folly, gentlemen," said Isturitz, in a tone

of ill humour; "it was but yesternight I cleaned
my palette with particular care, and it is as dirty as

if it had been in use the whole night."
" Look here !" cried Carlos, " here is a little figure

upon my canvas; which of you Is it who every
morning amuses himself drawing figures, first upon
my canvas, then upon the wall? Why, Fernandez,
it was but yesterday that there was one upou thy

easel."

"Tis Isturitz," cried Fernandez; " his palette

bears witness against him."
" Gentlemen, I will take my oath it is not."
" Oh, don't swear, we believe you

;
you have not

sufficient genius to design such a figure as that."
" I am full as clever as thee, Carlos, all the world

knows, and my brushes are every one dirty," cried

Gonzale ; " by our patron saint! but extraordinary

things occur here every evening."
" Perhaps you are like the negro Gomez, who

imagines it to be Obi ?" said Tsturitz.

" My faith !" cried Mendez, (who had not yet

spoken, and who had been occupied in carefully

examining the figures,) " if it is the Obi of the ne-

groes who has designed these figures, he is an
astonishing being, and I wish he would improve
upon my virgin's head in my Descent from the

Cross, and render it softer than I can make it."

Saying these words with great nonchalance, he ap-
preached his own easel,when he uttered a sudden ex-

clamation, and remained pale before bis canvas, on
which he saw a fine unfinished virgin's head, the

lines of which were so delicate, the contour so grace-

ful, that it seemed amongst the crowd of figures by
which it was surrounded, to be like an apparition.
" Holloa!" cried a harsh, broken voice, " what is

the meaning of all this uproar ?"

The students started, and bowed respectfully

before him who had just spoken; "look here,

Seigneur Murillo," replied they, pointing to the

easel of Mendez
"Which of you has painted this?*' said Murillo

quickly ; " but speak, speak." Seeing that no one
replied to him—" very well, very well," he added,
" would that I had painted this myself! By the

bead of my father ! what a touch, what delicacy !

Mendez, my dear boy, is it thee ? speak ! I tell thee

that he who has painted this will one day be the

master of us all."

" No, seigneur," replied he with an air of sadness.
" It is thee, then, Isturitz ; or thee, Fernandez

;

or thee, Gomez."
But all replied no, in the same tone as Mendez.
" It has not painted itself," cried Murillo.
" Certainly not," cried Cordova, " but it is not

the only surprising thing that has happened here."
" How ?" cried MuriUn, without ceasiug to regard

lJ»e work of the unknown painter.
" Why," continued Fernandez," we never quit the

study without putting every thing in order, washing
our palettes, wiping our brushes ; and in the morning
when we return everything is displaced, our brushes

arc full of paint, our palettes dirtied ; but yet there

are these figures scattered about here and there,

perhaps a virgin's head, perhaps the profile of a
young girl or an old man, but all so ravishing, so

admirable; but to day you see one yourself, and if

he who works so much better by night than we do
by day is not yourself, then it is the devil."

" I wish to Heaven it was me," said Murillo,

"for most certainly I would not disown these lines;

the contour, indeed the whole sketch, wants but
little to render it perfect. Sebastien! Sebastien!"

cried he : " now, gentlemen, we will soon know who
has di>ne this. Sebastien," added he, (addressing

a little nmlatto of about fourteen years of age,)
" did I not order you to sleep in this room every

night?"
" Yes, sir," replied the terrified boy.

"Then speak. Who has been here this morning
before these gentlemen came in? Speak, sir, or I

will make you acquainted with my stick."

The child trembled, but did not reply.
" Ah ! you will not answer," added Murillo,

taking him by the ear.

" No one, no one sir ;" cried the boy, now obliged
to speak, but trembling much.
« Thou liest

!"

" No one but me, I assure you," said Sebastien,
throwing himself before Murillo.

" Listen to me," replied the painter. " I will

know who has designed this virgin's head, and the
figures that my pupils from time to time have dis-

c(ivered upon the walls of the study. This night,

in the place^of sleeping thou shall keep watch, and
to-morrow if thou hast not discovered it I will

chastise you well ; and now go and grind thy colours,

and you, gentlemen, to your work."

The hour of study now commenced, at first in

silence, for Murillo was a painter from his soul,

and was too enthusiastic in his art to suffer any
conversation but that relating to it, but at his de-

parture the discourse again turned upon the mys-
terious paintings. Mendez spoke first.

" Have a care of the stick, Sebastien, if thou dost

not catch the culpht to-night. Give me the Naples
yellow !"

" Yim do not need it, seigneur, you are sufficiently

sallow without it."

It was night in the city of Strasbnrg, and the

study of the celebrated painter was deserted by tbe

gay throng with which it was usually filled. Upon
a marble table was burning a solitary lamp, and not
far from the table a young child, whose colour was
confounded with the shadows that reigned around
him, but whose eyes sparkled like diamonds, was
leaning against an easel, and so statue like was bis

attitude that he appeared to be turned into stone, and
so absorbed was he in his reflections, that a door
opened and a tall noble-looking negro entered and
called the boy by his name three distinct times
without attracting his attention: he approached
and touched him. Sebastien lifted his eyes.

" What would you, father?" said he.
" To keep you company, my boy !"

" No I no ! my father, I would rather be alone •

go to your bed, father, I can watch without you.''

"But if the Obi should come?" Sebastien smiled
sadly. " I do not fear him, my father." " He will

carry you away, and poorGomez will be left without

a comfort in his slavery." " Oh, how frightful it is

to be a slave !" said the child, crying.
" What would you, my boy ? Providence has willed

it."

" Providence !" said the child, lifting his eyes

towards the glass dome of the study, through which
might be seen the bright heavens. " I have prayed
to him and he has heard me, and one day or other

we shall no longer be slaves; but go, father, go,
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I shall rest upon this straw mat Go !go ! my father,

1 beseech thee."
" Then thou dost not fear the Obi ?"

" Father, the Obi is a superstition of our country.

Fra Eugene has explained it to me, and he says

that Providence would not permit anything so

unholy to exist."

"Then, why, when the gentlemen asked you who
had drawn those figures, did you answer the Obi?"
" To amuse myself, and to make them laugh."
" Then thou dost not fear?"
" No ! no !"

' " Then good night, good night, my child."

When the boy found that he was alone, he
bounded with joy. "To work! to work!" he ex-

claimed, but again he reflected,—" but to-morrow
my master's anger, and perhaps worse, if I tell him
the truth. Heaven protect me !" and the boy
knelt j but sleep surprised him in the middle of his

prayer.

Morning was dawning when the boy arose from
the floor. Sebastien started, it was three o'clock.

" Courage ! courage !" exclaimed he, " there are yet

three hours ! three hours for thee—profit by them

;

the rest are your master's. Be master at least for

three hours. First," said he, " let me efi'ace these

figures ;" and he took a brush dipped in oil, then
approached the virgin's head, which by that light

appeared supernaturally beautiful! "Eflace it!

efface it. Never! never! No," said he, " I would
sooner die. But oh ! this head, it moves, it breathes,

it lives—if 1 eflace it, it will bleed; no, no, let me
rather finish it"

As this idea struck him, he seized the palette

!

The negro boy was at work. Seven o'clock came,
Sebastien was still at his task, he was absorbed
with his work, which seemed to start into life under
his hands. Yet another touch— Sebastien forgot

the hour, forgot his slavery—forgot everything
except his virgin's head. A sudden noise caused
him to turn ; he was surrounded by the pupils, with
Murillo at their head. He did not seek to justify

himself, he bowed his head, and awaited in silence
the punishment he thought he had merited. There
was a dead silence among them—Sebastien was
petrified to find himself caught in the fact Murillo
and his pupils were wondcrstruck at what they
beheld. The paiuter waving his hand to command
attention, approached Sebastien, and hiding his

emotion under a cold and severe air, he stood before
his slave, who seemed changed into stone.

" Who is thy master, Sebastien ?"

" You, seigneur," replied the boy, in a voice that
was almost inaudible.

" Thy master in painting, I would say ?"

" You, seigneur," again replied the trembling boy.
"Me!" replied the astonished Murillo, "why I

never gave you a single lesson."
" But you have given them to others," said the

boy, now emboldened by the kind tone in which the
painter spoke.

" And thou hast not only listened to them, but pro-

fited by them also. Gentlemen," added he," which
does this boy deserve, a reward or a punishment?"

" A reward, a reward !" they all exclaimed.
" But what reward?"
" Ten ducats," said Fernandez.
" Fifteen," said Gomez.
' Speak, Sebastien, are these rewards to thy taste ?

lam satisfied with thy work, thy touch, thy admirable
colouring, and with this head which thy pencil has
created J I will comply with any request thou mayest

make. Speak, tell me thy desires,and fear nothing.
By my father's head, I swear that whatsoever thou
dost demand, if it is in my power, it shall be
granted."

" Oh if I dared" the boy fell upon his knees
before his master, he joined his hands together, and
you might have read upon his expressive features

an all-engrossing idea, that extreme timidity pre-

vented him from making known. Thinking to

eucourage him, the students whispered in his ear
and each suggested some request. " Ask gold Se-
bastien." " Ask for rich clothes." " Ask him to re-

ceive you among his pupils," A feeble ray of satis-

faction illumined his countenance, but he spoke not.
" Now Sebastien speak, decide. The seigneur is

in a good humour; ask him thy liberty," said
Fernandez.
The poor boy uttered aery of anguish, and lifting

his eyes to his master's face, he exclaimed in an
almost suft'ocated voice,—" Oh, seigneur, my father's

liberty."

"And thine also, ray child," said Murillo, now
no longer able to conceal his emotion. Lifting him
in his arms, he pressed him to his breast and spoke
thus:—" Thy pencil has proclaimed thee a genius;
thy request proves that thou hast an heart; the
painter is complete. Nut only shall thou be ray
pupil, but thuushalt be my child. Hiippy, happy
Murillo, before I only painted pictures, but now 1

have made a painter."

Sebastien Gomes, better known as the Mulatto
of Murillo, became one of the first painters. The
most admired of his works are the Viryin and Child
in the Cathedral at Seville, Saint Joseph, and Christ

attached to a column having Saint Peter at his feet.

SONNETS TO CHATTERTON.
I.

Near seventy years have pass'd since Chatterton,

Scorning the world's neglect, despaired and died

!

Although with his own reckless hand he rent

Life's veil, and bears the name of suicide.

Judge not—nor e'en refuse a simple stone

To bear his name, whom Bristol spurning, sent

To war with want, unsuccour'd and alone !

He died,—but mercy is omnipotent

!

'

Stern moralist ! despise not him who sought

Such rash relief. God knows what secret pain
Crush'd his high spirit, when he wildly sought

At once to sever life, and misery's chain.

Hast thou no pride? Bare thy cnld heart, there see

That spirit which was in the Pharisee.

IL

Genius to frailty ever is allied

;

And ihey who boldly venture near the sun,

May lose the wings which bore them in their pride

High through the realms of thought ! So Chat-
terton,

Cast swiftly down, walked for awhile the earth

In mournful mood;—then sullen mis'ry came;—
Famine and genius in his brain gave birth

To madness ; and the want enfeebled frame.

By a wild efl'orl of the soul within,

Ceas'd to imprison. Blame not though he fell

;

Thou art as frail as he was ; and to sin

As prone. Not rashly then consign to hell

One whom the Eternal mercy might forgive,

Nor let the spirit of a Walpole live

!

Sunbeam.
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GUARD YE THE PASSES.

THE SONO OF-CLAN-ALBIN.

Words by Rohtrt Allan, Esq.

With energy . f

Music by John TurnbuU.
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[3d verse.]

Thej comet and their swords they have whetted in

vengeance, [their eye,

Their hearts they have steel'd, and there's wrath in

rhey reck not thy numbers,they scorn thy proud phalanx
They come for their countrv to conouer or die.

Now, now the proud eagle hath left his bright region
Of sunbeam—to perch on the field of the slain,

Clan- Albin returns to her mountains in triumph,
And dares to the combat the foemen again.
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SHOULD COUNTERTENOR BE SUNG BY

MALE OR FEMALE VOICES?
By Ma. 3. Seligmann.

The prevailing opinion in Great Britain is, that

tne part of countertenor, or alto, must be sung by

male and not by female voices, while all over the

continent it is the very reverse. It is, therefore, of

importance to those professionally engaged in music,

and I hope it will not be uninteresting to the lovers

of music generally, to discuss the matter; and with

this view I beg to submit the following as the results

of my investigations.

The reasons put forth by those who contend for

the counter-tenor being sung by male voices, are

the following:

—

1st, The compositions are written for it.

2dly, It is the common practice, and difficult to

alter.

Let us now see what may be said against this.

Tlie first reason is only partly true. It is asserted

that Handel wrote his master-pieces—the oratorios

—in this way, and that after him many a good glee

was written in like manner by English composers.

But why did they write so? Because they would

not have been able to have their compositions per-

formed if they had done otherwise, as few female

counter-tenors were then in existence. Setting this

aside, Handel and the English composers are the

only few who have written for male countertenors.

No continental composer has done so for the last

century, neither in the case of sacred nor secular

music, therefore the greater number of counter-

tenor compositions are written for female voices.

Besides, I am not sure at all if Handel, who, as a

German, must have preferred female counter-tenor

voices, composed the alto part in his oratorios only

for male voices, as Dr. Burney, Dr. Busby, and

Mr. Hogarth, in their histories of music, speak of

female as well as of male counter-tenors who per-

formed at that time ; and they tell us of Handel

engaging a Signora Merighi and a Mrs. Barbier,

to sing the counter tenor in his compositions.

The second reason mentioned in favour of male

counter-tenors falls to the ground of itself. To have

anything left undone, or any improvement unefl'ected,

because its accomplishment is difficult, is not the

maxim of the present age, and, moreover, the diffi-

culty of changing the present mode is hardly worthy

of notice. If we come to account for the custom of

using male counter-tenors, we find the reason only

in the want of a sufficient number of trained female

voices, which again had its origin chiefly in the

prejudice of former times against any appearance

of females in public. Every musician must admit

that the male counter-tenor has always a harsh and

forced character, arising from the manner in which

it is produced, I mean by the constant use of the

falsetto. He must also have found out the difficulty

of keeping up the tone at its proper pitch, and ob-

served its constant tendency to fall lower, on account

of the unnatural relaxation of the nerves and sinews

of the larynx and its adjoining parts. It would look

like flattery of the fair sex, if I were to endeavour

to point out, as a counterpart to this, all the well-

known beauties of low female voices.

The next point we come to is, can we sing the

part in question in Handel, Callcott, Arne, Arnold,

&c. by female voices. I answer in the affirmative,

without hesitation, because the lower female voice

has a far greater compass than the male counter-

tenor; and for this very reason it is often impossible

for male voices to sing from the original scores

the alto part of the compositions of Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven, Bach, Spohr, Mendelssohn, Weber,
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Auber, Meyerbeer, Cherubini, Rossini, Bellini, &c.

ice., while you hear on the continent the alto parts

of Handel's compositions performed, unaltered, by

females or boys. Every great foreign composer

who has been in England (Cor on the continent,

with the exception of some French provinces, no

one knows anything about male counter tenors, the

last male counter-tenor in Italy having died in 1644),

and particularly Carl Maria Von Weber, expressed

a very strong opinion against male counter-tenors,

and every writer of authority whom I have consulted

about this matter speaks in favour of the female

voice; while, on the contrary, I have not found a

single one in favour of the other mode. I beg to

subjoin a few authorities:

—

\. J. J. Rousseau's Dictionnaire de Musique, 1782.—" Hautecontre; eontretenor. This part, which
the Italians call contralto, is nearly always sung by
female voices. Indeed, the countretenor sung by
male voices is not at all natural, it must be forced
to bring it up to its proper pitch ; and you may try

it how you like, it will seldom be in tune, and
always sound disagreeable."

2. Gottfried Weber's Theory of the Art of Com-
posing : Maintz, 1830.—" Voices are divided into

male and female, the latter of which are equal to

boys' voices. They are subdivided into four prin-
cipal kinds. 1st, High female or boys' voices; 2d,
Low female or boy's voices, alt, alto, its compass is

from G to D ; 3d, High male voices, tenor, tenore,

taille, compass C—G; 4th, Low male voices. There
are many intervening voices in existence. Finally,

you can find, especially in France,male voices which
crom up io the height of the alto; they are called

haute-taille or haute-countre, countre-tenor."

3. Musical Conversations Lexicon, by Gathy:
Hamburg, 1840.—" Tenor, taille, the highest natural
male voice; its compass is from C to G; sometimes
to A or B, but then seldom a chest voice."

4. Mainzer's Musical Graminar : London, 1843.—" Tliere are two different sorts of voices, male
voices and female voices. The higher male voice is

called tenor, the higher female voice soprano ; the
lower voice of men is called bass, and of tvomen,

alto. The general division is therefore reduced to

these four. This classification comprises every
existing voice. Choruses in general are written for

these four voices."

5. Lahlache's Singing Tutor : London.—" The
extent of the sounds usually produced by the human
voice is completed by six species ofvoice,—three male
(the bass, tlie baritone, and the tenor) ; and three
female (the counter-alto, the mezzo-soprano, and
the soprano)."

6. Burnett's Singing Tutor: London.—"There
are four distinct kinds of voice, viz.:— I, Treble, or
soprano ; 2, Countertenor, or alto, or contralto

;

3, Tenor; 4, Bass. The contralto is the second
species of the female voice, but lower and richer

than the soprano. There are contralto among the
male voices, but they are not so pure as the former."

7. Edinburgh Observer, 3d Oct. 1843.—"Edin-
burgh Musical Festival. Nor can we subscribe to

the propriety of having a male soprano, when so
excellent a one as Miss M. B. Hawes could easily

have been secured."
8. Musical World, No. 42: London, 1843.

—

" Edinburgh Musical Festival. One thing provoked

me, viz. the lovely song, 'Oh thon that tellest,' irbich
has such a heavenly effect when calmly warbled by
a counteralto or a mezzo-soprano, was given to
Mr. Hawkins, a counter-tenor, and thus unneces-
sarily spoiled."

9. Treatise on Music in Chambers's Information
for the People, written by George Hogarth.—" The
male voice of the highest pitch is called tenor, of
the lowest, bass. The female voice of the highest
pitch is called treble or soprano, of the lowest pitch,
contralto."

In conclusion, I think it necessary to add, that a
great many teachers of music in England,and also in

Scotland, andamongst those the most talented, have

exerted themselves against the use of male counter-

tenors. And it is to be hoped that it may soon be
universally acknowledged to be better that the part

of counter-tenor, or alto, should be sung by female

voices, and that in this way it should be introduced

in all places where vocal music is performed.

101, Fife. Place, Glasgow, 1844

THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR 1843.

CARE SOLILOQCISETH.

Life! dazzling pageant ! plumed with hope;
Thy flaunting banners, feverish dreams

;

Thy shows unreal as meteor gleams
That flash awhile, then die;

'Tis but a moment and shall drop
From this year's glass the ebbing sand
Which Time holds with unsteady hand,
Bow'd head, and tear-dimmed eye.

VIRTUE ADDRESSETH CONSCIENCE

What tale does miser memory hoard.
Which pure hearts laugh'd.to see begun.
Which joy can banquet gaily on,

And conscience still approve.

Didst thou e'er heap the needy's board.

Or comfort to the mourner send

;

Did justice with thy dealings blend,

And single hearted love.

Did no vain glory prompt thy deed,
Nor appetite for vulgar praise.

No wish to court the approving gaze ?

A bright reward tliou hast.

Pure memories hover round thy head

;

A fount of happiness is thine

;

Reflection thence will ever twine
Thy future with thy past.

HOPE SPBAKBTH TO THE BEREAVED HEART.

Have ties been rent which friendship bound
Or hearts divorced which love had knit.

Are bosoms cold which heaven had lit

With empyrean light.

Look from thyself above, around,

See nature labouring full of bliss.

Think of that pure world after this

Where balm awaits thy blight.

THE OLD YEAR COUNSELLETH.

A truce to care. Act well thy part^

For see how young Time presses on
With brighter suns than ever shone
To grace the coming year.

Again shall bound the aching heart,

To greet the wanderer's glad return.

Then, ah, awhile forget to mourn,
Love ! Hope ! and banish fear. . J. M
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'Twas on a simmer's afternoon,

A wee before the sun gaed down.
My lassie in a braw new gown.
Cam o'er the hills to Gowrie.

The rosebud ting'd wi' morning's shovvV,

Bloom*d fresh within the hazel bow'r.
But Kitty was the fairest flow'r

That ever bloomM in Gowrie.

I had nae thought to do her wrang,
But round her waist my arms I flang,

And said my lassie will ye gang
To view the Carse o' Gowrie,

111 take you to my father's ha*,

Jn yon green field beside (he shaw.
And make ye lady o' them a'.

The brawest wife in Gowrie.

Saft kisses on her lips I laid,

i he blush upon her cheek soon spread.

She whisper'd modestly and said,

1 11 yang wi' you to Gowrie.
The anld folk soon gied their consent.

And to Mess John we quickly went,
"Wha tied us to our heart's content,

And now she's Lady Gowrie.
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THE SABBATH.
Hail, Sabbath

! thee I hail, the poor man's day

:

The pale mechanic now has leave to breathe
The morningr air pure from the city's smoke;
While wandering slowly up the river side.
He meditates on Him whose power he marks
In each green tree that proudly spreads the bough,
As in the tiny dew-bent flowers that bloom
Around the roots; and while he thus surveys
With elevated joy each rural charm.
He hopes (yet (ears presumption in the hope)
To reach those realms where Sabbath never ends.

But now his steps a welcome sound recalls:
Solemn the knell, from yonder ancient pile.
Fills all the air, inspiring joyful awe:
Slowly the throng moves o'er the tomb-paved

ground

;

The aged man, the bowed down, the blind
Led by the thoughtless boy, and he who breathes
With pain, and eyes the new-made grave, well-

pleased

;

These, mingled with the young, the gay, approach
The house of God—these, spite of all their ills,

A glow of gladness feel ; with silent praise
They enter in ; a placid stillness reigns,

Until the man of God, worthy the name,
Opens the book, and reverentially

The stated portion reads. A pause ensues,
The organ breathes its distant thunder-notes.
Then swells into a diapason full

:

The people rising sing, ' with harp, with harp,
And voice of psalms;' harmoniously attuned
The various voices blend ; the loug-drawn aisles,
At every close, the lingering strain prolong.
And now the tubes a softened stop controls

;

In softer harmony the people join,
While liquid whispers from yon orphan band,
Recall the soul from adoration's trance.
And fill the eye with pity's gentle tears.

Again the organ peal, loud, rolling, meets
The hallelujahs of the quire. Sublime
A thousand notes symphoniously ascend.
As if the whole were one, suspended high
In air, soaring heavenward : afar they float,

Wafting glad tidings to the sick man's couch :

Raised on his arm, he lists the cadence close.
Yet thinks he hears it still : his heart is cheered

;

He smiles on death. • •

Grahame's Sabbath.

IN GOD'S WORD WILL I REJOICE.
ANTHEM FROM PSALM LVI. 10, 11, 12.

BY THE CHEVALIER NEUKOMM.
Andante Sostenuto. Hitherto Unpublished.

1st

TREBLE.

2d
TREBLE.

TENOR.

BASS.

ORGAN
OB

PIANO

FORTE.

:3zze~
:z±

iffne:
dz:=tfc=lz::

In God's word will I re joice.

-il—j

—

li—i-
3^ -1^^-

is=qs;:

--ti-
^zgz=M—iz=z

In God's word will I re - joice, in God's word.

joice,

S±=E :^z=(E=:|e=?e:
3==tc=zfc=^zzt£:
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1^7=^ is=r
t=aEt :f=:^
:l=3=t^:

:iz:iz:i:
lIZZIJC

God's word will I re - joice, ia the Lord's word will I comfort me, in the

:1s;: \ \ M
:f^=:3=-^=i=:i:

^^ :K
^= :*!*=

25>r}s:

r t-
lirii: i^—<-<:

God's word will I re- joice, the Lord's word will I comfort me, in the

tciN:
:p:rp: ±

God'8 word will I re - joice, in the Lord's word will I comfort me, in the

^"--1 b—t-—fc— .--— h,—h;—C—^- R-
:fcrt£=4^:=fct:t£=l^

:f--ff=

rfc:^

God's word will I re - joice, will I - joice, and will I comfort me, in the

/

Yea, in God have I put my
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trust. in God, ia God have I put my trust.

:3==]: fc=Js:zi=:=r.=5:=5;;

Ei?3~E5SE^ii^El!^*E
~s-S:

trust,

fwzS:

God, in God have I jml :i,j tvust.

I will not be a-fraid, O

/

I will Kot be a -

—Q-

:#]Si:s!=;_«z;.az:tztz=btz=|

trust, in God, in God have I put itij trust,

qs;:s-^i|

z^hi'^EJi

f
I will not be a -

#•-

trust, in God, in God have I put my

—1—1-

3q:

—

i

tr—/

—

if—ir-

trust,

ttzz^zz^-n-:,
zc:z\^zz^^^zz\^.

I will not be a -

•r-

Mzzz^'^^^-]-^^-^z -©-
—^-

^=tf3: =5^-P=t"-
I

iu> .e^^.,^'^,'^ ^^..-i-^^i^

SE Ei5E?==d. -s^-

=5 Fi_

liEzqrr,

i-^tE:
3zE?!ffS==f^
3zz^-^&zzziz:

:i^zzzz.%z-
-^^»*

Lord! what man can do un - to

:x2:
3~=15; :s::^==P

:5-..S±_:^_

me. Un - to

:qs;=zs;:

^—ri^H—3^-3—5

—

fraid

i—K'-^&-W-' —^^m—~'bc*^

^zzi^z-^^z-^: -^ :k::SZ'--^-Z=

fESWE^EHHEE^EE^l^e^^E^^^
fraid, what man can do un-to me, what man can do nn - to
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:fc=^:
:£:. .p.— p

—

—Y—V— :^A=±-

thee, O God! uu thee, () God! will I pay my vows, my

f^s-<s——io=^ '^'^'^^—

I

,^—J^-"^—-tV^-
-«—d-i^—3-

z=:q:=::s:~s;]

thee, O God! un - to thee, O God! will I pay my vows, my vows un - to

.

J 1 V IV fr—

s=_p=._-^-^--^

—

—H.-1-9 g —

1

r^ l> l>-
-O—!»—«»-

^?

un - to thee, God ! will I pay my vows, my VOWS un - to

r-_^
tt

-:
^. t-^ :^ =c :tr- :^ "tr ~^-^4-

thee, O God! will^I pay my vows, my vows un - to

-^*--~^--

-ft

i3::7zrzz=rzz:te: l=E=:£::pr^=jsr:^
-*—I-

——

p

•-~—I F-

p.—

p

3=:i:

UIl - to

_t._ K 1^ /^

t\\ee, O God, will I give

EfE=t::
tlianlis, un to
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:=S:

thee

-^^
=:!:

:zi;

UsziS^
-<-»»-

God, un - to thee will 1 pay mj

God!

SES^?^:3=i:
un - to thee will I pay my

:i!s;=-^:

:S=#3<:

un - to

EBE^S^EpE ==i=tf*==?:

thee, O God, will I give thanks, un - to thee

:rffzi;
S:

will I

ai 1^=^
ill^ElEE^ZJk—^

thanks un •• to thee, O God, will I give

-Q-
1

thanks, O

:=!:

3d-

'^
:s5:

SCIIC^I :(^:
:P#e:
=ii^-

EiiEffi.^^
TOWS, un

^3;
:£:tpff-:iz:r-i

:tE=:^=5^
-^-i»

isi=srcr^z:^
ff=:i=:i=

*=?:
::=S:

to thee, O God, will I pay my TOWS, un - to thee will I give

3r-qs;

i —>i—

I

:^-=!^ :?;:=^ q5:
?5: -^^.-e-

thee.

z±i^-^ji-. zMzzizr-^izrja:

un-to thee will 1 pay my

sz^zii:

TOWS, un-to thee will I gJTe

--^- \ I \ qs;3s;

:g=iz:iz=i=i:

vows, will I pay my tows.
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A i V, \r-:i±:i=lc
-Jfi—wr- -Wdfr-

-^-=^t:
thee, O God, un - to

:s=3;:

thee will I give

•^ ]*»

thanks. will I give

qs;--N—j:?
Wt- HSI:igTrz^: :3=i3=:*

=1=

-4—4
thee, O God, un - to thee will give thanks - will I give

=sri

&^. :t»=P=e:
:t=^=tr;

V=.WtW=tr.
-1—

h

thee, O God, un - to thee will give

-r-
:=S==s;:

:tr.«zf=Ei^^5z=
ic;

:i=P:

thanks, will I give

:P=z 'W^w:

I-I-
:3=zi: :^=:lg_k

—

k—-1^=^:

thee, O God, un - to thee will I

—I

—

-•

—

5=1:
4

o-ive thanks O God, will I give

—1_,

;j^=-ES=^=:?=:^f=J
-•-

:a=*: =^^1
/

e^^ :p=ff:

-r-r
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P P
^—fL -p --P

thanlis,

P
|«a. ,«*(-.

-1 1

—

ziz^z^r^d=p:==^:
btz:

to thee will

?tfit

thanks ua - to

-=! P P-

thee will I give

:?:
-I— I— I—f-

-h^i—^W"
tluinks

r33Zjr=—
izz:^ -±=ztr~rt:

to thee

fcizz^zigf:

thanks. to theo wiU I

:£Z?-

will I

=:x5zzz
rzqzzz

give

—I ^_^_,f9SBB^^BIBBKS_

l=jEi=g9E3: :PzWzi^z*z3

give than'ts, give

_»bf^z-z:
I I r

z:^zjzzjzazzz^=
zz:Szfzz«jfiz:!tfzz

P

355££z—-zz-_=

-\-

ipzq:

:iz:
zzzt:

J Adagio. r\
:zzi=z=szzqszz|z=qzzzziSzzzlszzzEz:
irgziz^zzzjizzlzzijgzrzit-zi^zrzgiz: -©-

thanks, un - to

/
thee will give

^zrzqzrzzs^zzzvzz

thanks, un - to

/

rdzzzds:
z:irizrza!zzziS_v:z5-

thee will I give

^SE

thanks.

—I —

.

—e-~
thanks.

qs:

^: it^zzzl:

thanks, un - to

z.'^zizrjSzzzszL'Zff:

-tz=i:^=:ztEzzz^:

thoe will I give thanks.

3-Jzz3Ezfe:ziz£zz|zzzfi^zii:fzzz?zzzfc

r^ii^

thanks, un - to

:zztzzzb:zzzfc

thee will I

zz:zi_-i=

give

i
:=1:

thanks.

-CN

-e-

I /

3^e:i5E^: 111

S:
~1-

«-

-Q-

:^--^

^Tn

llEEtEz^E^

'WT
3E3;

n=-

-ei-
•
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Words by W. D. Digffs.

Andante pomposo

P
J^.

Composed by T, A. Geary,

=P:|e: ^:

The glasses sparkle on the board. The wine is ru-by bright

;

The reiga of pleasure

S3 ip-f:^^IE 3i=t=

If
^=P=F=^EzEzE

:p=^t
:cft=i

r^^;==|: ts=l= -IV^Se^eE?E^;
t3= :t=3:

is re • Btor'd, Of ease and gay de - light.

lit

The day is gone, the

-1-33 ^E^S^- \zz=:^=d^^

^=C:=
I

-J. -

rixf:

fr .
5f

qcsi ^±
night's our own. Then let us feast the

at!
w^

soul

:p=:pSE PPtf^

If a - ny pain,

;fPzr=f=
:t:tizjt: titztzite:^

«/

:t:
:
Ŝlqr: ,__ —.^-m-,-p^ -3-—i-^, 1-

t==Rr£Ebst]=Ezt=tziB^S=:^3:j!3it?ak=£: t=ji

a - ny pain, a - ny pain or care remain,Why drown it in the bowl.

gg^^^r^^B^ T -^-1
±i\z:

:fr|=?c

why

It: :t-t:

r#=^=p=^i:
:p:

:f^^
:trt=:P=F

:t:
--^zwz^-
t=F :a:4

q??:5:i=ir

drown it in the bowl, If a-ny pain or care remain, why drown it in the bowl.

^= It:
:^=w:

:P=^:ti:
1=q=q::=.
3tWr̂ ^iHf^=d=:3=m=:

±=rt:

This world they say's a world of woe,
But that I do deny.

Can sorrow from the goblet flow

;

Or pain from beauty's eye :

The wise are foola, with all their rules.

When they would joy control,
If life's a pain, I say again.

Let's drown it in the bowl.

3:_ 3zizi=3giz3

That time flies fast, the poet sings,

Ihen surely it is wise,
In rosy wine to dip his wings,
And seize him as he flies.

This night is ours, then strew with flowers,
The moments as they roll.

If any pain, or care remain,
We'U drown it in the bowl.

No. 75 and Sup.
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ENCOURAGEMENT OF GENIUS.
(From " Life and Literature" a M.S. Story.)

" You were surprised at some of the strong things

I said, the other evening, when you weru at my
house, respecting your determined devotion to

literature. Without abating your zeal, I wished to

awaken your prudence. I am glad to hear that you
have resolved to remdin in your dingy office at

Manchester. Pleasant as it might appear to you,

just now, to go down to your kind uncle's residence

in the country, tempting as may be the prospect of

the quiet study there, with its window looking out

upon the hills; yet such a step might be the begin-

ning of great miseries for you. No: stay where
you are and struggle on ! The greatest proof a
young man can give of his ability to succeed in a
new situation is when he masters the difficulties of

his present circumstances. The desirable recon-

ciliation of our intellectual life with our social and
physical relations is, perhaps, still far distant; but

every one may do something towards it in his own
case. I would not (as some have done towards
young men of literary tastes) treat your ambition
with contempt. I would not say you must throw all

your papers into the fire and never pen a story nor
give birth to a stanza again, if you wish to succeed

in the world. This is not my style; though I have
heard of even literary men who have treated begin-

ners in that contemptuous way. No: I would not

sacrifice any talent : I would not quench the feeblest

ray of genius; for it has as much a right and a duty
to shine as the brightest sunbeam. Only I would
impress this upon you that your living and your
literature are two things, and the more distinct you
keep them the better it will be for you. I know a
young man, an attorney, who perfectly illustrates

my theory. He inherits from his father a strong

taste for literature and art, especially for music.

Being brought up in very easy and respectable

circumstances, he made literature and art the main
objects of his youthful studies, and only touched
the study of law as with the tips of his fingers.

But when, in consequence of an unfortunate law-

suit, his family became reduced in circumstances,

my friend Harry found that his expensive lessons

on the violin and his amateurship in paintings

might lead to very unpleasant results. Then what
did he do? Did he break the back or stave in the

belly of his idolized Cremona, which seemed to

grow better and better every time he laid the bow
across it ? Oh no ! he carefully put it into its case

and laid it by with Spohr's great school, Campag-
noli's duets, Viotti's concertos and all the fine

delicacies of Rode, Corelli, Mayseder, Kreutzer and
De Beriot; and, then, buckled himself to the desk
in the office, plunged into all the harmonious com-
binations of legal questions, bound himself to lam
for ten hours every day, and all this for the love of

music ! See him bending over his musty old papers

!

for lucre do yuu suppose? nothing of the kind. If

Harry gets only enough, by honest practice, to keep
poverty and duns away from himself and bis good
sister, he cares nothing for the remainder ; hut, at

seven o'clock every evening, when he leaves his

office, he shuts the door with a hearty bang, locks

it, like a man in good earnest, and down stairs he
comes, at three prodigious leaps, to tea, his sister's

piano, and the dear little fiddle that seems to have
a soul of happiness in it powerful enough to dispel

all the legal cares under the wig of a counsellor.

There he goes! fairly in tune—" rum-ti-iddity,

tweedle-tweedle-dee," and away up to a charming
trill at the top of the first string—and now where
are all the crooks and tangles and knotty points of
law but with their great patentee ?

I heartily commend the example of my friend

Harry to your study and imitation. If you will try

it, you will find the good of it, both with regard to

your literary progress and your station in society."

" I am not writing in a negative way to discourage
your genius. No: as I have said, I would not
diminish a ray of it. I would not sacrifice literature

to the necessities of social life; but would unite the
two as well as possible. I know that when a man's
inherent genius is depressed, the world must be for

him only a place of dull, dark toil. It is the genius
of a man that must sustain him amid his toils, and
my great design should be to direct all his labours

towards the due developement of that genius. I will

tell you a little story of a musical genius with whom
I was once acquainted, to show you my meaning.
Down in avalley in the North, where the winding

Wear flows over beds of coal and carries thousands
of keels laden with dark riches down to the sea,

there lived a rude, hardy old pitman, whose eldest

son evinced a strong passion for music, and early

began to practice on the violin. The boy would
even take the pleasant instrument down two hundred
fathoms into the bowels of the earth, and there cheer

the black solitude with its strains. But this the

fatherwould not tolerate. He seized the instrument,

and restrained the boy from aU musical exercises.

The result was, that the boy, as he might not be a
good fiddler, so he mould not make himself a good
collier. As he grew older,he became a dull, mopish
fellow, for the enlivening flame of his peculiar

genius was stifled in him. Then he took to idle

ways and wandered about the country, getting a
little work now and then, here and there. After

some years of poverty, he came home in disgrace

and depression ; but his father had gone to another

colliery in a distant part of the country. The young
man found his old violin, stringless and broken and
dusty ; but when he saw it a new idea dawned upon
him. He determined to mend the fiddle and to

mend his own life with it ! He got new strings for

the old violin, and procured regular employment for

himself. He resolved to work for the sake of the

fiddle. He now felt that he had something to

labour for. He cogitated over sweet melodies while

down in the black mine, and, when he came home
from his six or eight hours' hard toil in the gloomy

pit, there hung the friendly instrument by the

mantel-piece in his cottage. He washed himself,

took his food, and devoted the remainder of the day

to his violin. He told upon it all his sorrows and
all his pleasures. Every day he mastered more o

its pleasing difficulties, and became more delighted

with its expanding powers of expression, until he

became the best musician in all the valleys of the

winding Wear.
And so I contend that the intellectual faculties

and tastes which, sometimes, lead the youth away
from the duties of life, may be made the means of

giving interest to the dull routine of daily tasks.

Tell the youth to cultivate his gifts, to consider this

cultivation the object of life ; but teach him that,

to do this, worldly industry and prudence are ne-

cessary, and thus you will put him in the right way
to make the best of himselt and )f the world about

him." JosEPu GobiicK.

1
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OLD AND SCARCE MELODIES.

Lively, but not toofast.

No. 29—OLD NICK IN LOVE.

PB2

Slow and with feeling.
No. 30.—AN OLD WOMAN CLOTHED IN GRAY.

1'^

^^Hiilill^
No. 29.—An old ballad air, formerly common in

the coal mining districts of Scotland.

No. 30.—This air has impressed upon it the

veritable marks of age. . We have endeavoured to

discover to what period it belongs, but hitherto

without success. The old man who used to croon

it over to a single verse, who was upwards ofeighty

years old when he died, said that he had heard his

grandfather singing it, and had no idea of its age.

The single stanza is of little value, but we retain
it here as it serves to give an individuality and life,

like quality to the melody.

An old woman clothed in gray.

Whose daughter was cliarming and young.
But she'was deluded away
By a villain with flattering tongue.

Ah ! me.

MADAME CATALANI.

Our readers may have seen in the public papers

theannouncementofthe death ofMadame Catalani

;

the following letter from the celebrated cantatrice

to Dr. Heller, the journalist of Leipsic, is the best

answer to the rumour :

—

' Sir,—What have I done to the German press

that they have now, for the fourth time, killed me ?

Though at the age of 64, 1 still retain good health,

and live in quiet retirement, in the remembrance of

former days. The French journals, misled by those

of Germany, have twice announced my death, the

English once. At first the intelligence was more
laughable than frightening to me, and I read with
satisfaction the many praises with which my fancied

decease was accompanied. The spring of my life

and my artistical efforts seemed once more strewn
with the flowers which were to have covered my
grave ; but which, fortunately for me, does not yet

contain my corpse. But, I must confess, the

repetitions of the statements of my dissolution begin
to alarm me What base cruelty to continually

announce to an old woman 'her death!' I shall

at last believe it myself, and really die. The journals,

so weak in the art of animating and vivifying, will

then have the sad satisfaction of knowing my heart

to be cold and motionless. Good heavens ! I do
not wish to sing any more, nor to stand in the
way of the young rising talent before whom the

journals all crouch, in order, perhaps, later to con
demn to the dust, and treat as hard-heartedly and
ungratefully as they have done me. I should at least

yet be allowed to breathe. The inheritance I have
to leave is too trifling to allure the cupidity of

lunrivon. That which from the extravagance of

my husband was left, I devoted to the art when I

was at the head of the Italian Opera at Paris, and
the greater half of the proceeds of my concerts, I

divided with the poor. The estate where I reside,

and a few thousand livres of income is all I have
saved from the millions the principal capitals of
Europe awarded me. Grant nie, I pray, the enjoy-

ment of so modest a possession, and the happiness
of existence a little longer. From the contradictions

of the journals, I perceive that a Signor Karl
Herlossohn, in Leipsic, was my last murderer. A
German cantatrice, whom I had the the pleasure of
receiving in my solitude last summer, sang to me a
charming ballad in our native language, entitled

'Ob ich dich liebe, frage die Sterne.' The melody
and words which he translated to me, moved my
heart, notwithstanding it having long been chilled.

Chevalier Fraiselli, at Florence, who is well ac-

quainted with the German language, gave me an
Italian version, since which I have often sung it,

and the author of it cuts the thread of my life in a
journal which is not named the Owl or Raven, but

the Morning Star. I am well aware that, hence-

forth, I liave to direct ray looks to the departing

stars, and not to the rising ones. Signor Herlossohn's
incivility (you will not change this expression in the

translation, as I say scostuma sezza) is enhanced
by the excuse he attempts to make for his proceed-

ings. He states that he wanted to mislead the minor
journals l)y imputing to them the old novelty of my
death, which he furnished five years ago, just as if

it were necessary for him, the editor of the Allgemcine
Theater Lexicon, to give additional proofs of his

being able to resort to falsehoods heroically. In
that publication, as well as perverting artists' ages,

he also kills me too soon. "Tell him I cannot any
more sing his ballad, witlioutfancyiug I am humming
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my funeral hymn. ' A woman,' says iny Italian
countryman, the Venetian Casanova,' is only as she
appears in the eyes of her lover.' Had the world,
which one day gave me all her laurels, and much
more praise than I was entitled to receive, reserved
for me some esteem and interest, they would not
to-day have thought me so shockingly old, or allowed
me to have been so regardlessly killed.

' This is the sorrowful treatment I experience.
Commuuicate the contents of this letter in your
journal ; most likely you are now better initiated
in the Italian language than you were in 1839, when
you came to see me at the Lake of Como, and
brought me greetings from friends in Germany; and
allow me, for the present, to subscribe myseli' really
and truly, Sir, your obedient servant,

Angelica Catalani.
Florence, Jan. 6, 1844.'

A SONNET.
By Miss Mitford.

I could have lengthen'd out one fleeting hour
Into an age—sitting at set of sun
Under the long, low, open shed, where won

The mellow evening light through leaf and flower;
Playing the hostess in that summer bower
To such dear guests, while rose tlie antique song,
By those young sister voices pour'd along,

So wild, so pure, so clear, so full of power.
Ringing and vibrating. It was a lay

That sent a smile into the very heart

;

As when the early lark shoots up in May,
With his blithe matins, rarer than all art

Save this. O happiest and most fleeting day,
Why art thou gone so soon ?—Why must we part.

FOR UNTO US A CHILD IS BORN.
SACRED CHORUS, FROM THE "MESSIAH."

Andante Allegro,

Sym,

Handel.

CANTO

ALTO.

TENOR.

BASS.

ifCTR '^ ==^ :fs=ts:
:p=l^P=p:-i=-=i- ijtii: :*=*:
:Mz=3iz

ua a son is giv - eii| un - to us a son IS giT - en,

i

3tE

q^=s:
ztt~i-t^

For un - to

I
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^

—

f^t I'T'm—i-t-w 1^^—n"i-i ,

For im - to us a c!iil<J is horn

Ucis:
i=i:

us a cliilU is Itoiit, uii - to us a sua la
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1
-f ^—^
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I
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GUISEPPE MJLLICO.
This vocalist was born at Naples, in 1730. In

the year 1790, we find him attached to the concerts

uf the King of Naples. The principal excellencies

of his performance consisted in the power and
sweetness of his voice, the sensibilitj of his expres-

sion, and the siinplicity,yet nobleness, of his manner.
In 1772, he visited Vienna, and during his stay

there, was engaged by the celebrated composer
Gluck to give his niece some instructions in singing.

The young lady's progress under his tuition, aston-

ished everyone. " She, in a short time," say the

authors of the Dictiannaire Historique des Musi-
cians, " became the object of universal admiration."

In 1774, Millico came to London, and, at the
King's Theatre, obtained the greatest success. On
his return to Naples, in 1780, he was engaged in
the royal concerts. It is pretended, that his pro-
fessional merits were counterbalanced by two
faults, the most common among courtiers, ambition
and perBdy. " He persecuted, " say his enemies,
" Marcbesi, and every foreign singer who neglected

to court his protection." In 1790, we lind him
attached to the concerts of the King of Naples, but
the time of his death is not precisely known.
Besides being justly celebrated as a vocalist, he is

known as a composer of tolerable ability.

SACRED PEACE, CELESTIAL TREASURE.

GLEE FOR FOUR VOICES.
Andantino.

Dolce.p

1st

SOPRANO.

2d
SOPRANO.

TENOR.

BASS.

1
I

—I 1
1

Ka. 76
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AULD ROBIN GEAY.
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When the sheep are in the fauld, and the kye a' at

hame,
AVhen a' the weary world to sleep are gane,
The waes o' my heart fa' in showers frae my e'e.

While my gudoman liss sound by me,

Youno^ Jamie lo'ed me weel.and sought me for hisbrtde

;

But saving a crown he had naething else beside.

To make the crown a pound, my Jamie gaed to sea

;

And the crown and the pound, they were baith for mel

He hadna been awa' a week but only twa,
When my mither she fell sick, and the cow was stown

awa;
My father brake his arm—my Jamie at the sea

—

And Auld Robin Gray came a-courting me.

My father couldna work—my mither couldna spin
;

I toil'd day and night, but their bread I couldna win;
Auld Rob maintain'd them baith, and, wi' tears in his

e'e,

Said, " Jenny, for their sakes, will you no' marry me ?*'

My heart it said na, for I look'd for Jamie back
;

But the wind it blew highland the ship it was a wrack;

The ship it was a wrack ! Why didna Jenny dee?
Oh why do I live to say, O wae s me I

My father argued sair—my mither didna speak,

But she look'd in my face till my heart was like to
break

;

Sae I gied to Rob my hiind, tho' my heart was at the
sea

;

And Auld Robin Gray is gudeman to me.

I hadna been a wife, a week but only four,

When mournfu' as I sat on the stane at the door,

I saw my Jamie's ghaist—1 couldna think it he,

Till he said, *' I'm come hame, my love, to marry
thee!"

sair, sair did we greet, and mickle did we say

;

AVe took but ae kiss, and we tore ourselves away.
1 wish that I were dead, but I'm no like to dee

;

Oh why do I live to say, O wae's me I

I gang like a ghaist, and I carena to spin ;

I darena think o* Jamie, for that wad be a sin.

But I will do my best a gude wife aye to be,

For Auld Robin Grav is a kind man to me.

The authoress of " Auld Robin Gray'* was Lady Ann Lindsay, daughter of the Earl of Balcarras. She
was born on the 8th Dec, 1750, and was married in 1793 to Sir Andrew Barnard, a son of the bishop of
Limerick, and Colonial Secretary at the Cape of Good Hope. Her husband died in 1807 without issue ; her
own death did not take place till the 6th of May, 1825, at Berkeley Square, London, where she had long resided.

Shortly before her death, she made a communication to Sir Walter Scott, from which we make the following
extract :

—" Robin Gray, so called from its being' the name of the old herd at Balcarras^ was written soon after

the close of the year 1771. My sister Margaret had married, and accompanied her husband to London : I was
melancholy, and endeavoured to amuse myself by attempting a few poetical trifles. There was an ancient
Scottish melody, "The Bridegroom greits when the sun gaes down," of which I was passionately fond.

, who lived before your day, used to sing it to us at Balcarras. She did not object to its having
improper words, though 1 did. I longed to sing old Sophy's air to different words, and give to its plaintive

tones some little history of virtuous distress in humble life, such as might suit it. While attempting to effect

this in my closet, I called to my little sister, now Lady Hardwicke, who was the only person near me, ' I have
been writing a ballad, my dear; I am oppressing my heroine with many misfortunes. I have already sent her
Jamie to sea—and broken her father's arm—and made her mother fall sick—and given her Auld Robin Gray
for her lover ; but I wish to load her with a fifth sorrow within the four lines, poor thing ! Help me to one.'
* Steal the cow, sister Ann,' said the little Elizabeth. The cow was immediately lifted by me, and the song
completed. At our fireside, and amongst our neighbours, * Auld Robin Gray* was always called for. I was
pleased in secret with the approbation it met with ; but such was my dread of being suspected of writing
anything, perceiving the shyness it created in those who could write nothing, that I carefully kept my own
secret. Meantime, little as this matter seems to have been worthy of a dispute, it afterwards became a party
question between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, * Robin Gray' was either a very ancient ballad,

composed perhaps by David Rizzio, and a great curiosity, or a very modern matter, and no curiosity at all.

I was persecuted to avow whether I had written it or not,—where I had got it. Old Sophy kept my counsel,

and I kept my own, in spite of the gratification of seeing a reward of twenty guineas offered in the newspapers
to tbe person who should ascertain the point past a doubt, and the still more flattering circumstance of a visit

from Mr Jerningham, secretary to the Antiquarian Society, who endeavoured to entrap the truth from me in

a manner I took amiss. Had he asked me the question obligingly, I should have told him the fact distinctly

and confidentially. The annoyance, however, of this important ambassador from the Antiquaries, was amply
repaid to me by the noble exhibition of the * Ballat of Auld Robin Gray's Courtship,* as performed by dancing-
dogs under my window. It proved its popularity from the highest to the lowest, and gave me pleasure while

I hugged myself in my obscurity," It is necessary to add, that although " Auld Robin Gray" was written for

tbe old tune of the " Bridegroom greits,'' it is now universally sung to the air which we have given above,

and which was composed by the Rev. William Leeves, rector of Wrington, who died in 1828, aged 80. In

Kinging it is usual to omit the first verse.
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MUSIC IN GERMANY.
{From the Monthly Chronicle.)

We live in an age when attempts arc maJe, not
only to explain every thing by way of analysis, but
ulsu to lend to all the phenomena of inteilectual
life a general signification, a character bearing upon
the general development of the human mind.
Music, the most popular, attractive, and sublime of
the fine arts, has, it can easily be imagined, not
escaped the test of critical ordeal, and the results of
the investigations it shall be our task to exhibit in

the f(»llo\ving pages.

Haydn, Mozart,and Beethovenmay be considered
the tirst who have impressed German music with a
cliaracter, at once original, profound, and energetic.

Tiicir works are distinguished, not only for sublime
Imrniony, but also for their obvious tendency to

raise music into the sphere of science by the better

developmeut of its elements. Haydn, especially in

his earlier productions, though he never loses sight

of the ordinary rules and principles of tiie art, ap-
pears, nevertheless, to animate them with a new
spirit, and often even to metamorphose them into

new elements, by the brilliancy of his style, breathing
a calm and innocent spirit imbued with all the
grace and serenity of nature. Grief and melancholy
assume in biscompositionsasoft and mild character,
never giving utterance to bursts of violent and stormy
passions. In Mozart, form and principle are blended
with wcmderful tact. The structure of bis compo-
sitions is generally rounded into perfect symmetry
by means of contrasts and repetitions, while the

whole is characterised by sublime harmony, lofty

melody, and graceful rhythm. His music expresses

a divine or " melodious sorrow" on the one hand,
and the most exalted joy on the other. But the

title of the " Father of music" he chiefly owes to

the skill with which he brought to perl'ection in-

strumental music, raising ?t on a level with the

vocal part of the art, in the true spirit of the German
style. " Don Juan," the grandest of his creations,

will also always remain the grandest opera in Ger-
man music. In Beethoven, science predominates
over all the other elements. He contemplated
nature in all her charms, struggles, and sorrows,
from an elevated station, and disdaining form and
symmetry as something too sober and physical, he
obeyed, in his ethereal flight, the inspiration of his

poetical imaginaticm alone. Joining the cheerful

simplicity and variety of Haydn with the deep
fervour and richness of harmony of Mozart, Beet-
h<iven succeeded in establishing harmony between
all the various instruments, and with it also the
sovereign power of instrumental music ; while vocal
nmsic, proving rather deficient to express the nuances
of the violent emotions of his poetical fancy, he
almost neglected altogether. These three maestros
may be considered as the original founders of the
various schools of music now extant in Germany.
The Rombergs, rather deficient in profoundness

and original thought, are the disciples of Haydn,
while Spohr, in creating in his symphonies a style

of his own, characterised no less by harmony than
passion, is easily known as the follower of Mozart,
by the form of his style. Ries seems to work on
neutral ground, without marked partiality for any
school; his talents have produced charming melo-
dies in all styles, while Kalliwoda, after having
imparted to his earlier compositions the character
of Spohr, pursued afterwards a new style, full of
pleasant and fantastical melody. Ouslow is, ive

think, the only one of that period who well knew
how to control his lively fancy by the principles of ^
the art.

The Concerto was first brought to perfection by
Mozart, by the change he wronght in the instru-

mental part. It was greatly cultivated after him
by Beethoven and the later composers, such as

Clementi, Dussex, Handel, and lastly, Moschelles,

all of whom united science with brilliancy of style

and execution. In Ries and Kalkbrenner, we are

more struck with graceful melody than scientific

hurniony.

The Sonata, of which the early masters were

Bach, Haydn, and Handel, was perfected by Mozart
and Beethoven, and afterwards greatly cultivated

by Humel, Kalkbrenner, Schmit, &c. At present,

it is partly neglected by the profession, and entirely

abandoned by amateurs, though the spirit still

lingers in the masterpieces of Moschelles, Pixis,

Reissiger, and Schubert.

The Variation is, of all the species of music, the

only one which has undergone a change for the

worse in the process of time. It formerly had at

least the merit of scientific harmony and combi-

nation, while now it is destitute of all character

and principle whatever; the whole consisting of ran-

dom and superficial melodies and accompaniments.

Mere mechanical execution, especially on the piano,

seems to be the fashion of the day; v^hile all tlie

numerous compositions are more or less confined to

the piano alone, the favourite instrument of the

present time, among all classes and both sexes.

The fashionable mania for brilliant mechanical

execution has infected even the scientific Czerny,

who relinquished his more serious and sterling

compositions in favour of the existing folly ; he is

followed by Herz and HUnten, who, with more
tact and elegance than profoundness, have become
the spoiled children of the fair sex. Their whole

power consists in turning, twisting, and repeating

certain passages of favourite operas with taste and
precision.*

Of the composers of simple music for other

instruments besides the piano,we shall only mention

Viotti, the father of our modern violinists. His
style and ideas are clear and naive. His pupil

Rode was at first inclined towards simple, but noble

and pathetic compositions, but was afterwards

influenced by the progressive spirit of the age to

give them a more complicated and scientific charac-

ter. The concertos of Spohr for the violin are, in

that respect, the best models for study, as even the

parts which are chiefly characterised by the dilli-

* And a careful abstinence from all meaning in their

legerdemain. This is precisely the case in England at

present. Scarce a single concert taltes place in which
every solo performer does not play similar tricks. He
gets through h'n morsel of orijjinal melody, or theme,
as soon as he decently can. and the next instant off he
goes, up and down the scale, in endless evolutions, and
you hear no more of the melody. In this manner, and
by tlie hour, do pianists, more especially, worry the

ears of an exliausted flock of fashionables with the

interminable repetitions oftheir mere manual exercises

;

and these exeniplai'y auditors sit patiently, partly

because they have paid tlieir money—partly because
they are afraid it would show a want of science and
taste not to be delighted—and partly because, like the

English at Waterloo, they will not go away, however
worn out, while there remains any thing more to

endure.— Ed. M. C.
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culty in execution partake of the most sublime Ijric

beauty. Of equal merit are his, as well as Weber's
concertos for the clarionet; nor oug^ht we to omit
noticing the the charming pots-pourrisof Spolir, as

also the pieces composed for the violoncello by B.
Romberg.
The immber of composers for the wind instru-

ments is comparatively very limited, owing to the

imperfection of the instruments themselves, on which
no great variety can be performed. 'I'liere is no
more such a thing as military music, the truly

military marches of the former days having been
superseded by dances and opera-airs ; nor can we,
indeed, withhold our admiration for the dances of

Strauss and Lanner: there is in them sometliing

])iquant, varied, and cheerful, which renders them
altogether irresistible.

Let us now examine the state and progress of

vocal mnsic. We shall begin with the opera, which
lias obtained, in our age, a high degree of perfection,

and nearly monopolised stage popularity, above
even tragedy. The cause lies more in the increasing

taste for music, than in the absence of good dra-

matic performers. The popular predilection for

the real drama has of late so diminished in Germany,
that the composers take care to select subjects for

their music the least poetical, provided they express
strong passions, and admit of stage effect. The
million usually prefer seeing and hearing, to

thinking.*

Mozart is, without doubt, the first creator of the

German opera. Before him, the German composers,
with only one or two exceptions, confined their

talent to imitations, and especially of the Italians,

but Mozart finally cfl'eeted a perfect revolution in

the musical world by the appearance of his two
masterpieces, " Don Juan" and " Figaro" where he
united to a great extent dramatic effect with the
most original vocal harmony, blended with all the

grace of Italian melody. Beethoven's " Fidelio"

lias, however, a better claim to scientific harmony,
despite the comparative inferiority of the vocal part

in it. Before Beethoven had published his " Fidelio,"

Cherubini and Mehul were tlie musical stars in

France ; the first was distinguished for original

harmony, as the latter for great simplicity of expres-
sion ; but their chief fiu'te was the instrument: the
orchestra was the sphere of operation, and dramatic
situations were more delineated by the harmony of

the instruments than expressed by the utterance of
the voice; so much so that when, in process of
time, instrumental music became more and more
developed, a sort of forced and unnatural modulation
was introduced into the songs, utterly destitute of

all melody, expression, and dramatic action. The
malady found its way also to Germany, and affected

the productions of all her composers, with the
exception of Weigel and Winter, who had been
reared in the Italian school.

About that lime arose in Italy a maestro who
wrought a reform in vocal music, and established,

by the forceof his genius, a school of his own, which
soon spread all over the musical world ; we mean
Rossini, whose melodious airs resound throughout
the civilised world. It was Rossini who gave life

and spirit to the Italian opera, and elevated the

• The million never did otherwise in any part of the
world : the greater reason why there should be as
little delay as possible in teaching them better, instead
of pandering to their grossness.—Ed. M. C.

vocal part to the utmost degree of melody and art.

In his earlier compositions, it is true, we rather
miss the prevailing spirit and truth of the drama
itself; but in his later productions, he proved that
he was no stranger to them ; nor could the Germans,
with all theirstrict adherence to principle, withhohl
their admiration for a genius, even in his trans-
gressiims of the laws of the art. In Germany,
vocal music was characterised by science and prin-
ciple alone, never making allowance for melody or
natural sentiment; while Rossini, with the boldness
of a genius that defies pedantic restraint and
authority, broke through the barriers of drv laws
and discordant principles, and created such luxuriant
melodies as to share his triumph with the performers
themselves. All that time tlie German opera had
been under the c(uitrol of two rival composers, Spohr
and Weber. The efforts of the latter evidently
tended tn give to mu9ic,both vocal and instrumental,
the language of tbougbt and sentiment; in short, to

express, by musical sound, even the delicate various
shadings of inward emotions, as conveyed in tlie

words of the text,—a task that met with many
obstacles in the practical part; it had, however, the
advantage of preventing the German stage from
copying the Italian style altogether.

It was reserved for the genius of Weber to intro-

duce in France a taste for German music, and more
especially by means of his wonderful opera of" Der
Freiscliiitz." It soon also led to the introduction
of Beethoven's music, first in the concerts of sacred
music, and tlien in the musical conservatories, with
rapid progress and success. Ever since, the supe-
riority of German instrumental music was duly
appreciated in France, at the side of the Italian
style of vocal music, which had been introduced iii

theopera-couiique by Harold and Auber, in opposi-
tion to the style of Dalayrac, Iscuard, and Bo'ieldieu.

Harold and Aul)er possess, indeed, to a wonderful
extent, talent, and taste for graceful rhythm, which
lends to their compositions a character not less

distinguished for art than delectable harmony.
-4irs and songs have taken in Germany a more

artistical turn, with that of the instrumental ac-
companiment, in which Schultz, Hiller, Himmel,
Reichaiilt, and, above all, Zelter, so much excelled.

As to Beethoven's accompaniments, they surpass,
in every point of view, the art, melody, and harmony
of the songs themselves.

At the time when the lyric poems of Goethe,
Schiller, Uhland, Riiekert, Miiller, Korner, Schnec-
kendorf, isc. attained in Germany high popularity,

they soon became a theme for nmsical composition
;

and in which Weber distinguished himself by his
peculiar mode of expressing the words. The elegies

of Spohr, the airs of Berger and Weidebein, belong
as yet to the best specimens of that branch of vocal
music, which was, however, soon superseded by the
grand cavatinos of operas, introduced under such a
heavy load of flourishes and other artificial orna-
ments, as to banish nature and expression altogether
from the sphere of music. Some composers, such
as Lowe and Schubert, it is true, did their best to

arrest the rapid decay of natural music, by the
composition of a great number of ballads; but they
failed in their attempts, by a fault of their own, by
rendering the accompaniments stupendously difficult

in point of execution.

Church Music was originally confined to the voice
alone, as religious worship does not require the
6clat and effect of instruments. The masterpieces
of that early period might as yet serve for models of
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sublime simplicity; even profane music had then
partaken ot the same character. But the perfection

of instrumental music soon secularised the style of

sacred music, and tilled it with all the richness of

imaginary art. Some are of opinion that this sort

of worldly splendour in sacred music has entirely

destroyed its true spirit, and that, in order to create

it anew, we ought to re-adopt the style as prevalent

in the sixteenth century. No one has, however, as

yet found any blemish in the taste of introducing

an immense orchestra in the temple of Solomon:
why then suppose that the Christian worship be
averse to the sublime joy of the heart manifested

through the imposing sound of buoyant instruments?

The Credo surely contains, not only passus and
sepultus, but also ressurrexit; and the words,
" Gloria in excelsis Deo,"—do they not claim the

greatest display of pomp and splendour imaginable ?

Moreover, the advanced state of civilisatiim, and the

peaceable times of our present age, do by no means
correspond with the gloomy and sombre character

of the ancient sacred music, risen, as it was, amidst
the horrors and disasters of war and civil convulsions.

But we digress : let us return to the history and
progress of sacred music.

Church music, during the seventeenth century,

bore the stamp of a spirit not less narrow and
pedantic than dogmatic and semi-savage, despite

the noble efforts of a Bach and Handel towards its

amelioration. Some will conclude, from the en-

deavours of Haydn to extend and enlarge the
instrumental part of church music, that his religious

sentiments had lost of their previous intensity. In
looking, however, at his"Salva Regina," and the
" Seven words," we only discover in the composi-
tions a strain so sublime and divine as to disclose

10 us at once the sacred source from which they
emanated, viz., religious enthusiasm and devout
piety; though we must admit, on the other hand,
that in his " Creation," Haydn seems more to preach
the gospel of nature than Christianity. His brother,

Michael Haydn, who devoted his time and talent

solely to the composition of sacred music, proved
by his productions the immense extent to which
modern art may be rendered subservient to the
exigencies of religion. The masses of Mozart were
produced in his earlier days; his hymns belong to

a later date ; and his requiem he composed shortly

before his death. Beethoven wrote but little of

sacred music; circumstances, and the peculiar turn
of his mind, rendered him unlit for the task; witness
his oratorio of " Christ iji the Olive Garden," and
many more, which are decided failures, despite
some fine parts in them.
Among our contemporaries, we must notice

Eybler, the follower of Michael Haydn, and Schnei-
der, who unites deep study with a fertile imagination,
and has given quite a new character to the oratorio.

His style partakes of the dignity of Handel, and the

popularity of Haydn, and the talent he displayed

in the total reform of the choral music, especially

iu his " Last Judgment," places him in the rank of

the first-rate composers of Germany. Klein and
Lowe followed his footsteps, the first (in his oratorio
" Japhet and David") with characteristic simplicity,

and the latter with a touch of stage effect. Both
of them, as also Spohr, have composed the most
excellent choruses.*

* We do not know why our correspondent omits his

highly gifted countryman, Mendelsohn, and his grand
oratorioof "Paul."—Ed M. C.

In the other countries beside Germany, we meet
with but one great composer of sacred music; we
mean Cherubiui tiie elder, who after having quitted

the stage, where his talent was not duly appreciated,

turned his whole attention to church music. His
requiem, masses, and hymns rank among the best

compositions of the day. In all the temples of

Italy, with the sole exception of the Vatican chapel,

we hear nothing but the adapted airs from Rossiui's

operas.

Having given ' a brief sketch of the progress of

the art in its different species with regard to com-
position, we shall next endeavour to examine the

prosaical part of music, practical and mechanical
execution.

THE HARMONIOUS SISTERS.

Three sisters, one calm evening, sang their hymn,
While gentle shades enfolded them around;

And, as they cbaunted in the twilight dim.
And mystic voices seemed to swell the sound,

While the stars look'd out, softly, from the skies.

They knew not how the tears had gathered iu their

eyes.

Then spoke young Emily :
" the vernal prime

I never shall behold : I heard a voice

Blent with our song, and, in the sweet spring-time^

When all the rivers and the woods rejoice,

I shall be hush'd ; but, in calm evening hours,

Dear sisters, sing : my voice shall blend with yours!"

• *

While in the hall they raise the solemn song.

The sweet old lay in which she much delighted,

A gentle voice is heard the chords among

—

Their sister's voice with theirs once more united!

But now so thrilling sweet, so pure, so high!

For such a voice they almost long to die.

And Emma liv'd to see the gentle spring,

But faded ere the woods had lost their green;

And Anna now was left alone to sing,

But droop'd before the breath of winter keen;

While her sad mother, in her chamber lone,

Heard through the long, sad nights that sweet

inviting tone.

And, one sad morning, when she came to see

Her only child, she found her pale and still

—

Three voices till'd the room with harmony,
Pass'd o'er the lake, and died beyond the hill

In one celestial cadence, soft and clear.

Too sweet for any but an angel's ear I

Joseph Gostick.

GEORGE L AN OPERATIC MANAGER.

When the great composer, Steffani, was appointed
director of the opera at Brunswick, by Ernest-

Augustus, father of George the First, he found the

singers so perverse and refractory, that he could not

restrain his indignation, and was even compelled to

declare to the Duke, that he must resign his office.

Upon this. Prince George determined to take the

duty on himself, and try the influence of his talents

and authority. The experiment, however, was of

short duration. The performers became more
unmanageable than ever, and he soon quitted a
task wiiich he found so arduous, that in despair, he
protested he could much easier command an army
of fifty thousand men, than manage a single troop

of opera singers.
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POWER OF MUSIC.

During the expedition to Buenos Ayres, a High-
land soldier while a prisoner in the hands of the

Spaniards, having formed an attachment to a
woman of the country, and charmed by the easy
life which the tropical fertility of the soil enabled
them to lead, had resolved to remain and settle in

South America. When he imparted this resolution

to his comrade, the latter did not argue with him,
but leading him to his tent, he placed him by his

side and sung him ' Lochaber no more.' The spell

was on him. The tears came into his eyes, and
wrapping his plaid around him, he murmured,
'Lochaber nae mair!—I maun gang back—Na!'
The songs of his childhood were ringing in his ears,

and he left that land of ease and plenty for the naked
rocks and sterile valleys of Badenoch, where at the
close of a life of toil and hardship, he might lay his

head in his mother's grave. He who writes once
travelled a road in Perthshire, in company with an
old, ignorant,very ignorant man,acommon beggar.
Unused to sympathy, when he found himself sympa-
thised with, his heart was opened, and he told

something of his past life. From his earliest years
he had been an outcast, one of that class who form
the hewers of wood and drawers of water in our
great manufacturing towns. Instruction of any
sort, save in evil-doing, he had never received ; he
was one of those svho are kept in ignorance and
crushed and driven into vice, and then punished for

that very ignorance and vice. At the commence-
ment of the war he enlisted for a soldier, and was
ultimately sent to Portugal. His comrade hap-
pened to be a Scotchman, who was well acquainted
with the poetical literature of his country, and this

poor and ignorant soldier felt all that was good in

him so attracted by the sound and sentiment, when
he could understand it, of these songs, that he
learned many of them by heart. Much evil he saw
and committed, and much hardship, heart-harden-
ing and grievous hardship, did he endure in the

course of that long and bloody war; but at length

it approached its close, and the British army was
advancing on France. One day while encamped,

No. 77.

this soldier, in strolling in the neighbourhood of the

camp, came suddenly on a small house embosomed
among trees. It happened to be tenanted solely by
a woman, and thoughts of hell, of such scenes as

make the heart shudder, and the hand clench, and
the lips curse, even in the name of God, war and
warriors, came thronging into this ignorant and
debased man's mind ; but even in that hour of pro-

jected sin, a remembrance came faintly at first, but
gradually stronger and stronger of the scenes, the

peace, and the innocence, described in the songs he
had learned, and the beauty and manliness and
goodness pictured in them, seemed, in his own
words, to take a divine shape and lead him away
from iniquity. And that old and miserable man
wept while he remembered how Scotland's songs

had been instrumental in keeping a damning stain

from his darkened but still immortal soul. The old

belief that guardian spirits ever hover round the

paths of men, covered with the misty mantle of

superstition a mighty truth, for every beautiful and
pure and good thought which the heart holds, is an
angel of mercy, purifying and guarding the soul.

—

Robert Nicoll.

STANZAS.
WRITTEN BIT A YOUNG LADY.

Fair Nature smiled in all her bowers.

But Man the master work of God,
Unconscious of his latent powers,

The tangled forest trod.

Without a hope, without an aim,

Beyond the slotli's, the tiger's life;

His only pleasure sleep, or strife

—

And war his only fame !

Furious alike and ceaseless beam'd
His lasting hate, and transient love,

And every mother's instinct seem'd
The fondness of the dove;

The mental world was wrapt in night,

Though some, the diamonds of the mine,

Burst tlirough the shrouding gloom to shir.e.

With self-emitted light
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But see the glorious dawn unfold,

Ttie brighter day that lurks behind,

The march of armies may be told,

But not the march of miud

;

Instruction, child of heaven and earth !

As heat expands the vernal flower,

So wisdom, goodness, freedom, power.
From tliee derive their birth.

From thee, all mortal bliss we draw ;

From thee, religion's blessed fruit

;

From thee, the good of social law

;

And man redeemed from the brute.

From thee all ties to virtue dear

;

The father's, brother's, husband's name;
From thee the good and holy fame

That never shed a tear.

Oh breathe thy soul along the gale.

That Britons still in generous strife,

Knowledge and goodness may inhale.

The mingled breath of life

;

So shall they share what they possess.

And show to distant worlds thy charms,
Knowledge and peace their only arms,

Their only aim to bless.

Glasgow Chronicle.

SOPRANO.

ALTO, or 2d,

SOPRANO.

TENOR.

BASS.
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OH! BLESSING ON THi:E, LAND.

IVords by l-f. Wilson, Esq. Music by John Turnbull.
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GRAND ORATORIO IN GLASGOW.
HANDELS "MESSIAH."

PiUNCiPAL Performers : Mr. Phillips, Mr. J.

JtEEVES, Mrs. Bushe, and Miss Whitnall.
Conductor, Mr. J. M'Farlane, Glasgow.

Leader, Mr. Dewar, Edinburgh.

The society instituted for the purpose of bringing

out the " Messiah" of Handel on a scale proportioned

to the greatness of the work, and consistent with

the elements which could be gathered together for

a chorus in Glasgow, and to test whether Glasgow

was prepared to give countenance to sueh musie,

fixed on the evening of Tuesday, the 2d April, for

the working of their experiment, and we rejoice to

be able to say that it has had a most successful

issue. Every thing turned out favourably ; and the

ladies and gentlemen of the society composing the

chorus, who had been in training for some months

previously, assembled in high spirits. At seven

o'clock the platform was filled with the performers,

220 in number, each one seemingly anxious that

the Oratorio should be done full justice to—so that

the people of Glasgow might have an opportunity

of proving whether this performauce should be

the solitary attempt, or the first of a series. All

eager to follow the slightest suggestion which might

contribute to the desired end—trusting to the skill

of Mr. BI'Farlane, their conductor, they waited but

the lifting of his baton to burst out into tlie mighty

chonis. The choristers, amateurs belonging to

Glasgow, were placed on the platform erected at

the west end of the City Hall, in two compact

phalanxes, tier above tier, with the instrumental

corps, a number of whom were amateurs, also in-

habitants of Glasgow, led by Mr. Dewar of Edin-

burgh, in the centre. One moment's pause, up

went the baton of the conductor, and the overture

was heard, grave and potent, fore-shadowing the

coming tide of musie,—not one jarring note—not a

quaver out of place ; and the tliousands of auditors

were hushed as though a spell had begun to operate.

The first recitative, " Comfort ye my people,"

was sung by Mr. J. Reeves; his voice is a tenor of

considerable compass, and of a sweet and pleasing

character, but that is the highest praise we dare

givehim; he seemed not to feel the deep sentiment

of the subject. He sung much too equably, showing

himself in such music the mere reader—not a great

musical elocutionist; he did not improve in the

air " Every valley shall be exalted," but evinced a

lack of heart, and the words of promise fell dead

from his lips, conjuring up no echo in the sym-

pathy of the audience. The chorus " And the

Glory of the Lord" which followed, staggered a

little at the outset, and the volume of sound swayed

uncertainly for the first few bars, but soon recovered,

and went on to the end with great precision. In

the recitative, " Thus saith the Lord of Hosts,"

Mr. Phillips exhibited a great amount of artistic

management, but his voice seemed to be too much

forced, and wanted flexibility. In the passage

" I will shake," his expression was more like shud-

dering than shaking, it was as though he meant to

give utterance to a timid effect, rather than a

magnipotcnt cause. In the air, " Who may abide

the day of his coming," he appeared in a more fa-

vourable light, and in the following recitative, " For

behold darkness shall cover the earth," his singing

was truly grand. Then forth burst with regal

magnificence the chorus " For unto us a Child is

born" which fairly took the audience by surprise',

and although it was expressly stated in the hand

bills that there' was to be no clapping of hands, or

other marks of approval,— themighty mass of people

broke out into one simultaneous cheer, which was

almost as suddenly checked by the feeling that it

was improper in the circumstances, and contrary to

rule.

The performance of the " Pastoral Symphony"

was not exactly to our taste; there was much

twaddle and no simplicity. Here and there amongst

the instruments we thought we could detect sundry

ambitious attempts at adorning the chaste move-

ment by the introduction of the trickery of dexterous

manipulation, which with some people is meant

to pass current for high art, but which, in such

circumstances, in our opinion, is not far removed

from impertinent quackery; these fantastic gam-

boilings, which seem to form part of the fashionable

taste of the time, only interrupt the even flmv ot
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Handel's music, and detract from the solemnitj of

its movements. Wliilespeakingof the instrumental

part of this performance, we may as well state here,

that in the accompaniment to all the songs of the

Oratorio, the instruments were by far too promi-

nent, in some cases they were so loud as almost to

drown the voice of the singer.

Mrs. Bushe in some of the recitatives thought

proper to introduce flimsy variations and cadenzas,

which ne cannot admit were any improvements.

The severe style of Handel cannot bear to be

tampered with. This lady's voice was reedy and

thin, but she showed considerable taste in her

reading, which in great measure compensated

for the quality of her voice. Bliss Whitnall, who

appeared as a singer of sacred music for the first

time in Glasgow, is entitled to especial praise.

Her tone is full and sonorous, and her enunciation

clear and distinct. She had to sing several re-

citatives and airs in the course of the performance,

but by far the best of these was her " I know that

my Redeemer liveth ;" indeed, in our opinion, this

was the most impressive song of the evening; she

sung it with exquisite taste and simplicity, and her

rich full tones came gushing forth with most sweet

and winning pathos. The singing of Miss Whitnall

in the above song, and that of Mr. Phillips in " Why
do the nations so furiously rage," and " The trum-

pet shall sound," will long be remembered with

delight by those who were present at the perform-

ance in the City Hall.

The choruses were executed in a manner which

proves satisfactorily that there is taste and know-

ledge sufficient amongst the amateurs of Glasgow

to maintain an efficient choral society. There were

few among the auditors who could fail of being

struck with the grandeur of these masterpieces,

and the more fastidious and severe critics must

have been delighted with the strictness of time, and

attention that was paid to propriety of accent and

expression. In the " Hallelujah,"—all was done

for that most wonderful chorus that could be done

by the number,—we wish that there had been five

hundred voices equally well trained, rather than

only the one hundred and feventy. " His yoke is

easy," the tenor was undecided and heavy. " Be-

hold the Lamb of God" was well sung; would it

not have been an improvement to have sung it in

slower time—the solemn dignity of its transitions

is more appaient when sung in the slowest adagio
;

the words of the chorus, " Behold the Lamb of God

that taketh away the sins of the world," dare not

be irreverently uttered, and Handel has in this part

of his work done as much as can be accomplished

in the way of making music a commentary upon,

and exposition of, the words of Divine truth.

The performance of the "Messiah" has established

the right of Glasgow to the title of one of the music

loving cities of Britain, and has proven that the

noblest works in musical science only require to

be brought forward in like manner, to meet the

liberal support and encouragement of the people.'*

Very little has been done to foster a taste for such

performances in Scotland.-]- Indeed, almostas much

has been done as it was possible to do to hinder the

growth of a taste for the great in musical art,

whereas every means should be used to let society

become acquainted with the music of the great

masters, it never can do evil—but is qualified

to soften and refine the manners—to enlarge the

sympathies, and to purify the heart of man. Im-

mediately before the time fixed for the Oratorio,

an attempt was made to get up an outcry against

it, and it was stated in one of the newspapers of

the city, that the performance of the " Messiah"

was a blasphemous outrage upon the sacred truths

of scripture ; fortunately, however, these illiberal

and ignorant attacks fell to the ground, and left

scarcely any impression behind them. The love of

the beautiful, and the perfect, is much too universally

diffused, and too deeply graven on the minds of the

thinking and reflecting members of society, to be

thus obliterated. And this truly first performance,

whether we regard its chronological position, or

the masterly style in which it has been accom-

plished, will do much to improve the taste and

liberalise the sentiments of the people of Glasgow.

Confident that such may be the result, we close this

hasty review—wishing every success to the choral

amateurs of Glasgow-.

MATERNAL DISTRESS OVER A DYING
CHILD.

They bore him to his mother, and he lay

Upon her knees till noon—and then he died

!

She had watched every breath, and kept her hand

Soft on his forehead, and gazed in upon
The dreamy languour of his listless eye.

And she had laid back all his sunny curls.

And kiss'd his deUcate hp, and lifted him
Into her bosom, till her heart grew strong

—

His beauty was so unlike death ! She leaned

Over him now, that she might catch the low

Sweet music of his breath, that she had learned

* The present performance of the " Messiah" was
judiciously announced to be for the benefit of the

Royal Infirmary, and we learn that a sum of upwards
of eighty pounds has been paid over to the Treasurer

of that institution, an amount which speaks well for

the success of the experiment, when the heavy expensei

with which it must have been attended are taken into

consideration.

f Even this last and successful attempt was alto-

gether owing to the love of music of three or four

private individuals, who proposed the formation of a

society for the express purpose of giving the thing a

fair trial. And we only refrain from giving publicity

to their names from knowing that the success of their

efforts is to them an ample and gratifying recompence.
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To love when lie was slumbering at her side

In his unenuseious infancy

—

" So still

!

'Tis a soft sleep ! How beautiful he lies,

With his fair forehead, and the rosj veins

Playing so freshly in his sunny cheek

!

How could they say that he would die ! Oh, God

!

I could not lose him ! I have treasured all

His childhood in my heart, and even now,
As he has slept, my memory has been there.

Counting like treasures all his winning ways

—

His unforgotten sweetness ;

—

" Yet so still !—
How like this breathless slumber is to death !

I could believe that in that bosom now
There was no pulse—it beats so languidly !

I cannot see it stir; but his red lip!

Death would not be so very beautiful

!

And that half smile—would death have left that

there?

—And should I not have felt that he would die ?

And have I not wept over him?—And prayed
Morning and night for him ?—And could he die ?

—

No—God will keep him ! He will be my pride

Many long years to come, and this fair hair

Will darken like his father's, and his eye

Be of a deeper blue when he is grown
;

And he will be so tall, and I shall look

With such a pride upon him ! He to die!

And the fond mother lifted his soft curls.

And smiled, as if 'twere mockery to think

That such fair things could perish

—

—Suddenly
Her hand shrunk from him, and the colour fled

From her fix'd lip, and her supporting knees
Were shook beneath her ciiild. Her hand had

touched
His forehead, as she dallied with his hair

—

And it was told—like clay! Slow, very slow.

Came the misgiving that her child was dead.

She sat a moment, and her eyes were closed

In a dumb prayer for strength, and then she tmik

His little hand and pressed it earnestly

—

And put her lip to his— and look'd again

Fearfully on him—and then, bending low.

She whisper'd in his ear " My son !—My son!"

And as the echo died, and not a sound
Broke on the stillness, and he lay there still.

Motionless on her knee—the truth mould come!
Aud with a sharp, quick cry, as if her heart

Were crushed, she lifted him and held him close

Into her bosom—with a mother's thought

—

As if death had no power to touch him there !"

N. P. Willis.

THE LARK'S SONG.

Larks, from their vast numbers, flock much and
fly far in winter, and flock more to the uplands in

the middle of England, where much rain usually

falls in the summer, than to the drier and warmer
places near the shores ; but so true are they to their

lime, that, be it in the south, the centre, or the

north, the lark is always ready on the first gleamy
day of the year to mount its watch-tower in the

upper sky, and proclaim the coming of the vernal

season. It is in fact more joyaunt then in the sun,

more inspirable by the life which the solar influence
diffuses through the atmosphere, than almost any
other creature; not a spring air can sport, not a
bre?ze of morn can play, not an exhalation of fresh-

ness from opening bud or softening clod can ascend,

without note of it being taken and proclaimed by

this all sentient index to the progress of nature.

And the form and manner of the indication are

as delightful as the principle is true. The lark

rises, not like most birds, which climb the air upon
one slope, by a succession of leaps, as if a heavy
booly were raised by a succession of efi'orts, or steps,

with pauses between; it twines upward like a
vapour, borne lightly on the atmosphere, and yield-

ing to the motions of that as other vapours do. Its

course is a spiral, gradually enlarging; and, seen

on the side, it is as if it were keeping the boundary
of a pillar of ascending smoke, always on the sur-

face of that logarithmic column, (or funnel rather,)

which is the only figure that, on a narrow base,

and spreading as it ascends, satisfies the eyes with
its stability and self-ballancing in the thin and in

visible fluid. Nor can it seem otherwise, for it is

true to nature. In the case of smoke or vapour, it

diffuses itself in exact proportion as the density or

power of support in the air diminishes ; and the

lark widens the volutions of its spiral in the same
proportion ; of course it does so only when perfectly

free from disturbance or alarm, because either of

these is a new element in the cause, and as such

must modify the effect. When equally undisturbed,

the descent is by a reversal of the same spiral ; and
where that is the case, the song is continued during
the whole time that the bird is in the air.

The accordance of the song with the mode of

the ascent and descent, is also worthy of notice.

When the volutions of the spiral are narrow, and
the bird changing its attitude rapidly in proportion

to the whole quantity of the flight, the song is

partially suppressed, and it swells as the spiral

widens, and sinks as it contracts ; so that though
the notes may be the same, it is only when the lark

sings poised at the same height, that it sings in a
uniform key. It gives aswellingsongas itascends,

and a sinking one as it comes down ; and if even it

take but one wheel in the air, as that wheel always

includes an ascent or a descent, it varies the pitch

of the song.

The song of the lark, besides being a most ac-

cessible and delightful subject for common obser-

vation, is a very curious one for the physiologist.

Every one in the least conversant with the structure

of birds, must be aware that, with them, the organs

of intonation and modulation are inward, deriving

little assistance from the tongue, and none, or next

to none, from the mandibles of the bill. The wind-

pipe is the musical organ, and it is often very

curiously formed. Birds require that organ less

for breathing than other animals having a windpipe

and lungs, because of the air cells and breathing

tubes with which all pftts of their bodies (even the

bones) are furnished. But those diffused breathing

organs must act with less freedom when the bird is

making the greatest eff'orts in motion, that is, when
ascending or descending, and in proportion as these

cease to act, the trachea is the more required for the

purposes of breathing. The sky-lark thus converts

the atmosphere into a musical instrument of many
stops, and so produces an exceedingly wild and

varied song—a song which is, perhaps, not equal

in power or compass, in the single stave, to that of

many of the warblers, but one which is more varied

in the whole succession. All birds that sing as-

cending or descending, have similar power; but

the sky-lark has it in a degree superior to any other.

—Mudie's Feathered Tribes of the British Islands.
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GREEN LEAVES ALL TURN YELLOW.
Andante Grazioso. Michael Kelly,
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'Tis thus with the delights of love.
The youthful heart beguiling.

Believe me you will find them prove,
As transient, tbo' as smiling,

r
Not long they flourish ere they fade.
As sadly I have seen,

Yes, like the summer leaves, sweet msldy
Oh none are ever green.

For green leaves, &o.

i

No. 78.
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CANADIAN BOAT SONG.
While on the subject of the Canadian Boat Song,

an anecdote connected witli that once popular ballad,

may for my musical readers at least, possess some
interest. A few years since, while staying in Dublin,
I was presented, at his own request, to a gentleman
who told me that his family had in their possession

a curious relic of my youthful days—being the first

notation I had made in pencilling of the air and
words of the Canadian Boat Song while on my way
down the St. Lawrence ; and that It was their wish
I should add my signature to attest the authenticity

of the autograph. I assured him with truth that I

had wholly forgotten the existence of such a memo-
randum; and that I should feel thankful to be

allowed to see it. In a day or two after my request

was complied with, and the following is the history

of this musical relic.

In my passage down the St. Lawrence, I bad
with me two travelling companions, one of whom,
named Harkness, the son of a wealthy Dublin mer-
chant, has been some years dead. To this young
friend, on parting with him at Quebec, I gave, as a
keepsake, a volume I had been reading on the way—" Priestley's Lectures on History, " and it was
upon a fly leaf of this volume I found I had taken
down, in pencilling, both the notes and a few words
of the original song by which my own boat glee had
been suggested. The following is the form of my
memorandum of the original air :

—

g^^^P^^Pi^^q:tt=l^ :» isSia

Then follows, as pencilled down at the moment,
the first verse of my Canadian Boat Song, with air

and words as they are at present. From all this it

will be perceived, that in my own setting of this air

I departed in almost every respect but the time from
the strain our voyageurs had sung to us, leaving the

music of the glee nearly as much my own as the

words. Yet how strongly impressed I had become
with the notion that this was the identical air sung
by the boatmen—how closely it linked itself in my
imagination with the scenes and sounds amidst
which it had occurred to me—may be seen by a
reference to a note appended to the glee as first

published.

—

From the new edition of the Works of
Thomas Moore, revised by himself.

ALL—ALL IS MUSIC.

All—all is music!—The proud foaming sea
Rolls in eternal harmony sublime
From shore to shore—piano in the calm

;

And in the storm tremendous, loud, and deep;
The thunder peals the organ in the sky.

The winds
Are minstrels from whose viewless harps
Flow the sad strains of plaintive melodies.
Swelling the requiem of departed time.

Whose movements make the thoughtless billows
dance.

The streams
Murmur melodiously,—the rivulets sing
Their lullabies-^inviting to repose
The flowrets on their banks, when night descends.
The great Niagara pours its awful bass
la nature's chorus—sounding loud the praise

Of Him who ope'd its fountains, and first taught
Its waters thence to flow—all unconscious flood !

The hills and vales are vocalists—echoing,
They join in concert with the shepherd's reed,

Accompaniment delightful.

The joyous woods
Burst forth in rustling sounds melodious

—

Rejoicing in their glory. 'Neath the shade
Are built the homes of many a warbling throng

—

The songsters of the woods—whose voices sweet
Charm the delighted ear. When Sol appears.
The glorious advent by their song is bailed;

And when, retiring on the western clouds.

His beams repose, their mellow notes are heard
In farewell numbers to his bright career.

Till Philomela, from her twilight bower.
With all the ecstasy of love and song.

Closes the warblings of the sylvan choir.

All—all is music

!

The mountain solitude, the rocky dell,

Breathe of its spirit. Even the crowded city

Sends forth its murmuring and tumultuous voice,

A medley of sounds, that varying swell

On the bewildered ear, fantastical,

Yet wildly tuneful. Pealing from out

The brazen trump, it lends its cheering aid

—

Infusing martial ardour in the hearts

Of the impetuous war-horse and its rider.

To brave the volleyed deaths that wing their way
Where Valour smiles on Ruin—where on the field

Of madness Folly seeks the bubble glory,

And finds it in the grave.

But oh ! its richest harmony is felt

Most in the halls of peace, for it is there

Its talismanic influence spreads o'er

The captive heart, binding in bondage sweet

Its sympathies with ties of love and friendship.

Such is Omnipotence—the great Sovereignty

Of godlike music!
The bright beaming stars,

Those warders of the sky, that nightly watch
The sleeping earth—to heaven's unceasing strains

They march their mighty rounds. Yes! heaven
itself

Is one grand festival of harmony, where rolls

Its tuneful thunders,—whose boundless dome,
From myriad choirs and angel harps poured forth.

Rings with the eternal burst of rapturous praise.

All—all is music I

William Mitter.

MUSIC AND DANCING AMONG THE
SIMALEES OF ADEN.

I found considerable amusement in watching the

strange grotesque dancing of the Simalees, who are

employed in the work of coaling. These dusky
importations from the coast of .Africa are a merry,
fat, curly-headed race, who are employed for this

particular workat twenty shillings a mouth each, but
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are only enabled to put fuith their strength when ex-

cited by music and their national dance. In conse-

quence of this peculiarity, tamborines are incessantly

beaten im the deck of the vessel, which the Simalees

accompany by clapping their hands and treading a
grotesque measure, in most perfect time. A group

of Simalees being assembled on the deck of the

steamer, near the open hold in which are deposited

the bags of coal, with the crane and pulley above it,

the rope attached is lowered, and the hook fastened

to a bag. Meanwhile the Simalees, with a loud

song, chanted to the time of the tamborines, run
towards the forecastle, and return dancing in lii)e,

in the most grotesque way that can be imagined

;

clapping their hands, raising one to the ear, and then

with a kind of curtseying movement turning slowly

round, with oue leg bent and raised from the ground,
changing the foot at intervals; the movements
completed, they with one accord seize the rope, and
rush merrily back, raising the coal bag as they go.

Such is the wild excitement of this labour, so con-

ducted, that the captain of the steamer assured me
that they commonly lost four men after each coaling,

and calculated that in putting on board every hun-

dred ton of coals the sacrifice was of one man. The

lanour effected is immense, and this solely without
any stimulant but that of music and the wild dance
of their native shores.— Characteristics of Aden,
by Mrs Postans.—Illuminated Magazine.

THE PAST.
Down to the vale this water steers,

How merrily it goes

!

'Twill murmur o)i a thousand years,

And flow as now it flows.

And here, on this delightful day,
I cannot choose but think

How oft, a vigorous man, I lay

Beside this fountain's brink.

My eyes are dim with childish tears,

My heart is inly stirred.

For the same sound is in my ears

Which in those days I heard.

Thus fares is still in our decay:

And yet the wiser mind
Mourns less for what age takes away,
Than what it leaves behind.

WordsKorthm

HOW DEAR ARE THY COUNSELS UNTO ME,

ANTHEM, BY THE CHEVALIER NEUKOMM,

iBt

TBEBLK.

2d
TREBLE.

TENOR.

BASS.

ORGAN
OB

PIANO
FORTE.

Moderato. Hitherto unpublished.
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Slow and expiessive.

THE DUMB PEAL.
BOUND FOR FOUR VOICES.

Dr. Benjamin Cooke.

EE i^3i:
:^:

Bell, bim, borne, bell, bim, borne,

well.

IS4 j_j

—

O-t— :q=
:(t=S3

bell, bim, borne. bell, bim, borne.

± :r=i:m^
Bell, hark I hark ! now the moiirnful, muffled bell, The weep - ing neighbour -

5^e?: irJ=p: ±=tz:
23;

:t:
4

hood doth tell, that John - ny bids us all fare - well. fare - well.
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:fE=q!sqEES^ ifcit^:

?=«:
ijtfc f*i t^i^J^W^ :^=izi: 1

P= fc^ fc:t£

farewell ! Then since he's gone we'll ring hia knell, we'll ring his knell. For long was be beloved*

* The pauses are onl; to be observed at the final close.

iBt ThSOiS..

2d TENOR.

BASS.

COME, FAIREST NYMPH.

GLEE AND CHORUS.
Vivace. Earl of Mornington.
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graces in thy train. With bal my breath, and flow' - ry head, rise, rise, rise.
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rise, rise.
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No. 79.
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graces in thy train. With balmy breath,
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and Sow'ry head. rise, ri8«,
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call, re - call . the ze - phyr from the west, Restore the bud, re • vive the skies,
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CHORUS. Allegro.

TREBLE.

ALTO.

TENOR.

BASS.

I
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Come, then with pleasure at thy
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side, at thy side, Dif - fuse thy vernal spir wide.
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pleasure at thy side, with pleasure at thy side. Dif fuse thy vernal spirit
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e'er thou turn'st thine eye, where e'er thou turn'st thine eye, Peace, plenty, loTe,
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S
eye, thou turn'st thine eye, where e'er thou turn'st thine eye. Peace, plenty, love.
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eye, where e'er thou turn'st, thou turn'st thine eye,
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Peace, plenty, love.
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TO PRIMROSES, FILLED WITH MORNING
DEW.

Why do ye weep, sweet babes? Can tears

Speak grief in you,

Who are but born
Just as the modest mom,
Teem'd her refreshing dew ?

Alas ! you have not known that shower
That mars a flower;

Nor felt the unkind
Breath of a blasting wind

;

Nor are ye worn with years

;

Or warpt, as we.
Who think it strange to see

Such pretty flow'rs, (like to orphans young,)

To speak by tears before ye have a tongue.

Speak, whimp'ring younglings; and make known
Tlie reason why
Ye droop, and weep.

Is it for want of sleep

;

Or childish luUabie ?

Or that ye have not seen as yet

The violet?

Or brought a kiss

From that sweet heart to this?

No, No; this sorrow, shown
By your tears shed.

Would have this lecture read,
" That things of greatest, so of meanest worth,
Conceiv'd with grief are, and with tears brought

forth."

Robert Herrick.

CANTO.

ALTO.

TENOK.

BASS.

AND HE SHALL PURIFY.

SACRED CHORUS FROM THE "MESSIAH.'
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CLAUDE BALBATRE.
This renowned organist, was a native of Dijon,

and was born in the month of December, 1729.
He was a pupil to his uncle, an organist in that
town

J and he succeeded him after his death; he
then received lessons from Rameau, who had been
the intimate friend of his uncle. After some time
he went to Paris, where he prosecuted his studies
during many years; and, in 1755 he presided at the
Concert Spirituel. A species of concerto, which he
executed on the organ, and of which he was the
inventor, had the most brilliant success. He was
elected soon afterwards to the situation of organist

of Saint Roch, where he drew such numerous
audiences, that the Archbishop of Paris was com-

pelled to forbid his performing on certain days of
the great Christmas fete. Balbatre never had a
day's illness, until the day of his decease, which was
in the year 1799. He left a number of compositions
for the harpsichord, which are still held in eon-
siderable estimation. The ease and velocity of his

fingering, and the extreme gracefulness of his man-
ner, especially while he performed his own beauti-

ful variaticms of the " Marsellois Hymn," and the
" Battle of Fleurus," are said to have been highly
gratifying. It is due to the diversified talents of
this distinguished musician, to notice, that he had a
share in improving several musical instruments,
particularly tie harpsichord and piano-forte.

Words by Burns.
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Ye banks, and braes, and streams around
The castle o' Montgomery,

Green be your woods, and fair your flow'rs.

Your waters never drumlie !

There simmer first unfaulds her robes,
And there they langest tarry !

For there I toolt the last fareweel
O' my sweet Highland Mary.

How sweetly bloom'd the gay green birk.
How rich the hawthorn's blossom.

As underneath their fragant shade,
1 clasp'd her to my bosom I

The golden hours, on angel wings.
Flew o'er me and my dearie

;

For dear to me as light and life

Was my sweet HighlBnd Mary.

Wi' mony a vow, and lock'd embrace,
Our parting was fu' tender

;

And pledging aft to meet again.
We tore ourselves asunder :

But, oh I fell death's untimely frost,
That nipt my flower so early !

Now green's the sod, and cauld's the clay.
That wraps my Highland Mary I

O pale, pale now those rosy lips

1 aft ha'e kiss'd sae fondly !

And clos'd for aye the sparkling glance
That dwelt on me sae kindly

;

And mouldering now in silent dust.
That heart that lo'ed me dearly 1

But still within my bosom's core
Shall live my Highland Mary,

CARILLONS AT ANTWERP.
I can give you but a faint idea of the sweet half

monastic life one leads in Antwerp ; it would be as

impossible there to neglect attendance at matins,

nones, and vespers, as if one had for years taken the

vows of St. Francis or St. Dominic ; and the mag-
nificent tower of the cathedral, which stands out

most majestically from the Scheldt, is ever and anon
sending forth with its deep-toned heavy bell, some
" note of preparation'', some warning of duties to be
fulfilled. Indeed, without entering the churches,
the critical musical faculty is provoked every quarter
of an hour by a profane march, which the carillons

(music bells) in the tower never fail to perform,
I suppose for the amusement of the numerous jack-

daws who have there found " their coign of vantage,"
and who, though out of the pale of the church, and
withoBt benefit of clergy, might be treated with
something a little better in tune. The hideously in-

harmonious jangling of these bells, the lamentable
attempt at harmonising a melody, infuses a spirit

into the heels, somewhat at variance with the tran-

quillity with which one would otherwise loiter round
this old and honourable city; and the only reason
which I could assign for the cruel defiance of concord
is this :—that as the Devil has, since the time of

Tartini, possessed the reputation of a good ear for

jnusic, and as bells are said to scare evil spirits,

BO the ingenious Flemings think to accelerate his

departure by leaving theirs in so cruel a state of

disagreement. If I am mistaken in this conjecture,

let it pass ; but I would put it to the consciences

of the burgomasters of Antwerp, whether innocent
travellers who arrive in their city, with a delicate

organization of car, should be tormented four times
an hour, or have their nerves irritated, by the con-

stant repetition of the same tune, especially when
it is not used to impress upon one any moral

duty, as the chimes in some of the London churches
do, in one of which I remember to have heard, asa
funeral procession entered the churchyard, the tune
" Life let us cherish," with real edification.

—

A
RanMe among the Musicians in Germany,

HORACE IMITATED.
BEOK II. ODE XVI.

To .

The mnne demit yont the cluds, an' mirk the lift.

The tempest gousty howland ower the seis.

The schip gaun driftand in a meithless lift.

The schippar sair forfochand praies for else.

For else, the Hielandm^ worn out wi' weir.

And weiryit Cossack, baith devoutlie praie;

—

For else, quhilk nane can buy for gowden geir,

Nor royall crouns, nor gems, nor dymonts gaie.

For vain is a' the walth o' kings.

And vain the grandour ofiice brings.

To heal the heart's waneise

;

Or pou the pousonit attrye stang
Frae fykye cares that flychter thrang

In vowtit canopies.

He lives in happy life that bruicks delyte

In thrifty mealtith, an' in hamely plicht

;

Frem, far frae him are gried, an' feir au' wyte,

His sleip is soun, his dreims are blythe at uieht.

Quhy soud we brank wi' siccan short-lived powers
An' airt our maggots yont the meath o' tyme ?

An' quhy forleit our hames, an' hailsum hours,

Pursewand fortoun in a scomfisit clyme?

Did e'er a wicht, rcpynand at his weird,

An' greinand wi' unleisum lust o' geir,

Fleiand his kintra like a loun or caird.

Elude his fykit sel; his sturt an' steir?
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For care is swifter na' the eistlan gale,

Ac' chasis sailour scuddand tbro' the sea;

Mair lieht o' fit nor staig that scours the dale,

An' grips the horseman canterand ower the lea.

But he wha wi' his ain content
Taks thankfu' what the gods hae sent

And bruicks the present day.
Can smuir the glunch o' human gyle

Wi' glamour o' a gentle smyle.

An' geek at cummand wae,

A cross is kippilit to ilk warldly sain

;

The day o' glore to ane gloams lang or e'en j

Anither dwynes wi' eild and dule his lane;

An' I may live to rew my deirest Men

;

Meanquhyle ye see aroun ye play

Fyve score o' scheip wi' fleiches gay,

An' droves o' tydye kye

;

Yer pownie nichers at yer ca',

Wi' garments fyne ye buske ye braw
Twice dipt in purpour dye.

To me the gods hae kindlye gi'en

A rural bield, wi' schaws lu' grein,

An' braes wi' sunny syde

;

A wee spunk o' the muses fyre

;

An' taste to play the Scotian lyre;

An' scorn the vulgar pryde.

From a Lounger's Note-Book.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CELEBRATED
VIOLIN PLAYERS.

Drawn up in 1831.

William Cramer.—Born at Manheim, 1730;

first performance in England, 1770. Peculiar

characteristics : decision and spirit; also an excellent

leader. Died in London, 180.5.

Barthelemon.—Born at Bourdeaux, 1741; first

performance in England, 1765. Sweetness and
polished taste, especially iu Corelli.

GioRNovicHi.—Palermo, 171.5—1792. Correct-

ness, purity of tone, and elegance. Died in 1804.

Salomon.—Born 1745—1781. Boldness, enthu-
siasm, and playfulness, particularly in Haydn's
works.

Yaniewicz.—Wilna, 1792. Delicacy and high
finish, especially in quartets.

VioTTi.—Piedmont, 1755—1790. Vigorous ener-

gy, grand bowing, extraordinary execution, and
masterly style: above all, in concertos. Died in

London, 1824.

Vaccari.—Modena, 1772—1823. Tenderness,
exquisite taste, feeling and refined expression.

Rode.—Bourdeaux, 1773—1794. Bold tone, vig-

our, elegance.

Pinto.—London, 1786—1798. Fire, originality,

vivid fervour, and profoimd feeling.

Baillot.—Paris, 1771. Sterling taste, variety,

variety of manner, admirable bowing, forcible tone,

and masterly command of the instrument. Died at

Paris, 1842.

Spagnoletti.—Italy. Charming fluty quality of

tone; graceful freedom in bowing; geniune Italian

taste.

Weichsbl.—Strength of tone; energy; excellent

timist.

Lafont.— Paris. Suavity and elegance, especially

in cantabilc movements.
Kiesewetter.—Anspach, 1777—1821. Deep

pathos in adagios, and extraordinary rapidity in

allegros ; fine bow-arm, and wonderfully distinct

articulation.

Spohr.—Seesen, 1784—1820. Grandeur, rigour,

elevation of style, exquisite taste, purity of tone, and
composer-like feeling.

Paganini.—Genoa, 1784—1831. Evert-thing.
Died at Nice, 1840.

Mori.— London, 1797. Rich, full, and beautiful

tone
;
polished taste, masterly variety of style, and

extraordinary brilliancy of execution.

De Beriot.—Belgium. Perfect intonation, grace,

rich and charming tone, elegant bowing, refined

taste, and wonderful execution.

—
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